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PTTI OPENING ADDRESS:
THE FUTURE OF THE PTTI MEETING
Joseph D. White
U.S. Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, DC 20375
Dennis D. McCarthy
U.S. Naval Observatory
Washington, DC 20392

At the meeting of the PTTI Executive Committee on 30 January 1997, it was decided that the
following principles would be implemented in the planning of all future PTTI Meetings:
• The purpose of the PTTI Meeting is to inform users about state-of-the-art capabilities
in PTTI and inform government system managers and engineers and sponsoring agencies
about new opportunities, programs, and technical challenges requiring PTTI.
• To emphasize the fact that system managers and engineers comprise the majority of the
attendees desired, the meeting name has been changed from "The Precise Time and Time
Interval Applications and Planning Meeting" to "The Precise Time and Time Interval
Systems and Applications Meeting."
• The PTTI Meeting is and will remain an open meeting. This means that it will not be by
invitation only. It will be advertised widely and vendors will always be able to participate.
• The PTTI Meeting will be managed more aggressively with regard to its program. A
theme and a "matching" Program Committee chair will be selected for each meeting;
papers not appropriate to the theme will be rejected. The Program Committee will recruit
invited papers and arrange discussions and workshops in keeping with the theme. Details
of the mechanics of the meeting organization will be left to the Program Committee, but
the program must be approved by the Executive Committee. Each sponsoring agency will
have the option of naming a representative to the Program Committee. Classified sessions
may be arranged if appropriate. The meeting should be no longer than 3 days in length.
• The PTTI Meeting will continue as an annual meeting independent of other meetings,
but the Executive Committee shall have the option to plan joint meetings if it feels that
a joint meeting would contribute positively to the theme of the PTTI Meeting.
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PTTI DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
Presented to
Prof. Bernard Ren^ Guinot
Honorary Astronomer
Paris Observatory
by
Dr. Leonard S. Cutler
Hewlett-Packard Co.

It is again a particular honor and a great pleasure for me to help recognize past achievements
in the time and frequency arena. I am very happy, with inputs from Dr. Claudine Thomas, to
do this for Bernard Guinot, a distinguished scientist, astronomer, and friend for many years. I
am certain everyone agrees that he is very well qualified to receive this award, as evidenced by
an impressive list of important contributions, accomplishments, and awards.
Bernard was bom in Livarot, France, in 1925. From 1945 to 1952, he was an Officer in the
Merchant Navy. In 1946-47, he was on a small freighter in the Far East with a Chinese crew.
The ship's radio officer was drunk 24 hours a day and, for a full year, was not able to get a
single time signal. This is where Bernard had his first contact with time determination and
comparison. He did this by astronomical determination of Universal Time at sea in view of
the coast, clock transportation to nearby ships in a harbor, and even synchronization by light
signals with ships upon the open sea. This was an early, and very practical, introduction for
him to clock synchronization. Later, on more comfortable ships, he resumed his studies in
mathematics, thus gaining respect from some of the captains, but also some complaints about
not being seen enough among the passengers.
Bernard says that, probably because he was a seaman, the Director of the Paris Observatory,
A. Danjon, recruited him to be his assistant in 1952. His first scientific work was to make
determinations of Universal Time and latitude by observing the altitude of stars with an astrolabe,
invented by Danjon, enabling 1,000 times less uncertainty than with a sextant. The nighttime
observations in the open air were often very uncomfortable and sometimes disappointing, as
was the case when, after a full winter night of data-taking, Bernard discovered that the janitorial
staff had thrown the chronograph tape away.
In 1958, while at the Observatory, he received his Doctor's degree. While there from 1952
to 1984, his tide was Astronomer, Paris Observatory. During that time he had two books
published: The Measurement of Time and The Equal Altitude Method in Astronomy.
From 1984 to 1992, he was Physicist, Bureau International des Poids et Mesures. He retired
from the BIPM in 1992 and, since then, has been Honorary Astronomer, Paris Observatory.
Recently he has written, with Claude Audoin, a third book. Fundamentals of the Measurement
of Time, to be published in December, 1997.

Some of his accximplishments include:
• Determination of star position by a new method, the equal altitude method, using astrolabes
• Studies and determination of the astronomical constants of aberration and nutation
• Relativistic definition of reference systems
• Introduction of a new concept, the non-rotating origin, allowing a rigorous definition of
the earth's rotation about the moving rotation axis
• Work in many aspects of earth rotation and geodesy, including the definition of Universal
Time
• Creation of International Atomic Time, TAI, including:
- Organization of the network of contributing clocks and time comparisons
- Establishment of stability and accuracy algorithms
- Organization of TAI dissemination
- Relativistic definition of TAI
• Promotion of the UTC system and the introduction of a mathematical relation between
UTC and TAI
• Transfer of the activities on TAI to the BIPM.
Bernard considers his creation of TAI and the concept of the non-rotating origin his most
important contributions. He is presently working on applications of general relativity to
fundamental astronomy, geodesy, and metrology and continuation of his research on the
non-rotating origin.
His affiliations and awards include:
• Corresponding Member, French Academy of Sciences
• Member, Bureau des Longitudes (President, 1984-1986)
• Member, Academia Europacs
• Prix du Commissariat de I'Energie Atomique (1991)
• Tompion Gold Medal of the Worshipful Company of Clockmakers, London (1997)
• Prix Emile Girardeau, Academic de Marine (1991) (This was very pleasing to Bernard,
the former sailor.).
Bernard's interests include diving and, not surprisingly, sailing. One time he was invited to
attend a meeting on time dissemination at the Caghary University, Italy. To get there he
rented a sailboat and spent five days navigating from France to Cagliary. This caused some
complications for the reimbursement of travel expenses.
Once, when arriving in New York coming firom France, he was going through immigration
and got to a severe-looking customs officer who examined his passport with a frown. He

motioned Bernard to follow him. They went to the oflBce and Bernard, expecting a search, was
discouraged. The officer then said his first words: "What do you think about black holes?"
He had seen "Astronomer" on the passport.
Bernard has clearly made many important contributions to astronomy, physics, and the time
and frequency community. He is a capable, dedicated, and highly productive individual as well
as being a fine person.
With great pleasure we now give him his award and express our congratulations and appreciation
for his outstanding contributions and service to our community. Bernard, will you please come
up?
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Abstract
The conditions of computation of TAI and UTC are in constant evolution. The replacement of
clocks of older design by new ones of type HP 5071A, started in 1993, continues with consequent
improvement in the stability of the free atomic time scale EAL, the first step in the calculation of
TAI. To further improve the stability ofEAL and to further reduce the delay of access to TAI and
UTC, the algorithm which produces them may need to be revised. With this in view, experiments
on real clock data collected at the BIPM have been carried out to show the advantage of
simultaneously using an upper limit on relative weights, rather then one on absolute weights, and
a basic interval of computation of one month, rather than one of two months. Results of these
tests are positive, so the BIPM reported on these studies to the Working Group on TAI of the
Comiti Consultatif du Temps et des Frequences' (CCTF) in view of implementing consequent
changes in January 1998. A decision is being made.

INTRODUCTION
Since the end of 1992, the quality of the timing data received at the BIPM has evolved rapidly thanks to
the wide use of GPS time transfer and to the extensive replacement of older designs of commercial
clocks by the new HP 5071A clocks. Consequently, the stabiUty of the free atomic time scale EAL, the
first stq) in the calculation of TAI, has improved significantly. The medium-tenn stability of EAL,
expressed in tenns of the Allan standard deviation c^, is estimated to be 1.3 x 10''* for averaging times
of about 40 d. This improves the predictability of UTC for averaging times of between 1 and 2 months,
a scale attribute of fimdamwital importance for institutions charged with the dissemination of real-time
time scales.
For further improvement, the stabihty algorithm which produces EAL may need to be revised. Given
this prospect, several chaunges, all guided by physical considerations, have been brought to the existing
algorithm. These make it possible to compute, in parallel with the published EAL, an experimental time
scale E, using the real clock data collected at the BIPM from January 1996 until August 1997.

'At its 1997 meeting, the Comiti International des Poids et Mesures (CIPM) decided to change the name of the Comiti
Consultatif pour la Definition de la Seconde (CCDS) to that ofComite Consultatifdu Temps et des Frequences (CCTF).

The experimental algorithm uses the same defining equations and same fundamental procedure as the
usual algorithm [1, 2, 3, 4], but the definitive computation time of the time scale is shortened firom two
months to one month. Another change is the imposition of an upper limit on the relative weights
attributed to contributing clocks, rather than one of absolute weights.
In the following we recall some fimdamental features of the usual algorithm, then we explain the
advantages of iniplementing the above changes and outline some possible objections. The results of the
experiment carried out at the BIPM since January 1996 axe then analyzed in terms of stability and
accuracy.

USUAL ALGORITHM
The free atomic time scale EAL is basically a weighted averaged of data fi-om comparison of clocks,
mostly of commercial type, maintained in national timing laboratories [1]. Though timmg
measurements are taken and reported to the BIPM for MJDs ending in 4 and 9, i.e. for dates separated
by 5 d, the computation treats as a whole two-month blocks of data. The reference time scale TAI is
thus a deferred-time time scale available to user with a delay which can reach two months.
Treating two-month blocks of data as a whole means that the weight /?, of a given clock H, is
maintained constant over a given two-month interval and cannot change before the next one. For a
given interval of computation the weight ;?*„ referred to as 'absolute weight', is wntten as:
C

where of is the variance (over one year) of the mean firequencies of clock H^, relative to the time scale,
and estimated over two-month periods. C is a constant, the value of which is arbitrary smce the
contribution of clock H, to the weighted average, referred to as 'relative weight', is given by:

i

and thus is independent of the value of C.
The weighting procedure introduces an upper limit of absolute weights, PMAX, such as, if over a given
two-month interval
Pi ^/'MAX,then/7,=/>MAX-

A given clock thus receives the maximal weight according to its own stabiUty independently of the
stability of the other clocks constituting the ensemble. Keeping the value pmx constant makes the
maximum contribution GJ^AX of a given clock vary wWi time.

WHY CHANGE THE ALGORITHM ?
The reason for changing the algorithm is very natural: the quaUty of the contributing clocks has
changed and the algorithm should be adapted.
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The most important change is the massive replacement of older designs of clocks by the new HP 5071A
clocks which are more stable and which reach their maximum of stabihty for shorter averaging time.
Fig. 1 shows the typical stability curve of these clocks with a flicker floor level of about 6 x lO" for
averaging times in between 20 and 40 days [5].
Since January 1993, we have observed the progressive entry of about 100 HP 5071A units in the
computation and nearly all of them have been assigned the upper weight. No discrimination among
these stable clocks is thus effected with the consequence that full advantage of the best ones is not
taken. We alerted the CCDS Working Group on TAI to this problem, and the decision was taken in
March 1995 [6] to rise the upper limit of absolute weight by a fector 2.5 on 2 May 1995. This induced
a punctual increase of the maximum contribution 0^AAX on this date (see Fig. 2) above a general trend
which is a decrease from 1.4% to 0.7%. The problem is now reappearing and we suggest that a limit
should be imposed on the relative contribution made by any clock to the scale.
Another point concerns the two-month period of observation for frequency estimation. This does not
appear to be optimum with a set of contributing clocks which globally present their best stability for
smaller averaging times. We thus suggest to shorten the computation time of the scale to one month.

UPPER LIMIT OF RELATIVE WEIGHTS
The detailed computational process used to implement an upper limit of relative weights in the
algorithm is given in Ref 4.

ADVANTAGES
• The most important feature of this process is that it does not independently assign a weight to each
clock, rather the set of clocks is treated globally. With the progressive entrance of very stable clocks
fixing an upper limit of relative weight removes from the higjiest weight category some of those with
the weakest stability. The time scale thus reUes more heavily upon the very best clocks.
• This new weight determination is also more robust. One can reasonably expect that the stability of
clocks contributing to TAI will still improve in coming years. This will be correctly handled by an
algorithm which selects the best clocks, the criteria of stability for reaching the upper relative weight
becoming more severe.
• The use of an upper limit of relative weights is akeady implemented in some algorithms for the
generation of local time scales [3] and this technique has already proved its efficiency. In addition,
following the suggestion of using an upper relative contribution for individual clocks expressed at
the meeting of the CCDS Working Group on TAI in 1995, several experimental studies have
already been carried out on real clock data collected at the BIPM over different periods, and have
produced successful results [4].
ONE CONSTRAINT

At present, the mmiber of clocks receiving the upper limit of absolute weight is increasing from one
computation to the next with a consequent decrease of the upper contribution. At the date of
implementation of the upper Umit of relative weight, we will have to fix this limit in continuity with the
previous computation, tf we wait too long, this value will be too small to discriminate efficiently among
the best clocks. For this reason we propose the implementation of the alternative algorithm as soon as
possible (January 1998).

SHORTENING OF THE COMPUTATION TIME
The change proposed here is to shorten the computation time for TAI from two months to one month
[7] keeping this computation time in phase with the calendar months (the interval of computation then
has a length of 30 d or 35 d).
ADVANTAGES
• This shortening corresponds to an adaptation of the algorithm to the statistical properties of the
clocks we have at our isposal.
• The delay of access to the time scale is reduced. The definitive computation for any month is
available by the 13th of the following month. The procedure used until now (provisional results one
month in two) is abandoned and each issue of Circular T provides final values. The question of
fencing the delay of access is important since it fecilitates procedures for UTC prediction
implemented in time laboratories charged with the dissemination of real-time time scales.
• The work of the BIPM Time Section is simplified, a non-negligible point if the decision to update
TAI every 2 or 3 d, rather then 5 d, is taken in future.
ONE PRACTICAL CONSTRAINT

Time transfer and clock data used in the TAI computation covering month n must necessarily reach the
BIPM at the beginning of month («+l), since the final computation is made some days later. Data
arriving too late cannot be included in the computation and those working in time laboratories should be
aware of it.
ONE OBJECTION

Shortening from two months to one month the averaging time for estimation of clock frequencies, and
of their variances, optimizes the stabiUty of the time scale over a duration of one month, which may
appear to conflict with the requirement of long-term stability for reference time scales. This argument
has been developed fiiUy in the past, but the current approach to the problem is different:
• The requirement is high predictability for the reference time scale in order to implement an efficient
steering of local representations of UTC. Timing laboratories thus need hi^ stability between
successive computations and rapid access.
• The long-term stability of the scale mainly relies upon its accuracy, i.e. the quaUty of the
measurements provided by primary frequency standards. This is on a promising path: several very
accurate primary frequency standards are under development with expected type B standard
uncertainties of several parts in 10'^ and frequency transfer techniques, such as those using twoway or GPS phase measurements, are expected soon to reach the level of 1 x 10" over one day.

THE EXPERIMENT
The two changes detailed above have been implemented in our usual algorithm for computation of an
alternative free atomic time scale E, using real clock data collected at the BIPM from January 1996 to
August 1997.
The starting date of computation (MJD = 50079, 28 December 1995) corresponds to the first date of
implementation of the 5 d, rather than 10 d, recurrence of TAI updates. Each month, clock frequencies
are estimated as slopes of linear fits over 7 or 8 time data, while only 4 points were available before.
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This improves our confidence in the fi-equency estimation.
The closing date (MJD = 50689, 29 August 1997) corresponds to the last date included in the last
complete two-month interval of computation available when writing this paper with the intention to
implement the new algorithm in January 1998.
For this exercise the upper limit of relative weight was set at 0.8%, which corresponds closely to the
upper hmit of relative weight given to the best clocks in November-December 1995.
The time scale E is compared with the published EAL over the period under study. A time scale TE is
deduced fi'om E using tiie steering fi-equency corrections apphed to EAL to obtain TAI. TE is then
comparable with the published TAI over the same period.
Several other time scales, using only one of the two changes described here or testing other possibilities,
have been computed in parallel with E. The time scale E is the one which led to the most significant
results, this being the reason why it is recommended here.

RESULTS
STABILITY
Values of the stability of the time scales E and EAL are estimated by application of the 3-comered-hat
technique to data obtained fi-om January 1996 to August 1997 in comparisons between E (or EAL) and
two of the best time scales in the world, maintained at the NIST and at the USNO. This leads to the
values for the Allan standard deviation a^t) shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3 calls for some remarks:
• Stability is estimated for averaging times not exceeding 80 d. Evaluating Allan standard deviation
values, with reasonable confidence, for longer averaging times is very difficult: we have at our
disposal only 20 months of data and the time scales considered may be subject to variations which
are correlated in the long term, a circumstance sufficient to prevent the use of the iVs»raered-4at
technique. It is probable, however, that E and EAL are subject to a residual annual variation which
would appear in Fig. 3 as a 'bump' for averaging times of about 180 d.
• The time scales E and EAL present white firequency noise for averaging times between 5 and 40
days, with no residual trace of noise coming fi-om time transfer methods.
• The time scale E is more stable than EAL for all averaging times*.
• The best performance is:
cr^EAL(r= 40 d)= 1.3x10
C5,E(r=40d)= 1.1x10'

* Another stability estimation computed with the 9-comered4iat technique, involving the 8 best HP 5071 A clocks reported
to the BIPM, gives the same result.
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ACCURACY

To characterize the accuracy of TE and TAI, estimates are made of the relative departures di, and of
their uncertainties OT, of the durations of the TE and TAI scale intervals, MT, from the SI second, MQ, as
produced on the rotating geoid by primary frequency standards:
%-»o
«0

with T = TE or TAI.
Since January 1996, individual measurements of the TE and TAI frequencies have been provided by
five primary frequency standards:
• LPTF-FOl, which is a cesium fountain developed at the BNM-LPTF, Paris, France. The
preliminary evaluation of its accuracy led to a type B standard uncertainty of 3 x 10"'^ a value
never reached before. Three measurements taken in May 1996 and averaged over periods of about
10 hours were sent to the BIPM.
• NIST-7, which is the optically pumped primary frequency standard developed at the NIST, Boulder,
Colorado, USA. In the period covered by this report, it provided four measurements which cover a 5
day period in March 1996 and three 10 day periods in May 1996, December 1996 and June 1997.
The type B standard xmcertainty of NIST-7 is 1 x 10""* for the first two measurements and 7 x 10"'^
for the last two measurements.
• PTB CS2 and PTB CSS, which are classical primary frequency standards operating continuously as
clocks at the PTB, Braunschweig, Germany. Frequency measurements are taken continuously and
can be reported over successive one-month or two-montii periods. The type B standard uncertainties
• SU MCsR 102, which is a classical primary frequency standard operated at the VNIIFTRI,
Moscow, Russia. It delivered two measurements, both averaged over two-month periods, in
February and March 1996. The type B standard uncertainty of this standard is 5 x lO''*.
Values of drB and ^TAI deduced from these individual measurements are reported in Figs. 4 and 5,
where results from PTB CS2 and PTB CSS are treated over one-month intervals to assess the accuracy
of TE, and over two-month intervals for TAI. The number of points in Fig. 5 is thus larger than in Fig.
4. Values over one-month intervals are not available for SU MCsR 102, which explains that the
number of points concerning this standard is the same in both figures. Points deduced from LPTF-FOl,
NIST-7 and SU MCsR 102 cannot be exactly superposed in the two figures because they are not
related to the same time scale.
The uncertainty of each point in Figs. 4 and 5, except those from LPTF-FOl, is close to the type B
uncertainty of the primary frequency standard since the uncertainty caused by the transfer to TAI is
negligible. For LPTF-FOl, an additional uncertainty of about 5 x 10''^ must be taken into account for
the link to TAI.
Estimates of TE and TAI accuracy obtained by global treatment of individual measurements [8] are
added in Figs. 4 and 5. Measurements from PTB CSS are not used in the processing because this
standard experienced frequency steps of several parts in lO"* over the period under study. This global
treatment can provide mean values of dj estimated over durations of one or two months. The
continuous lines of Figs. 4 and 5 correspond to two-month estimates of ^TAI and djE and are thus
directly comparable. They appear to be nearly identical, the largest discrepancy between the two is
12

observed over July-August 1997:
<5?TC=1.7xlO-'^(yiE=1.0xlO-'^
djM = 1.8X 10''', OTAI = 1.0X lO-'",
and is much smaller than the corresponding uncertainties. Over the whole period xmder study the
obtained values of OTE and OTAI are very close to each other and vary from 0.6 x lO'" to 1.0 x 10''".
The accuracy of the time scale is thus nearly unchanged by the alternative algorithm. The discrepancy
obtained is close to that resulting from imiform appUcation of the correction for the black-body
radiation frequency shift in 1995, for which a procedure for compensation was applied immediately
(cumulative frequency steering corrections, each of relative amplitude 1 x 10"' applied on dates
separated by 60.^y intervals). Current results suggest that this procedure has compensated only for the
natural drift of the scale and that it should be reinforced, keeping in mind that the middle-term stability
of the scale should not be degraded. For this reason successive frequency steering corrections of greater
amplitude, 2 x 10■'^ have been applied since May 1997. This conclusion does not depend on the choice
of algorithm.

CONCLUSIONS
We propose to the CCTF Working Group on TAI the implementation of an alternative algorithm for
TAI computation. This algorithm is based on the same defining equations as the one in use at present,
but includes two changes: shortening of the computation time of the time scale from two months to one
month and use of an upper Umit to the relative weights attributed to contributing clocks. Tests show
that the middle-term stability of the resulting scale is improved and that its accuracy is unchanged,
when compared with the pubUshed TAI. In addition, the delay of access to flie time scale is reduced and
the algorithm is more robust in response to global changes in the quality of the clocks, of the kind we
experienced since the entry of the HP 5071A units into the computation.
The BIPM is ready to implement this alternative algorithm for the computation covering the month of
January 1998.
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Questions and Answers
JUDAH LEVINE (NIST): We think it is a veiy good idea. We have said that to BffM in writing. I think
we would not be too concerned about the possible correlation between AT-1 and EAL because we have a
relatively small number of clocks that contribute to EAL, and I would guess that the correlation between
AT-1 and EAL is very small. I think the results of the three-comer hat using AT-1 are just fine.
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Abstract
By definition, the duration of the TAI scale unit should be as close as possible to the SI second
on the rotating geoid. Thejrequency of the free atomic time scale, computed at the BIPM as a
weighted average of commercial clock data obtained from time laboratories, was carefully
steered for more than ten years in order to generate an international time reference which
conforms with this definition. In 1995, uniform application of the correction compensating for
the black-bo^frequency shift in primary frequency standards artificially degraded the accuracy
of TAI. A procedure to compensate for this effect was immediately implemented, but only
compensated for the natural drift of the free atomic time scale over the first two years, leading to
the uncomfortable condition that TAI was not sufficiently accurate. Since April 1997, an
improvement in the accuracy of TAI has been detected, but has still to be confirmed. For this
purpose results from very accurate primary frequency standards, such as the new cesium
fountains now under development, would be very helpful.

INTRODUCTION
From a declaration of the Comite Consultatif pour la Definition de la Seconde, CCDS, in 1980 [1]
International Atomic Time, TAI, is
a coordinate time scale defined in a geocentric reference frame with the SI second as realized on
the rotating geoid as the scale unit.
Since 1 Janxiaiy 1988, the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures, BIPM, has been responsible for
the generation and dissemination of TAI, which is a world-wide reference time scale and thus should be
maintained in such a way as to be as reliable, stable and accurate as possible.
TAI relies on measurements taken on a regular basis fi^om commercial atomic clocks and primary
fi-equency standards maintained in national timing centers spread world-wide. Reliability and stability
are optimized in the first step of the procedure used for combining these data. In this, a firee atomic time
scale, EAL (echelle atomique libre), is computed as a weighted average of data fi-om a large number of
fi-ee-running and independent atomic clocla [2]. The weight attributed to a given contributing clock
increases with its stability which makes it possible to improve the stability of the resulting average (over
the period January 1996 - August 1997, tiie stability of EAL was characterized by an Allan deviation
close to 1x10"'^ for averaging times of 40 d [3]). No attempt is made to ensure the conformity of the
EAL scale unit with the SI second as realized on the rotating geoid.
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In a second step, the duration of the scale unit of EAL is evaluated by comparison with data from
primary cesium standards which realize the SI second. TAI is then derived from EAL by adding a
linear fimction of time with a slope designed to bring the TAI scale unit close to the SI second on the
surface of the rotating geoid. To maintain accuracy the frequency offset between TAI and EAL is
changed when necessary [4], the magnitude of the changes being of the same order as the frequency
fluctuations resulting from tiie instability of EAL. This operation is referred to as the 'steering of TAI'.
In the first section of this paper we compare the frequency of EAL, over the last twelve years, to the
frequencies of the two continuously operating primary frequency standards PTB CSl and PTB CS2.
We also justify the frequency steering corrections which were applied over this period. The second
section describes how the accuracy of TAI is estimated and, in the third section, comments are given on
individual and global estimations of the accuracy of TAI for the period January 1996 - October 1997.

FREQUENCY OF EAL SINCE 1985
Figure 1 shows the frequency of the free atomic time scale EAL, computed over successive two-month
intervals, relative to the continuously operating primary frequency standards PTB CSl and PTB CS2,
maintained at the PTB, Braunschweig, Germany. It includes data taken since January 1985 when only
PTB CSl was in operation. First measurements from PTB CS2 were provided in 1986. PTB CSl
ceased operation in March 1995. The type B standard uncertainties of PTB CSl and PTB CS2 are
respectively SxlO'"* and 1.5x10"''*. The dashed line added to Fig. 1 shows the frequency of EAL relative
to TAI, each step corresponding to an additive steering correction.
The step observed in the values relative to PTB CS2 in April 1995 comes from the application of a
correction compensating for the black-body frequency shift experienced by the standard: under the
influence of the radiation from the walls surrounding the atoms inside the clock at temperature T, the
clock transition frequency is reduced with respect to its value at r= 0 K. From the formula provided by
Itano et al. [5] the amplitude of the effect is 1,7x10"'" for 7"= 299 K, with an uncertainty conservatively
estimated at 1x10"'^. The uniform application of this correction to results provided by primary
frequency standards is recommended by the Comite Consultatif pour la Definition de la Seconde [6].
Figure 1 calls for some remarks:
• TTie values relative to PTB CSl and PTB CS2 agree within their uncertainty bars, but a systematic
difference of about 2x10''" may be observed between them.
• The instability of the frequency values of EAL relative to PTB CSl may be entirely due to the
intrinsic instability of the standard. Alternatively, one may note that the dispersion of the values
relative to PTB CS2 fells so that it approaches the intrinsic instability of the standard at the
beginning of 1995.
• If we except the step due to the application of the black-body correction from April 1995, one can
distinguish two successive phases in the behavior of EAL relatively to the primary frequency
standards:
a) for the period January 1985 - June 1993, EAL presented a drift of about 1.5xl0"''*/y,
b) from mid-1993, the amplitude of the drift has been much smaller.
The epoch separating these phases corresponds to that at which replacement of clocks of older design
by the new HP 5071A units began to take place in the time laboratories contributing to TAI.
• The first drift was compensated by a series of 12 cumulative frequency steering corrections, each of
amplitude 5xlO"'^ applied between 1989 and 1992.
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• The application of the black-body correction has requ.iied the implementation of a compensation
procedure starting at the beginning of 1995, and which stiU continues. This takes the form of
cumulative steering corrections applied at 60-day intervals ^and of increasmg amplitude (1x10' from
January 1995 to June 1996, 1.5x10-'^ from July 1996 to February 1997, and 2x10''^ starting March
1997).
The following conclusions can be drawn for the long-term behavior of the EAL frequency:
• In the period 1985-1992, the time scale EAL presented a nearly constant frequency drift wiiich was
compensated through cumulative steering corrections between 1989 and 1992.
• Since 1993 the introduction of HP 507 lA clocks has reduced the drift of EAL and no other
frequency corrections have been applied, except those which compensate the additional step due to
the application of the black-body correction. ,
• The procedure for compensating the black-body step, accelerated in 1996, now progresses fester
than the natural drift of EAL.
It follows that over the last 12 years the applied frequency steering corrections have been appropriate
and have contributed to improvement of the accuracy of TAJ. The studies presented in the following
focus on more recent years; they cover the period January 1996 - October 1997.

HOW CAN WE ESTIMATE THE ACCURACY OF TAI?
From its definition, the duration of the TAI scale unit, u, should be as close as possible to the duration
of the SI second, UQ, on the rotating geoid. The accuracy of TAI may thus be characterized by the
relative departure, d, defined as:
d^"^,
«o

(1)

and its uncertainty a.
In (1) « is expressed in seconds and «o = 1 s is the period of the 1 Hz signal provided by a primary
frequency standard, after all frequency corrections, especially those compensating for the black-body
shift and the gravitational red shift, have been applied.
Individual values dt of d are provided by comparing the frequency of TAI with that of primary
frequency standard / over a given time interval lo, designed as the calibration interval and defined by its
length ra and its central date fo. The corresponding uncertainty, o;, is generally close to the type B
uncertainty (1 o) of the primary standard, OB,, however, it may happen that the uncertainty introduced
by the transfer to TAI (local comparison inside the laboratory and GPS transfer) is not ne^igible when
compared to OB< and should be accounted for.
The individual estimations can also be treated in a global way in order to deliver a more precise value of
d for any interval of estimation IE, defined by its length TE and its central date %. This global treatment
operates with preceding and following calibrations taking place over intervals lo included or not in IE,
even partially overtyping with IE, and for which h - ta may be positive or negative. It is thus necessary
to transfer the individual calibrations (di, ad temporally over 11^ - fo I. In the temporal transfer the
values di are kept constant but the values o; are increased. In feet, the temporal transfer is carried out by
the time scale itself, which, because it is continuous, can temporally link calibration and estimation
intervals. Its instability over I^E - fo| thus creates a new component of uncertainty.
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After temporal transfer to the chosen interval h, calibrations are combined to obtain d and <T valid over
IE. In practice, this global treatment is not an easy task because the time scale is affected by different
types of noise according to the length of time involved, and because the system is not stationary since
Ae time scale stability improves with the passing of time. In addition, the combination of transferred
calibrations should be optimized in order to obtain the best global estimate (with the smallest possible
uncertainty). This problem was solved iii 1977 by Azoubib, Granveaud and Guinot [7], the question of
temporal transfer is also treated in [8]. Post-processing allows dto be estimated over a given IE through
a weighted average of all individual measurements which have occurred before and after tz. An
expression of the error made in the estimation process is given in [7] (page 89). It involves the weights
and a number of other parameters:
• the uncertainty o; of each measurement 4,
• a model for the stability of the time scale,
• the length of individual calibration intervals Ta,
• the length of the estimation interval TE,
• the length of the time interval |% - fa| separating the calibration intervals and the estimation interval.
Minimizing this error makes it possible to determine the weights (the sum of which is equal to 1) and to
obtain the value of <T which corresponds to the computed minimum error.
The method described in [7] is apphed at the BEPM and provides the regular estimates ofd and «T which
are published in successive issues of Circular T and of the Annual Report of the BIPM Time Section.
We give results of this treatment for the period January 1996 - October 1997 in the following section.

ESTIMATION OF TAI ACCURACY SINCE JANUARY 1996
Since January 1996, individual measurements of the TAI frequency have been provided by five primary
frequency standards:
• LPTF-FOl, which is a cesium fountain developed at the BNM-LPTF, Paris, France [9]. The
preliminary evaluation of its accuracy led to OBFOI = 3xlO'*, a value never reached before. Three
measurements, taken in May 1996 and averaged over TCFOI « 10 h, were sent to the BIPM.
• NIST-7, which is the optically pumped primary frequency standard developed at the NIST, Boulder,
Colorado, USA [10]. In the period covered by this report, it provided five measurements which cover
a 5-day period m March 1996 and four lO^y periods in May 1996, December 1996, June 1997 and
October 1997; OB NIST-7 = 1x10"" for the first two and the last measurements, 7x10"'* for the third
and fourth measurements.
• PTB CS2 and PTB CSS, which are classical primary frequency standards operating continuously as
clocks at the PTB, Braunschweig, Germany. Frequency measurements are taken continuously and
are used over successive two-month periods; OB PTB cs2 = 1.5x10''^, except for the measurement
covering the period July-August 1997 for which aBFrBcs2 = 2.7x10'"*, and c%PTBcs3 = 1-4x10" .
• SU MCsR 102, which is a classical primary frequency standard operated at the VNIIFTRI,
Moscow, Russia. It delivered two measurements, both averaged over two-month periods, in
February and March 1996; <^MCSR = 5x10"'".
Values of dj deduced from these individual measurements are given in Fig. 2. The corresponding
uncertainties o; are close to OB, except for points originating from LPTF-FOl data, for which an
additional uncertainty of about 5x10"'* must be taken into accoimt for the link to TAI.
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Estimates oid obtained by global treatment of individual measurements are added as a continuous line
in Fig. 1. The chosen intervals of estimation IE correspond to successive two-month periods in phase
with the calendar bimesters. For the year 1997, the uncertainty cr on i/values is about 1x10"''*.
Comments on Fig. 2 are as follows:
• The transfer of the LPTF-FOl measurements to TAI is not optimized and it has not produced new
results smce May 1996: TAI thus does not take advantage of its outstanding accuracy.
• The relatively high uncertainty of the primary standard SU MCsR 102 makes its weight very low in
the estimation of values for d.
• Measurements from PTB CSS are not used in the computation of d values because this standard
experienced frequency steps of several parts in lO'^ over the period under study.
• Results provided by PTB CS2 show a high stability except for the measurement covering the two
month interval July-August 1997 over which ^PTB CS2 experienced a step of about 2x10"'". The PTB
informed the BIPM that this measurement should be used with a higher value of type B uncertainty.
If we except this particular measurement, we observe a decrease of the duration of the TAI scale unit
when compared to the SI second as produced on the rotating geoid by PTB CS2 m SeptemberOctober 1997: dn&csi = 1.4x10'"' and 0iTBcs2 = 1.5xl0■'^
• Measurements from NIST-7 cover five or ten day intervals and have calibration dates spaced at
nearly equal intervals of six months. The last three results seem to indicate a decreasing trend in the
relative duration of the TAI scale unit. The decrease progresses much fester than that observed in the
PTB CS2 results, so the two standards are not in such close agreement as they were before January
1997. Nevertheless, they agree within their uncertainty bars.
Over the period imder study, estimates of TAI accuracy mainly relied on measurements provided by two
primary frequency standards PTB CS2 and NIST-7. These two provide results on a regular basis and so
are particularly helpfiil for the estimation of TAI accuracy. The situation is thus comparable with the
one we experienced earlier when we had at our disposal both PTB CSl and PTB CS2, but with a
greatly improved level of stability in the data.
Until April 1997, the average c/value was close to 2x10'''', a discrepancy nearly equal to that resulting
from uniform appUcation of the correction for the black-body radiation frequency shift in 1995. The
successive frequency steering corrections thus simply compensated for the natural drift of the scale. The
accuracy of TAI was thus not as good as desired so we progressively reinforced the amplitude of the
frequency steering correction from 1x10"'^ to 1.5x10"" and 2x10"" (see the second section of the paper).
Since April 1997, it appears that the duration of the TAI scale unit is decreasing as if the steering
frequency corrections were progressively compensating the 'black-body' step. At first sight the
accuracy of TAI may be thought to be improving, but the trend is still slight and we must wait for new
measurements from PTB CS2 and NIST-7 to confirm it. In addition, the uncertainty a affecting the
values of <5? is still rather large, 1x10'", and is difficult to reduce given the type B uncertainties of these
two standards. Results from new cesium foxmtains under development in a number of laboratories
should confirm the decreasing trend of c? values and also reduce the uncertainty in these values.

CONCLUSIONS
The accuracy of TAI is estimated by computation of the relative departure d, together with its
imcertainty a, of the duration of its scale unit from the SI second as produced by primary frequency
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standards on the rotating geoid. The frequency of the free atomic time scale, computed at the BIPM as a
weighted average of commercial clock data provided by time laboratories, was carefully steered for
more than ten years in order to generate an international atomic time which conforms with its definition.
At the end of 1994, d = OlxlO'^^ and cr = 2.0x10-'^
In 1995, the uniform application of the correction compensating for the black-body frequency shift in
primary frequency standards artificially degraded the accuracy of TAI: over May - June 1995, d =
a.SxlO''" and cr= 1.0x10'". A procedure to compensate for this effect was immediately implemented,
but, over the first two years, merely compensated for the natural drift of the free atomic time scale,
leading to the uncomfortable conclusion that TAI was not sufficiently accurate.
Since April 1997, an improvement in TAI accuracy has been observed: over September - October 1997,
d = 1.2x10''' and (7= l.OxlO''', but this has still to be confirmed. For this purpose data from the very
accurate primary frequency standards, among them the new cesium fountains now in development in
time laboratories, would be very helpful.
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Questions and Answers
BERNARD GUINOT (OBSERVATOIRE de PARIS): You mentioned the need of other primary standards.
I would say that there should be a need of other operating primary standards. The pity is that there are some
standards which are not really used in forming the current measurement of the frequency of TAI; it was
ah-eady recommended that the standard as a primary standard be operated on the operational basis. Could
we insist on the importance of that?
CLAUDINE THOMAS (BIPM): Yes, thank you. It is true that the BIPM needs measurements. But what
we need is regular measurements. For instance, the example of NIST-7 is very important. We have
measurements, I would say, every four or five months, but it comes regularly. So each time it comes, we
have new information and this is veiy helpful for us. One measurement, even very accurate, is not very
useful if it does not come on a regular basis. That is something which is very important for us. Thank you
for this remark.
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TIMING SYSTEMS PANEL DISCUSSION
PANEL MEMBERS
Ronald Beard, Joe White (Moderator)
U.S. Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, DC
James Bleich
U.S. Navy Logistics Engineering Office
Bremerton, OR
Edgar Butterline
Telecomm Solutions Incorporated
North Brunswick, NJ
Michael Cimafonte
Systems Technology Associates
Colorado Springs, CO

The purpose of this panel was to discuss practical issues of designing, building, operating and
maintaining remote precise timing systems. Mr. Beard's organization has been a leader in
designing and fielding precise timing systems. Mr. Cimafonte's experience has been high level
militaiy operation of systems requiring precise time. Mr. Butterline comes from tihe civil
telecommunications industry as a user of these systems. Mr. Bleich represents the operations
and maintenance side of the technology.
The panel began the discussion with the issue of documentation for new systems and upgrades.
Mr. Cimafonte started the discussion with the comment that any new system or upgrade must
start with a requirement. Upgrades driven by these needs may start from well-documented
systems, but in at least some cases, the quality and quantity of documentation drops in the
process of the upgrade. Mr. Cimafonte made the point that involvement of the user and
maintainer community in the development of the upgrade is essential to making the process
work. It was agreed that while the commercial instruments (clocks, receivers, etc.) were usually
well covered by the manufacturer's operation and service manuals, the overall systems and
specially made instruments often were not well documented. This was particularly true where
only a few of the systems were built. The problem is worst for the maintainer. Mr. Beard
pointed out the need for the developer to describe not only the details of the system hardware,
but also to describe how the system is supposed to work. This gives the maintainer a "feel"
for the system that gives insight into the operations and maintenance aspects.
The other key issue discussed was the problem created by the rapid technology turnover in
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modem instruments. The panel felt that many devices used in timing systems were obsolete
soon after the systems were designed. The problem comes in deciding whether to try to preserve
the integrity of the system, freezing the design, or to allow system "upgrades." Mr. Butterline
said that his experience had been 5iat freezing the design was an effective way of dealing with
the problem. It meant that all of the systems always looked the same to maintainers and
the inventory of replacement parts was smaller and better defined. This allowed the carrier
to provide maintenance with a small core technical staff. Mr. Cimafonte responded that the
downside of freezing the configuration was that systems as a whole became obsolete much
quicker and that replacement parts for the obsolete components become very hard to find.
It often becomes more expensive to maintain antiquated equipment than to replace it. Mr.
Beard described an NRL-designed system that was built with the latest model computer. The
computer was obsolete before fielding of the system was completed. All agreed that there were
no clean solutions to the problem.
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RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DRIFT COEFFICIENT
UNCERTAINTIES AND NOISE LEVELS :
APPLICATION TO TIME ERROR PREDICTION
F. Vernotte, M. Vincent
Observatoire de Besangon
41 bis avenue de I'Observatoire - BP 1615 - 25010 BESANCON Cedex - FRANCE
Phone : +333.81.66.69.22- Fax : +333.81.66.69.44- E-mail : francois@obs-besancon.fr

Abstract
Oscillators are affected by drifts (linear phase drift, linear frequency drift, i.e. quadratic phase
drift) and different types of noise according to the power law model of power spectral density
(from /"^ to /+^ frequency noise, i.e. /"■* to /° phase noise). Generally, for long-term instability
characterization (duration greater than one hour), drift coefficients are estimated by using least
squares whereas noise levels are obtained from the residuals by using variances (AVAR, MVAR,
TVAR, ...).
However, the low frequency noises, such as random walk FM, induce very long term fluctuations which may be confused with deterministic drifts. This effect, due to the non-stationarity of
these noises, depends on the low cut-off frequency which must be introduced in order to ensure
power convergence for low frequencies. We calculate the standard deviation of " artificial" drifts
due to long-term random fluctuations, versus the noise levels.
The first interest of these results concerns the estimation of the measurement uncertainty of
drift coefficients : knowing the noise levels of an oscillator we calculate the standard deviation
of the artificial drift coefficient due to these noises; thus, if a "real" deterministic drift is identified in the signal, its coefficients are determined plus or minus the artificial drift coefficients.
The standard deviation of the artificial drift coefficients may be considered as the measurement
uncertainty of the deterministic drift coefficient.
The second interest concerns the predictability of an oscillator affected by a deterministic
drift. Thus, the knowledge of the drift coefficient uncertainties yields a criterion for quantifying
the reliability of a time error prediction.

1

INTRODUCTION

We consider a sequence of frequency deviation samples composed of a deterministic part, i.e. a
linear frequency drift, and a random part:
y{tk) = Citk+Co + €k.

(1)

An estimation by least squares yields estimates Co and Cx of the real coefficients Co and Cy.
Denoting the interpolated samples by y(i), we obtain:
y[tk) = Citk + Co.

(2)

ek = y{tk) - y{tk)

(3)

The residuals are defined as:
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1.1

Random Fluctuations and Deterministic Drifts

The instantaneous frequency is defined from the nominal frequency and the frequency deviation
samples by:
ffc = I'D (1 + Vk)

(4)

If the sequence yk is not centered, there are two possibilities:
• the real nominal frequency is different from the assumed nominal frequency: this is a problem
of inaccuracy of the oscillator;
• there are long-term random fluctuations (with period much longer than the duration of the
sequence) which are seen as constant over the sequence[l].
The same problem may occur with linear frequency drift.
It is impossible to distinguish a "true" deterministic drift from a "false" random drift.
1.2

Statement of the Problem

The Power Spectral Density (PSD) may be modelled as:
+2

Syif) = E ^«-/"
a=-2

(5)

• If no deterministic drift exists, what are the relationships between the noise levels ha and the
estimated drift coefficients Co and Ci?
• If a deterministic drift exists, what are the uncertainties of the estimated drift coefficients Co
and Ci?
• In both cases, what is the Time Interval Error (TIE) due to an extrapolation of the linear
frequency drift?

2
2.1

LINEAR REGRESSION
Coefficient Calculation

We consider A^ measurements (i,-, y,): {(to, yo), ■■■, (tN-i, yiv-i)}, regularly spaced with a sampling
period TQ:
tk = to + k.To
(6)
We need to know the coefficient of the linear model:
yk = Citk + Co + ek

(7)

The most probable coefficient values, in the sense of the least squares, are given by:
N-l
^
2(2iV-l)'^'
-6
v^
^° - NTNTV; 2- y' + AfTArZTw i:*i-yi

z!

Y" +

=?

^' - jwivrr^l^^'+
N(N--i\(ArM,w.2
N{N + l)ro Y ^ N{N
- 1)(JV + 1)^ H^i-yi
30

(8)

(9)

2.2

Estimation of the Uncertainties

From (8) and (9), it is possible to calculate ^'^{CQ) and <7'^{Ci)
4(2iV-l)2 ,/^

\ .

36

(10)

^^(Ci)

144
36
7V2(iV+l)2To2" ^^"'^ ' iV2(iV-l)2(iV+l)2ro*'

£»-) +

(E*.-yO
(11)

(JV-l)iV2(iV + l)2ro3
with

^'(E!/0=EE(2/'-2/i)
»

(12)

i

^'(E*.-j/0 = ^o'EEi-j-(j/'-yi)

(13)

cov (J2 vhY^ij-yj) = 7-0 E E*-(yi-2/i)

(14)

i

j

where () denotes an average over an infinite number of identical processes (ensemble average).
2.3

Correlation of the Samples

Ml)

Rjj (with i ^ j)
/l_2

ho.f

+ 7r^\tj-ti\

-h.i [C + ln(2;r/,) + ln\t-- U]]
0
(_l)(i-0 _ 1
HI

ATT^tj-tiY

/feCos[27r/fe(tj-^,)]
1+2-

2n^tj - tif

Rih-2

T

-h.i ln(2ro/;)
hofh
HI
h+2

fk'

Table 1: Correlations of the yk samples versus the noise levels hex- C is the Euler constant: C w
0,5772. Assuming a sampling satisfying the Shannon rule, the high cut-off frequency is //i = ^.
fi is the low cut-off frequency.
The PSD Sy{f) is the Fourier Transform of the autocorrelation function. Thus, if no real drift exists
in the sequence, we have:
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/+00

-oo
r+oo

=

/
Sy{f)cos[2nf{tj-ti)]df = Rij
Jo
which leads to the results given in Table 1.
2.4

(15)

Mean Value Subtraction

Table 1 shows that, for low frequency noises {f~^ and f~^ FM), the correlations of the samples
depend on the low cut-off frequency /;. This cut-off frequency must be introduced in order to ensure
the power convergence.
If the inverse of the low cut-off frequency is much larger than the duration of the sequence [to, t^],
the very long term fluctuations (period « 4-) are seen as a constant[l] (see Figure 1).
On the other hand, the subtraction of the mean value of the sequence cancels the dependence on //.
Denoting the mean value of the sequence by y and the centered sequence samples by y'f.:
j N-l

y = j^Y.ys

(16)

•'^ i=o

y'k = yk-y
(i7)
The subtraction of the mean value is equivalent to a correction of the nominal frequency by a factor
(1 + y)-

n^Mi + m + y'k)

(18)

After subtraction of the mean value, it follows that:
N-l

E y.' = 0

(19)

i=0
JV-1

(20)
1=0

Thus:

<^'(E*'-yO = ^'

E E i-^-Rij - (^+1) E E i-Ri^ + ^^^^ E E Ri^
I

j

«

t

1

(21)

3

Considering the new linear frequency drift model:
(22)

we have:

cr'iC'o)

36
iV2(iV-f l)2ro2

(E^^yO

144
It may be demonstrated that C[ = C\ and then <7^(Ci) = a'^{Cx).
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(23)
(24)

2.5

Estimation of the Residuals

The differences between the estimated drift and the yk samples are:
(25)

ek = yk- Citk - Co
The variance of the residuals is given by:

(iV-l)(2iV-l)V 2
a^(Ci) + a^(Co)
2 ^ /^
^\
2
/; T

-JV^^"^ (Ey>" ^°) - Iv^*"" (E*''-^*'^0 + (^ - ^)^o^''" (<^0' <^i)

(26)

The residuals don't depend on the subtraction of the mean value:
ek = yk- Citk -Co = y'k- C[tk - C'o

3

(27)

RESULTS
(TJCo)

Syjf)

^(g^)
3«-^rfe-2
5

I
y[|-iln(2/,r)]h.
ft

15

5T

3v/Hir
2
3ho

ho.f

li±

<r(Ci)
12fl-'?t-2

r
Gho

V'[C + ln(7rT)]h_i

2T

5[1.37 + ln(2AT)]fe+i
/

r2-r2

10/feln(2)fe+2

/9 [1.27 +In
ln(2/hr)]h+i

V

27r2-2
9/hln(2)fe +2
»-2T2
/

i

18[1.27 + ln(2//>T)]/»+i
r^T*

36/hlii(2)/»42
■■2^4
/

= y/fhho

M

A^

1+1
H2

Table 2: Standard deviation of the drift coefficients and of the residuals versus the noise level ha
and the duration of the sequence r. The high cut-off frequency is fh = -^ and the low cut-off
frequency is fi.
Thus, after measuring the ha noise levels, we may estimate the uncertainties <r(Co) and cr(Ci) by
using Table 2.
This table shows that the subtraction of the mean value cancels the dependence of Co on fh. For
high frequency noises, cr(Co) remains very close to CT(CO). Moreover, neither <T{CI) nor a(e) are
modified by this subtraction.

3.1

Measurement Uncertainties of Drift Coefficients

If no real deterministic drift exists, the determination of the drift coefficients yields:
-2a(Co) < Co < 2a(Co)

with 95.5% confidence

-2o-(Ci) < Ci < 2a(Ci)

with 95.5% confidence
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Thus, measuring a drift coejfficient C within the interval [—2cr(C),+2o-(C)] is compatible with a
null drift hypothesis (with a risk of the second kind of 4.5%).
On the other hand, if a real deterministic drift exists, the estimates Co and Cx converge toward the
real coefficients Co and C\:
{CQ) = CO and (Ci) = Ci.
The uncertainty domains of the coefficients CQ and C\ are:

3.2
3.2.1

Co = Co ± 2cr(Co)

with 95.5% confidence

Ci = Ci ± 2o-(Ci)

with 95.5% confidence

Frequency and Time Error Prediction
Frequency error prediction

If Co and Ci are estimated over a sequence of N samples (duration r = NTQ), what error results
from an extrapolation of the linear model to tj^ + T1
yitN + T) = Ci.{tN + T) + Co

(28)

The Total Frequency Error (TFE) may be defined as:
TFE{T) = y{tN + T) - y{tj^ + T)

(29)

The TFE is composed of a Deterministic Frequency Error (DFE):
DFE{T) = (Cx - Ci) {tN + T)- (Co - Co)

(30)

plus a random error (see Figure 2):
TFE{T) = DFE{T) + Vr {tn + T)

(31)

VriU) is a centered random variable without drift, with a variance <T^(yr) = RuThus, denoting t' = tj^ + T, we obtain:
{TFE\T)) = cr2(Co) + cr2(Ci).t'2 + a2(y,)
-2Coi; (Co, yr{t')) - 2Cov (Ci, yr{t')) .t' + ICov (Co, Ci) £

(32)

Cov (Co, yr(*')) '^ *^® covariance between the parameter Co estimated over the sequence [to, *jv] and
the random sample t/r at the date t' = t/^ + T.
3.2.2

Time error prediction

If a sequence of a;(tfc) is known over a duration r (from to to tjv = *o + r), the Time Interval Error
(TIE) at tjv + r may be defined as [2, 3]:

TIE{T) = x{tN + r) - x{tj^) - r^,^,x
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(33)

with
1

ftN+T
ftN+J^

-I JttT
-I
iV-t-JKI—X
N+M-1

== M 5: «

(34)

t=N

where yj is the extrapolated frequency deviation at U and M is defined as T = MTQ.
TIE{T) = To

Yl

ivi-yi)

(35)

i=iV

Thus, denoting M' = N + M — 1, we obtain:
M' M'

/

/pv2

(rj^2(2.)^ = Vj; j;i?i,+tMV(Co) + V(tjV + ^) Or2(Cl)

+2tM^ (tN + I) Cov{Co, Ci)
M' M'

M' M'

-2^o' E E ^^'''^(y'' C'o) - 2ro2 E E t,-Cou(2/i, Ci)
i=Nj=N

3.2.3

(36)

i=Nj=N

Example of f~^ frequency noise

In order to use (32) the covariances Cov{CQ,yr{t')) and Cov{Ci,yr{t')) must be calculated:

(U, 3/rM') =

2(2iV-l)^\
6
^\,
,
^(jv+1) t^ \2/.-yrM') - jV(iVTl) t:^ ^^y^-y^-M'l
2{2N-l)^^^

6

^-'

iv(iv+i) g ^'■^' - iv(iv + i) § ^•^'^'
(37)

l^--7r2(i;^ + r)
For Cov{Ci,yr{t')), we obtain:
Cov{Ci,yr{t')) = ^^=^

(38)

7"0

Therefore, for an / ^ frequency noise, the standard deviation of the TFE is:

y/{TFEHT)) = Jh.,

L

15

+ -n—v*jv
+ ^}
btN

(39)

It is interesting to notice that the DFE and the Random Frequency Error are fully separated:
^J{TFE\T)) = y^2(72(e) + cT2(Ci)(iiv + r)
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(40)

Thus, if r = 0 (interpolation), the standard deviation of the TFE is v^ times the standard deviation
of the residuals, i.e. it is the standard deviation between two residuals.
Concerning the TIE, from (36), (37) and (38), we obtain:
.J{TIE\T)) = ^^^^^ (9tAr2 + IZtNT + 4T^)

4

(41)

CONCLUSION: CHOICE OF THE FREQUENCY MODEL

What is the physical meaning of the low cut-oflF frequency of an oscillator? Is it a real feature of
low frequency noises or a mathematical trick? In practice, it is possible to avoid its use.
For an f~^ frequency noise, the derivative of the frequency deviation, the ageing z{t), is a white
noise:

y{t) = f'z{e)de

(42)

Jto

where to is the switch-on date of the oscillator. In this case, we have assumed that the oscillator
was syntonized and synchronized at to- // is no longer necessary, y{t) is a centered random variable
whose standard deviation increases with ©:

/' = I

(43)

What is the "real" frequency of the oscillator over T •< ©: its nominal frequency or its mean
frequency over T?
The answer depends on the frequency model:
• the use of the power law PSD model implies that the nominal frequency and the ha noise
levels are time-4ndependent: they are the constants of this model. This model is suitable for
free-running oscillators, e.g. frequency standards involved in the TAI computation;
• the determination of the nominal frequency as the mean frequency over a sequence of finite
duration implies that the nominal frequency is time-dependent: this nominal frequency is
only valid over this whole sequence but neither over a part of this sequence nor over another
sequence. This model is suitable for oscillators used for an experiment of well-defined duration.
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Figure 1: Sequence of frequency deviation samples for an /"^ FM noise. Above, the duration of
the sequence is about the inverse of the low cut-off frequency. Below is an enlargement of a part of
this graph: the inverse of the low cut-off frequency is far larger than the duration of the sequence,
and the samples are no longer centered
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Abstract
We give results of recent work on a newly developed frequency stability characterization,
called Total variance, whose main advantages are improved confidence at and near the longest
averaging time of half the data duration, and lower sensitivity to drift removal. Properties given
here, for the standard FM noise types, include mean, degrees of freedom, frequency response,
and empirical distribution function.

1

Introduction and Conclusions

This paper is about characterizing common, difficult to characterize frequency noise modulations
found at long-term averaging time r in the output signal of many laboratory frequency standards.
It assumes a familiarity with the Allan variance and its characterizations of white, flicker, and
random walk FM noise models (WHFM, FLFM, and RWFM) [1].
A shortfall of the currently recommended [2] Allan variance for r, denoted here by Avar (r),
is that the usual estimators of it are highly variable at large r [1, 3, 4] and are sensitive to the
method of drift removal [5]. We report statistical properties of a new kind of frequency variance,
inherently dependent on measurement duration T as well as r, called Total variance and denoted
hereafter by Totvar (r.T) (pronounced tot'-var). We quantify the improvement in the uncertainty
on frequency-stabihty estimation from the use of Totvar (r, T) rather than Avar (r) in the presence
of FM noises. The square root of this variance, called Total deviation and denoted by Totdev (r, T)
or the recommended [2] notation aj,,TOTAL(r), can be interpreted hke the Allan deviation <Ty{T),
but with improved confidence at long-term r, as pointed out in earher papers [6, 7] and quantified
in this paper for FM noises. We do not address the important property that Totvar (T,r) appears
to have considerably less sensitivity to the method of drift removal than Avar (r) [8].
The main advantages of Totvar over Avar are improved confidence at and near the longest
averaging time of r = T/2, and lower sensitivity to drift removal. By theory and simulation we
have computed its mean, variance, and empirical probability distribution in the presence of the
three FM noise types. Variance results are given in terms of equivalent degrees of freedom [9]. In
* Contribution of the U. S. Government, not subject to copyright.
^ThJs author is with the Time and Frequency Division; E-mail: dhowetoist.gov.
*The work of this author was performed at the Jet Propulaon Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under
a contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration; E-mail: caiarles.GreenhalMjpl.nasa.gov.
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the presence df white FM noise modulation, Total variance is an unbiased estimate of the Allan
variance for all r, yet has three degrees of freedom instead of one at r = T/2. For all three noise
types, the mean and edf of Totvar are given by simple exact or empirical formulas. A comparison of
the empirical distribution of Totvar(r/2, T) with the appropriate chi-squared distribution indicates
that confidence intervals based on chi-squared levels are conservative.
In the estabhshed tradition of time and frequency statistics, frequency stabihty is described
in terms of finite-difference variances that are ensemble or infinite-time averages of stationary,
ergodic increments of phase [12, 13, 14]. In particular, the theoretical Allan variance is a number
that depends only on T, while its conventional estimators are random variables that depend on
both r and T, the largest possible r being T/2. Total variance is a random variable that, along
with all its properties, inherently depends on both r and T. Moreover, Total variance can report
values beyond the usual Allan variance last-r value of r = T/2; its values at r > T/2 might be
used to augment the normal last-r value of frequency stability reported at r = r/2.
We compute the frequency response of Total variance as a function of r by avera^ng the
squares of the Fourier transforms of Total variance sampling functions, and find that it resembles
the frequency response of Allan variance. The results of these investigations indicate that Total
variance, while it has an interpretation like that of the Allan variance, also has lower variability
and less sensitivity to drift removal.

2

Equations for Totvar (r, T)

The purpose of this section is to give a precise definition of Totvar (r, T) for an iVa;-point time
deviation record with sample period TQ. In the following description, the indices m, n, and Nx are
related to time by r = mro, t = to + TITQ, and T = NXTQ, where to is the time origin and without
loss may be made equal to 0.
We start with time-deviation data a:„, n = 1 to Nx, with normalized frequency deviations
Vn = (jcn+i - a;„) /TO, n = 1 to ATJ, = ATa: - 1. Extend the sequence {i/„} to a new, longer virtual
sequence {y*} by reflection as follows: for n = 1 to ATj, let y'l^ — yn; for j = l to Ny-1 let
Vi-j = %.

y*Ny+3 = VNy+i-j-

(1)

An equivalent operation can be performed on the original time-deviation sequence {a:„} to produce
an extended virtual sequence {x*} as follows: forn = 1 to iVx let x* = x„; for j = l to Nx-2 let
Xi_j = 2X1 - Xi+j,

Xpf^+j = 2XN^ - XN^-j.

(2)

This operation, depicted in Figure 1, is called extension by reflection abovi both endpoints. The
result of this extension is a virtual data sequence x*, n = 3 — ATa, to 2Ara. — 2, having length 3Ara; — 4
and satisfying y* = {x^+i - x*) /TQ, n = 3 - AT^ to 2Nx - 3.
We now define
1
^'"^
2
Totvar(m,Ara„ro) = —
7277; rr J2 i^n-m - "^^l + ^n+m) .
2 (mro) {Nx - 2) ;t=2

(3)

for 1 < m < ATa; - 1, that is, r can go to (Nx - 1) ro instead of the usual limit of [{Nx - 1) /2J ro.
The previous notation Totvar (r, T) is to be regarded as equivalent to (3) with the dependence on
n suppressed. Totvar can also be represented in terms of extended fractional frequency fluctuation
averages as
1
^""^
Totvar(m,AT,,,ro) = ^.^ _ ^^ J2 (^("^) "^n-mM) .
(4)
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"^

where ^ (m) = (x*+^ - x*) / (mro).
It can be verified that Totvar, like Avar and its estimators, is invariant to an overall shift
in phase and frequency; that is, if a first-degree polynomial co + cin is added to the ori^nal data
set x„, then Totvar does not change.
We expect the Total variance to be appfied mostly to long phase records in which the
FM noises dominate the PM noises (white and flicker PM). Then, it is convenient for theoretical
purposes to approximate Totvar (m,i\ra;) To) by a continuous-time analog called Totvaxc (r, T), in
which the sum in (3) is replaced by an integral and dependence on To is ehminated. The time
deviation is now a continuous-time process x (f), given for 0 < t < T. Extend x (f) to x* (<)
as follows: for 0 < < < T let x* (i) = x(«); for 0 < u < T let x* {-u) = 2x(0) - x{u) and
X* (T -I- u) = 2x (T) - X (T - u). Then x* (f) is ^ven for -T <i< IT. The continuous analog of
Totvar is defined by
Totvarc(r,T) = -^y^[x*(t-T)-2x*(f)-f-x*(<-HT)frfi,

(5)

for 0 < T < r.
The expressions above are quite diflFerent from their equivalent Allan variance expressions.
Mainly, Totvar (r, T) reports a value for an interval r within data length T based on more samples
of the second-difference of phase (or firet-difference of average frequency) using a rearranged and
extended series of the ori^nal data series {x„}. It does this by a multiple sample on the phase
using a larger, virtual set of data which is an odd, or reflected, extension at the begiiming and end
(left and right) of the ori^nal real set. Figure 1 illustrates the extension and, hence, the resulting
circular or repeating representation.
Analyzing a larger virtual data set built from the original data set has been a tool in
frequency-domain signal processing for many years. An assumption of periodicity replaces the
recurrent behavior (in a time-series sense), a consequence of the ergodic principle [15]. In particular,
a range of frequency values (Fourier components) from 0 < / < //, can be extended by a mirror
reflection through / = 0 so that "negative frequencies" are added to an original data set, resulting
in -h <j<h-^ the context of time-series analysis, rather than domg extensions of the original
vector {x„} and applying the straight second-diflFerence, we alternatively can resample within the
original vector; see Section 4 for an algorithm that requires no extension of the data array.

3
3.1

Totvarc (r, T) as an Estimator of Avar (r)
Mean and Variance

For computing theoretical moments it is convenient to use the continuous-time random variable
Totvarc (r,r) as a surrogate for the discrete-time random variable Totvar (r,T), for the same
reason that the calculus of integrals and derivatives is less intricate than the calculus of sums and
differences. The mean and variance of Totvarc (r, T) in the presence of the three standard power-law
FM noises were computed by the generalized autocovariance method [4] under the assumption of
Gaussian, mean-zero second differences of phase; no frequency drift or drift removal is allowed. The
mean E [Totvarc (r, T)] is compared to Avar(T); the variance is most conveniently communicated
through the equivalent degrees of freedom (edf), defined for a random variable V by
edf(F) = ^^.
var(K)
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(6)

The results, sbme of which are exact and some of which are empirical fits to niunerically computed
results, can be expressed as
i7[Totvarc(r,r)]_
Avar(T)
^

r
V

^^^^T
"^"^-2'

.
^^

edf[Totvarc{T,T)] = b--c,

0 < r < ^,

(8)

where o, 6, and c are given in Table I. These results were checked by sunulations of Totvar (m, NX,TO),
with JVx = 101.
Tkble I. Values of o, b and c for FM noises
Noise
a
WHFM
0
3/2
0
FLFM 1/(3 ln(2)) 24(ln(2)/7r)2 0.222
RWFM
3/4
140/151
0.358
The simple, exact form (7) for the mean of Totvar can be interpreted as a scaling property
of power-law noise. It turns out this way because the shapes of the sample functions for Totvar and
Avar (see Section 4) depend only on r. For T/2 < r < T the sampling function shapes depend also
on T; yet, it is noteworthy that (7) persists all the way to T, but only for white FM and random
walk FM. The edf results are empirical, with an observed error below 1.2% of numerically computed
values; for white FM, though, the edf resiilt appears to be exact, although this is unverified.
For white FM noise processes, Total Variance is an unbiased estimate of the traditional Allan
Variance (square of frequency change vs. r) for all averaging times (r's). Its primary advantage, as
surmised from (8) and Table I»is a considerable improvement in the confidence of that estimate at
longer averaging times. For example, 10 000 seconds of frequency measurements means that r can't
go beyond 5000 seconds (T/2) to get one single estimate of frequency-change over the data duration
(last half minus first half) xising Avar. The edf result (8) for white FM yields the equivalent of
three independent estimates (edf = 3) by using Totvar and its multi-sampling function, which is
discussed in the next section. The improvement of edf in the presence of FLFM and RWFM (2.097
and 1.514, respectively) is not as dramatic, but substantial nevertheless. For r = T/4, T/8, etc., the
confidence measures of Allan and Total confidence approach each other, until they are essentially
the same at r/16. For small values of T/T, the time-deviation record is extended only a short
distance at both ends, and hence Totvar (T, T) difiFere little from the fully overlapped estimator of
Avar(T) [9].
3.2

Distribution Functions

In the tradition of time and frequency statistics, it is customary to derive confidence intervals for
frequency stability on the basis of the assumption that the probability distribution of a frequency
stability estimator V, when scaled appropriately, follows the chi-squared distribution with the same
edf as V; see [9]. The chi-squared assumption has been investigated in a limited way for conventional
estimators of Allan variance [10, 11]; in view of the greater complexity of Total variance, some
investigation of its distribution is appropriate.
Let V denote the Totvar estimator of Allan variance c^, for some r, and let r = J5 (V) /a^,
u = edf (V), which are presumed known from the previous results. Then the random variable
X=

i/V

ra^
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has the same mean and edf as does a xE» namely, v. If X had the xl distribution, then one could
derive confidence intervals for <T^ based on one observation of V.
We carried out a brief investigation of the chi-squared assumption for the most important
case of r = T/2. One thousand independent trials of Totvar (50,101) were simulated for the three
FM noise types, and the empirical distribution functions of X were plotted along with the theoretical
chi-squared distribution functions. The chi-squared distributions were good fits to the empirical
distributions except at the lower tails, expanded views of which are shown in Figure 2. The empirical
tail always lies below the chi-squared tail. Thus, for a probability p < 0.2, if x^ (p) is the chi-squared
level for p, and x* (p) the level of the scaled Totvar X, we have x^ (p) < x* (p). Because the upper
end of a true confidence interval for o^ is proportional to 1/x* (p) for an appropriate value of p,
using X (p) for this purpose gives a conservative confidence interval. For example, suppose we want
a 90% confidence interval for tr^ at r = T/2 based onV = Totvar {T/2, T) and a white-FM noise
assumption. Then r = 1, i/ = 3; the 5% and 95% xl levels are 0.352 and 7.81; and a 90% confidence
interval for a^ based on chi-squared is [3y/7.81,3l^/.352] = [0.384V, 8.52V]. (Take square roots for
a.) The more realistic value of 0.60 for the 5% Totvar level from Figure 2(a) reduces the upper end
of the confidence interval to 5y.

4

Sampling Functions and Frequency Responses

Extending by reflection an original {x„} vector at both ends and then applying a second difference
can be equivalently represented as four different types of differencing on {xn : n = l,...,JVa;}
directly. The summand of Totvar(m,JVa:,TO) in the following equation takes on four forms that
depend on the relationship of n to a ^ven m and Nx'.
Totvar (m, NX,TO)

=

1

Nx-l

^,EDl
2(mTo)2(Ar.-2)5

(9)

where
Un — Xn—7n

^Xn + Xn+m

Dn = 2X1 — X2-n+m — 2Xn -|- Xn+m
Un ^ Xn—m

•^Xn "T tiXff^

X2Nx—n—m

Dn = 2X1 — iC2-n+m — 2x„ -|- 2xjv, — X-iNx-n—m

m — n>\,
m —n<l,
m —n>l,
m — n<l,

m + n< Nx,
in + n<Nx,
m + n> Nx,
m + n> Nx.

We can derive from these expressions the firequency samphng functions associated with
Totvar (T,T), that is, how its terms act on y„ = (x„-x„_i)/ro, and contrast them with the
simpler sampling function associated with Avar (r) (see Figure 3), which gives the change in average
frequency from one r interval to the next [7]. The augmentation incorporated in Totvar (T,T)
combmes the sequential samphng function with others.which makes its samphng technique bizarre,
but nevertheless shown in Figure 4.
Although the time-domain presentation of the action of Totvar on frequency residuals seems
to ^ve little insight, we can use the Fourier transform of these sampling functions to derive frequency
responses that perhaps convey more meaning. The continuous analog version of Totvar(T, T) can
be written in the form

Totvarc{T,T) = -^-2j;J dt I duyiu)hy{u;t,T)
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(10)

where hy (u; t,r) is the samphng function for V^x* (t) (for the extended x* (•) record) in terms of
y(u) = dx{u)/du, 0<u<T. Let Hy{f;t,T) = /Q^/ij, (w; f, r) e-'^'^^^dw. We can show that the
expected value is given in terms of Sy (/), the one-sided spectral density of y (t), by
£7[Totvarc(T,r)] = H Wy{f;T,T)Sy{f)df,
Jo

(11)

W^y(/;^.r)=2;^/ \Hy{f;t,T)\''dL

(12)

where

Wy (/;■'■» r) can therefore be regarded as the mean frequency response of Totvar as an action on
y (t). Figure 5 shows this frequency response plotted against /r for T/T = 0.1,0.2,..., 0.5. The
frequency response of Allan variance (dotted curve) is the Umit of Totvar response as r/T -» 0.
Also shown (dashed curve) is the frequency response of 2 • Totvarc (T, T), regarded as an estimator
of Avar (T/2) (see Section 5 below).
Totvarc (r, T) has an approximate Allan-like response; more importantly, Totvar does not
have the deep nulls encountered with Avar(r) near r = T/2; consequently it has less variability
and hence better confidence as indicated by an increased edf. We showed that the estimate (vis-avis E [Totvarc (r, T)]) is an unbiased estimate of Avar(T) for WHFM noise and slightly biased for
FLFM and RWFM noise. This may be somewhat evidenced by noting the slight reduction in the
amplitudes of the main lobes of the frequency responses in Figure 5.

5

Properties of Totvarc (T, T)

Although we have defined Totvar for r all the way up to {Nx - 1) ro, we can realistically expect to
obtain meaningful frequency stability results only r < T/2. Nevertheless, we computed the mean
and edf of Totvarc (r, T) for T/2 <T <T. For white and random walk FM, twice Totvarc (T, T)
is unbiased for Avar(r/2) and is almost unbiased (within a factor of 2/(31n(2)) = 0.9618) for
flicker FM. This result was motivated by comparing the frequency responses of 2 • Totvarc{T,T)
and Avar (T/2), as seen in Figure 5. Unfortunately, Totvarc (T, T) has a smaller edf (1.5,1.126, and
1.029 for WHFM, FLFM, and RWFM) than Totvarc (r/2, T) does, and hence the mean-squared
error (bias^ + variance) of 2 • Totvarc (r,r) as an estimator of Avar (r/2) is greater than that of
Totvarc (T/2, T), so we might still prefer Totvarc (r/2, T), or perhaps some linear combination of
the two. This possibility has yet to be investigated, but other work indicates that Total variance
coefficients beyond r = r/2 could justifiably be incorporated in the last T/2 value usually reported.
Summing all the famihar "power-of-2'' r-values in a Total variance plot leads to exactly twice the
standard sample vaxiance,much in the same way that integrating an estimate of a spectrum also
yields the sample variance [18].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Extension of a phase record by reflection at both ends; (b) circular representation of
extended phase record

0.2
0.1
1.2

0.6

0.35

Figure 2: Expanded views of the lower tails of empirical Totvar distribution functions (lower curves),
and the corresponding chi-squared distribution functions (upper curves)
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Questions and Answers
CLAUDINE THOMAS (BIPM): If we want to use the total variance, we must first be sure that there is no
fi-equency drift in the data.
. DAVE HOWE (NIST): Oh, that is not true. We no longer have to remove the drift or some coefficient, at
any rate. We never know the drift in real data; in simulation we, of course, can CLAUDINE THOMAS: But, when you ckcle the data, if you have a frequency drift, of course, you will
have an offset.
DAVE HOWE: Well, no. As a matter of fact - let me put that slide back on here, that is a very good
question. I will put this up. This is the original data, this is 20 simulations of random walk FM. So the data
duration extends with Index 1 to 1025. The procedure calls for extending that at both ends. So, the vector
that you actually work on is going to look like that.
Now, in the presence of drift, because it is a mirrored reflection, if there is a trend in the data at the adjoin,
when you are adding or extending the data set, then there will not be any discontinuity by taking the second
difference. Yes, you have to thmk about it a little bit, but what we do is we actually reverse the data set and
we also mirror it. So, even if there is a racing trend through that last point, or the first point, then there's no
discontinuity in looking at the variance, which would be the second difference in that.
CLAUDINE THOMAS: Thank you for your answer. I also have another question. Does the use of the
total variance suppose that your system is more or less stationary; that at the beginning and the end of the
Tau, of the big T lines, the statistical properties of the system should be the same? Because, when you
circle, the statistical properties are completely different. I am thinking about the total time scale of course.
DAVE HOWE: Yes. First of all, by construction, we have a situation where the variance for the original
data has to be the same as the variance for the extended data, and that again is by construction. We have not
added any additional data; we are using the original data; and constructed it in a way that added more terms,
what we call "surrogate terms," which will contribute to the answer that you get in the long term.
Nevertheless, getting back to your remark about circularizing the data CLAUDINE THOMAS: My question was you have a span of data DAVE HOWE: The treatment that we apply does not have any restriction regarding stationarify.
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Abstract
The U.S. Naval Observatory (USNO) has been operating Hewlett-Packard model 5071A
cesium-beam frequency standards for over five years. During that period, there have been
a variety offailures and these devices have shown frequency and phase changes.
The HP 5071A model primary frequency standard offers a very useful troubleshooting tool
by outputting the status of 22 different operating parameters. This paper will present an
explanation of the parameters cmd show any correlation of them with the time, frequency,
and environmental changes. This paper will also offer some indicators to predict future
device problems.

INTRODUCTION
The Hewlett-Packard (HP) model 5071A Primary Frequency Standard is a quantum
leap forward compared to the HP model 5061B. Among the improvements is the
greater ftequency stability through a broader temperature and humidity range. HP
also improved the device's operational parameter monitoring capabilities. No
longer must people enter the room housing the device (disrupting its environment)
and physically make the measurements on the device. The new standards can
output their parameters via an RS-232 connection to a computer for permanent
filing and analysis.
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The analysis of these permanent files can range from a snapshot picture of the
parameters to a time series analysis with plotting. Having the extreme long-term
history of the parameters has additional benefits, especially if that history extends
throughout the life of the standard. USNO has 45 standards from the 100, 200,
300, 400, 500, 700, and 1000 production series. Each device has its own
"personality." Some characteristics have been correlated with production series.
This paper will present the general characteristics of the USNO devices and note
where they may differ. The parameters will be discussed in the order of their
output. The more important parameters will be noted and discussed in greater
detail.
THE PARAMETERS
There are 22 parameter values available via the RS-232 connection. These
parameters are: frequency offset, oscillator control percentage, rf amplitude 1
percentage, rf amplitude 2 percentage, Zeeman frequency, C field current, electron
multiplier voltage, signal gain percentage, tube oven voltage, tube oven temperature
error, oscillator oven voltage, ion pump current, hot wire ionizer voltage, mass
spectrometer voltage, SAW tuning voltage, DRO tuning voltage, 87 MHz PLL
voltage, uP clock PLL voltage, +12 volt supply voltage, -12 volt supply voltage,
5 volt supply voltage, and intemal temperature. USNO collects these data once per
hour. The information appears as:
MJD
48587 21:03:42
CBT ID: 6-temp
Status summary: Operating normally
Power source: AC
Log status: Empty
Freq Offset:
Oe-15
RF amplitude 1: 20.2%
Zeeman Freq. 39949 Hz
E-multiplier:
1870 V

Osc. control:
RF amplitude 2:
C-field curr:
Signal Gain:

-1.67 %
19.9 %
12.137 mA
28.8 %

6.2 V
-8.8 V
1.0 V
3.5 V
-0.8 V
12.3 V
5.3 V

CBT Oven Err:
Ion Pump
Mass spec:
DRO Tuning
uP clock PLL:
-12V supply:
Thermometer:

0.00 c
0.2 uA
9.1 V
6.8 V
2.9 V
-12.4 V
35.0 C

CBT Oven:
Osc. Oven:
HW Ionizer:
SAW Tuning:
87MHz PLL:
+12V supply:
+5V supply:
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USNO permanently files these values as:
50717.007569 CBT ID: 3128A00110(H) /Status summary: Operating
normally /Power source: AC /Log status: Empty Oe-15 29.94 26.5 25.4
39949 12.166 2553 15.4 8.3 0.00 -8.7 0.0 0.8 12.8 1.8 5.8 1.7
2.6 12.3 -12.3 5.2 41.3
A computer program can sort and display the information in whatever format is
needed. One might want several devices listed on one page when looking at
snapshot pictures. On the other hand, one might want several consecutive readings
for a particular device listed on one page to look for trends. Outputtmg the values
to a plotting program is better for trend observation. Although the snapshot
pictures will tell if a device is operating normally, it is the plot of the parameters'
history that will help most in detecting the onset of problems and in fixing the
device when a failure occurs.
CLOCK PERFORMANCE
The firequency offset can be set by either the manufacturer or the user. Typically,
it is set to Oe-15.
Oscillator control percentage is a very important value to monitor. The value can
be positive or negative and like most of the other parameters, the value is very
characteristic of the device. One standard may have an oscillator control value of
-8.6% and another standard may have a value of -43.1%. Neither of these values
alone means that the clock is performing (or will perform) poorly. A variation in
the value may suggest a future failure, and that will be covered in the next section.
What is important about the oscillator control percentage for performance is its
frequency and amount of change. This is an example of when continuous, periodic
readings are needed. For example, USNO has had at least two standards that
exhibit a phase or rate change that was coincident with a change in its oscillator
control percentage. Such an occurrence may be due to the standard experiencing
an environmental change (temperature and/or humidity), a Cesium Beam Tube
(CBT) change, or a CBT controller board change, or it may be a precursor to a
failure.
The rf amps have been found to have relatively constant values between 20.0 and
31.0 for each standard after initial bum-in. (The values may change somewhat
during the first 1 1/2 to 2 years of operation.) The values will differ slightly from
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one device to another. The Zeeman frequency is set at the factory and should be
39949.0. The C field current should be between 12.0 and 12.2 milliamps and
remain fairly constant. Again, the exact value will differ between standards.
The electron multiplier voltage is another very important parameter to watch.
There is a limit at 2553 volts. USNO does have a standard performing quite well
below the 1000 volt specification found in the 5071A owner's manual. (Its startup
voltage was about 440 volts.) Typically, our standards have a startup voltage
between 1150 and 1500. The voltage will decrease slightly and tiien begin to rise
slowly during the first two years of operation. The total change will usually range
from 150 to 200 volts. The voltage should continue to increase slowly after this
initial startup period. The absolute value is characteristic of the device. The
standard should be performing well if the value is changing slowly and
CONSISTENTLY during the entire life time of the CBT.
The signal gain should be constant at 14.4 percent as long as the standard is below
its maximum electron multiplier voltage. When the electron multiplier voltage
reaches its limit, the signal gain will increase to keep the overall gain constant.
The cesium-beam oven voltage depends on ambient temperature. The USNO
standards values are consistent between 7.5 and 8.0 volts. Actual values differ
between devices. The cesium-beam tube error must be small (+/- 0.1 volts) for the
standard to be operating properly.
The oscillator oven voltage typically has a value of -8.7 to -8.8 volts during normal
operation. It should change by no more than 0.1 volts throughout the life of the
device.
The ion pump current should have a low startup value (typically near 0.0) and
remain constant. Some devices, however, are working quite well with constant
values of 10, 20, or higher. (USNO has one device working well with an ion pump
current of 36.0 microamps.) This value is another one of those "personality"
characteristics of each device. A high current value can indicate a vacuum or
electrical leak, that the tube has been off for a long period, or that the tube is
contaminated. A current greater than 50 microamps will cause shutdown.
The hot wire ionizer voltage references the voltage across the ionizer ribbon. A
value of 1.0 is ideal and it should be between 0.9 and 1.1 volts.
The mass spectrometer value will range from 10.0 to 14.0 volts. It should remain
the same value during normal performance due to environmental changes.
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The SAW and DRO tuning, 87 MHz PLL, uP clock PLL, +/-12 volt supply, and
5 volt supply values should be relatively constant from initial startup. All may
vary by +/- 0.1 volts during normal operation.
The temperature value is the internal temperature of the standard. The value should
typically range from 35 to 45 degrees Celsius and should remain constant. It will
change as the standard's environment changes.
CLOCK FAILURES
The recording of the parameters once per hour, every hour, and retaining the
information in permanent data fries has a great benefrt for detecting and analyzing
failures. It also allows for the prediction of some future failures. Usually, analysis
of the historical parameters may only indicate that a failure will occur, but not
when. USNO has experienced a few problems with the standards and often looking
at the parameters has pointed directly to the needed repair. By taking hourly
readings of the parameters, one can watch a standard fail and prevent a related
system disaster.
An example of a minor problem that can be seen in the parameters is a significant
change in the standard's environmental temperature. A change in the environmental
temperature can show up as an unusually large change in the electron multiplier
voltage (see Figures 1, 2, and 3).
More serious problems are seen when an electronic card inside the standard fails.
USNO has had some problems with the A2 and A6 cards failing and has
documented the parameters showing the indications of a failure.
A failure in the A2 CBT controller card shows up as a significant change in only
one parameter. The electron multiplier voltage will jump more than 10 volts. This
greater than 10-volt change will occur over a 12- to 24-hour period (see Figure 4).
Although a step in this parameter is not always an indication of an A2 card failure,
the change is an indication that it is probable. No parameter changes seem to
foretell this problem.
A failiue in the A6 servo card causes the clock to lose frequency lock and shows
up as a change in most of the parameters. The failure is most notable in the
oscillator control, rf amplitudes, and CBT parameters. The oscillator control will
jump more than 5 percent when the failure occurs (see Figure 5). The rf
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amplitudes will jump and remain at a constant value (see Figure 6). The CBT oven
voltage will go to 0.0 volts (see Figure 7). The CBT temperature error will step
more than 1 degree Celsius and remain constant (see Figure 8). These jumps occur
within a few hours and can occur between two consecutive hourly readings. Again,
although a step in these parameters is not always an indication of an A6 card
failure, the change suggests that it is probable. The occurrence of this failure is
sometimes predictable. One cannot, however, foretell when it will occur. The
signs are in the CBT parameters. The CBT oven voltage will vary more than
+/-0.4 volts, rather than the normal less than +/- 0.1 volts (see Figure 7). The
CBT temperature error values will also show an abnormally large variation. They
will vary more than +/- 0.15 degree Celsius rather than the normal less than +/- 0.1
degree Celsius (see Figure 8). Another type of failure in the A6 card normally
occurs only at startup. A short can cause a fiase to fail on the A6 card. Notice that
after repair, the rf amplitudes have returned to their prefailure characteristics (see
Figure 6) and the CBT parameters show a "normal" amount of variation (see
Figures 7 and 8). It is also worth noting that the oscillator control and electron
multiplier have assumed new initial states after repair (see Figures 5 and 9).
The standards at USNO are now getting old enough so that we are starting to see
end-of-life CBT failures. This is probably the only failure that every organization
will see if they keep the standard for a long time or receive an old standard. The
Hewlett-Packard manual says that the standard CBT should last about 5 years. The
high performance is warranted for 3 years. USNO's experience is that the high
performance CBT lasts on average more than 5 years. Two parameters that say the
CBT has failed are the electron multiplier voltage and the signal gain percentage.
The electron multiplier voltage will rise quickly during the failure. It will read
2553 (the limit) when the failure has occurred (see Figure 10). The signal gain will
very quickly rise to 100% after the electron multiplier voltage has hit its limit (see
Figure 11). The alarm light should but will NOT always be lit after the CBT
failure has occurred.
The oscillator control percentage will slowly increase its amount of variation during
the failure. The size of the variation will increase as time passes after the CBT
failure (see Figure 12).
The failure will also be observed in the rf amplitude 1 and 2 parameters. They will
both show a large increase in variation either at the time of CBT failure or shortly
thereafter.
There seem to be three parameters that suggest a CBT failure will occur. These are
the electron multiplier and rf amplitudes 1 and 2. (Although the signal gain does
show that the CBT has failed, it does not show any sign of when the failure will
occur.) The first and most obvious foretelling event is a rapid increase in the
electron multiplier voltage (see Figure 10, MJD 50712 to 50716). USNO found
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that the clock is sometimes akeady outside our performance criteria during this
period. The step in the electron multiplier voltage (see Figure 10 at MJD 50708)
indicates that the failure is about to begin. This step will usually occur between
2 weeks and 2 days before the electron multiplier voltage reaches its limiting value
of 2553 volts and indicates that end-of-life is inevitable. This is, however, not much
advance warning.
Advance warning is provided by the rf amplitude 1 and 2 parameters. The
variation of the rf amplitude values is very large (see Figures 13 and 14 after MJD
50716). However, notice how the percentage values decrease just before the
failure. This allows for some lead time before the failure. More lead time is
provided by the rf amplitudes starting to show a tendency to change. For rf
amplitude 1, this can occur about a week before the failure (see Figure 13 at MJD
50708). RF amplitude 2 can show this tendency as much as 25 days before the
failure (see Figure 14 at MJD 50689). Both rf amplitudes can be either a more
positive or negative variation. Either way, they will show an average decrease just
before the CBT failure occurs. A word of caution, though: just because the rf
amplitudes are showuig these early signs does not mean that the CBT will fail in
less then 30 days. It should be taken as a warning that the device needs to be
watched more closely. More concem should be used when the tendency becomes
more pronounced (see Figure 14 after MJD 50706). Although this is not a great
amount of notice before the inevitable failure, some notice is better than none. The
notice will hopefully be enough to avoid a system crash or other operational
failures.
CONCLUSIONS
The Hewlett-Packard model 5071A primary frequency standard is a great
operational improvement over the model 5061B. This operational improvement is
enhanced fiirther by the device's ability to output its operating parameters to a
computer for analysis. The analysis can help in the diagnosis of problems (e.g.,
cards gone bad).
Close analysis of the parameters and their historical values will in some cases allow
the foretelling of failures. These clues can be as simple as seeing extreme
environmental effects on the device and/or a change in a card's operation. If the
parameters are watched closely enough, the inevitable CBT failure can be
anticipated and corrective measures taken.
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Most of the time, the important parameters to be watched are: electron multiplier
voltage, ion pump current, oscillator control percentage, signal gain percentage,
internal temperature, and readings of rf amplitude 1 and 2 percentages. These
seven should enable a person to predict the performance and life of a frequency
standard.
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Abstract
A compact Space-borne active Hydrogen Maser (SHM) frequency standard is being developed by the Observatory
ofNeuchdtel under the Swiss PRODEX program of ESA. The SHM instrument will be flown on the Radioastron
(RA) mission in 2000 to be used as the reference clock for orbital Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) and for
the red-shift experiment CRONOS.
The SHM design is based on a miniature sapphire loaded microwave cavity which makes possible an active hydrogen maser with a 1.7 liter storage volume for atomic hydrogen within a 50 kg space qualified instrument.
A preliminary measurement of the SHM instrument frequency stability using breadboard electronics has yielded an
Allan deviation O/CT,.(10005) = 3X10"" which is already close to the (j,{\(XXis)<\5x\{)-" instrument specification. An
extensive program for the design verification by test & analysis of the PEM-PP was performed in 1997 and is now
near completion.
Potential space applications of a compact active hydrogen maser instrument include scientific experiments related
to relativity, precise ranging and navigation, time dissemination and synchronization. Present plans are to push
miniaturization even further with the development of a 35 kg active hydrogen MAser for Navigation (MAN) for
GNSS applications.
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THE SHM INSTRUMENT
INTRODUCTION

The Observatory of Neuchatel (ON) is developing a compact hydrogen maser for space applications, based
on a miniature sapphire loaded microwave cavity. The hydrogen maser is a high performance frequency
standard capable of a frequency stability of about 1x10"'^ over averaging intervals from 1,000s to 10,000
s. If used as a clock, this is equivalent to a time stability of 0.7 ps over a 1,000 s time interval or 7 ps over a
10,000 s time interval. The SHM instrument was developed to fly on the international Radioastron (RA)
orbital VLBI mission to be used as the alternate master clock. The SHM instrument was also designed to
be used for an accurate measurement of the red-shift effect, i.e. the time dilatation due to the gravitational
field. This is the purpose of the CRONOS experiment proposed by ON and sponsored by the Swiss
PRODEX program of ESA. The RA mission and the CRONOS experiment were reported previously in
references [1], [2], [6].
DEVELOPMENT STEPS

The SHM compact hydrogen maser frequency standard is based on a Miniature sapphire loaded Microwave Cavity (MMC) designed by ON in 1993 under a first ESTEC contract for the development of the
SHM instrument [3], [5]. The development was continued up to now through several design and breadboarding steps that are reported in references [3] to [6]. The design of the SHM Physics Package (PP)
makes use of several sophisticated technologies and many problems had to be overcome in the course of
development. Technologies and development activities worth to be mentioned are : the optimization of the
atomic storage volume in the sapphire loaded microwave cavity, the manufacturing of a very large sapphire
cylinder, the diffusion bonding of sapphire to titanium, the vapor deposition plating of the internal surface
of a titanium cylinder, the machining by electro-erosion of the main titanium structural part, the teflon
coating of the composite titanium-sapphire atomic storage bulb, the development of a special process of
the magnetic shields that optimizes the permeability in zero field, the evaluation of the pumping speed,
capacity and brittleness of the hydrogen getters.
PEM-PP DESIGN VERIFICATION PROGRAM
The last major step of development was the manufacturing and the first integration of the PEM-PP. The
prototype Physics Package was manufactured during the first half of 1996 and first integrated in October
and November 1996. The first atomic signal from the fully integrated PEM-PP was obtained in December
1996.
A first evaluation of the PEM-PP was performed in January and February 1997. The atomic quality factor,
the atomic signal power and the short-term frequency stability characteristics of the PEM-PP were verified
experimentally. The PEM-PP was then disassembled and several design modifications were implemented
during the first half of 1997. These modifications were known to be necessary but had been postponed in
order to allow for a quick first integration and evaluation.
A detailed structural analysis of the PEM design was performed in 1997 by CSEM, a Swiss engineering
company. For the purpose of analysis CSEM has developed a finite elements structural model of the SHM
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instrument with more than 7,000 nodes. The detailed structural analysis included : static loading, random
vibration analysis, shock analysis, load safety margins, buckling analysis, thermal stress analysis and fracture control analysis. The main conclusion of CSEM's engineering analysis is that the PEM design is compliant with.the Radioastron requirements without modifications. Several design improvements to the mechanical design were also suggested by CSEM.
The Reduced Microwave Cavity & magnetic Shields Assembly (RMCSA), the heart of the Physics Package which contains the atomic hydrogen storage bulb, is also the most complex part of the Physics Package
from the structural point of view. A spare RMCSA unit, identical to the one used in the PEM-PP, was
tested successfully for shocks (40 g shock response spectrum) and for random vibration (7 g rms) to the
Radioastron qualification levels on May 14-15 1997. The same unit was also tested for random vibration to
the GPS clocks qualification levels (14 g rms) on September 25 1997 in preparation to future applications
of the SHM design for GNSS.
The Preliminary Design Review (PDR) of the PEM SHM instrument was opened on October 29 1997 under the technical supervision of ESA. The reviewed material include the design definition documents, the
design verification by inspection and analysis, and the design verification by test on the PEM-PP. The
PEM-PP PDR is scheduled tq be closed at the end of 1997.
PERSPECTIVES FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

After the closure of the PEM-PP PDR, the next step will be to kick-off a contract for the development of a
PEM SHM space compatible Electronics Package(EP).
On the basis of the existing breadboard electronics, the development of the space compatible PEM-EP is
expected to take one year. The fully integrated and tested PEM SHM instrument will then be delivered to
Astro Space Center in Moscow for the purpose of ground testing the Radioastron payload. In particular it
is planned to perform a VLBI session on the ground using the actualRadioastron payload.
Another flight opportunity for the SHM instrument is the ACES atomic clocks experiment proposed by a
team of French scientists for the early utilization of the International Space Station. The ACES experiment
is yet to be officially endorsed by ESA and involves the demonstration in space of a cold atom cesium
fountain and other atomic clocks [7], [8]. The ACES SHM design would be very close to the Radioastron
design. The extra effort of development would concern mainly the adaptation of the instrument interfaces.
A system study of the ACES Concept has already been performed by CNES for the Space Station Applications and Promotion Office of ESA [9], [10]. The study considers the SHM instrument as one of the
necessary components of the ACES experiment.
Besides, a collaboration of ON with the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) is in preparation for the joint
development of a 35 kg active hydrogen MAser for Navigation (MAN). This new development will take
advantage of the technologies already developed for the SHM instrument in the course of the Radioastron
& CRONOS project. It is foreseen to test the MAN maser for navigation on an experimental basis as a Reserve Auxiliary Payload (RAP) on a Block IIP GPS satellite.
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SHM-RA INSTRUMENT DESIGN
CONDENSED SPECIFICATION

long-term drift:
output levels:
operating temp, range:
thermal sensitivity:
magnetic field range:
magnetic sensitivity:

t[s]
1
10
100
I'OOO
lO'OOO

-12

<3xlO year_-l
0.4 Vrms in 50 Q.
lOX to 35°C
-15

<3xl0 °C
± 1 gauss

-1

<2X10''^G'

DC input voltage:
power consumption:
largest diameter (horizontal)
full height (vertical)
mass
mission lifetime

14.71 MHz output

Allan deviation
< 1.5x10-13
<2.1x 10-14
<5.1x 10-15

f[Hz]
1
10
100

<2.1x 10-15
< 1.5x10-15

lO'OOO

rooo

L(f)[dBc]
<-100
<-122
<-132
<-141
<-145

22 to 50 V
< 70W
460 mm
600 mm
50 kg
> 3 years

5 MHz output
L(f)[dBc]
<-110
<-132
<-]43
<-151
<-155

Table 2
Pttase Noise

Table 1
Frequency Stability

MASER PHYSICS DESIGN

The heart of the PP design concept is the sapphire loaded MMC. The internal volume of the MMC is 4.4
liters. This is to be compared with the 20 liters of a conventional circular microwave cavity tuned to the
hydrogen hyperfine frequency. The storage volume for hydrogen is 1.7 liter which is comparable to a conventional design based on a full size cavity. It is basically the size reduction of the microwave cavity that
has made possible the realization of a 50 kg SHM instrument. The sapphire cylinder of the MMC has both
a microwave function, the dielectric loading of the cavity, and a maser physics function since, together
with the bonded titanium covers, it also constitutes the hydrogen storage bulb.
State selection is performed by a conventional quadrupole magnetic state selector. The dissociator is a
small fused quartz bulb. The solid-state hydrogen supply is stored in a container filled with 90 g of hydride
material Hydralloy C20. Magnetic shielding is performed by a set of four 0.5 mm magnetic shields around
the MMC and by a fifth 0.5 mm magnetic shield that surrounds the whole instrument.
There are two vacuum systems : the hydrogen vacuum enclosure and the thermal vacuum enclosure. Each
enclosure is pumped by a set of getters and by a set of two 2 1/s ion pumps. For each enclosure, one ion
pumps would be sufficient. The second pump is there for redundancy. The sealed part of the PP is closed
by an aluminum bell jar that closes the thermal vacuum enclosure.
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MECHANICAL DESIGN

The SHM instrament is designed to pass the Radioastron qualification requirements for shocks (40g) and
random vibration (7 g rms).
THERMAL DESIGN

In orbit the instrument is covered by a MLI thermal insulation blanket. All thermal exchanges are performed by conduction to a dedicated thermally controlled base plate which is part of the spacecraft.
The temperature of the MMC is stabilized by three concentric pairs of electronic thermal control loops.
The first layer of thermal control is the MMC itself, the second layer is the c-field thermal shield and the
third layer is the intermediate thermal shield. All these elements are inside the thermal vacuum system. The
vacuum bell jar is not thermally controlled and follows passively the base plate temperature.
ELECTRONICS DESIGN

The ACT (Automatic Cavity Tuning) system is the most important performance critical element of the
electronics package. Because of the cavity pulling effect, and given the -65 kHz /°C thermal sensitivity of
the MMC, it is not possible to achieve the frequency stability and the thermal coefficient specified at the
instrument level with only a thermal frequency control of the MMC. The function of the ACT system is to
complement the thermal frequency control of the MMC by a varactor electronics frequency control.

EVALUATION OF THE PEM PHYSICS PACKAGE
MICROWAVE CAVITY

The measured loaded quality factor of the MMC is 34,000. The thermal coefficient of the TEon mode is
minus 65 kHz/°C.
ATOMIC QUALITY FACTOR

The operating atomic quality factor at -105 dBm of atomic signal output is 1.7 X 10'.
THERMAL CONTROL

The thermal stability of the MMC is such that an Allan deviation of CT,. (1,000^) = 2.2 x 10""* is achieved
without ACT, i.e. with only a thermal frequency control of the MMC. This is equivalent to a thermal stability of (jj-ilyOOOs) = 26fl°C at the MMC level. Only 7.5 W of electrical power is necessary for the
thermal control of the physics package in air with the MMC at 47 °C, an ambient temperature of 20 °C,
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and with no thennal insulation of the thermal vacuum bell jar. In vacuum, with the physics package protected by its MLI blanket, the power consumption will be even smaller.
BREADBOARD ACT

The breadboard ACT is still in development and does not reach yet the specified thermal sensitivity. Without ACT, i.e. with only a thermal frequency control of the MMC, the measured thermal coefficient is
5 X10"'^ ° C"'. The thermal coefficient improves to 3 X10""* ° C~' when the breadboard ACT is put into
operation. Note that, in this experiment, the breadboard electronics were maintained at a constant room
temperature while the temperature of the PP was varied. Therefore long cables linking the PP to the EP
were involved. A new iteration of the ACT breadboard electronics, better integrated and more compact, is
in preparation and is expected to improve the thermal sensitivity up to the specified level.
Regarding the frequency stability specification, on the other hand, the Allan deviation measured with the
breadboard ACT is a^.O'OOOs) = 3x10"'^. This is already quite close to the specification.
MAGNETIC SHIELDING

The shielding factor measured with only the four cavity shields is 20,000. A global shielding factor of
200,000 is expected with 5 shields.
GETTERS

&

ION PUMPS

It was verified that the vacuum system has an autonomy of at least 10 days without electrical power to the
ion pumps (getters only). This requirement is specific to the Radioastron mission and is motivated by the
fact that during several critical phases of the payload integration, connection of the instruments to a power
supply is not allowed. Regarding the operational lifetime of the vacuum system, on the other hand, it is
worth mentioning that the vacuum getters are known to become brittle after absorbing a large quantity of
hydrogen. In order to avoid this drawback, the supply of hydrogen getters was designed in such a way that
only 10% of their nominal capacity for lydrogen is used during the operational lifetime.

CONCLUSION
The evaluation of the PEM SHM-PP reported in this paper is still in progress but most of the important
conclusions have been drawn already. Most of the design parameters have been measured and analyzed
and have been shown to be compliant with the specifications. In particular the maser physics parameters,
i.e. atomic quality factor and short-term stability, have been verified and the detailed structural analysis
performed by CSEM has shown that the design is compliant with the random vibration and shock requirements of Radioastron. The shock and random vibration tests of the spare RMCSA assembly have validated
the finite elements model of CSEM and confirmed the conclusions of the stmtural analysis.
On the other hand, the breadboard electronics package is still in development and does not reach yet all the
performance goals set by the instrument specifications. A new iteration of the breadboard ACT is in preparation and is expected to comply with the thermal sensitivity and frequency stability requirements.
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Abstract
We illustrate the general methods for applying relativistic corrections needed by a GPS
receiver in providing time or position to a user. We focus on estimating the time interval it
takes for GPS signals to propagate from the transmitter to the receiver, the geometric range
delay. We present a few cases which apply to many common uses of GPS. The most
common case for positioning is illustrated numerically.

INTRODUCTION
A GPS receiver needs to make two corrections that are related to relativity in order to provide time or position
to a user. We discuss these corrections and focus mostly on estimating the geometric range delay, Atp, the time
for GPS signals to propagate from the transmitter to the receiver Proper estimation of Ato is essential for
solving for position or time. This is an application of the relativistic principle of the constancy of the velocity
of li^t which states that electromagnetic signals travel in Euclidean straight lines with velocity c relative to
an inertial reference frame. We present a few cases which apply to many common uses of GPS. The case
where measurements of satellite signals are time-tagged at the receiver for positioning, probably the most
common GPS application, is illustrated numerically.
The theory behind corrections is presented with references given for any derivations not done here. Through
our theoretical discussion we show that the Interface Control Document (ICD-GPS-200) specifications, as
issued by the Joint Program Office of the Global Positioning System [1], consistently cover the requirements
of relativity down to the sub-nanosecond level for time. We respond to questions in the literature [2,3] as to
whether the ICD specifications include relativity corrections with enough accuracy for certain applications.
In particular we discuss the relativistic Doppler effect, the formula for its instantaneous magnitude, and its
relationship with typical GPS receiver operation. We also address the use of carrier-phase measurements,
which is not discussed in the ICD.

THEORY
Generally, a GPS navigation user measures the arrival times, on a local clock, of timing signals from at least

* Contribution of U.S. Government, not subject to copyright.
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four dififerent satellites, then solves for four unknowns: user position x,y,z and the receiver clock offset from
GPS time t. The signals from Ihe satellites can be thought of effectively as continuous timing signals from the
satellite clocks arriving at the receiver. The receiver has its own local clock for comparison. The user
measures either 1) the times in the received timing signals at a specific local clock time, or 2) the arrival times
on the local clock of a specific time-tag in the received timing signals. The reception time (according to the
local clock) minus the transmission time at one satellite (according to GPS time) is called ihtpseudorange.
These pseudoranges are used to solve for user position and time.
For the ordinary user of broadcast ephemerides, there are two and only two relativistic effects that must be
considered. First, the receiver must apply a correction to the transmitted time to account for relativistic effects
arising from orbit eccentricity of tiie transmitting satellite. This is the At^ term defined in tiie ICD. Second,
the finite and universally constant speed c of signals propagatuig from transmitter to receiver, relative to an
inertial frame (the geometric path delay), must be accounted for.
RELEVANT RELATIVITY

Three effects in relativity are germane to GPS. Rates of clocks in GPS are adjusted (as for International
Atomic Time) to match the rate that clocks would run on the geoid of tiie earth. This is a surface of
gravitational equipotential in tiie rotating fi:ame in which tiie effects 2) and 3) below add to a constant value.
The relativity effects are as follows.
1) GPS time is defined using the principle of tiie constancy of c to synchronize an imagined system of clocks
everywhere in space in the neighboriiood of the eartii (Einstein synchronization). GPS satellite clocks are in
principle adjusted to agree witfi this imagined system of clocks. This network of synchronized GPS clocks
realize a coordinate time. This definition of GPS time requires a locally inertial coordinate system. GPS time
is thus defined relative to an earth-centered inertial coordinate system (an ECI), but the rate is set to match the
rate at which clocks would run on the geoid. An ECI is also used to simplify the patiis of signals propagating
from satellites, since they move in Euclidean straight lines at the velocity c in vacuum relative to such inertial
frames.
2) A clock moving witii respect to an ECI runs slower relative to coordinate time than if it were at rest in the
ECI. This is the time dilation effect due to the magnitude of the relative velocity, sometimes called the secondorder Doppler effect. For satellites in GPS orbits, tiie fi^ctional frequency ofifeet needed to compensate for tiiis
is approximately +8.3-10-" relative to the rate of clocks on the earth's geoid.
3) A clock in a lower gravitational potential runs slower relative to coordinate time than if it were at rest in
a higher potential. This is called tiie gravitational red shift. Thus, standard clocks closer to tiie eartii run
slower tiian standard clocks ferther away, since tiie potential becomes more negative closer to tiie eartii. Clocks
on GPS satellites need to be adjusted by about -5.3-10-"' relative to tiie eartii's geoid, to compensate for tiiis
effect.
Atomic clocks in GPS satellites are given a fixed rate offset of -4.4645-lO"'" as a consequence of tiie
requirement tiiat GPS satellite clocks run at tiie rate tiiat a standard clock on tiie geoid would run, and of tiie
relativistic effects in 2) and 3) for circular orbits. These tiiree relativistic effects explain tiie reasons for tiie
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two corrections the user must apply. The first relativity correction is the Atr term defined in the ICD. This
term corrects the satellite vehicle (SV) clock oflfeet due to any eccaitricity in GPS orbits. Eccentricity produces
frequency ofifeets firom the nominal fixed rate offset of -4.4645- lO"'" due to the combined effects of 2) and 3)
on tiie SV clock rale. The second correction appUes to users' estimates of the geometric range delay, the time
delay fi-om the transmitter to the receiver if the signal traveled in vacuum. This is most easily calculated in an
ECI where signals travel in Euclidean straight lines at the speed of light, the constant c.
There can be many ECI coordinate systems, difiering by constant spatial rotations from each other, which serve
these purposes. All fi-ames with Ae same origin at the earth's center, and non-rotating with respect to the
"fixed" stars, will define simultaneity in the same way. All such frames are equivalent for determining the
propagation delay. Yet users need to reference their positions to the earth. Satellites broadcast their positions
relative to an earth-centered, earth-fixed coordinate system (an ECEF), the WGS-84 coordinate system. Users
fixed on the earth often know their coordinates as constants in the ECEF frame.
USER CORRECTIONS

At any arbitrarily chosen instant the ECEF frame coincides with an ECI frame having identical x-, y-, and
z-axes, but not rotating. Removing the rotation of the earth from the ECEF defines a coordinate system that
is close enough to an inertial fi-ame to serve for estimating the path delay. As time passes the ECEF system
rotates, while this ECI system remains behind, so to speak. Any such coordinate system may serve as an ECI
for estimating geometric range by using the Euclidean distance between the coordinates in the ECI of the
satellite at transmission and the coordinates of reception. The time for the signal to travel this path, the
geometric path delay, may be estimated as the geometric range divided by the defined velocity of light, c, to
betterthan200ps[4].
The principle of the constancy of the speed of light in an inertial frame requires that an ECI be used for
geometric path delay if it is calculated by dividing the Euclidean distance by c. Using such an ECI greatly
simplifies the problem of solving for a GPS user's position or time. Whereas GPS is intended to provide users
with their position or time in the ECEF system, if we use those coordinates for geometric range with the simple
Euclidean distance metric and divide by c to obtain geometric path delay, we will make significant errors.
In general, a navigation solution requires pseudo-range measurements to at least four satellites. These are used
to obtain geometric range delay estimates, which in turn are used to solve for position. To use the simplicity
of the Euclidean distance metric that comes with an ECI, all satellite positions at the transmission epochs must
be transformed into the common ECI fi^me. The user may then solve for the receiver position in this coordinate
fiame, and for the GPS time, /, corresponding to this solution. Finally, the user must find the receiver
coordinates in the ECEF at the GPS time t by accounting for the rotation of the ECEF between the chosen
moment tc at which the ECI frame is defined, and the GPS time t.
With a receiver using four satellites we generally have five different times of interest as candidates for tc- either
a single GPS transmission time and four different reception times (time tagging at transmission time), or a
siiigle reception time and four different transmission times (time tagging at reception time). In any case an ECI
frame can always be found which coincides with the ECEF frame at a chosen instant of time, and in this sense
the ECEF can determine an inertial coordinate system. This answers the need for a coordinate system in which
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the speed of light is c in vacuum during the transmission of the signals, and in which all the GPS satellite clocks
can in principle be synchronized. We will give a number of examples below for using this general prescription.
Our focus here will remain on relativistic corrections for GPS users. We do not consider corrections for
non-relativistic delays: ionospheric plasma delays, tropospheric delays due to water vapor, multipath
interference, or receiver system delays. Non-relativistic delays must certainly be accounted for; however here
our topic is relativity.
DoppLER EFFECT
A receiver system that uses the instantaneous Doppler shift of the received carrier signal must also correct for
the frequency shift of the received signal within the framework of relativity. As the true range between the
satellite and receiver changes due to relative motion, the carrier frequency changes due to the Doppler effect.
The relationship between the received frequency F, and the transmitted frequency, the proper frequency/ is
[4,5,6,7]:
1

Y(V)

/= F

)

^-,

(1)

where
V = transmitter velocity in ECI coordinates,
V = receiver velocity in ECI coordinates,
N = ECI unit vector in the direction of propagation of the signal, and
y(v)=

1

:!l

^^^

The change in frequency is closely related to the rate of change of range. In feet the relativistic Doppler
frequency shift equation can be derived by differentiating the geometric path delay [4,6]. This proves the
conceptual equivalence, within the fiameworic of Special and General Relativity, of the methods of pseudorange
(to obtain an instantaneous position solution) and integrated Doppler frequency (to obtain changes in position).
A user of integrated Doppler frequency can account for the relativistic Doppler shift by accounting for the
geometric path delay.
THE ROTATION MATRIX

Almost always the user of the broadcast ephemerides will want to use coordinate transformations which
correspond to rotations of the coordinate system about the z-axis. For convenience we write out here an
example of such a rotation matrix. Consider an ECI frame with z-axis which coincides with the WGS-84 axis.
Let the position coordinates of some point of interest in these ECI coordinates be denoted by
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'^ECJ
^ECl

(3)

yECJ
^ECI

Suppose that the ECI axes coincide with the ECEF axes at the time tc. The angle through which the ECEF
coordinates rotate relative to the ECI during the time interval t-tc is
where:
a^ = 7.292115-10-* rad/s,
the WGS84 earth rotation rate.

(4)

The time interval t-tc niust be small since the earth rotation rate varies. With t-tc as large as 3 s, errors no
larger than 0.05 mm are introduced [4]. With this rotation, the point denoted X^c/ in ECI coordinates has
coordinates in the ECEF of
cos9
"■ECEF

R'it-tMECI

sinG 0

-sinG cosG 0
0

0

1

^ECl
yECl

(5)

^ECl

w^ierei?^ is the sidereal rotation matrix. This is an example of a "passive" rotation, a rotation of the coordinate
axes keeping physical position vectors unchanged.

CASES
Generally, a GPS navigation user measures the arrival times of signals from four different satellites, and uses
them to solve for four unknowns: position x,y,z and time t. A common way of doing so is to make the four
measurements at one instant at the receiver ("tim&tegging at the receiver"). A less common method is to use
signals which left the satellites at a common GPS time ("time^agging at the transmitters"). The latter method
is more complex both because the signals are not received simultaneously, and because the clocks on the
satellites are synchronized for the user by adding a transmitted clock correction. The clocks themselves may
differ by no more than 1 ms [1]. Thus we must account both for the motion of the user during the intervals
between transmission and reception, and the differences in transmission time of a common GPS time due to
clock offsets from system time.
TIME-TAGGING AT THE RECEIVER: GENERAL PRESCRIPTION

1. At a chosen reception time, measiue the transmission times using the received pseudo-random noise (PRN)
codes from four satellites. This gives us the time tsv according to the SV clock at transmission for the signals
received at the chosen reception time.
We need the GPS time of transmission for each satellite and the common reception time according to
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the (possibly biased) local clock. We obtain the time of reception from our local clock. The
transmission time is encoded in the received signal. Since we are locked to the code, we can determine
the offset of the locally generated PRN sequence required to maintain lock.
2. Apply the prescription for corrections to obtain GPS system time t of Table 20-IV, at transmission.
This includes the eccentricity correction, Atr from section 20.3.3.3.3.1, an effect due to relativity. At,
is a correction which applies to the SV clock; it is the same correction no matter where the receiver
is or how the receiver is moving. The value of At, will generally be different for the clocks in difierent
satellites.
3. Compute each satellite's position in the ECEF at its transmission time.
This is a straightforward application of the equations of Table 20-IV for determining the x-, y-, zcoordinates of the satellite at the instant of transmission. Note that the broadcast message gives the
satellite positions in ECEF coordinates-specifically in the WGS84 reference frame.
4. Choose an ECI frame for computation of the path delays.
This choice is arbitrary, but some choices are more convenient than others. Simplification may
sometimes occur if the choice is appropriately made. A natural choice for the case of time-tagging at
the receiver is the GPS time equal to the local clock time of reception.
5. Transform the ECEF coordinates of each SV obtained in step 3 into the chosen ECI.
This will normally require at least three, and perhaps four, of such ECEF position vectors to be
rotated. We may freeze the ECEF at any instant to define an earth-centered inertial system. If we
choose the GPS time equal to the local clock's reception time, the later corrections may be small. If
the local clock is sufficiently close to GPS time at the instant of reception, then the last step below, 7,
would not need to be done. Alternatively we might choose an ECI fi-ame which matches the ECEF
fiame at the instant of transmission from one of the satellites.
6. Solve the path delay equations for the receiver's position and time.
This can be done by Unearizing the propagation delay equations and solving them iteratively. Note that
other contributions to path delay, ionospheric and tropospheric delays, should be incorporated in this
process. We use an initial estimate of position to solve for the linearized corrections to receiver
position and the time offset. If these corrections are not small enough for the user, they may be used
to obtain a next estimate of position and time. This, in turn, may be used to obtain the next linearized
correction for position and time offset.
7. Rotate the user's position coordinates into the ECEF reference frame.
After finding the user's position in the chosen ECI coordinate system and the correct GPS system time,
the receiver's ECI position coordinates are rotated into the ECEF reference frame at the instant
corresponding to the measured reception time.
TIME-TAGGING AT THE TRANSMITTER: GENERAL PRESCRIPTION

Let us now consider time-tagging at the transmitter with four satellites. This approach requires an estimate
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of velocity and" perhaps acceleration over the interval of signal reception. If all signals leave satellites
simultaneously with respect to the ECEF, most users will receive these signals within a 100 ms interval. For
most users acceleration will contribute negligibly. We parallel the seven steps above.
1. Measure the time on the local clock at the reception of a given GPS time from each of four satellites.
Each SV clock is generally offset from each other and from GPS time. We measure the time of
reception of a given epoch in the code from each satellite. This, then, needs to be corrected according
to the ICD by the relativistic correction At, and the broadcast second-order polynomial correction for
the SV clock offset from GPS time.
2. Apply the prescription for corrections to obtain GPS system time t of Table 20-IV at transmission.
The difference here from example A is that the GPS system time t will be the same for the clocks in
all satellites.
3. Compute each satellite's position in the ECEF at its transmission time.
This is a straightforward apphcation of the equations of Table 20-IV, for determining the x-, y-, zcoordinates of the satellite at the instant of transmission.
4. Choose an ECI frame for computation of the one-way light times.
In this case the natural choice is to freeze the ECEF at the GPS transmission time, t. Note that the
actual time of transmission will differ for each satellite, since it is determined by the SV clocks. The
difference will be less than 1 ms.
5. If the ECI is defined by freezing the ECEF at GPS transmission time, the coordinates of each satellite will
need to be rotated due to the time oflfeet, Atsv, of the SV clock from GPS time. We also need to transform the
estimated receiver positions at the arrival times.into the ECI.
We may use a deterministic estimate of the change in receiver position over the reception interval.
Since this model is usually a velocity, we will refer to it that way here for simplicity. This velocity
estimate does not change during the solution of user position and time. It is necessary to obtain the
velocity estimate in the coordinates of the chosen ECI. Now we may rotate the estimated user
coordinates into the chosen ECI at the first instant of reception, and use the velocity to extend to the
other reception times. We assume the user clock offset from GPS time is constant over the interval
of reception.
6. Solve the equations for the geometric path delays to find the receiver's position and time offset at a specific
time.
Again we linearize the propagation delay equations and solve them iteratively. We may iterate to find
the position at the first reception time, using the velocity estimate to extend to the other reception times.
This iteration is similar to step 6 in the of time-tagging at the receiver example.
7. Rotate the user's position coordinates into the ECEF reference fiame for each of the reception times.
If we have chosen the ECI coordinate system coinciding with the ECEF at the transmission time, we
will most certainly have to perform these final rotations. For, the reception times will be at least of
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order 100 ms from the transmission time, and the ECEF will have changed significantly. We could
perform only one rotation for the user position at the first reception time if we have the velocity vector
in the ECEF as well as in the ECI. We could then use the ECEF velocity to obtain the coordinates for
the other positions.
It would be possible to update the velocity estimate using positions obtained from two transmission time tags.
This leads into other concerns and options associated with using GPS: filtering estimates over time.
Techniques for estimating position, velocity, and acceleration could be coupled vdth strategies for filtering these
estimates over time. We will not discuss these options here. We will mention, however, tiiat if there are
infrequent measurements of GPS signals from individual satellites, the local clock may be used to flywheel
between them and find a solution. Tliis may require carefiil filtering algorithms for estimation of the local clock
frequency. In particular, relativistic effects on the local clock frequency due to velocity or gravitational
potential may have to be considered.
GPS TIME TRANSFER WITH POSITION KNOWN

In this case we may use each pseudo-range measurement from each satellite separately to estimate our clock
oflfeet from GPS time. We either time-tag measurements at a transmission time and measure time of reception,
or time-tag measurements at a reception time and determine time of transmission from the code lock of the
receiver. We then use the prescriptions from Table 20-rV to obtam the satellite position in the ECEF. We
must estimate the geometric path delay Ato in addition to the ionospheric and tropospheric corrections. Since
we know the receiver position we may compute Ate as follows.
If ECI position vectors are referenced to the time of signal transmission, then
^'^^

c

c

c^

where:
r is the SV position vector,
R is the receiver position vector,
tx and tR are GPS time at respectively transmit and receive times, and
V is the receiver velocity vector in the ECI.
In the case of an earth-fixed user,
V = tixR.

(7)

If ECI position vectors are referenced to the tune of signal reception (instead of satellite transmission time),
then
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c

c

c'-

where v is the satellite velocity vector in the ECI.
EXAMPLE: MULTI-CHANNEL RECEIVER, TIME-TAGGING AT THE RECEIVER
In this example we simulate a navigation solution using an example receiver position and data from the GPS
constellation as it was late 1995. We choose four satellites from this constellation in view from our receiver
location with elevations above 20°. Suppose the receiver is truly at ECEF latitude and longitude 35 "N, CE,
with elevation on the reference ellipsoid, and the operator desires to make a measurement of position and GPS
time at t=37 240.000 000 000 0 s of the week.
The receiver ECEF coordinates at this instant will be
i? COS 35°
^WCSS4

0
/?sin35°

5 224 663.389 m
0
3 658 348.690 m

(9)

where R=6378136.300 m. Such accuracy is not justified, but we are giving positions to a millimeter so that
the convergence of the algorithms can be checked. The actual position is given here for comparison with the
navigation solution.
We follow the step numbering from the cases section above, for this case.
1. Suppose we already have the SV clock time tsv for the signals received at the chosen reception time.
2. We apply the prescription from ICD-GPS-200 according to Section 20.3.3.3.3.1 describing the user
algorithm, to obtain the system time ?, for each satellite /, the GPS time of transmission. The relativistic
eccentricity correction is part of this calculation. The subscript i is not used in the ICD, but is added here for
clarity.
3. We obtain the ECEF coordinates of the satellites from the prescriptions given in Table 20-IV of the
ICD-GPS-200. From the GPS time r„ the time interval 1^= t,-t<,e from ephemeris reference epoch is calculated.
Then ffc may then be used in the algorithm for computation of ephemerides. This gives the x- ,y- ,z-coordinates
of the satellite, in the ECEF frame, at its transmission epoch.
Table I gives the results after these steps. Note that in Table I, GPS system times r, rather than the time
intervals h^U-^oe froi" ephemeris reference epoch, are used to label the events. The subscript z varying from
1 to 4 labels data from the different satellites.
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Table I. GPJ§ satellite positions in ECEF coordin ates

sv#

Transmission Epoch /,

Xi

yt

Zi

1

37 239.924 422 365 6 s

13 005 878.255 m

18 996 947.213 m

13 246 718.721 m

2

37 239.920 713 391 8 s

20 451225.952 m

16 359 086.310 m

-4 436 309.875 m

3

37 239.925 307 870 0 s

20 983 704.633 m

15 906 974.416 m

3 486 595.546 m

4

37 239.929 346 353 9 s

13 798 849.321 m

-8 706 113.822 m

20 959 777.407 m

4. We choose an ECI by fixing the rotation of the ECEF at tc= 37 239.000 000 000 0 s for purposes of this
example. We stress that this choice is arbitrary—much better choices are usually available. The purpose of
the present choice is to illustrate its arbitrariness, and also to illustrate how rapidly the iteration algorithm
converges.
5. We transform the coordinates in Table I into this ECI. The rotation matrix is different for each transmission
epoch. To rotate fi-om ECEF to ECI coordinates, the inverse of the rotation matrix of equation 5 is required.
Thus we need (R^(/, - tc))",' which must be calculated and applied to the coordinates of each satellite
individually. The subscript/ labels data from the different satellites after transforming to the chosen ECI. tj
will be different for each satellite, but tc is the same for all satellites. We use a subscript C to indicate that the
inertia] system has been arbitrarily chosen. The results from transforming to the ECI frame are given in Table

n.
Table H. Transmitted Data Transformed to the Chosen ECI System

sv#

Transmission Epoch /,

^y

yj

1

37 239.924 422 365 6 s

13 004 597.642 m

18 997 823.895 m

h
13 246 718.721 m

2

37 239.920 713 3918 s

20 450 127.566 m

16 360 459.358 m

-4 436 309.875 m

3

37 239.925 307 870 0 s

20 982 631.270 m

15 908 390.245 m

3 486 595.546 m

4

37 239.929 346 353 9 s

13 799 439.294 m

-8 705 178.668 m

20 959 777.407 m

6. We now solve the equations for the geometric path delays simultaneously to solving for the receiver's
position and time. The notation is as follows. The four GPS satellites, at GPS times (,, send out signals from
the ECI locations r,. These four signals are received simultaneously at GPS time t by a receiver at position
R. The problem is to determine t and R at the receiver. The velocity of the receiver does not enter in the
problem. The receiver's position R at the time of reception t will be determined by the solution of four
equations which express the condition that the speed of propagation is c. The four equations to be solved are
{R-rp^-c^{t-t)^ = 0; 7 = 1,2,3,4.
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(10)

However, if the position R and time t are known approximately, the equations can be reduced to a system of
four linear equations which can be solved by standard matrix inversion techniques. These equations are derived
in [4], and are
(i? W

rp-AR - c\t^-^ - t)M = ip(/W _ /p2 _ (^(i) _^piy

(11)

In equation 11, tiie quantity c(^^ - tj) is the i* estimate of the pseudorange from the receiver to the j* satellite,
and J?''-' is the i* estimate of the receiver position in ECI coordinates. The equations (11) form a system of
linear inhomogeneous equations in the corrections AR, At, which can be solved by matrix inversion. The
matrix of coefficients of the unknowns AR, At will usually be nonsingular, unless the configuration of satellites
is so unfavorable that the equations do not have a solution (it is possible for this to occur). The solutions
obtained will be approximate, but can be used to obtain new trial values; the process of iteration can be
repeated as many times as necessary to obtain the accuracy required.
To illustrate this process in the present case, as our initial guess at receiver position we take a worst case and
assume the receiver is at the center of the earth. Also, we do not know the receiver clock bias so we guess that
the time at the reception event is the time of the first transmission event plus some reasonable estimate of the
propagation delay. In this case we set t = t,-^ 0.075 00 s. Table III gives the results at each stage of the
iteration.

Table HI. Results of Iterative Solution of Propagation I>elay Equations
Trial #

user x-position

userj-position

user z-position

user clock time

0 (start)

Om

Om

Om

37 239.999 421 454 1 s

1

5 057 363.392 m

2 355.126 m

3 541092.792 m

37 239.997 532 305 8 s

2

5 226 931.551 m

354.224 m

3 659 938.391 m

37 240.000 033 455 9 s

3

5 224 663.780 m

380.983 m

3 658 348.973 m

37 240.000 000 006 0 s

4

5 224 663.374 m

380.988 m

3 658 348.689 m

37 240.000 000 000 0 s

5

5 224 663.374 m

380.988 m

3 658 348.689 m

37 240.000 000 000 0 s

The position converges to within 1 m after tliree iterations. The GPS time at reception, determined by the
solution, is t^ = 37 240.000 000 000 0 s. Thus the receiver clock was off by exactly 1 s.
7. Tliese results must lastly be transformed into the WGS84 system by applying the rotation I^(ts, - tc). That
is, to obtain WGS84 coordinates at the instant of reception, we must use a sidereal rotation corresponding to
that instant. Upon applying this rotation to the position coordinates given in the last line of Table IE, the
measured values of the receiver position are
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^WGS84

5 224 663.388 m
0
3 658 348.689 m

(12)

These agree with the true position coordinates to within a millimeter.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
THE BENEFIT OF BETTER INITULIZATION

It pays to be more careful with our initial guesses. To illustrate this, let us consider the following situation
which is not unreasonable after the receiver has been working for a while. There may be a good local quartz
oscillator which can predict time accurately between measurements. After a local history of navigation
solutions has been computed by the receiver, we may suppose that the GPS time of the next solution can be
predicted to within 10 ns. If the velocity of the receiver has been monitored a reasonable estimate of the
receiver position could be accurate to a few hundred meters. (An earth-fixed user can usually do much better.)
Suppose we follow our example above where we assume the user chooses to take measurements at a time on
the local clock exactly equal to 37 240.000 000 000 0 s, but that due to quartz oscillator instability the
measurement is actually taken 10 ns later. We suppose here that the instant chosen to define the ECI fi-ame
is 37 240.000 000 000 0 s. If we go through the iterations we find two improvements. First, there is more
rapid convergence, than in the first example. Better estimates of the position could reduce the number of
iterations down to one. Second, the final solution for GPS time at the receiver is so close to the estimated time
that the fiinal rotation into the ECEF would not introduce significant changes in the position solution. The
receiver clock can be updated with no other changes.

ERRONEOUS USE OF ECEF COORDINATES
It might seem that earth rotation effects during the propagation times from the satellites to the receiver are
sufficiently small that transforming to ECI coordinates is not necessary. We tested this with the example data
given in Table I, initializing the iteration as in the example but using the ECEF coordinates of the satellites.
No transformation to ECI coordinates were performed. The results of the iteration, using the same algorithm
as before, were significantly in error. The receiver time was in error by 14 ns and the position was in error by
ahnost 30 m. Thus, it is an error to solve the geometric range delay equations in ECEF coordinates.
ITERATION WITH A SUCCESSION OF INERTIAL FRAMES
Another approach to the iteration for solving for position and time might be to consider a succession of inertial
frames in the iteration process, each of which is aligned with the WGS84 frame at the reception time as
estimated at the previous stage of the iteration. The advantage here is that at the end of the iteration the ECI
frame would be exactly aligned with the WGS84 frame so no final rotation would be necessary. The
disadvantage is the ECI coordinates of the transmission events must be recomputed that at each stage of the
iteration, so more computation is required. During actual use, we might have very good estimates of tiie
receiver position available to start the iteration. Possibly few iterations will then yield receiver position with
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sufficient accuracy. Then this approach might be better.

CONCLUSIONS
We have discussed the two reIativity-4-elated corrections that a GPS receiver needs to make in order to provide
time or position to a user. We have explained where they come from and given general prescriptions for their
application. We have illustrated these with a numerical example simulated from the actual GPS constellation.
In particular we emphasize the importance of removing the rotation fromearth-fixedcoordinates in order to
determine the geometric range delay. This allows us to be consistent with the relativistic principle of the
constancy of the velocity of light. We have also presented the equation for the relativistic Doppler shift that
a receiver must account for in order to make use of instantaneous carrier phase measurements. A receiver that
uses measurements of the integrated Doppler shift can correct for the geometric range in the same way as a
code receiver does. Thus we conclude that the requirements if the ICD-200 which include the relativity
corrections we have discussed are consistent with the requirements of relativity for range delay measurements
accurate to better than 200 ps.
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Questions and Answers
BERNARD GUINOT (OBERVATOIRE de PARIS): To say this is true, of course; but I have always had
some reservations about the a priori separation of velocity effect, gravitational effect, Sagnac effect and so
on. The reason for this is that it is a source of many errors. I would simply mention that very often there
are misunderstandings about acceleration effects; I have seen papers, especially on GPS, about these
acceleration effects.
There are also many discussions about Sagnac effects. I recently received two papers from people who say
that we in the time community are totally wrong because we omit the Sagnac effect due to the motion of the
earth. All this happens because we do not start with the very fundamental object of general relativity, which
is a metric. If you start from the metric in its usual form, you very simply or naturally get all the terms you
need, all those you have mentioned here, without any discussion, without any possibility of mistakes. I
think it is much better to face the problem that general relativity is some fimdamental object which is
metric.
MARC WEISS (NIST): Yes, I agree in principle. For most users, that brings up complexities that they do
not need to worry about. I also agree that there has been confusion about accelerations. Accelerations are
not a fundamental, relativistic effect; it is velocity that is the effect, and it is the fact that the tangent to the
curvature is always considered to be a flat space-time that allows you to see velocity as the effect and
acceleration as instantaneous effects.
The Sagnac effect is included in what I discussed in the one-way light time. Another way of understanding
the Sagnac effect in GPS is simply the motion of the user relative to an inertial frame, which is what I talked
about. Yes, I agree in principle, but I'm trying to show that it's a simple problem.
JOE WHITE (NRL): Marc, I am sure you can see it being simple or not, but I think it is a fairly thorough
presentation of it. But, let me tiy to make it simpler. If people here go out and buy an off-the-shelf GPS
timing receiver, is there a relativity problem they are likely to run into using it on the ground for timing?
MARC WEISS: If the receiver manufacturer has done it right, there should be no problem using it
anywhere.
JOE WHITE: Are you aware of any popular receivers, at least, that do have a problem in the area?
MARC WEISS: I am not aware of them, but I have not done a great survey of what the receivers out there
do. But, I would think that it would show up very rapidly. If you are sitting on the earth, even at the
equator, you get 400 meters worth of error.
JOE WHITE: It shows up pretty quick.
MARC WEISS: Yes.
JOE WHITE: Now, to make it a littie bit worse. Suppose we are using the receiver on an aircraft, say, a
military or civilian aircraft at 40,000 feet, MACH 1-type velocities or less. Do we have an issue there?
MARC WEISS: There is no issue anywhere as long as you are doing the GPS problem; that is you have
four or more satellites in view; you are trying to get GPS time; you are not using your local clock as a
flywheel except for very short time periods between receiver updates, say 10-20 seconds, a minute or two;
there is no problem.
JOE WHITE: Okay, that is really what I was trying to get at to kind of put this in scope for the audience to
get a feel for whether there is something that we as users, as opposed to designers, might need to worry
about.
MARC WEISS: The only place where another relativity term comes in is if you have very infrequent
receiver updates, and now you have to use your clock as flywheel as you go through velocities and
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accelerations. But in that case, there are other concerns besides relativity that come in, I mean, clocks run at
different rates due to shock and vibration and temperature, and you have really got a lot to keep track of, I
think. You have a whole clock prediction problem in that case.
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Abstract
The Comite Consultatif pour la Definition de la Seconde* (CCDS) created in March
1996 a Working Group on the expression of uncertainties in primary frequency
standards. This paper presents the main topics included in the first report of the Working
Group dated April 1997. This report gives a brief review of the conditions which led to
the creation of the Working Group and a summary of the discussions which took place at
its first meeting held in Neuchatel, Switzerland, on 5 March 1997, and also during the
following weeks. A main objective of the Working Group is a better understanding
between laboratories which evaluate the accuracy of their primary frequency standards
and their clients represented by the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM)
which uses the measurements provided by these standards for assessing the accuracy of
TAI (Temps Atomique International, or International Atomic Time) and UTC. An
important point for this purpose is the application to primary frequency standards of the
guidelines expressed in the Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement [1].

CREATION OF THE WORKING GROUP
A primary frequency standard is an instrument which produces an output whose average
frequency is based on the internationally accepted definition of the second, and is operated
with its own independent implementation of the cesium second and a specified accuracy that
does not rely on calibration to another frequency standard. Some national metrology
laboratories design and operate large primary frequency standards whose main design
objective is to facilitate the evaluation of their accuracy. These instruments are the most
accurate devices ever made by humans. The question of quantifying and expressing the
accuracy of primary frequency standards - that is "the expression of the uncertainty of
primary frequency standards" - arose at the 13* meeting of the CCDS in March 1996 [2]:
[Dr Quinn] observed that the ISO Guide to the expression of uncertainty in measurements
recommends that uncertainties be expressed as a combination of statistical (type A) and
others (type B) uncertainties. In view of this, he assumes that the uncertainties quoted for
primary frequency standards are entirely type B, since no associated averaging times are
quoted.
* At its 1997 meeting, the Comite International des Poids et Mesures (CIPM) decided to change the name of the
Comite Consultatifpour la Definition de la Seconde (CCDS) to that of Comite Consultatif du Temps et des
Frequences (CCTF).
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An extended discussion on the topic followed, which was summarized by Mr Allan who said
that in time and frequency applications we usually analyse data in the form of a time series.
This leads to the question of what is intended when an uncertainty is calculated, that is, is it
the expected variation of a quantity over a period of time, or is it merely the uncertainty of a
single measurement?...
Dr Winkler said that the evaluation of a frequency standard involves two steps: the
determination of systematic effects and then the measurement of its frequency with respect to
TAI. This second step involves the consideration of measurement times and instability. Prof
De Marchi agreed with Dr Winkler, saying that stability and accuracy are very different
entities...
Dr Winkler gave the opinion that the ISO Guide is applicable so long as the distinction is
made between stability and accuracy.
Dr Sullivan added that some of the effects encountered in the uncertainty budget of a primary
standard may not be independent. In such a case the quadratic sum of the uncertainty
components is not sufficient.
Dr Bauch added that it is sometimes difficult to distinguish between type A and type B
uncertainties; for example, the uncertainty in the first order Doppler effect in the fountain
frequency is evaluated by measurement and thus cannot be treated as a type B uncertainty.
... the President... suggested that the matter is of sufficient importance that the CCDS should
form a Working Group to report on how the accuracy of primary frequency standards should
be evaluated in accordance with the ISO Guide. He asked Dr Douglas to act as Chairman of
the CCDS Working Group on the expression of uncertainties in primary frequency
standards... the membership of the Working Group is... open to... experts from timing
laboratories.
The first meeting of this Working Group was held on 5 March 1997 at the 11* European
Forum on Time and Frequency, in NeuchStel, Switzerland. A preliminary exchange had been
carried out via e-mail between those attending the first meeting and several other experts.

SCOPE OF THE WORKING GROUP
The scope of the Working Group was approached by its Chair, in an e-mail dated 22 January
1997, addressed to the Group members:
...it has become evident to me that it is vital to choose the correct scope: one that could result
in our recommending a way to communicate the basis for frequency metrology rigorously
and widely, without overburdening or bypassing any particular part of the frequency
metrology chain - from primary standard metrologist to end-user.
In this approach, it is emphasized that user needs for frequency sources, though not
necessarily at the upper level of accuracy, are important and should be discussed by the
Working Group. It was suggested that the word 'primary' be dropped from the group title.
However, the discussions inside and after the first meeting led to the conclusion that the first
objective of the Working Group is to develop a better understanding between those who are
building and evaluating primary frequency standards, and those who are using them, one of
the main users being the BffM. Direct users, and especially the BIPM would be more fully
informed on the evaluation of primary frequency standards, to allow the standards' data to be
used in an optimum way. The Working Group discussed extending the scope to include the
use of the results of primary frequency standards for calibrating instruments (with reference
to TAI or UTC, for example). It was decided to restrict the scope of the Working Group's
report for the next CCTF meeting to the expression of uncertainty of primary frequency
standards, particulariy uncertainty budgets aimed at frequency transfer to TAI.
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TYPE A AND TYPE B UNCERTAINTIES
There exists a formal and published recommendation. Recommendation INC-1 (adopted in
1980) on the statement of uncertainties. This recommendation, on the expression of
experimental uncertainties is the basis of the ISO Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in
Measurement [item 0.7, p viii]:
1. The uncertainty in the result of a measurement generally consists of several components
which may be grouped into two categories according to the way in which their numerical
value is estimated:
A. those which are evaluated by statistical methods,
B. those which are evaluated by other means.
There is not always a simple correspondence between the classification into categories A or
B and the previously used classification into 'random' and 'systematic' uncertainties. The
term 'systematic uncertainty' can be misleading and should be avoided.
Any detailed report of the uncertainty should consist of a complete list of the components,
specifying for each the method used to obtain its numerical value.
2. The components in category A are characterized by the estimated variances s/ (or the
estimated 'standard deviation' 5,) and the number of degrees of freedom v,-. Where
appropriate, the covariances should be given.
3. The components in category B should be characterized by quantities M/, which may be
considered as approximations to the corresponding variances, the existence of which is
assumed. The quantities M/ may be treated like variances and the quantities Uj like standard
deviations. Where appropriate, the covariances should be treated in a similar way.
4. The combined uncertainty should be characterized by the numerical value obtained by
applying the usual method for the combination of variances. The combined uncertainty and
its components should be expressed in the form of 'standard deviations' (referred to as
standard uncertainties since the publication of the ISO Guide in 1993[1]).
5. If, for particular applications, it is necessary to multiply the combined uncertainty by a
factor to obtain an overall uncertainty, the multiplying factor used must always be stated.
The division of evaluation methods for uncertainties into type A and type B methods is in
part an echo of the "random" and "systematic" uncertainties of past decades. However, since
there is no difference in the way the two types are to be used, the type A and type B
classification is only an issue for communicating the methodology rather than the value of the
uncertainty.

STABILITY OF PRIMARY FREQUENCY STANDARDS
Most of the ISO Guide takes the implicit condition that the system under study is stationary
and affected only by white noise. This is obviously not the case for time measurements which
often deliver time series affected by correlated noise such as random walk of frequency.
Expressing a type A uncertainty in the form of a generic standard deviation s, as
recommended by the Guide, makes no sense in this case. To construct a stationary standard
uncertainty, a specific frequency holdover pattern can be considered, calibrated over one time
interval T, and used over another time interval r2 a time / later [3,4]. Used in this way, tools
like the Allan variance, <Tv^(r)[5], are suitable for specifying the consequences of known nonwhite noise on the uncertainty of primary frequency standards where deterministic frequency
drift is not a major effect. When it is important, deterministic drift can be handled in similar
ways [6]. The question of the Allan variance in time measurements is evoked in item 4.2.7 of
the ISO Guide:
If the random variations in the observations of an input quantity are correlated, for
example, in time, the mean and experimental standard deviation of the mean ... may be
inappropriate estimators of the desired statistics. In such cases, the observations should
be analysed by statistical methods specially designed to treat a series of correlated,
randomly-varying measurements.
gy

NOTE - Such specialized methods are used to treat measurements of frequency
standards... (See reference [5], for example, for a detailed discussion of the Allan
.variance).
Uncertainty related to stability is thus treated with type A methods, but it may be possible to
classify other sources of uncertainty in primary frequency standards as being also of type A.
Applied to some evaluation methods used in modem primary frequency standards, the type A
and type B classification is ambiguous. Working Group members report different
interpretations which result in strikingly similar methods, used by different laboratories,
being classified by some as of type A, and by others as of type B.
For a primary frequency standard, all perturbing effects are best determined by measurement.
The measurements are repeated, and evaluated - usually with the aid of a theoretical model
whose parameters are determined by fitting to measured values - and the correction to zero
perturbation is determined from the fit. The fitting process is certainly a statistical method,
and viewed in this way the derived uncertainty in the extrapolated correction can then be
described as having been evaluated by a type A method. However, the use of a theoretical
model, and perhaps ancillary apparatus for determining the correction, can lead to the view
that the correction has been imported and not determined by statistical analysis of the
primary measurand - and so it has been evaluated by a type B method.
This classification, meant to communicate information about the evaluation method, is
actually obscuring the similarities of the methods used. Thus the Working Group will have to
address the refinement of this classification system, or consider abandoning it altogether.
Abandoning the classification has implications for other fields where statistical methods and
other knowledge interact. Even the purest type A method imports the model of a stationary
mean, so it too might be viewed as using in part an "other method". Of those who were
helped develop this classification into type A and type B evaluation methods, there is a
willingness to consider abandoning the distinction [7]. The essential element is that
uncertainty components, evaluated by any method, are to be construed as probability
distributions and combined in the same way. The type A and type B classification filled the
important role of replacing the "random" and "systematic" nomenclature, which were not
always treated together, and unifying the treatment of their uncertainty distributions in a
single uncertainty. With this primary function largely completed, it may be time to consider
de-emphasizing the classification.

AVERAGING TIME FOR PRIMARY STANDARD EVALUATION
An important point about the question of frequency measurements and the evaluation of the
uncertainty budget for a primary frequency standard concerns the averaging time chosen for
the operations of evaluating and reporting average frequencies. The situation is not the same
for the diverse very accurate primary frequency standards in operation in the world:
• The averaging time chosen by the American national metrology laboratory, the National
Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) for its optically pumped thermal beam
primary frequency standard, NIST-7, is basically set by the sampling of TAI, 10 days in
1994 and 1995 and 5 or 10 days since January 1996. This makes it possible to cancel the
frequency variations of the local hydrogen maser to which NIST-7 is compared, and thus
ensures an optimum link to TAI.
• The German national metrology laboratory, Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt
(PTB), operates thermal beam primary frequency standards which use magnetic state
selectors in an axial field geometry. Their standards are operated continuously and their
data are sent to the BIPM as for conventional clocks contributing to TAI. The choice of
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two-month periods for the estimation of their frequencies relative to TAI was made by the
BIPM, simply because TAI is computed with blocks of two-month data.
• The French national metrology organization, the Bureau National de Metrologie (BNM),
through its Laboratoire Primaire du Temps et des Frequences (LPTF), operates a cesium
fountain primary frequency standard. It is not operated continuously. The averaging time
chosen for the BNM-LFITF cesium fountain FOl is not related to the sampling time of
TAI. The level of white frequency noise in FOl is so low that, for an averaging time of
about 10 hours, its curve of stability is limited by the stability of the local hydrogen maser
to which FOl is compared. Complete evaluation of the standard cannot be carried out
efficiently over longer averaging times.
It is often supposed that the accuracy of a primary frequency standard is evaluated in the
range of averaging times corresponding to its best stability, but it is not always the case:
• It is not possible for FOl since the stability of the local oscillator limits the measurements.
• For what concerns NIST-7, a complete evaluation is carried out each time a new
frequency measurement is provided to the BIPM, and is thus valid over averaging times of
5 or 10 days. The part of the type A uncertainty coming from the lack of stability of the
standard is usually small compared to some of the uncertainties associated with the
different frequency corrections, but that this is not always or necessarily true.
• There is no search to make regular complete evaluations of the accuracy of the PTB
standards each two months: this is done at the beginning and is well documented [8].
Some contributions are routinely and frequently re-evaluated (mean magnetic field,
second order Doppler, electronics, microwave spectrum) and the claimed uncertainties are
repeatedly verified. Others are estimated only once (magnetic field inhomogeneity, cavity
pulling, Rabi pulling, gravity, black-body). For what concerns the end-to-end cavity phase
shift, it is checked from beam reversals; this specific uncertainty, of type B, is based on
mechanical measurements made during construction of the clock, which cannot be
repeated unless the clock is dismantled.

TRANSFER OF FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS TO TAI
One important use of primary frequency standard measurements is for the assessment of the
accuracy of TAI. It is thus essential to optimize the internal link between the standard and the
time-transfer measurement system, often a GPS time receiver, inside the laboratory, and to
treat with precautions the time transfer data to TAI:
• Links are optimized for NIST-7 thanks to the choice of averaging periods which match the
TAI time grid. However, the component of uncertainty due to the GPS transfer over 5
days may not be negligible when compared with the standard uncertainty of NIST-7 as
given at the end of 1996 (5x10"'^).
• The standard PTB CS2 provides UTC(PTB) and is used directly as input to the PTB GPS
receiver. Since data are averaged over two-month periods, TAI takes advantage of the full
accuracy of the PTB standards.
• After transfer to TAI, the FOl data of September-December 1995 show a huge dispersion
of the measurements (peak-to-peak 2x10""*) when compared to the total uncertainty of the
standard at that time (3x10"'^). The internal laboratory link was not optimized at that
period, but this should be done for future measurements.
A primary frequency standard measurement is carried out over a given time interval, defined
by its duration and its central date. The measurement calibrates the rate of a local time scale,
which is compared (Izirgely by GPS common-view techniques) with the time scales of other
laboratories in the pooling of comparisons for the determination of the paper time scale TAI.
The measurement can thus be used to calibrate the rate of TAI over a time interval with
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another duration and another central date. The frequency holdover is carried out using the
stability of TAI itself: the frequency measurement is transferred without change, but an
additional uncertainty term is included (added in quadrature using the root-sum-square) to
account for the relative stability of the two time scales, scaled by an amount depending upon
the noise characteristic of the time scale difference [3,4].

UNCERTAINTY BUDGETS FOR PRIMARY STANDARDS
It is agreed that the uncertainty of a primary frequency standard should be documented in
tabular form. This table should list all corrections applied to the standard data, together with
their respective uncertainties, and references to the procedures used for measuring influence
parameters and references to the functional forms and numerical constants used for
calculating corrections. These references are important for allowing the evaluation of
correlations between the methods used in different primary standards. Where appropriate the
degrees of freedom should also be specified, to indicate how well the uncertainty has been
determined. Together, this information constitutes the 'uncertainty budget'. This procedure is
in complete accord with the ISO Guide. The elements of the uncertainty budget for a primary
frequency standard have more in common with a pure physics measurement of a fundamental
constant (the hyperfme interval of '^^Cs) than with classical metrology. They are covered in
extensive textbooks on the subject [9], and is an active area of continuing research. They are
touched on below. The strength of the ISO Guide is evident in the ease and completeness
with which it encompasses the expression of uncertainty for both fundamental constants and
classical metrology. Much of the Working Group's discussions will use the ISO Guide as
their primary reference.
On several occasions the BBPM has published in its regular Circular T, a value of the
duration of the TAI scale unit obtained from a primary frequency standard measurement,
with the uncertainty budget of the standard, before the corresponding evaluation of accuracy
could be published or even submitted to an international journal. The BIPM thus serves as
publisher for results which may be revealed later to be too optimistic or too quickly obtained.
The Working Group may decide that the BIPM should always indicate the source of
information containing the claimed uncertainty, or re-publish uncertainty budgets that it uses.
Returning to the general problem of drawing up the uncertainty budget for a primary
frequency standard, one may wonder if there is a complete consensus about what corrections
should be listed in the table. One example that illustrates how there can be a difference in
practice, rooted in a philosophical difference, is the gravitational shift.
One view is that since a frequency standard produces a proper unit, the SI second, defined
locally from an experiment within the dimensions of a laboratory, the gravitational shift is
small enough so that it should not be included in the uncertainty budget. For the largest
cesium fountains ever seriously considered [10,11], the effect within the standard has a
maximum difference of 0.5x10■'^ while for horizontal thermal beam cesium standards the
maximum difference may be smaller than lxlO"'l The uncertainty in the difference in
gravitational potential within the laboratory will normally beeasilyat a negligible level.
A second view is that in addition to these small corrections and even smaller uncertainties,
the correction and its uncertainty should be taken into account when the SI second is
transferred to the rotating geoid for assessing the accuracy of TAI. For clients of primary
frequency standards to be served in this way, a laboratory takes the responsibility of
estimating this part of the uncertainty (which they are best equipped to do) for the way their
frequency standard is used outside the confines of their laboratory. Proper time users also
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have a gravitational correction to estimate. These corrections [12] can be large - about 10'
for some Earth orbits. Uncertainties can range from 1x10"'^ in Earth orbit to 1x10'' for
carefully surveyed elevations on the Earth's surface, to 10''^ if one uses a topographic map or
a simple ellipsoid to geoid conversion, and can approach 10"'" if elevation above the ellipsoid
is used in place of elevation above the geoid (i.e. elevation above sea level).
Different laboratories do not treat this question in the same way: the gravitational correction
appears as an additional line in the FOl uncertainty budget, after the quadratic sum of the
different uncertainties has been made; for other standards it is taken into account in the main
table. A consensus on this question has not developed in the Working Group.
For some members, it is understood that if people are developing standards it is largely for
use at other locations in the outside world, so a reference location is chosen to convert the
produced SI second, a unit of proper time, to a unit of coordinate time. The rotating geoid is
almost universally chosen for terrestrial applications, most often through TAI or UTC. In this
perspective the laboratory estimates and applies the gravitational correction and its
uncertainty as an intrinsic part of realizing the unit of TAI.
Other members recall that the second is defined as a proper unit, and would classify the
gravitational uncertainty in the transfer to TAI as an issue removed from the generation of the
scale unit of a proper time scale. Some have suggested that the uncertainty in the
gravitational correction is so small that this problem is not yet important.
In principle there should be no problem in agreeing about the corrections to be considered in
the uncertainty budget. However, it should be recalled that the correction for the black-body
shift had been neglected for years: it has been applied uniformly since 1995, although the
paper first describing the effect was published in 1982 [13]. The first formal action on the
effect was by the 1985 meeting of the CCDS, which recalled that the definition of the second
was for the limit of zero perturbations and called for studies on these matters [14]. Although
the theoretical underpinning seemed solid enough, experimental verification that the effect
scaled as expected with blackbody temperature was not available until 1996 [15,16]. This led
to a situation where there were two approaches in use: one held that the theory (and the old
low frequency Stark shift measurements on cesium [17,18]) was the best estimate of the
blackbody radiation shift, and the other held that further experimental confirmation on
cesium atoms with appropriate blackbody radiation was necessary before the correction
should be applied. The typical shift (at 300 K about -2x10'''*) is small enough to be difficult
to measure and yet large enough to become a major source of uncertainty if no correction is
applied. The uncertainty budgets of primary frequency standards through the decade 19851995 were not always published frequently enough nor widely enough to make it easy to
understand how the blackbody radiation was being treated for widely accessible standards.
About the correction for the black-body shift, discussions took place inside the first meeting
of the Working Group on whether its uncertainty should be classified as type A or as type B.
The evaluation is based on the formula given by Itano etal [13]:
[v(T)-Vo] lvo=- (169±4)xl0-'* (7/300)'
with K7) the frequency at temperature T (J in K) and VQ the frequency at 0 K. At room
temperature, the correction is -1.7x10'"* with a variation of -2.3x10"'* per K.
This shift has not yet been measured directly for the temperature of primary standards as
compared to the unperturbed low temperature limit (T=0 K), and we do not have yet a
complete understanding of the limitations of the formula. The uncertainty quoted above
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arises partly from previous measurements of the scalar low frequency Stark effect but also
makes some allowance for inadequacies of the theoretical treatment. Many kinds of expertise
are needed to estimate the extent to which these are the only sources of uncertainty. The
formula's uncertainty should incorporate tensor effects as well as the AC Zeeman shift effect.
Estimating the effective temperature of the radiation calls for knowledge of the temperature of
the surroundings, and if the temperature distribution is not uniform, a knowledge of the
emissivity of the surfaces. The uncertainty of the correction for the black-body shift is
generally estimated to be IxlO'^ for standards operating at 300 K. This is a conservative
value relative to the uncertainties given in the formula and in the temperature, and should
thus be regarded as of type B. Such a discussion should be undertaken for all of the
uncertainty components which appear in the uncertainty budget of primary standards.
The largest correction term, which also has an associated uncertainty, is the Zeeman shift
deliberately induced by a small magnetic field applied to the cesium atoms. The field is
applied to isolate and use the most stable component of the cesium hyperfine transition
(between F=3, mF=0 and F=4, /n/:=0), which has a quadratic field dependence and a shift that
is typically 2x10"^ or less. Most often the magnetic field is measured with the neighboring
components of the cesium hyperfine transition (such as between F=3, mf=0 and F=4,7n/r=l).
Evaluating and describing the stability and homogeneity of the magnetic field, and the
uncertainty of the correction which these variations generate, will not be done identically for
different types of standard. The completeness of the Breit-Rabi formula [9] for these
transitions is an interesting issue, since any revision here could affect, unequally, standards
which use different fields, and yet if the corrections are properly documented today's biases
from this type of uncertainty could be removed retrospectively in later redeterminations of
TT for astronomical purposes.
The Stark shift is generally negligibly small, since to keep this correction less than 10■'^ the
electric field only needs to be kept below 5 V/m.
The second-order Doppler shift or time dilation is the second largest correction to be applied
for many thermal beam frequency standards, since for thermal cesium atoms at 300 m/s the
effect is \W «10''l Determining the speed distribution of the cesium atoms can be done in
different ways, and can be done with an uncertainty of 10"'^ for thermal beams. For lasercooled cesium beams the correction is normally less than 10''^ and the speed distribution can
usually be measured even more accurately so that this uncertainty could be 10" or less.
Collisions in the vacuum in which the cesium atoms drift can affect the resonance frequency.
The largest, and to some extent unavoidable, effect arises from collisions of the beam with
other cesium atoms in the beam which gives a density shift with an uncertainty which might
be evaluated with an uncertainty of 10"'* for cesium fountains.
Distributed phase variations in the microwave cavity give a phase shift for the two passages
of the atoms through the cavity, with care room temperature cavities can be evaluated to
produce an uncertainty of 10"* of the linewidth or less. The time-averaged Poynting vector
can be reduced by selecting cavity design and wall materials. The critical element is the
absence of net energy flow rather than the Q of the cavity. Ring cavities, symmetric feeds,
and in the future perhaps superconducting cavities may be used .
Other transitions than the intended one (between F=3, nif^O and F=4, m^O), can also affect
the uncertainty. The cesium hyperfine transition is not a two-level one, but there are seven
Zeeman sublevels of F=3 and nine sublevels of the F=4 level. The sublevels are purposefully
split by the applied magnetic field, and excitation of unwanted transitions can lead to Rabi
pulling or Ramsey pulling of the apparent center of the intended transition. Evaluating the
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unwanted transitions involves considering the purity of the initial state preparation, the
parallelism of the applied static and microwave magnetic fields, the spectral purity of the
microwaves and the ability of the final state analyzer to reveal the final superposition of
states. Describing the procedures used to evaluate all this can clearly be a challenge.
Microwave cavity leakage can affect the standard, and the evaluation of any residual
microwave fields in the drift space leads to another source of uncertainty.
The main frequency control servo must be carefully characterized in terms of its offset.
Unwanted effects arise from any unwanted detector signal which is coherent with the
frequency modulation or switching of the servo system, but are easy to characterize. For
analog servos the inverter, chopper and zero offset of the main integrator must be examined
particularly carefully. The effects of servo design, bandwidth and gain are also considered,
and can be modelled with the local oscillator to give a predicted stability which can be
considered as a part of the uncertainty budget, particularly when describing the variation,
with averaging time, of the standard uncertainty of the primary frequency standard.
The local oscillator's phase and frequency noise combines with the shot noise of the
interrogation of the cesium resonance to affect the stability component of the standard
uncertainty of the primary frequency standard, changing the servo response and (usually) to a
lesser extent changing the excitation of unwanted transitions and uncertainty budget.
Environmental effects alter the physical environment of the cesium atoms of a primary
frequency standard in measurable ways - measurable through the way that they change the
above influence parameters of the cesium atoms. Environmental variations which are
unanticipated may not be fully captured and accounted for by scheduled measurements. For a
primary frequency standard there will be strategies for identifying random, diurnal, and
seasonal effects and re-measuring corrections varied by magnetic fields, RF interference,
temperature, temperature gradients, humidity, and atmospheric pressure. These variations
will be associated with uncertainty in the influence parameters and so in the final frequency.
The transfer characteristics of the average frequency of a primary frequency standard to TAI
is another area for active discussion. The laboratory possessing a primary frequency standard
which is to be used in steering TAI is best equipped both to design the transfer strategy and
to evaluate the uncertainty associated with the transfer of the average frequency to TAI. The
Working Group will likely consider ways of exploiting this expertise for documenting and
perhaps improving the evaluation of the frequency of TAI relative to the SI second.

CONCLUSIONS
In the first meeting of the CCTF Working Group on the expression of uncertainties in
primary frequency standards, it was clear that those who produce measurements from
primary frequency standards and those who use them do not always have a complete
appreciation on what has been done in other laboratories. The Working Group could
recommend a framework for the publication of uncertainty budgets and other reports on
primary frequency standards. Uncertainty budgets of primary frequency standards would be
given in accordance with the ISO Guide, and with some supplementary material specific to
frequency metrology. In this framework several topics remained to be studied, in particular
the classification of uncertainties into types A and B, and the procedures by which
uncertainty components should be combined and weighted averages taken.
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Questions and Answers
CLAUDINE THOMAS (BIPM): Maybe I can make cme cormnent. Thank you for showing us the guide on the
ejq)ression of uncertainties. Please do it again.
ROB DOUGLAS (NRC): That is what it looks like in the Mght.
CLAUDINE THOMAS: It is a very inqxjrtant book for us, of course, because it esplsaas how we must e3q)ress
our uncertainties and combine than, of course; so fliank you for that.
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Abstract

Given a sequence of fractional frequency deviates, we investigate the relationship between the
sample variance of these deviates and the total variance (Totvar) estimator of the AOan variance.
We demonstrate that we can recover exactly twice the sample variance bj? renormalizing the Totvar
estimator and then summing it over dyadic averaging times I, 2, 4, ..., 2'' along with one additional
term that represents variations at all dyadic averaging times greater than 2-'. This decomposition of
the sample variance mimics a similar theoretical decomposition in which summing the true Allan
variance over aU possible dyadic avera^ng times yields twice the process variance. We also establish
a relationship between the Totvar estimator of the Allan variance and a biased maximal overlap
estimator that uses a circularizjed version of the original fractional frequency deviates.

1 INTRODUCTION
The goal of this paper is to explore the relationship between the sample variance of a sequence
of fractional frequency deviates {y„ : n = l,..., Ny}, namely,
^

Ny

1

""

^y = JfJl(yn-yf> where 17 =—J3yn,
" n=l

" n=l

and a new estimator of the Allan variance called "Totvar" ("total variance" - see the companion
article by Howe and Greenhall [1] in these Proceedings for additional details). The Totvar
estimator is based upon the hypothesis that reasonable surrogates for unobserved deviates j/„,
n< 1 OT n> Ny, can be formed by tacking on reversed versions of {y„} at the beginning and
end of the original series. The Totvar estimator makes use of certain of these surrogate values
in order to come up with a new estimator of the Allan variance that has better mean-squared
error properties than the usual Allan variance estimator at the very largest sampling times
(Howe and Greenhall [1]). Here we show that a renormalized version of Qie Totvar estimator
can be used to exactly decompose twice the sample variance. Except for the factor of two (an
historical artifact due to the original definition of the Allan variance), this decomposition of
the sample variance is very much similar to the one afforded by traditional spectral analysis
•ContributioQ of the U. S. Govermnent, not subject to copyright.
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estimators, which exactly decompose the sample variance across different Fourier frequencies.
By comparison our results show that the (renormalized) Totvar estimator decomposes the
sample variance across dyadic averaging times (i.e., averaging times of the form 2^TO, where TQ
is the sample period for {j/n})- Our result thus says that the Allan variance can be regarded
as an example of an analysis of variance technique, which is one of the most widely used data
analysis methods in modem statistics.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall that in fact
a veiy early estimator of the Allan variance (the nonoverlapped estimator) exactly decomposes
twice the sample variance for the special cases when Ny is a power of two. Because of its
poor variance properties, the nonoverlapped estimator is very seldom used, so we discuss in
Section 3 what is generally considered to be the preferred estimator, namely, the maximal
overlap estimator. The usual formulation of this estimator does not yield a decomposition of
twice the sample variance; however, if we view this estimator as the mean-squared output of a
circular filtering operation, we can augment the estimator with additional terms (namely, ones
that make explicit use of the circularity assumption) and come up with an biased version of
the maximal overlap estimator that does yield a decomposition of twice the sample variance
for any sample size Ny. Because of the potential mismatch between yi and j/^r,, this circularity
assumption can lead to serious biases. Thus, in Section 4 we consider using the biased maximal
overlap estimator with the series of length 2Ny formed by tacking on a reversed version of
{y„} at the end of the original series. This new estimator can be written as a renormalized
version of the Totvar estimator. In Section 5 we summarize our results and conclude with a
few comments.

2 THE NONOVERLAPPED ESTIMATOR OF THE ALLAN
VARIANCE
For this section only we assume that the sample size is a power of two ; i.e., we can write
Ny = 2-^ for a positive integer J. Given a sequence of To-average fractional frequency deviates
{y„ :n = l,...,Ny} with a sampling period between adjacent observations given by TQ also, let
us define the mTo-average fractional frequency deviate as
1 !!iZ?
i=o

If_we regard {y„im) : n = m,...,Ny} as a realization of one portion of the stochastic process
{Y„(rn) :n = 0,±l,±2,...}, the Allan variance for averaging time mro is defined as

a2(m) = ^E { ^,,(m) - Yn-Um)]'} ,
where we assume that the stochastic process is such that the expectation above in fact depends
on the averaging time ind^ m, but not on the time index n (this will be true if the first
difference process {y„(l) -r„_](l)} is a stationary process).
For m = 2' for j = 0,1,...,J- 1, let us form the so-called nonoverlapped estimator of
the Allan variance:
^lU^') = -^E [1/2*2.(2') -y(2l-l)2.(20]'^^y t=i
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For example, if j = 0 so that m = l, the above reduces to

&l^W = ]yf II [jft* - m-i?,

(1)

'"1=1

so that each y„ contributes to exactly one term in the sum of squares above (hence the origin
of the name "nonoveriapped estimator"). At the other extreme when j = j-i so that m = ^,
we have
The nonoveriapped estimator can be interpreted in tenns of an orthonormal transform
of the column vector y whose elements are given by {y„}. For JVy = 8, this transfonn is given
by the following 8x8 matrix:

>V =

-*
0
0
0

^
0
0
0
_1
2
0

2

0
1

0

0

1
y/2

0
0
1
2
0

0
0
1
2

0

1^

V5

/*
75

0
0
1

1

-v5

1

1

^
7§

0
0

1
v/2

0
0
_1

75
0
0
_1

l'

l'

0
0
0

0
0
0

-T2
0
1

^
0
i

i

i

f f f f
Ts 75 7§ 78

f

Ts

(for other Ny, the Ny x Ny matrix W is formulated in an analogous manner and and is one
version of the discrete Haar wavelet transform - for details, see, e.g., [4]). Letting w = Wy
and letting {«;„} denote the elements of w, it follows that
W^ + W2 + wl + wl

wl + wl

= K^w
=

4a,2._(2)

wj

= ^»IU^)

wl

=

8y'

Because W is an orthonormal transform, we must have I|w|p = ||y|p, where ||x|| is the usual
Euclidean norm of the vector x. It follows that

n=l

n=l

2f=o

For general Ny = 2^, the corresponding result is
j-i

.2 _ -^ V^ '•2

j-i

(y) or, equivalently, J^ a^ _(2') = 25^;

1=0

}=0

i.e., summing the nonoveriapped Allan variance estimator over all dyadic averaging times less
than or equal to ^ yields exactly twice the sample variance (for additional details and some
historical background, see Section III of [3]).
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3 MAXIMAL OVERLAP ESTIMATORS OF THE ALLAN
VARIANCE
The nonoverlapped estimator of the Allan variance is rarely used in practice because it does
not take advantage of certain "information" regarding (Tl{m). To see in what sense this is true,
let us consider the form of the maximal overlap estimator for m = 1:
1

"

'y,o>»..VV - 2(JVy _ 1)

t=2

Note that, whereas each y„ appears exactly once in the nonoverlapped estimator of Equation
(1), the variables y2,---,yN^-i appear twice because now, in addition to terms like [j/2-2/i]^,
[Vi - yz? and [ye - ysf that appear in a^ ^„(1), the maximal overlap estimator also includes terms
like [j/3 - yzf and [ys - ytf. For general m the maximal overlap estimator takes the form
2
"y,

'("^^ = 2(JNr,-2m+l) 2.'"'^""^ "'*-'"^'"^^'•

Even if we were to restrict the sample size iVj, to be a power of two 2-^, it can be argued that
in general

so the usual maximal overlap estimator does not constitute an analysis of twice the sample
variance. There is, however, an interesting way to define a variation on the maximal overlap
estimator that in fact does yield an exact analysis of variance, as the following argument shows.
We start with two filters {fto,j} and {go^} defined as follows:
ho,i = < -|, 1=1; and
and go^=<l, 1 = i; and
[ 0,
I< 0 or i > 2;
( 0, I < 0 or i > 2
(in the wavelet literature, {hojt} and {go^i} are two versions of what are called the Haar wavelet
and scaling filters - for details, see, e.g., [4]). Let So{-) and Go(-) be the transfer functions for
{hoj} and {go^}:
Hoif) = X] hie-'^^'f' = ie-'''/sin(7r/) and Go(/) = £ ^/e""'/' = e-'^cos(7r/);
/=-0O

J=-00

i.e., #o() is the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of {ho^}. Note that we have
l^o(/)P + |Go(/)P = l for all/.

(2)

We want to circularly filter {y„} separately using the filters {ho,i} and {go,i}. Formally,
we do so by defining {ftg,: / = 0,..., ATj, -1} and {glj :l = 0,...,Ny-l}, which are said to be
{hoj} and {go,i} periodized to length Ny. By definition,
00

hlj= 22 ^HkNy,
t=-00
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l=0,...,Ny — l,

with a similar definition for

{PSJ.

If iVy > 2, we have

(h
i = 0;
(h 1 = 0;
ho,i =1-1 i = l; and
and g^^ = H, / = l; and
[o,
2<i<iVy-l;
[O, 2</<iVy-l;
if, however, iVy = l so that {feg^} and {g^^} each have but a single term, then hlo = 0 and gl^ = 1.
It is an easy exercise to show that the DFT of {ftg^} can be obtained by subsampling the DFT
for {hoj}; i.e.,
Ny-l

1=0

The finite sequences {/ig^} and
we will express as

{HQ(^)}

thus constitute a Fourier transform pair, a relationship

{hlr.l = 0,...,Ny-l}^^{Ho{'^):k = 0,...,Ny-l}.
Similarly we have
{roji:l = 0,...,Ny-l}*-^{Go{^)ik = 0,...,Ny-l}.
Let us now define
Ny-l

Ny-l

Wo,„ = 22 f^0M'^-l)moiNy and Vo,„ = 22 3Q^y(n-l)modNy,
1=0

n=1

Ny,

1=0

where we define n mod JVy to be n if 1 < n < JVy and to be n + kNy otherwise, where k is the
unique nonzero integer such that 1 < n + kNy < Ny (thus -1 mod Ny = Ny-l; 0 mod Ny = Ny;
1 mod Ny = l; ...; Ny mod Ny = Ny; Ny + 1 mod iVj, = 1; etc.). By construction we have
]V4:YE^?.» =
"

5^.^(1);

(3)

n=2

i.e., we have expressed the maximal overlap estimator of the Allan variance for m = 1 in terms
of a sum of squares of the output from circular filtering {y„} with {hli}.
An important point to note is that ^^,,^(1) does not involve the entire output from
the filter: it is missing 5;o,i oc y^y - yi, which is the only term that explicitly makes use of the
circularity assumption. Inclusion of this term is one of the two keys to defining a version of
the maximal overlap estimator that constitutes an analysis of variance. The other key is to
recognize that ^^,,^(2^) for j = 1,2,... can be obtained by further filtering of {tiro,n} so that,
whereas {iuo,n} contains information about the variations of {y„} at TQ averaging times, the series
{Sb.n} contains information about variations of {y„} at all dyadic averaging times higher than TQ
(i.e., 2TO, 4TO, etc.). Accordingly, let WQ be an Ny dimensional vector whose elements are {wo^n},
and define VQ to contain {vo,„}. Letting {y^} be the DFT of {y„}, we have (from a standard
theorem in filtering theory)
{^o.n} ^-* {Ho{^)yk} and {vo,„} ^-. {Go(^)3^*}.
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Parseval's theorem tells us that
Ar.-i

ll^of = ^ E WoH)?m' and llvof = ^ E |Go(^)P|3^*|
k=0

t=0

which in turn yields
Ny-l

, Ny-1

llwoip + iivof = IE i:^*P (l^o(i)i^+iGo(^)i^) = ^ E 13^*1' = llylP
fc=0

'

'

*'

fc=0

where we have made use of Equation (2) and a second application of Parseval's theorem.
Let us now define the following estimator of the Allan variance for m = l:

^y n=i

^y

We refer to this estimator as the biased maximal overiap estimator of CT^(1) based on {y„}. It
differs from the standard maximal overlap estimator (Equation (3)) because of an additional
term proportional to (yw, - yi)'. Although this estimator is in general a biased estimator of the
true Allan variance, it is in fact unbiased when {y„} is a white noise process. It satisfies the
analysis of variance condition

K. M) + vl,^(.2) = 2al, where ff^^(2)m^J^of-2f.
We can regard the second piece of the decomposition ^,,^(2) as being related to variations in
{y„} at dyadic averaging times of 2 and greater.
Just as {y„} was split into the components {ti;o,n} and {%,„}, we now split {uo,n} into two
components, namely, {{?!,«} and {t;i,„}. The first component {wi,n} will be used to construct
an estimator of ^'(2), while the second component is related to variations in {y„} at dyadic
averaging times of 4 and greater. The filters that accomplish the desired split are iVj,-periodized
versions of ones whose transfer functions are defined by Ho(2f) and Go(2/) - the impulse
response sequence for these filters can be formed by taking the original filters {fto,z} and {^o,/}
and inserting a single zero after each element, a procedure that is known as upsampling in
the engineering literature [4]. For example, since the Z = 0,1,2,3 and 4 values of the impulse
response sequence for Ho(f) are given by |, -|, 0, 0 and 0, the corresponding values for Ho(2f)
are given by |, 0, -§, 0 and 0. We can also obtain {iSi,„} and {iri,„} by directly filtering {y„}:
Ny-l

Ny-l

W'l,n= >, ^ljy(n-nmodW. and 5'i,„= y^, guVln-t) mod Ny,
1=0

n = l,...,Ny,

1=0

where {hlj} is the circular filter such that
{hi} ^ {HoifJGoi^)}; likewise, {g^} ^ {Goi^)Go{^J}.
Note that the impulse response sequence for {hl^} is the circular convolution of the impulse
response sequence for Go{-^) and flb(^), i.e., 5, 5, 0, ...convolved with |, 0, -5, 0, which
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yields \, \, -i, -i, 0, ...(as long as Ny > 4). This latter filter is seen to be proportional to the
filtering operation commonly used in estimates of 0^(2).
Define wi as the Ny dimensional vector containing {xwi,n}, and let vi contain {t5i,„}. By
a simple variation on the argument used to establish ||wo||^ + ||vop = ||y|p, we have
l|wif + ||va|p = |lvof.

Now define the following estimator of the Allan variance for m = 2:

•'^y n=i

•'^y

This is the standard maximal overiap estimator with three additional terms - these are proportional to (1/1 + vff^ - VN^-i - VNy-if, (yi + j/2 - i/Ar,-i - VNJ^ and {yi + ys - yi - VNyf- In general this
estimator is a biased estimator of <^(2). We have the analysis of variance condition
^^.=^(1) + -^y^m + fil^{^) = 2a^, where ^^,_(4) = |-||vi||2 - 2i?2.
We can now state the result for general J, a proof of which follows from an easy
inductive argument. We define
Ny-\

Ny-1

"V." = /. h°Mn-l)modN, and Vj,n = >, ghVin-D mod K>
1=0

where

n=1

Ny,

1=0

m,} ^ {Ho{^)Go(^)Goi^) ■ •. Go(^)}

and
An inductive argument can be used to show that {ft^^} is the usual filter involved in estimating
0-^(2^'). Letting w^- and vy be Ny dimensional vectors containing {">,>} and {vj^n}, define
2 ^'
y n=l

2
*'

which is the biased maximal overlap estimator of 0^(2^ based upon {y„} - it differs jfrom the
standard maximal overlap estimator due to 2^'+^ -1 additional terms involving explicit circular
use of {y„}. For any J, the biased maximal overlap estimators satisfy the analysis of variance
condition

E ^U(2') + Vl^i^'-"') = 2^1 with ^._(2^+^) = ^llv^f - 2f,
}=o

^^y

where the term ^y,,^(2-''+^) represents variations in {y„} at dyadic averaging times of 2-^+^ and
greater.
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4 ESTIMATION OF THE ALLAN VARIANCE USING A
CIRCULARIZED SERIES
For most models for {y„} of interest for actual frequency standards, a circularity assumption
can yield an unacceptably large bias in the estimator 5y,„^(2^) due to the fact that j/i and y^^
can be quite different. To solve this problem, we construct a series {y*} of length 2i\rj,
^* = hn,
1 <n<iVy; and
^" ~ I y2N,+l-n, Ny + l<n< 2Ny.
For example, if iV,, = 3 so that only yi, yz and ys are observed, the values of yj,..., y^ are given,
respectively, by i/i,j/2,!/3,y3,!/2,!/i. Note that, by construction, the sample mean and variance of
{y„} and {y*} ait identical. We now apply the estimation procedure of Section 3 to {j/*} to
obtain the following estimator of a^(2J'):

where w*- is a vector of length 2Ny formed by circularly filtering {yj} with the circular filter of
length 2Ny whose DFT is given by
^o(2^)^o(.^f^)Go{^j^) • • • Go(^),

k=0

2Ny - 1.

We refer to cr^..,^(2^') as the biased maximal overlap estimator of al(2') based on the circularized
series {y*} (note, however, that this estimator is in fact unbiased for the special case where
{j/„} is a white noise process). This biased estimator satisfies the foUowing analysis of variance
condition for all J and all sample sizes Nyi
E4.=».(20 + ^^^(2-'+^) = 2a^, where ^^^(2^+^) = |-||v}f-2^^
i=o

*

Finally we note that there is a veiy simple relationship between CTy.,_^(2^) and Totvar estimator
(Greenhall, 1997, private communication):
Totvar(2^i\ry,To) = J^4^(2^),
where Totvar is defined as in Equation (4) of Howe and Greenhall [1].

5 SUMMARY AND COMMENTS
We have developed a relationship between the sample variance a^ and the Totvar estimator
Totvar(m,iVy,To) of the Allan variance <T^(m), where m sets the averaging time mro, Ny is the
number of To-average fractional frequency deviates {y„}, and TQ is the basic sampling and
averaging time of the observed deviates. For any sample size Ny and any positive integer J,
we have demonstrated that
fcl Yl Totvar(2^ Ny, ro) + ^^.^(2^+^) = 2&1,
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where ^^.,,^(2-^+^) can be interpreted in terms of variations in {y„} at all dyadic averaging times
greater than 2-^, We have also shown that the Totvar estimator is related to a biased maximal
overlap estimator of the Allan variance that is based upon {y^}, which is a sequence of length
2Ny formed by tacking onto {y„} a reversed version of itself.
In closing, we make the following comments about our results, some of which will be
expanded upon in future research.
• It can be shown that, if {j/„} is a portion of a realization of a stationary or nonstationaiy
process {Yn} for which the Allan variance is well-defined, then we have

3=0

where a^ is the process variance of {Y„} (this is taken to be infinite if {y„} is nonstationaiy).
The al,^2') estimator is the first "modem" estimator of the Allan variance to mimic
this important property.
• Because higher order Daubechies wavelet filters also satisfy Equation (2), the above
development extends trivially to higher order wavelet variances (the Allan variance is
essentially twice the Haar wavelet variance). These higher order wavelet variances are
suitable substitutes for some of the variations on the Allan variance that have been
proposed and studied in the literature (an example is the modified Allan variance). For
details, see [2].
• In addition to plotting £^.,,^(2^) versus 2'TO on a log-log scale, we suggest that ^y.,™„(2-^+^)
be plotted (with a separate symbol) versus 2-^+Vo - this will indicate how much of 2a^ has
not been accounted for by estimates of the Allan variance.
• In theory J can be made as large as desired, but there will be serious biases in 0^1,^2-')
for any J such that 2-' > Ny. Because of its close relationship to Totvar, the results of
Howe and Greenhall [1] indicate that d^,^2^) outperforms traditional estimators of the
Allan variance for averaging times close to ^.
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SPACECRAFT DOPFLER TRACKING
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Abstract
We discuss a filtering technique for reducing the two-way Doppler frequency fluctuations of noise sources localized in space (like the troposphere, or the master clock) that
affect the sensitivity of spacecraft Doppler tracking searches for gravitational radiation.
This method takes advantage of the sinusoidal behavior of the transfer function to the
Doppler observable of these noise sources, which displays sharp nulls at selected Fourier
components.
The non-zero gravitational wave signal remaining at these frequencies makes this Doppler
tracking technique the equivalent of a series of narrow-band detectors of gravitational
radiation^^^, distributed across the low-frequency band. Estimates for the sensitivities
achievable with the future Cassini Doppler tracking experiments are presented in the
context of broad-band gravitational wave bursts, monochromatic signals, and a stochastic background of gravitational radiatiom"^'.

INTRODUCTION
Doppler tracking of interplanetary spacecraft is the only existing technique that allows
searches for gravitational radiation in the millihertz frequency region.t^l The frequency fluctuations induced by the intervening media have severely limited the sensitivities of these
experiments. Among all the propagation noise sources (ionosphere, troposphere, interplanetary plasma) observed at high radio frequencies, the troposphere is the largest and the
hardest to calibrate to a reasonably low level. The frequency fluctuations due this noise
source have been observed with water vapor radiometers to be a few parts in 10"^'* at 1000
seconds integration timei'*^
Mechanical vibrations of the ground antenna also introduce frequency fluctuations in
the Doppler data, and in some occasions represent the limits in the sensitivity of these
gravitational wave experiments. Recent frequency stability measurements performed on the
antenna of the Deep Space Network (DSN) that will track the Cassini spacecraft at Ka-Band
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(32 GHz), indicate that the frequency fluctuations it introduces are as large as 3.0 x 10"-'^ at
1000 seconds integration time j®^ This number is comparable to the requirement in frequency
stability requested by the experimenters for the overall performance of the DSN during the
Cassini gravitational wave experiments at Ka-Band. Although work is in progress to identify
the causes of this performance, it might turn out to be intrinsically impossible to compensate
or calibrate the mechanical vibrations of the antenna.
In order to minimize the effects of the troposphere, ionosphere, and of the ground antenna
in the Doppler data, it weis first pointed out by Estabrookf^^ that the explicit transfer function
to the Doppler observable of, for example, tropospheric and antenna mechanical noise axe
sinusoidal, and therefore their magnitudes can be reduced at selected Fourier frequencies.
In this paper we show how this modulation of the noise spectrum can be exploited in a
very robust way when these noise sources are the limiting ones. As a specific example
we will estimate the sensitivity to gravitational radiation that Doppler tracking data from
Cassini will be able to identify by using this narrow-banding technique. Cassini will take
advantage of a multllink radio system for removing the frequency fluctuations introduced by
the interplanetary plasma in the Doppler data, and its Doppler sensitivity to gravitational
radiation could be limited by the frequency fluctuations introduced by the ground antenna.

THE TWO-WAY DOPPLER RESPONSE
In the Doppler tracking technique, the Earth and an interplanetary spacecraft act as free
test masses. The Doppler tracking system continuously measures their relative dimensionless
velocity, Av/c = AU/UQ (here Av is the relative velocity, Ai/ is the Doppler frequency
fluctuation, and UQ is the nominal frequency of the microwave link). A gravitational wave of
strain amplitude h{t) incident on the system causes small perturbations in the Doppler time
series of Au{t)/i/o. These perturbations are of order h and are replicated three times in the
tracking record with a characteristic pattern that depends on the source-Earth-spacecraft
anglef^l These three events in the time series can be thought of as due to the gravitational
wave buffeting the Earth, the spacecraft, and the original Earth buffeting event transponded
back to the Earth at a time 2L/c later, where we have denoted with L the distance between
the Earth and the spacecraft, and c is the speed of light. The sum of these three Doppler
perturbations is zero. This overlap of the three events, and partial cancellation, occurs for
gravitational wave pulses having widths larger than about L/c.
Detection of gravitational wave signals in this millihertz band is complicated by various
noises. The principal noise sources aref'*'^''^^: ground electronics noise (including frequency
standard and frequency distribution noise), antenna mechanical noise (unmodeled motion
of the antenna), thermal noise (finite signal-to-noise ratio on the radio links), spacecraft
noise (electronics and unmodeled motion of the spacecraft), and propagation noise (phase
scintillation as the radio beams pass through irregularities in the troposphere, ionosphere.
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and the solar wind). Electronic and thermal noises can be made very small, and propagation
noises can be mitigated through use of higher or multiple radio frequencies to suppress or
remove entirely charged particle scintillation, and by employing water vapor radiometers to
measure tropospheric scintillation. Residual uncalibrated troposphere and antenna mechanical noise are expected to be leading noise sources in the future Cassini gravitational wave
experiment^^^.
If we introduce a set of Cartesian orthogonal coordinates {X, Y, Z) in which the wave is
propagating along the Z-axis and (X, Y) are two orthogonal axes in the plane of the wave,
then the Doppler response at time t can be written in the following form^^'^'^^

,(,) ^ (^) = _(izjO ,(,) .,Hit-il+ ,)L) + (i±^ M* - 2X)
+ C{t-2L) - C{t) + 2B{t-L) + T{t-2L) + T{t)
+ AE{t-2L) + Asc{t-L) + TR{t-L) + EL{t) + P(t) , (1)
where h{t) is equal to
h{t) = /i+ (t) cos{2<i>) + Ax (<) sin(2<^) .

(2)

Here hj^it), hy,{t) are the wave's two amplitudes with respect to the {X,Y) axis, {9,4))
are the polar angles describing the location of the spacecraft with respect to the {X, Y", Z)
coordinates, /x is equal to cos 6, and L is the distance to the spacecraft (units in which the
speed of light c = 1).
We have denoted by C7(<) the random process associated with the frequency fluctuations
of the clock on the Earth, B{t) the joint effect of the noise from buffeting of the probe by
non-gravitational forces and from the antenna of the spacecraft, T{t) the joint frequency
fluctuations due to the troposphere, ionosphere and ground antenna, A^(t) the noise of the
radio transmitter on the ground, >l,c(t) the noise of the radio transmitter on board, TR{t)
the noise due to the spacecraft transponder, EL{t) the noise from the electronics on the
ground, and P{t) the fluctuations due to the interplanetary plasma. Since the frequency
fluctuations induced by the plasma are, to first order, inversely proportional to the square
of the radio frequency, by using high frequency radio signals or by monitoring two different
radio frequencies transmitted to the spacecraft and coherently transmitted back to Earth,
this noise source can be suppressed to very low levels or entirely removed from the data
respectively.f^°^
From Eq. (1) we deduce that gravitational wave pulses of duration longer than the
round-trip light time 2L give a Doppler response y{t) that, to first order, tends to zero. The
tracking system essentially acts as a pass-band device, in which the low-frequency limit // is
roughly equal to (2L)~^ Hz, and the high-frequency limit fu is set by the thermal noise in
the receiver. Since the reference clock and some electronic components are most stable at
integration times around 1000 seconds, Doppler tracking experiments are performed when
the distance to the spacecraft is of the order of a few Astronomical Units. This sets the
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value of // for a typical experiment to about 10"'* Hz, while the thermal noise gives an fn
of about 3 X 10-2 Hz.
It is important to note the characteristic time signatures of the clock noise C{i), of the
probe antenna and buffeting noise B{t), of the troposphere, ionosphere, and ground antenna
noise T{t), and the transmitters Asit), A,c(*)- The time signature of the clock noise can be
understood by observing that the frequency of the signal received at time t contains clock
fluctuations transmitted 2i seconds earlier. By subtracting from the received frequency
the frequency of the radio signal transmitted at time i, we also subtract clock frequency
fluctuationsf^'^'^^ with the net result shown in Eq. (1).
As far as the fluctuations due to the troposphere, ionosphere, and ground antenna are
concerned, the frequency of the received signal is affected at the moment of reception, as well
as 2L seconds earlier. Since the frequency of the signal generated at time t does not contain
yet any of these fluctuations, we conclude that T{t) is positive-correlated at the round trip
light time 2V^^^\ The time signature of the noises B(i), Asit), A,c(<)> and TRsc{t) in Eq.
(1) can be understood through similar considerations.
If we denote with y{f) the Fourier transform of the Doppler response y{t)

y{f) = J—oo
r ^(*) ^'"'•^* ^^ '

(^)

we can rewrite Eq. (1) in the Fourier domain as follows

^(/) = \JyzA _ ^,e-'-m^+'^)Lj^O^±le^-ifi\ h{f) + C{f) [e'"^'-^^ - l]
+ r(/) [e^'^'^^ + l] + 2B{f) e^-"^^ + ^,,{S) + fR{j)\ e^-'/^
+ AE{S) e""-^^ + IX(/) + P(/) .

(4)

If the noise due to the troposphere, ionosphere, and mechanical vibrations, T, will dominate over the remaining noise sources, as it might be the case during the Cassini experiments,
then the spectra of the noise will appear modulated, and will display minima at the following
frequencies
/, = 12^
;
fc = 1,2,3,....
(5)
At these frequencies Eq. (4) can be rewritten in the following approximate form^^'^^
y(A) « [-1 + i (-1)' A* ef '■ (2*-^) ^\ h{h) - 2 C(/fc) ■\- f{fk){niLAf) +

+ i(-l)*+^ [2B{fk) + TRifk) + A:c{fk)]-Mfk) + EL{fk) + P{fk) i^)
where A/ is the frequency resolution in the Fourier domain.
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For current generation precision Doppler experiments, utilizing approximately 8 GHz
radio links, observations in the anti-solar hemisphere have significant contributions from tropospheric and extended solar wind scintillation, while ionospheric, frequency standard, and
antenna mechanical noise are secondary disturbances in the Doppler link.W As an example,
in Figure 1 we show the temporal autocorrelation function of 10-second time resolution Mars
Global Surveyor (MGS) data taken on April 17,1997, when the two-way light time 2I/c was
equal to 504 seconds. The clear positive correlation at time lag of 504 seconds indicates that
tropospheric scintillation and fluctuations induced by mechanical vibrations of the ground
antenna dominate the noise on this data set.
The inset plot in Figure 1 shows the power spectrum of the MGS data, with frequency
scale marked in units of 1/2L. No smoothing of the spectrum has been done and much of its
spikiness is due to estimation error.t"^ The cosine-squared modulation is however evident,
showing that there are nulls at odd multiples of 1/(41). At these frequencies, fluctuations
from other noise sources will dominate the power spectrum. If the spectral level of these secondary noises is low, there is a potentially large improvement in SNR for gravitational wave
signals having Fourier power at the nulls of the troposphere/antenna medianical transfer
function. In its simplest form, filtering the data to pass a comb of narrow bands centered on
the nulls of the cosine-squared transfer function blocks the troposphere/antenna mechanical
noise while passing gravity wave power at these frequencies. This is robust, in that nothing
needs to be known about the signal except that it (by hypothesis) has power at odd multiples
In Figure 2 we plot the estimated one-sided power spectrum of the noise that wall affect
the Cassini Doppler data in its frequency band of observation. The lower curve represents
the configuration in which eighty percent of the noise due to the troposphere is calibrated out
by means of water vapor radiometry, while the upper curve corresponds to the configuration
without calibration of the troposphere. Note that the minima of both curves coincide at the
nulls of the transfer function of the random process T.
We should point out that, in order to derive the Fourier transform of the Doppler response
in Eq. (6), we have assumed the distance to the spacecraft to be constant during the duration
of the experiment. In the case of the MG5 experiment we have found that we could integrate
coherently over a time scale equal to about eight hours, before the frequencies fk would
change by an amount larger than the frequency resolution A/. For the Cassini trajectory
instead the integration time can be extended to the entire duration (forty days) of the
experiments. This can be seen by considering the time dependence of the ranging to Cassini,
L{t), during the gravitational wave experiments. For the three experiment opportunities,
L{t) can be represented quite accurately by a quadratic expression^^^^
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L{t)
a
6
c

=
=
=
=

a + bt + ct^
2.9 X 10^ sec
-1.4x10-^
1.1 X 10-" Hz

(7)

where the numerical values of the coefficients a, b, c correspond to the first Cassini gravitational wave experiment. Since the variation Sf of the frequencies fk is determined by the
time derivative L{t), from Eq. (7) we find that
L(T)

= ^ = 6.3 X 10-' < 7^ = ^ = 4.8 x IQ-^ ,

(8)

where r is the integration time, which we have assumed to be equal to about 14 days. We
have calculated the right-hand side of Eq. (8) also for the remaining two Cassini oppositions
and we have found that the maximum variation of the frequencies fk due to the change of
the spacecraft distance is smaller than the frequency resolution A/.

SENSITIVITIES WITH CASSINI
From the plot given in Figure 2 of the estimated one-sided power spectral density of the noise
affecting the Cassini Doppler data, we can calculate the root-mean-squared (r.m.s.) noise
level (r{fk) of the frequency fluctuations in the bins of width A/, around the frequencies
fk {k = 1,2,3,....). This is given by the following expression
^ifk) = [Syifk) Af]'^' , k = 1,2,3,.... ,

(9)

where Sy{fk) is the one-sided power spectral density of the noise sources in the Doppler
response y{t) at the frequency fk as given in Figure 2.
This measure of the Doppler sensitivity is appropriate for sinusoidal or stochastic gravitational wave signals, while it probably overestimates the sensitivity to bursts. A detailed
and quantitative analysis for various burst waveforms will be investigated in a forthcoming
paper. Here we will rely on the quantitative results implied by the formula given in Eq. (9),
keeping in mind the considerations made.
In Figure 3 we plot the sensitivity curve achievable with this technique when applied to
the Cassini Doppler data during the first solar opposition, when the distance to the spacecraft
is about L = 5.5 AU. The corresponding fundamental frequency /o is equal to 4.5 x 10~®
Hz. We also assume an integration time of about 14 days, since only one of the three DSN
complexes will have the capability of supporting simultaneous transmission and reception of
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X and Ka band signals. In the assumption of calibrating entirely the plasma noise with the
use of dual frequencies, at /o = 4.5 x 10"^ we find a sensitivity equal to about 2.0 x 10"^^. .
The best sensitivity is however achieved at about 2.0 x 10"^, at a level of about 5.0 x 10"^''.

CONCLUSIONS
The main result of our analysis shows that, during searches for gravitational radiation, it
is possible to reduce the effects of the troposphere, ionosphere, and mechanical vibrations
of the ground antenna at selected Fourier components of the power spectrum of two-way
Doppler tracking data. A sensitivity equal to about 5.0 x lO"^'^ at a frequency of 2.0 x 10"^
has been estimated for the future Cassini gravitational wave experiments, which will first be
performed in December 2001.
The experimental technique presented in this paper can be extended to a configuration
with two spacecraft tracking each other through microwave or laser links. Future space-based
laser interferometric detectors of gravitational waves^^^^, for instance, could implement this
technique as a backup option, if failure of some of their components would make the normal
interferometric operation impossible.
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Figure 1: The temporal autocorrelation function of 10-second time resolution Mars Global
Surveyor (MGS) data taken on April 17,1997, when the two-way light time 2I/c was equal
to 504 seconds. The inset plot shows the power spectrum, with firequency scale marked in.
units of 1/2L.
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Figure 2: The estimated one-sided power spectrum of the noise
that will affect the Cassini Doppler data in its frequency band
of observation. The lower curve represents the configuration
in which eighty percent of the noise due to the troposphere is
calibrated out by means of water vapor radiometry. The upper
curve corresponds to the configuration without calibration of
the troposphere. 225
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Figure 3: The sensitivity curve achievable with the Cassani
Doppler data during the first solar opposition. The distance
to the spacecraft is about L = 5.5 AU, and the corresponding
fundamental frequency /o is equal to 4.5 x 10"' Hz.
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Abstract
Historically, one of the main goals of the 2d Space Operations Squadron (2 SOPS) in maintaining the GPS
constellation has been to achieve the best possible system accuracy. The Master Control Station (MCS) Kalman
filter plays a key role in meeting this goal Through a process known as tuning, the database values that control the
Kalman filter operation are optimized to provide the best possible estimation and prediction. Over the years, a
series ofin-house efforts have dramatically improved the accuracy, reliability, and integrity of the GPS signal The
latest iteration of these efforts is called the Ephemeris Enhancement Endeavor (EEE).
Air Force and contractor personnel have concentrated on two main areas as part of the EEE: Kalman
filter tuning and deterministic models. Results of this effort demonstrate a 20% reduction in ranging errors and a
17% reduction in time transfer errors. The authors will present descriptions of each area investigated, explain how
the new tuning parameters were derived, and provide detailed results of their efforts to date.

BACKGROUND
The mission of the 2d Space Operations Squadron (2 SOPS) is to provide highly accurate time transfer
and navigation data to properly equipped military and civilian users. In the process of accomplishing
this mission, the 2 SOPS has established several goals. Among these goals is to continuously improve
operations and to exceed customer expectations. The 2 SOPS actively participates in routine interaction
and feedback sessions with all GPS users. One of the most effective forums for this feedback is the
Performance Analysis Working Group (PAWG).
The 1996 PAWG, held in August at Peterson Air Force Base, identified unprecedented levels of GPS
timing and position accuracy. Several presentations highlighted and lauded the work of the men and
women of the 2 SOPS in constellation operations. There were, however, also several presentations that
identified periodic errors affecting GPS performance. The identification and resolution of these errors is
the topic of this paper. Prior to elaborating on this project, we must first establish some additional
background about how the Master Control Station (MCS) Kalman filter operates.
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MCS KALMAN FILTER Qs AND TUNING
The MCS Kalman filter process is controlled by several database parameters maintained by the 2 SOPS.
These parameters collectively serve to optimize or tune filter performance. In practice, tuning the
Kalman filter is not an easy task. However, it can be safely said that the majority of this task is
accomplished through a set of values known as filter qs. These values are maintained in a database file,
called the KKSfile, for each satellite.[l]
There are essentially two types of ^s in the MCS Kalman filter: measurement ^s, which model noise
inherent in the measurement-taking process (such as monitor station receiver noise), and system ^s,
which model the random processes in the actual GPS system. These system ^s can be further broken
down into clock, ephemeris, and solar pressure ^s.
Until 1994, the ^s in the Kalman filter had remained mostly unchanged since the inception of GPS. That
is, those values that were derived prior to the first Block II/IIA launch were never recalculated from
actual on-orbit data once vehicles were launched. In 1994, the 2 SOPS undertook an effort to recalculate
these values for the satellite vehicle atomic frequency standards. Using clock stability analysis data from
the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), 2 SOPS showed that empirical performance could be related to
optimal choices for clock ^s. Subsequently new, larger qs were calculated. Once implemented, GPS
navigation and time transfer efforts improved significantly, a resuh supported by several outside
agencies.[2]

RESULTS OF PAWG-96
One of the first presentations made at PAWG-96 solidified the need for 2 SOPS to revisit the tuning
process, this time for ephemeris and solar states. Mr. Steve Malys of the National Imagery and Mapping
Agency (NIMA) presented his methods for comparing the broadcast navigation message to the NIMA
precise ephemeris. He then represented these differences as a function of User Range Error (URE) and
plotted the constellation average,as shown in Figure 1. The results indicated a 12-hour periodic with an
amplitude of 2-3 meters.[3]
The Aerospace Corporation and the Naval Surface Warfare Center presented similar results. Mr. Everett
Swift identified an excessively long "memory effect" in the MCS Kalman filter, implying that the filter
seemed to respond sluggishly to changes in ephemeris or solar states. This conclusion was consistent
with MCS experience, and suggested that the ephemeris and solar ^s were set too low and/or the
measurement ^s were too large. [4]
Yet a third presentation placed a final twist on this issue. Results presented by Lockheed Martin
demonstrated that performance errors can in part be related to the minimum Sun-Vehicle-Earth angle
(beta angle) of the satellite in question. Figure 2 showed how URE increased with decreasing beta angle.
The correlation of these errors to the satellite position in its orbit further suggested solar pressure
mismodeling.[5]
Given the definitive results of PAWG-96, 2 SOPS/DOUAN decided it was time to revisit the
ephemeris/solar state accuracy topic. Members of 2 SOPS/DOUAN, the United States Naval
Observatory (USNO), Boeing North American, NIMA, Lockheed Martin, and Aerospace met in late
August 1996 to discuss this issue.
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EEE AREAS OF INVESTIGATION
The EEE team concentrated its initial investigation in two areas: deterministic errors and MCS Kalman
filter tuning. Several elements of the MCS deterministic modeling process contain known or suspected
deficiencies. They include:
1. Solar Pressure States. A 1995 study revealed that some deficiencies exist within the solar state model
used by the MCS Satellite Vehicle Positioning (SVPOS) software. [6] This deterministic model, used to
generate the solar component of the satellite reference trajectory, does not account for solar transients
observed early in the life of each satellite. Further work by Mr. Henry Fliegel of the Aerospace
Corporation showed several shortcomings in the solar model—namely the omission of vehicle plume
shield and thermal radiation effects—^that combine to cause a 7% to 10% error in solar force
calculation.[7] Still other studies identify similar shortcomings in other deterministic models such as the
Earth Albedo model and the solar panel alignment model.
2. Solar Array Slewing/Misalignments. These errors result from the inability of SVPOS to model
effects of array pointing during eclipse season.
3. Thruster Firings. Five GPS satellites currently use thrusters to manage reaction wheel momentum.
Over time, these thruster firings can perturb the MCS model of the satellite vehicle orbit.
4. The SVPOS Integrator. Evidence from four extended stationkeeping maneuvers (over 20 minutes)
suggested that the SVPOS integrator may lack fidelity. Specifically, when comparisons are made
between other models and SVPOS models for extended maneuvers, large offsets on the order of tens of
kilometers typically resuh.
5. Relativistic Effects. Many presentations have been made debating the MCS Kalman filter model of
relativity. Some argue the MCS does not properly compensate for these effects, while others argue the
math is handled correctly. Recent work has shown that this error source is negligible or non-existent,
and poses no immediate concern for future tuning work.[8]
Several ^s affect the MCS Kalman filter processing of routine ephemeris and solar state behavior. They
include:
1. Gravitational Velocity Process Noise Variance. This process noise compensates for random velocity
changes resuhing from irregularities in the Earth's gravitational field. They are broken into radial,
along-track, and cross-track (RAC) components.
2. Solar Pressure Process Noise Variance. This process noise compensates for solar radiation
acceleration on the satellite. It is broken into the familiar solar Kj and K2 components.
The EEE team decided that filter tuning would be the easiest and most logical place to start with these
improvements; the entire process could be performed in-house at no additional cost to the government.
The next section details how the new ephemeris and solar ^s were derived.
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THE NEW FILTER EPHEMERIS AJVD SOLAR Qs
The EEE team used the previously accomplished clock tuning as the guide for this tuning analysis. [2] In
the clock world, the task of estimating a clock's polynomial coefficients is made challenging by natural
disturbances called noise. Besides measurement noise, precision oscillators exhibit what the MCS calls
process noise. In particular, clock states have a tendency to somewhat randomly wander off as a
function of time. The clock "random walks" that the MCS accounts for are random walk PM (or white
FM), random walk FM, and random run FM.
In the Kalman filter, the MCS accounts for these effects by increasing the clock state covariances during
each time update. The MCS ^s should ideally depend on the magnitude of the respective random walk
effects. Clock ^s relate as follows: [9]
Q Value:
^1
q2
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Accounts for random walk in:

Noise type:

phase (BIAS)
frequency (DRIFT)
frequency drift (DRIFT RATE)

random walk PM (White FM)
random walk FM
random run FM

Work done in 1995 showed that not only does the MCS model help to account for most of the observable
atomic frequency standard noise, but that an equation exists to easily relate empirical performance
towards optimal choices for clock qs.{^\
For orbital states, the challenge becomes complicated. One could safely argue that GPS satellite orbits
exhibit largely random walk behaviors in most of the classical orbital elements, such as eccentricity,
inclination, and right ascension of the ascending node. However, the MCS does not explicitly treat these
as random walk processes. Rather, the MCS uses three q values, for radial, along-track, and cross-track
velocities. Though, over time, the "random" behavior of RAC values between 15-minute updates will
propagate into changes in the classical orbital elements, RAC deviations themselves behave more as 12hour period ics rather than as random walks. The problem further complicates with the addition (and
coupling) of solar states, whose values (and changes) propagate into ephemeris states.

RAC Qs
The approach to the first challenge was to examine the RAC component that behaves closest to a random
walk process ~ the along-track component. Though, over 12 hours, orbit perturbations will show a
periodic in along-track, over 2-3 days, the effect will appear more like a random walk. And, for longer
periods, the deviation will behave more as a random run, meaning not only is the position randomly
walking off, but the rate or slope (velocity) at which the along-track is deviating also appears to
randomly walk.
MCS along-track deviation plots were examined for all GPS satellites operational at the time (August
96), and it was possible to pinpoint Tau (time interval since the previous reference trajectory update)
values that appeared to show a random walk in velocity (a random run in position).
For clock states, random walks in frequency translate into phase variance by the following equation:
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Variance ,„,,=-^
J

(1)

Applying this equation to the analogy for along-track error:
Error^jRK

3

(2)

where q-ya is the MCS's along-track velocity q.
Using this equation, various observed Tau values and their corresponding along-track errors were tried,
to backwards-derive satellite-specific ^va values. The EEE team concluded that the differences between
satellites were more likely due to the limited sampling, as opposed to satellite- or orbit-specific
uniqueness, therefore one ^ya value was chosen that seemed to conservatively best represent the
constellation as a whole.
The chosen value was: ^ya = 6.12 E-15 m2/s3

(Old value: 2.7 E-16 m2/s3)

Orbit perturbations over short intervals (such as 15 minutes) are arguably omnidirectional. Although the
net effect results most apparently in aiong-track, the root cause of along-track error is usually a
combination of both along-track and/or radial perturbations. For that reason, an equal q value for radial
was chosen:
9vr = 6.12 E-15 m2/s3

(Old value: 2.7 E-16 m2/s3)

For cross-track, Mr. Ken Brown of IBM-published work discussing the fact that the cross-track q value
has historically been kept higher. Simply, cross-track perturbations do not geometrically correlate into
radial or along-track errors, and, for that matter, do not brbitally propagate into radial or along-track
errors significantly. [^0]
Additionally, cross-track errors do not directly translate into ranging errors, due to the orthogonality of
cross-track with respect to the locational direction of GPS users. Because of this, 2 SOPS has been able
to afford to keep the cross-track q high, since large uncertainty in cross-track estimates do not directly
translate into large ranging uncertainties. For this reason, we use:
^yc = 4.6 E-13 m2/s3

(No change from old value)

Largely because of the relatively lesser effect of g'yc, the EEE team decided to keep it unchanged.

Solar Qs
Note that the RAC q derivations have essentially ignored the short-term effects of solar acceleration.
Since acceleration is a higher order effect, random walks in acceleration should theoretically show up for
Tau values higher than those for random walks in velocity. By assuming this Tau-separation, solar state
q derivation would assume a simple approach. In a same-state random walk process, such as clock
frequency drift, the state variance relates to the state q as follows:
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Frequency Drift Variance = q2X Tau

(3)

In the clock example, the square of the frequency drift error, due to random walk in frequency drift, is
time proportional to the 93 value. By examining MCS solar state estimates, and looking for Tau values
exhibiting the appearance of a random walk, one can analogously apply the clock frequency drift
equation to K\ and K2:
Error K, =^Ki'^

(4)

Error^2 =^^2"^

(5)

Again, by examining all operational satellites, and choosing values conservatively representative of the
constellation as a whole, the EEE team derived the following values:
^Kl = 1-15 E-lll/s
9K2 = 3.3E-27m2/s5

(Oldvalue: 3.0E-12 1/s)
(Oldvalue: 3.3 E-29 m2/s5)

For SVN23, since the arrays are manually slewed, an alternate set of solar g-s was selected:
^Kl = 2.3 E-11 1/s
9K2 = 3.3E-27m2/s5

(Old value: 3.0 E-12 1/s)
(Oldvalue: 3.3 E-29 m2/s5)

The above values, though derived using empirical data, seemed representative of the general experiences
2 SOPS had with ephemeris/solar state estimation. The periodic effect that several outside agencies
identified was likely due to filter time constants that were too lengthy. This in turn implied the old ^s
were too tight. Though the proposed ^s were increases of 1-2 orders of magnitude, the net effect on the
degree of freedom in the Filter is a function of, roughly, the quartic (fourth) root of the change in qs.
Meaning, a q increase by a factor of 16 should result in a two-fold increase in Filter freedom.

VALIDATION
The EEE team conducted several off-line tests of the new tuning numbers before implementing them in
the mission environment. The first of these tests used the Experimental Navigation software package at
the MCS. Seven days of mission L-band data were used in a "before and after" comparison; the first run
used the old tuning numbers and the second run used the new tuning numbers. The EEE team concluded
the new values did not adversely impact GPS performance, and in fact, reduced ranging errors toward the
end of the test. With only 7 days of data, however, it was difficult to assess the degree of improvement
the new numbers would achieve.
Lockheed Martin Federal Systems (LMFS) in Gaithersburg, MD provided an independent assessment of
the ^s. Mr. Bill Mathon performed a similar Experimental Navigation simulation using a different 7-day
L-band data set. His results supported the 2 SOPS' conclusion and helped pave the way for operational
implementation.
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IMPLEMENTATION
The 2 SOPS chose to update the satellite-specific files incrementally over a period of several weeks to
mitigate the remaining risk of altering these database parameters. The EEE team concluded the safest
approach was to choose a single satellite for the first update. SVN30 (PRN30) was chosen based on two
main characteristics: it was set unhealthy to the Auxiliary User and it did not contribute to the composite
GPS time scale. Given this configuration, the 2 SOPS minimized exposure of the changes to users and
allowed the EEE team to safely perform a final verification of the changes.
On January 30, 1997, the 2 SOPS updated the KKS file for SVN30. Over the course of the next four
days, 2 SOPS, USNO, and NIMA closely observed the ranging error and timing performance of SVN30.
The results were immediately encouraging. All available metrics indicated improved performance.
Based on the positive feedback from NIMA and USNO, the EEE team proceeded to update the KKS files
for all other satellites throughout the month of February, completing the process on February 28, 1997.

METRIC SELECTION
The 2 SOPS uses a variety of in-house metrics to validate GPS mission performance. Since these
metrics were used in the assessment of EEE, they are briefly summarized here:
• Estimated Range Deviation (ERD) - Difference between the range determined from the
current Kalman filter state estimates and the range determined from the navigation upload
page valid for the same time. Measured in meters and calculated every 15 minutes for all
satellites.
• Observed Range Deviation (ORD) - Difference between the ionospherically corrected
smoothed pseudorange observed at a monitor station and the pseudorange constructed from
the navigation upload page for the same time. Measured in meters and calculated every 15
minutes for every satellite-monitor station pair.
• Zero Age of Data - Ranging error due to steady state Kalman filter error. Measured in meters
and calculated every 24 hours for all satellites.
• Time Transfer RMS - RMS of all the UTC(GPS) - UTC(USNO) time difference errors for
the previous day. Measured in nanoseconds and calculated every 24 hours for the
constellation.

RESULTS
Since the completion of the re-tuning, 2 SOPS and other outside agencies have documented
improvements in all facets of GPS mission performance. This section will present data that show
significant reduction in the periodic error, time transfer RMS error, and Zero Age of Data error. The
results also document an improvement in the daily upload prediction quality and the extended navigation
performance.
Figure 3 shows before and after results of GPS ranging errors with increasing age of data.illJ xhe
post-tuning change line illustrates the significant reduction to the periodic error initially identified at
PAWG-96.[3] One of the main goals of the EEE project was to remove this periodic error, and Figure 3
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shows this goal was met. Further data provided by NIMA indicate a 20% reduction in broadcast
ranging errors.[12]
Figure 4 shows the monthly Time Transfer RMS comparisons from 1996 to 1997. Without exception,
every month since the tuning changes has had better time transfer performance than the previous year.
To date, we have documented a 17.95% improvement from 1996 to 1997. Since 1 Mar 97, the daily time
transfer RMS has exceeded 10 ns on only eight days, none since 5 Jun 97.
2 SOPS uses the ERD metric to assess the quality of the broadcast navigation message. As ERDs reach
an operations-defined threshold, 2 SOPS chooses to perform an out-of-cycle update to the navigation and
timing data on-board the satellite. The navigation uploads are called ERD contingency uploads, and do
not count as one of the daily navigation message updates. Prior to the implementation of EEE, 2 SOPS
operations crews were performing, on average, more than 5 ERD contingencies per day.
Figure 5 shows the average number of ERD contingencies per day for 1996 and 1997. Note that upon
the completion of the re-tuning, the average number of extra uploads dropped to just over 1.2, an
improvement of approximately 75%. This significant drop signaled an improvement in the quality of the
navigation message prediction; the ranging errors remained below the established threshold for a longer
period of time. Given this dramatic drop, 2 SOPS chose to lower the ERD contingency threshold even
further on 29 May 97. The more stringent threshold resulted in about 3.2 ERD contingency navigation
uploads per day, still well below the pre-tuning update level. Thus, at no extra cost to the operations
crews, the 2 SOPS was able to provide even better navigation message accuracy to the user.
The 2 SOPS uses the Smooth Measurement Residual (SMRES) Tool to assess GPS Zero Age of Data
performance. Two runs of this program are made every 24 hours. The first run is based on ranging data
from NIMA monitor stations only. The second run is based on data from both NIMA and Air Force
monitor stations. The tool tests the data against two limits: a 4.2-meter tolerance for individual
satellites, and a 3.2-meter tolerance for the constellation RMS. Historically, GPS has performed well
within these limits, but the EEE changes resulted in a noticeable improvement to the Zero Age of Data
performance.
Figure 6 plots the SMRES data from 1 Jan 97 to 30 Sep 97 for both runs. Each shows an obvious
improvement upon completion of the database updates. To date, we have documented a 30% reduction
in the Zero Age of Data errors.
The EEE team was presented with a unique opportunity to validate extended navigation operations with
the new tuning values. SVN28 (PRN28), an unhealthy but usable asset at the time, was used for this
extended navigation test. On 19 Mar 97, 2 SOPS placed a navigation upload into SVN28 and then did
not re-upioad for approximately 21 days. GPS has a requirement for no more than 200 meters of singlesatellite ranging error at 14 days age of data. Our results showed only 49.2 meters of error at 14 days.
Although not an exhaustive test, these results indicate that no sacrifice was made to the extended
navigation mission in order to achieve the results presented above.

FURTHER TUNING CHANGES
Based upon the early results of this effort, the EEE team began to explore updating other database
parameters. The next most logical adjustment was the measurement noise increment. This value, also
called qo, is used to account for the white/flicker noise in pseudorange (PR) measurements. This
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parameter was modified from 1.0 m2 to 0.74 m2 for all monitor stations in 1994 following satellite clock
tuning. [2] The EEE team investigated the impacts of further lowering this value.
The methodology for the derivation of a new qQ was similar to that used for the ephemeris and solar ^s.
The EEE team examined an RMS of the PR residuals at each monitor station over a period of several
days. The four non-CONUS sites were all near 0.59 m (0.35 m2), and COSPM was near 0.72 m (0.52
m2). The reasons for noisier measurements at COSPM are not clear, but several theories have been
presented elsewhere and will not be discussed here.
Again, the EEE team used a 7-day set of L-band data on the Experimental Navigation software package
to test these new values. Unfortunately, there was no significant improvement in the Zero Age of Data,
and even a minor degradation in ERD performance. LMFS performed a second test in Gaithersburg and
reached the same conclusion. As a result, the EEE team decided to leave the qo term unchanged at 0.74
m2 for all monitor stations.

WHAT'S NEXT?
The results of the tuning changes have been overwhelmingly positive. The EEE team met—and
exceeded—all of the initial goals with this project. There is, however, still some room for improvement.
Some of the other areas we are currently investigating include: refinement of the current tuning numbers,
orbit-season specific or satellite-specific qs, and deterministic modeling errors.
Each of these areas requires additional on-orbit data before any conclusions can be made. The initial
data indicates that all satellites experienced varying degrees of improvement. In a few rare cases, the
"after" errors are slightly larger than the "before" errors. Without exception, however, these satellites
had the smallest initial errors to begin with. It is the goal of the EEE team to choose tuning values to
optimize the performance of all satellites. This project is an on-going effort, and will continue to evolve
as the constellation changes. The 2 SOPS and its contractor support team are committed to providing the
best possible navigation and timing signal to the GPS user community.
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RMS ORD as Function of Age of Data: 1996 versus 1997
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Questions and Answers
PHTT. TALLEY (SFA/NRL): I remember in times past we used to have a parameter that was separated
between clock and ephemeris errors. In the effort you are putting in now, does that still leave the clock
errors approximately where they were and improve the ephemeris errors?
CAPTAIN JEFF CRUM (FALCON AFB): Are you speaking in addition to the tuning efforts that we are
domg quarterly now or are you talking about another parameter?
PHTT. TALLEY: I am imfortunately speaking from several years ago when we used to have the estimate of
the precision divided between clock and ephemeris errors. Maybe you do not even do that anymore, and
maybe I am the only one in the room that is concerned. But I just wondered if it did indicate that
improvement was strictly on the ephemeris or if did improve the appearance of the clock performance.
CAPTAIN JEFF CRUM: Yes, there was some leakage of ephemeris error into the clock states because the
covariances were too tight for ephemeris and solar. The filter, in trying to do the best that it could was
leaking some into the clock states. To some extent, at zero age of data, some of that error actually canceled
out. For users that received Kalman filter estimates in near real time, it was not as big a problem; but for
users that received the navigation message, that basically do not get updates much more often than once
every 24 hours, it was causing a problem. Because, a lot of the times the clock states would be formulated
at one of the peaks of the 12-hour or 24-hour humps, if you will; and vviien the prediction is based off of
that, tilie prediction will be pretty much a straight line if it is a cesium. The frequency estimate will be a
straight line over that 24-hour prediction. When it is corrupted like that, due to the periodic, it can and did
cause a little bit of error, which this reduced.
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Abstract
The two closely linked missions of the Global Positioning System (GPS) are precise
positioning for navigation accuracy and precise time transfer. Positioning has typically
received the most attention; however, the ability to derive a precise position depends on having a
stable and reliable time scale as a starting point Throughout the history of GPS, its time scale
has slowly evolved through many phases. The most significant change came with the
introduction of the Composite Clock in 1990. Additionally, in recent years the 2^ Space
Operations Squadron (2 SOPS) has tuned the Composite Clock to take better advantage of its
contributing timing sources. In addition to reviewing the Composite Clock's tuning history, the
authors will discuss the recent implementation of unique tuning for each of the GPS monitor
station frequency standards.
As pointed out in a previous paper regarding satellite clock-unique tuning''^, no two satellite
frequency standards exhibit the same performance. This also holds true for monitor station
frequency standards. However, other factors must be considered when deriving process noise
values (tuning parameters) for ground system contributors to the Composite Clock. Mainly
because the values chosen for each clock determine the size of its vote in contributing to GPS
time, one must look not only at clock performance, but environmental factors as well An
excellent clock placed in an environment with significant temperature and humidity
fluctuations can be very detrimental to GPS time if that clock is weighted heavily in the
Composite.
This newly adopted concept of representing monitor station clocks based on individual
performance and environmental history has significantly improved the stability and reliability
of GPS Time. The authors discuss several examples that reveal the robustness of the new
tuning as well as the current implicit long-term weighting given to each frequency standard that
contributes to the Composite Clock.

INTRODUCTION
Throughout the history of the Global Positioning System (GPS) the 2d Space Operations
Squadron (2 SOPS), Department of Defense (DoD) agencies, and contractors have been
striving to improve the performance to users. Both position and time solutions produced
by GPS have dramatically improved since its inception. As the system evolved and a
greater understanding of the science of the control system of GPS became available, the
system has undergone many refining stages. These enhancements are due to the
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ingenuity of dedicated individuals using practical ideas and the flexibility (data base
parameters) offered by the original system. The most popular improvements are those
which enhance the position solutions for users. However, the heartbeat of the GPS
service relies on the ability to produce and maintain a reliable and stable time scale.
Since initial operational capability the GPS program has made several advancements in
the area of establishing and maintaining its time scale. After several years of evolution
and coordinated efforts amongst various agencies, the current GPS system has greatly
matured.

EVOLUTION OF GPS TIME
The Master Clock
In the begirming years of the GPS program a single reference clock known as a master
clock [not to be confused vdth the United States Naval Observatory (USNO) Master
Clock] represented GPS time. This arrangement simply meant that one clock in the GPS
control network was deemed as the closest to an ideal clock or "truth" source. All other
clock offsets were then measured against this reference clock. The GPS master clock
approach worked sufficiently as long as the one clock chosen as master performed well.
Unfortunately, if this one clock failed or experienced instability then the GPS time scale
suffered as well. Despite its drawbacks the GPS master clock served as a starting point in
the development of GPS time.
The Composite Clock
Fortunately, in 1987, Mr. Ken Brovra of IBM proposed using a majority of the estimated
clocks in the GPS system as contributors into what is essentially a Kalman filter-based
time scale. His idea of creating a "Composite Clock" came to finition when employed
operationally in 1990. The Composite Clock theory, described in detail in [2], provided
the platform for GPS time as we know it today. In short, the Composite Clock is an
implicit ensemble mean of corrected clocks residing within the Master Control Station
(MCS) Kalman filter. In the Composite design, all clocks whose offsets are estimated
within the Kalman filter can contribute to the GPS time scale. The amount that each
clock contributes to the final Composite Clock is implicitly represented by the relative
variances associated vwth that particular clock. In the initial employment of the
Composite Clock all satellite and Monitor Station (MS) clocks had the same process
noise values (or ^s). GPS time operated under this philosophy for several years.
The transition from a single master clock to a Composite Clock philosophy has probably
been the single most valuable advancement in the evolution of GPS time. It provided a
more stable time scale, in that with more clocks contributing, the failure or instability of a
single clock has a much smaller impact to GPS time and thus to users, compared to the
impact of problems with a single master clock. This impact due to the instability of a
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single clock is roughly proportional to 1/n, where n is the number of contributing clocks.
Therefore, the more clocks allowed to contribute, the more robust the Composite time
scale. Also, a system of n clocks should theoretically demonstrate stability roughly
proportional to n""^. Thus more clocks equate to greater stability. However, as with any
new idea, there was still room for improvement in order to make the most of this new
operational philosophy.
Tuning the Composite Clock
As previously mentioned, the original implementation of the Composite Clock theory
used an approach that assumed all clocks exhibited similar stability performance. This
assumption, of course, is not true and in fact all clocks do exhibit unique noise
characteristics. To determine what ^s best represent each clock's performance one must
obtain empirical performance of the GPS clocks. Thankfully, agencies like the National
Imagery and Mapping Agency (NIMA) and the Naval Research Lab (NRL) have
developed the capabilities to monitor, track, and trend clock performance data for all
vehicle and MS clocks within GPS. Their analyses provide the tools necessary to
enhance the operational Composite Clock.
In 1994 2 SOPS began the initial effort to fine tune the Composite Clock. At first, 2
SOPS addressed the rubidium process noise values,'^' and subsequently evaluated and
modified the ^s for the entire satellite clock constellation'''. This successfiil tuning effort
brought the GPS time scale another step closer towards optimum utilization. The only
other contributing timing sources to GPS time not optimally tuned until recently were
those residing at the MSs.

RECENT EFFORTS IN MONITOR STATION TUNING
The remote MS clocks previously each contributed equal weights in long-term weighting
to GPS time. For years the MS qs were representative of normal HP 5061 Frequency
Standard (FS) performance in a stable environment. However, historically MS
environmental problems have in many instances caused severe degradation to the stability
of the GPS time scale.'"' With most of the ground system clocks located in facilities
susceptible to severe temperature, humidity, and mechanical disturbances, performance
problems can occur. Also, much like orbiting clocks, no two ground FSs exhibit the
same stability. Thus, having equal process noise values for all ground clocks did not
make optimal use of their contributions to GPS time. For these reasons, in late 1996 2
SOPS began implementing monitor station-unique qs on a quarterly basis along with the
satellite-unique ^s.
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Initial Derivation of the MS qs
Derivation of the MS ^s follows nearly the same methodology as that used for deriving
the satellite ^s. By using the following equation'"'
Allan deviation (T) = [(q,/T) + (q2*T)/3]"^

(1)

one can plot the theoretical Allan deviations from a predetermined set of process noise
values (^1 and ^2 ) for each MS clock. The resulting plots can then be compared to
empirical plots produced by NRL similar to that in Figure I'^l These plots are possible
due to the analysis capability recently developed by NRL in Linked Common View Time
Transfer (LCVTT)'*l MCS operators can adjust the noise parameters q^ and ^2 to match
empirical MS clock performance. This process is repeated for each monitor station clock
to derive an initial set of ^s.
Environmental Considerations
MS clocks operate in environments different from orbiting clocks as mentioned earlier,
and therefore must be subjected to other considerations when deciding on the
implementation of unique gs. For example, the MS frequency standards at Hawaii reside
in a room that is usually occupied with people coming and going quite often. Contrary to
that situation, the frequency source for the Colorado Springs MS is the USNO Alternate
Master Clock (AMC), which is operated in a controlled environment. Additionally, the
Colorado Springs timing source is much more stable than those at all other MSs, due
primarily to the AMC's use of a hydrogen maser reference, which is steered via two-way
satellite time transfer to the DoD Master Clock at USNO, Washington D.C.''' Given
such inherent differences between MSs, using equal q values, and thus equal implicit
weighting, is intuitively not the best choice.
Tuning the Backup MS FS
With two frequency standards located at each site, one must determine what ^s to use for
the backup, should the operational fail. The phase and frequency offsets and associated
variances for the operational FSs at each site are estimated through the Kalman filter
process, and therefore contribute to GPS time. Unfortunately, since the MCS only
estimates the "site" phase and frequency offsets, one only has insight to the current
operational FS. Because HP 5061 FSs have non-trivial environmental sensitivities'*' the
differences in noise characteristics, simply due to the physics of each clock being imique,
are overshadowed by the noise characteristics due to environmental changes. For this
reason one may assume that the long-term performance of two clocks in the exact same
environment will be very similar. Based on this assumption, 2 SOPS currently uses the
same q values for the operational and backup FSs at each remote site. The only exception
to this practice is for the Colorado Springs MS. Though the primary timing source for
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this site is the USNO AMC, the backup FS at this site is a single HP 5061, and therefore
uses the process noise values more suited to its performance.
Operational Considerations
During planned maintenance periods, the 2 SOPS operators may evaluate and modify the
process noise values to effectively de-weight MS clock contributions as necessary.
During February of 1997, the Air Force physically relocated the Diego MS equipment
into a newly constructed facility. During this move, the operational HP 5061 FS
remained powered on but still experienced a period of environmental instability inherent
to any construction project. Starting at the time of the move and for several months
afterwards, the 2 SOPS operators chose to effectively de-weight the Diego MS clock's
contribution to the GPS time scale by increasing the process noise values. With a
different noise signature expected in the new facility, increasing the q values initially
helped to protect the GPS time scale from potential corruption during the stabilization
period. In this circimistance, 2 SOPS operators proactively modified MCS Kalman filter
^s to help maintain a reliable and stable time source during a period of instability in the
GPS system.
MCS Partitioning Considerations
Due to system processing limitations, the contributing clocks in GPS are dispersed
throughout three separate estimating partitions. Each of these partitions contains the
states of up to six different satellite clocks and all five MS clocks. Each partition is
integrated into GPS time through a MCS process known as partition reconciliation.
Because each partition contains its own estimate of each MS clock, the weight implicitly
given to each ground clock in GPS time is effectively tripled. In order to compensate for
this inherent weighting increase, 2 SOPS multiplies the q values derived from the NRL
plots by a factor of three (or the current number of estimating partitions)''^ These
modified values are then implemented by updating the operational database of the GPS
control segment.
With the considerations discussed above, the current philosophy employed by the 2 SOPS
for MS tuning is to examine the current and previous two to three quarterly reports
provided by NRL, in order to analyze any MS-specific trends. Typically, the worst case
deviation plot from all the available NRL plots for each MS is used to derive the tuning
^s for each MS in question. Exceptions are taken when known maintenance or anomalies
have occurred or are planned to occur in the future, as discussed earlier.

RELATIVE CLOCK WEIGHTING IN GPS TIME
Once the new q values are updated on the operational system, one can view the implicit
long-term weighting given to each contributing clock towards GPS time. The long-term
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weighting can be thought of as being inversely proportional to the long-term steady state
frequency variances produced from the Kalman filter process for each of the clocks,
taking into account the effective tripling of MS weighting. That is, the relative long-term
weighting of clock x (WJ vdth respect to an n-clock ensemble can be represented by:
lA^ar,
W, =

(2)
lA^ar,+ lA^ar2+ ... + lA^ar, + ... + lA^ar„
where Var^ = the long-term variance of clock x

Following a settling out period after q changes, one can observe the steady state
frequency variances from the operational display NPARCOV as shovm in Figure 2.
Examples of the various weightings in GPS time as described by the above equation are
shown in Figures 3 and 4.
The weighting now applied to all the operational clocks v^dthin GPS, which represents
each clock uniquely according to its actual historical behavior, serves to better optimize
the true benefits of the Composite Clock. Clock-xmique weighting allows excellent
performing FSs to contribute more to GPS time, while allowing other FSs to still
contribute. Our MS tuning efforts have contributed to the best ever synchronization and
stability of GPS with respect to UTC as demonstrated in Figures 5 and 6 respectively.
Allowing more clocks to contribute increases the robustness of the system, as mentioned
earlier. Currently, the MCS utilizes three estimating partitions with six vehicles and five
estimating ground states each, resulting in a maximum of twenty-three GPS clocks that
can contribute to GPS time at any instance. Typically, 2 SOPS maintains this
configuration and only modifies the partitioning layout as necessary for maintenance or
anomalous/troubleshooting periods.'^'

FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS
The frequency of the tuning of MCS clock state estimation is currently limited by the data
collection analysis and distribution processes required between NIMA, NRL, and 2
SOPS. Additionally, the overall system performance is limited by the environmental
sensitivity of the HP 5061 FSs, which could be significantly alleviated with a simple
upgrade to HP 5071 FSs at the Air Force remote MSs. This would significantly reduce
the environmental sensitivity and add many more stable clocks for higher weighting in
the GPS time scale. The stability difference between the two frequency standards is
clearly visible by looking at the Allan deviation plots in NRL's quarterly reports. NIMA
MS HP 5071 FSs demonstrate an average stability of 3x10"''' at one day, which is better
than typical HP 5061 FS performance at the Air Force MSs, which can be as poor as
1x10-'^ at one day.'^'
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Several system changes planned for the near future should also serve to improve the
performance of the GPS time scale. For example, under the new Architecture Evolution
Plan (AEP), the control segment will have the capability to operate with all satellite
vehicles in a single estimating partition. This capability will alleviate the need for
artificially multiplying the process noise due to the multiple partitioning used in today's
system, but it will also permit better flexibility to allow more satellite clocks to contribute
to GPS time. Also, the Accuracy Improvement Initiative (All) will allow the addition of
more ground system clocks to contribute to GPS time by incorporating the NIMA MSs
into the control segment of GPS. As mentioned earlier, the HP 5071s at the NIMA sites
already demonstrate excellent stability characteristics. Both the AEP and All projects are
currently funded and scheduled to be operational by late 1999 to mid 2000. Lastly, very
encouraging initial on-orbit performance of recently activated Block IIR rubidium FSs
paints an optimistic picture in terms of the quality of ftiture on-orbit clocks contributing
to GPS time.

CONCLUSION
The most significant step in the evolution of GPS time came with the implementation of
the Composite Clock in 1990. Following this new idea, 2 SOPS, alongside other DoD
agencies, has worked to accurately tune the system to optimize the robustness and
stability offered by a Composite Clock. The authors have described the most recent step
in this process, MS clock unique tuning, and have shown the resuhing implicit long-term
weighting for all the clocks currently contributing to GPS time. To complement the
quarterly tuning philosophy adopted by 2 SOPS, plans for further improvements
mentioned in this paper should also contribute to better performance of the GPS time
scale for the user community.
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Abstract
The lEN Time and Frequency Laboratory is equipped with single frequency GPS receivers
to relate the Italian time scale to VTC and to give Ike traceabUity to the reference clocks of
secondary laboratories. The synchronization data obtainable from the GPS system, in spite
of its high performances, are affected by various error sources, one of the most important
being the ionospheric corrections applied inside the receivers according to a model
To evaluate the influence of these corrections on the common-view synchronisation results,
some investigations have been performed at lEN, using measurementfrom an ionosonde to
test some ionospheric models, and the data supplied by two dual-frequency GPS receivers
located at or nearby time and frequency laboratories. For each geodetic receiver and
satellite tracked, the differential hardware delay was computed using an original approach
developed at IROE.
The computed ionospheric delay corrections have subsequently been used to post-process a
set of GPS common-view synchronization results between lEN-Italy and ROA-Spain and
the uncertainly of the comparisons evaluated.

INTRODUCTION
The comparisons between the reference clocks maintained in timekeeping laboratories are based
worldwide on the GPS signals reception using the common-view technique according to the BIPM
schedule. The increased accuracy and stability of the new commercial cesium clocks and of the
primary frequency standards require an improvement in the uncertainty of the synchronization links.
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One of the most limiting factors in achieving this goal with the equipment actually in use is related
to the ionospheric correction model adopted in the one-channel, single frequency GPS receivers,
normally operated in the timing centers.
In this way it is difficult in fact to have a correct estimate of the delay affecting the GPS signals
crossing the ionized part of the atmosphere, i.e. the ionosphere (about 100 to 1000 km in height) and
the plasmasphere (beyond 1000 km).
A single-frequency GPS receiver is being used at lEN to synchronize the atomic clocks with those of
other laboratories when a GPS satellite is visible in common-view. Measuring clock differences
versus GPS time, a slight residual error of the order of nanoseconds, mostly due to the ionospheric
time-delay, can be present.
Having the capability to access a data base of RDsfEX (Receiver INdependent EXchange) files, where
the pseudorange, carrier phase data and navigation messages provided by dual-fi-equency GPS
receivers of the Italian Geodetic Network, located in Torino and Rome, and by the Royal
Observatory of San Fernando (Spain) are available, the following topics have been investigated and
operations performed:
- some existing models for the computation of the TEC (Total Electron Content), in the direction of
the satellites tracked, using the data obtained by an ionosonde and by a dual frequency geodetic
receiver, both located at the ING (Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica) in Roma, have been compared;
- a computer program has been developed to get the ionospheric delay from the geodetic receivers
data, requiring that the hardware delay only be supplied by an external source;
- the differential hardware delays of the satellites LI and L2 carrier frequencies and of the dualfrequency GPS receivers, used to measure the ionospheric propagation delays (in Torino and San
Fernando), to be substituted in the common-view differences, have been computed at IROE with a
software that will be described in the followings;
- the improvement achievable, substituting the ionospheric corrections obtained from the previous
technique over a ten days sample of GPS data files supplied by the single frequency receivers of lEN
and ROA, have been checked versus the time scale differences computed using the standard
common-view data.

MEASURING THE IONOSPHERIC DELAYS WITH GPS
The computer program realized, aiming to reduce the uncertainty contribution of the ionosphere on
the GPS synchronization data as described later on, has allowed to compare the ionospheric delay
measurements coming from a dual-frequency GPS receiver with those obtained from three
ionospheric models. These models are the IRI-90 [1], the DGR (Di Giovanni, Radicella) [2] and a
third model obtained by reconstructing the ionospheric electron density profile on the basis of a
virtual profile from ionograms, provided by an ionosonde, for lower ionosphere, and from the DGR
model for the topside of tiie ionosphere [3].
The DGR model is based on few particular points, critical frequencies and corresponding heights, in
the ionogram that become fixed points for some mathematical functions approximating the electron
density profile. This model was chosen because developed for the geographical site of the ionosonde
(Rome).
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The IRI-90 (International Reference Ionosphere) is the most common model describing the
ionosphere for geomagnetically quiet conditions. This model uses the longest series of data that is
the basis for electron density profile computations. The input parameters for the three models have
been obtained from ionograms given every five minutes by one of the ING ionosondes.
The three models provide an evaluation of the vertical TEC (Total Electron Content), measured in
TEC units (10^6 electrons/meter2). This evaluation has been slanted in the direction towards GPS
satellites.
The ionospheric time-delay for a signal at fi-equency / is bound to TEC along the signal path as
follows:
^Uon =

403

TEC

[s]

(1)

For the GPS LI carrier (1.57442 GHz), 1 TEC unit corresponds to 0.54 ns of ionospheric time delay.
In any case, all the three models provide an evaluation of the real ionospheric TEC and they don't
consider the plasmasphere. In accordance with the results obtained by Ciraolo and Spalla at IROE
[4], it has been assumed that the plasmaspheric contribution is (3+1) TEC units without either daily
or seasonal perceptible variability. Therefore 3 TEC units have been added to the evaluations of TEC
obtained by the three models in order to include plasmasphere.
In Fig.l dataareshown regarding satellites PRN03 and PRN15, observed in Rome on 23 June 1996.
The solid curve is provided by the geodetic receiver of ING, the dashed one represents DGR data, the
dash-dot one IRI-90 data and the dotted one is relative to the third model.
Taking into account the azimuth of the satellites, it can be observed that satellites to the north and
mostly to the northwest direction show almost always overestimated measurements of ionospheric
time delay according to the three models with respect to GPS measurements. On the contrary,
satellites to the south usually show subestimated measurements of the ionospheric delay. Satellites to
the west and especially to the east show minimal differences between models and GPS
measurements.
To have an idea about the magnitude of the differences between the GPS and models results, the
mean e of the absolute value of these differences and the standard deviation Og have been computed
both for the daily values and for the whole period of observation and are shown in Table 1.
DGR

Date
1996/06/19
1996/06/20
1996/06/22
1996/06/23
Global

IRI-90

Third model

?

Og

?

Og

F

Og

16
14
13
13
14

11
10
13
10
11

14
13
12
12
13

10
9
11
8
10

24
26
21
23
24

16
17
16
15
17

Table 1 - Differences of GPS dual frequency data versus ionospheric models in TEC units
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Evaluations performed with the ionospheric models are not satisfactory because of several
approximations passing from vertical to slant TEC, and of the presence of a persistent E sporadic
layer not allowing for a precise acquisition of input data for models.
Due to the dispersive features in frequency of the ionosphere, using the LI and L2 GPS carriers, one
can evaluate the ionospheric delay. For both carriers (Ll=l.57442 GHz and L2=l.22760 GHz) the
GPS receivers measure, usually every 30 seconds, pseudoranges Rj^ R2 and carrier phases ^/, ^2Pseudoranges are very noisy measurements both because of their nature and of the intentional errors
in GPS (Selective Availability and Anti Spoofing [3]). The problem with carrier phase measurements
is the carrier cycle ambiguity; that is the number of full cycles along the line of sight between the
satellite and receiver is initially unknown.
Pseudoranges /?/ for Li (i=l or 2) carrier can be modelled as:
Ri=p+c^5+^R^on + ^tro

W

(2)

where p is the true distance receiver-satellite, c is the light speed, AS is the bias between satellite
atomic clock and the receiver clock, ARijon is the ionospheric delay in range imits,and ARfro is the
tropospheric delay.
Carrier phases ^i can be modelled in range imits also as:
AjOj =p+XfNi + cAS - ARfjon + ^tro

[m]

(3)

where A/ is the carrier wavelength and Ni is the carrier cycle ambiguity. The minus sign in the
ionospheric delay is due to the different sign in the ionospheric group or phase refractive index.
In pseudorange measurements, ARijon is the only term depending on the signal frequency; so one
can write:
p=Rl-Albion

(4)

p = R2-A2,io„

and using (1) it is easy to deduce:
"""-^^

^"^

^'^

Following a similar procedure for the carrier phase we obtain:

--=}?r^

*l-A^l-V-(*2-^2)

[cycles]

J2

where the problem is that Ni and N2 are unknown.
But if Ni and N2 are neglected and the values obtained by (6) are subtracted from the first good
datum, an extremely precise measurement of ionospheric delay variability is obtained. The first good
datum is the one acquired when the satellite is for the first time above 30° minimum elevation.
Subtracting this variability from (5), the data obtained are constant except for the noise which is
presumably at null average value. So working out the average ofthesedata, its noise is removed and
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(6)

the "ionospheric offset" is obtained. Finally, the variability worked out using carrier phase is added
to this offset.
For PRN03 satellite received in Roma on 23 of June 1996, one can see in Fig. 2 the difference in
measurement precision of the ionospheric time-delay in TEC units using only the pseudoranges
(segmented line) or the algorithm described above.
As a matter of fact many problems have to be solved in order to reach the most demanding levels of
imcertainty needed by timing centers. The most relevant items are the cycle slips, that can occur
when the GPS signal is lost for sometune and then tracked back again, and the hardware differential
delays. As regards to the cycle slips, an automatic procedure for detecting and correcting the results,
based on data taken before the occurrence of phase steps, has been developed and tested succesfully
[5].

HARDWARE DELAY EVALUATION
The problem of the hardware differential delays or biases, due to the fact that the coded signals
passing through different satellite and receiver hardware are subject to different delays for the two
carriers, has been solved making the following assumptions:
- the observed DGD (Differential Group Delay), equivalent to the differential pseudorange (5) but
expressed in TEC units, is written in terms of the slant TEC from the station to the satellite and the
hardware bias yd as:
DGD = TEC ^p

(7)

- the ionosphere is an infinitesimally thick spherical slab, concentric to the Earth, located at an
height of 400 km. The intersection point between the ionosphere and the satellite to station ray path is
defined as the ionospheric point P as shown in Fig.3.
- given the vertical electron content VEC m P, TEC is written as:
TEC=VEC-%&ix
(8)
where x is the angle between the ray path and the vertical in P.
Each observation to the s-th satellite, referring to a specific ionospheric point P of known latitude 0s
and longitude Ag, at a station time /, becomes:
DGD,{t) = VEC(t,A„<^,)- sec Xs(t) + P,
Assumption of a model able to map VEC(t ,As,Fs) as a function of a set of coefficients makes it
possible to write a set of equations of observation in terms of the unknown model coefficients and the
biases fi.
Several methods have been proposed to perform this, from the global multistation approach [6] to the
simple single-station one used in this work, which is a development of the technique presented in [7].
In tills approach it is assumed that the dependence of VEC versus latitude is linear, while timelongitude dependence occurs only through the local time LT=t+A (in coherent units). VEC around
the station, at a given time t^*, can be written, introducing the latitudinal slope of VEC, m(t), as:
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(9)

F£C(/,,A„O,) = K£C(0 + 7«(0(O, -O,,,)

(10)

where VECft) is the vertical TEC at the station taken at a time t to which the same local time of the
ionospheric point: tg +As=t+AstaUsing (9) and (10), one can write VEC relative to the station at some time t:

Due to the global performance of GPS, the presence at any time / of at least four satellites (generally
up to 7-8) over the horizon of the station, provides a corresponding number of DGD observations, not
only at time t, but also at /y*. This enables comparison through (11) the estimations of the same
VEC(t,Asta, ^sta> inferred by satellite s and r, namely:
[DGD,{C)-p,)]cosXs{t])-m{C)[<t>,{tl)-<S>,^] = [DGDt{C)-p^^^^^
For each epoch of observation, all the possible pairs of (12) are written. Moving the terms containing
the unknowns on the left and the known terms on the right provides a set of linear equations of
condition in the unknown fig ^^ t^® latitudinal slopes m(t), which in matrix form is written as:
Bp+yLJi = e

(13)

where p is the vector of the unknown satellite plus receiver biases, and JB the one of unknown
latitudinal slope; vector ? accounts for errors (noise, multipath) and model inadequacy. B and M are
the coefficients of the unknowns as computed by (11).
The steps needed for the solution are described in the followings:
- differential phase and group delays are computed from the RINEX observation file smoothing the
differential data over 10 minutes;
- navigation files containing the orbital data of GPS satellites are used to compute the satellite
position, from which the ionospheric point and all the geometrical quantities involved can be
obtained;
- according to (11), observations relative to the ionospheric points having the same local time are
paired to build up the system (13).
The Least Squares solution is performed through successive approximations starting from null
latitudinal slopes. No elevation mask is a priori used: low elevation points are automatically rejected,
if needed, during the process of discarding the outliers. The internal consistency of the method
results in better than one TEC unit; the accuracy is limited to 2-3 TEC units by the dynamics of the
ionosphere and, sometimes more severely, by the effects of multipath.

POSTPROCESSING OF GPS COMMON-VIEW DATA
With the computer programs described before, the ionospheric corrections for two sites, Torino and
San Fernando, where the national time scales of Italy and Spain are maintained and both singlefrequency and dual-frequency GPS receivers are operated, have been determined. The geodetic
receivers available were namely a Trimble 4000 SSI at the Politecnico di Torino (45''03'48" N,
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07°39'41" E, 311 m height) and a Trimble 4000 SSE at the Real Institute y Observatorio de la
Armada in San Fernando i36°2T52" N, 06°12'20" W, 86 m height). The single-frequency receivers
used for the measurements in common-view at lEN and ROA are an NBS/GPS and an AOA TTR6
respectively.
For eleven days, starting from 13 February 1997, for each satellite tracked by the geodetic receivers
and included in the BIPM common-view schedule, the ionospheric corrections have been computed
using the information in RINEX files, and the results have been used to correct the synchronization
results obtained from the straight use of the single frequency receiver output data.
The curves for the two cases, reported in Fig.4, were obtained computing a daily mean value at Oh
UTC of the difference between the two time scales by means of a linear regression over about 25
common-view data, after having applied a 3<T filtering. The standard deviation of the residuals
computed for the link, in the case of the improved ionospheric corrections is slightly smaller (10% )
than the customary one (2.5 ns).
The differences between the ionospheric delay corrections computed from the geodetic receiver data
and those supplied by the timing receivers, for the same period, are better seen in Fig.^hichshows a
peak-to-peak excursion of 2.1 ns and an average bias of-0.5 ns with a standard deviation of 0.6 ns.
These results suggest that a ftirther processing of the standard common-view synchronization data
does not improve significantly the uncertainty of the comparisons but, from the detailed
representation of one day of the two ensemble of ionospheric corrections data for each satellite used
(Fig.6), it can be seen that the "modelled" one exhibits an overestimate of the correction (2 to 9 ns) at
botihi sites, with maximum values around local noon. In Fig.7 the same information is reported for the
whole period of the time comparisons. As only the satellite passages for which results from the two
kind of receivers were available both in Torino and in San Fernando have been used for this
investigation, the average number of data was 25, about 40% lower than the customary one utilized
in time scale comparisons with GPS.
From what seen above, in the case of a user not operating its receiver in the common-view mode, the
correction technique described in this paper can improve significantly the synchronization results. It
must also be taken into account that this experiment has taken place in a period close to the minimum
of solar activity and therefore some of the effects seen before can be even of more significance in the
years to come.

CONCLUSIONS
An investigation on the improvement obtainable in time scales comparisons, performed with the
common-view technique and the standard timing receivers, using ionospheric corrections computed
from phases and pseudoranges measurements of dual-frequency GPS receivers, has been performed
at lEN using the data available in RINEX files and relative to two Italian geodetic stations and the
Observatory of San Fernando in Spain.
Both for the determination of the ionospheric corrections and the evaluation of the differential
hardware delays, a new approach for which computer programs have been developed and tested
experimentally at lEN and IROE has been adopted.
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While the comparisons with the common-view technique between the time scales of lEN and ROA
do not show to gain significantly from the use of the ionospheric corrections applied, at least in this
period of small solar activity, it is evident that in the case of a one-way user, the experimented
technique can bring an improvement over the synchronization data as given by the standard GPS
receivers.
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Fig. l.a - Comparison between ±e data supplied by a dual-frequency GPS receiver and models for
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Abstract
We characterize the errors in the broadcast estimates of the Global Positioning System's satellite ephemeris
and clock states made by the Operational Control Segment's (OCS) Kalman filter over the period when the
system ephemeris Q's were changed. This change was called the Ephemeris Enhancement Endeavor (EEE).
We report on the accuracy, stability, and periodic variations of the GPS Kahnan filter's estimates of satellite
clocks and ephemerides, particularly how they changed with EEE. Roofr^um-squared 0R5S) ephemeris error
variations decreased by a fector of 1.7. The amplitude of flie 2 cycle/d component decreased by a fector of 2.2.
While the 2 cycle/d periodic effects dropped from 0.65 to 0.49 of the RSS ephemeris error, they still seem to
be a major component. Radial ephemeris errors appear to be negatively biased by about 1 m. This bias is
unchanged by EEE. Error deviations are generally no more than SV clock stabilities — the Kalman filter Q's
are generally good. Clock estimate errors are worse than ephemeris errors — there may still be some room for
inqjrovement. Broadcast ephemeris errors add diurnal variations to the GPS time offset fi-om the U. S. Naval
Observatory Master Clock (USNO MC). GPS - USNO MC variations for averaging times near 1 d are
consistent with White PM, averaging down to 1.5 ns at 1 d with 48 points/d. GPS - USNO MC appears to
have periodic variations with periodicity spread approximately over periods from 16 to 24 d and a total
amplitude of up to 4.5 ns.

INTRODUCTION
This report characterizes the performance of the ephemeris and clock parameters as broadcast from the Global
Positioning System satellite vehicles (SVs) [1] during the first three months of 1997. During this period a
change was made to refine the way these parameters are estimated by the Operational Control Segment's
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(OCS) Kalman filter. This change was called the Ephemeris Enhancement Endeavor (EEE). EEE changed
tiie estimated stochastic noise levels for the variations in the satellite ephemerides, the so-called ephemeris Q's
of the Kahnan filter for each satellite. These changes were made in the operational filter for each satellite at
a specific time. Hence, it is possible to study the steady-state performance of the broadcast parameters fi-om
each satellite before and after the EEE changes were introduced. The precise ephemeris of the National
Imagery and Mapping Agency (NIMA) [2] was used as the reference. Besides studying the broadcast
ephemeris errors we also characterized the steering of GPS time to the U. S. Naval Observatory Master Clock
(USNO MC), and the broadcast estimates of SV clock against GPS time.
BROADCAST EPHEMERIS ERRORS
To study the broadcast ephemeris errors, we compared the broadcast ephemerides to the NIMA precise
ephemerides. We obtained the broadcast ephemerides fi-om the Crustal Dynamics Data Information System
(CDDIS) web site [3,4]. This is a NASA data bank on the Internet which, among other things, serves as a
global data center for the International GPS Service for Geodynamics (IGS). We obtained the precise
ephemerides directly fi-om NIMA. The precise ephemerides gives x-, y-, and z-coordinates for each SV every
15 minutes. We evaluated the broadcast ephemerides for these IS^ninute points and subtracted the position
vectors from the precise ephemerides. The results were the ephemeris error vectors. We then projected these
errors into radial, in-track, and cross-track components. In this way we produced three time series for each
SV for the 90 d period, 1 point every 15 minutes, representmg the SV's ephemeris errors.
BLIND SEARCH FOR EEE CHANGES
We looked for a change in the amplitude of the 2 cycle/d Fourier component. To search for a change, we broke
the 90 d, 1 point every 15 minutes data into 256-point segments. This created data sets 2 2/3 d long. We
computed the 2 cycle/d Fourier component for each of these segments, and looked for a significant drop in
value. In some satellites, there was a clear drop, while in others the change was less clear.

The ratio of the 2 cycle/d component to the RSS of all Fourier components seemed to have no significant drop
in much of the data. This su^ests that the EEE changes improved the stability of the ephemerides in general,
though they did not particularly reduce the 2 cycle/d periodic effects. As we shall see in later results, these are
still about 0.5 times tiie total ephemeris error. The results of the blmd search generally agreed within a few
days of the actual change. The cases where the agreement is less good are those for which the drop was less
obvious.
ANALYSIS OF EEE CHANGES

Using the actual dates for the EEE changes, we broke the data into two segments for each satellite. We then
computed an estimate of the spectrum and the time variance, TDEV [5,6], for each satellite and for each of the
vector error components: radial, in- track, and cross-track. There are two topics of particular interest fi-om
these studies: the 2 cycle/d periodic variations and the TDEV variations at 1 d. We discuss the 2 cycle/d
periodic variations and the TDEV variations in this section, leaving the discussion of 1 d performance to go
along with the discussion of SV clock estimate errors.
The periodic variations of ephemeris error are summarized in Table I. We use here the accepted formula for
projecting error vectors on the earth by weighting radial, in-track, and cross-track terms as follows [7,8]:
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Projected Error

>

Radian + J^-Trace ^ Cross-TracP
49

(^

For each s^jnent and for each SV we rqx)rt the projected values for the 2 cycle/d Fourier amplitude, the RSS
of all Fourier components, and the V* d TDEV value. The RSS of all Fourier components equals the standard
deviation. A periodic term affects the TDEV values, providing a maximum at half the period. Hence,the 2
cycWd component spears in TDEV at the V* d averaging time. We also give the ratios of the 2 cycle/d Fourier
amplitudes to the RSS of all Fourier components in Table II. This allows us to quantify how the EEE changes
affected the noise level of the ephemeris error as a whole versus the 2 cycle/d periodic term. The RMS of this
ratio over all SV's yields 0.65 before the changes and 0.49 after. Although there is significant reduction in the
dominance of this periodic effect, it is still a major source of error.

GPS TIME VERSUS USNO MC
Measurements of GPS time against USNO MC were provided by USNO. These data had no selective
availability (SA) effects and, after January 28, were corrected for measured ionospheric delays. Each data
point is the average of 13 minutes of measurements of GPS time against USNO MC using one satellite. We
graphed received data (Figure la). We corrected the data for the ephemeris error, using the NIMA precise
ephemeris as "truth" (Figure lb). We used a low-pass filter to remove white phase modulation (Figure Ic).
For each of the three time series, we interpolated the data to an even spacing of 48 points per day, then
computed TDEV to estimate the spectrum. The TDEV graphs are displayed in Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c. (GPS USNO MC) variations for averaging times near 1 d are consistent with white PM, averaging down to 1.5 ns
at 1 d with 48 points/d. (GPS - USNO MC) appears to have periodic variations with periodicity spread
approximately over periods from 16 to 24 d and a total amplitude of up to 4.5 ns. This periodicity was best
seen in the TDEV plots. The periodic terms are so spread out that the spectral estimate gives a poor indication
of the individual periodic components. A modulating fi-equency^ with amplitude A, small compared to the
hi^-frequency cut-off of the measurement system, affects TDEV according to [5,6]
TDEV(j) = A, 8

N3

sin^(7tT/J

(2)

"i/m

reaches its first maximum when xf„= Vz, or t = Xp, where tpis the period. In that case,
TDEV„ax~A'1.04. Hence,TDEV„ax is approxunately the amplitude of the mcdulating periodic effect. If we
consider tiiat the TDEV of 4.5 ns at 10 d is the RSS of an effect due to periodicity and white PM of about 0.5
ns, that implies an amplitude of about 4.5 ns.
TDEV(T)

BROADCAST CLOCK CORRECTION ERRORS
We estimated the clock correction errors for each SV. We obtained the values of (GPS - USNO MC) for each
S V from the data that USNO provided. We removed the ephemeris errors from these data, giving an estimate
of (GPS - USNO MC) via that sateUite. We then subtracted our filtered estimate of (GPS - USNO MC) from
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these data. The residuals are an estimate of the error in the broadcast value used to correct that SV clock for
GPS time. We computed TDEV and a spectral estimate for these data for each SV. Since the SV clock
stability determines its predictability, the clock correction error should be no worse than the clock stability at
1 d. Similarly, since the clock is the reference used to determine the satellite ephemeris, the 1 d TDEV of the
ephemeris error should be less than the clock stability. Table III gives the 1 d TDEV values for the S V clocks,
the ephemerides, and the clock correction errors. The instabilities of the ephemeris errors are all smaller than
the clock instabilities. Values where the clock correction error instabilities are larger than the SV clock
instabilities are in bold.
Finally, we looked at the mean and standard deviation values for the error terms. We computed these for the
projected ephemeris errors for each satellite for both segments 1 and 2. We also compute these values for the
clock correction errors for each satellite for both segments 1 and 2. We found that the mean ephemeris error
terms are always n^ative. TTiis is because the radial errors all have a negative bias of order 1 m, both before
and after EEE. The overall RMS of the standard deviations is 1.8 m before EEE and 1.1 m after EEE. The
clock errors appear unbiased, and their RMS standard deviations appear unaffected by EEE.

CONCLUSIONS
EEE significandy reduced the GPS satellite broadcast ephemeris error deviations, reducing the RSS ephemeris
errors by a fector of 1.7 and the amplitude of the 2 cycle/day Fourier component decreased by a factor of 2.2.
The 2 cycle/d periodic component remains a major part of the error. Radial ephemeris errors appear to be
negatively biased by about 1 m. The reason for tiiis is unknown. The Kabnan filter Q's are generally good,
though there may still be some room for improvanent in the clock Q's. Broadcast ephemeris errors add diurnal
variations to (GPS - USNO MC). (GPS - USNO MC) variations for averaging times near 1 d are consistent
with white PM, averaging down to 1.5 ns at 1 d with 48 points/d. (GPS - USNO MC) appears to have periodic
variations spread over 16 to 24 d with a total amplitude of up to 4.5 ns.
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Table I: Broadcast Ephemeris Error, Periodic Behavior from Spectrum and I'DEV
values in meters, component projected toward earth
Segment 2

Segment 1

sv

PR

2 Cycle/d

Total FFT

TDEV('/4d)

2 Cycle/d

Total FFT

TDEV('/4d)

13

02

1.2

1.7

1.6

0.4

0.9

0.6

14

14

0.9

2.9

1.4

0.5

1.6

1.1

15

15

1.2

1.7

1.8

0.5

1.0

0.8

16

16

1.0

2.8

1.8

0.2

1.0

0.6

17

17

1.3

1.8

1.8

0.5

0.9

0.8

18

18

0.4

1.3

1.1

0.3

1.1

1.1

19

19

0.5

1.0

0.8

0.3

1.3

0.8

21

21

1.4

2.3

2.1

0.4

0.8

0.6

22

22

1.6

2.0

2.0

0.7

1.2

1.1

23

23

1.0

1.9

1.9

0.9

1.9

1.5

24

24

1.1

1.5

1.4

0.4

0.7

0.6

25

25

0.7

1.1

1.0

0.4

0.9

0.7

26

26

0.7

1.0

1.0

0.1

0.9

0.6

27

27

0.8

1.2

1.1

0.6

1.1

0.9

29

29

0.6

0.9

0.9

0.7

1.0

1.0

30

30

2.0

2.5

2.4

0.2

0.8

0.5

31

31

0.9

1.4

1.6

0.5

0.8

0.8

32

01

1.1

1.5

1.8

0.6

1.0

1.1

33

03

1.6

2.2

2.2

0.6

1.2

1.1

34

04

0.7

1.1

1.0

0.3

0.7

0.5

35

05

1.3

1.9

1.8

0.2

0.6

0.4

36

06

1.8

2.4

2.6

1.3

1.7

1.8

37

07

1.5

2.1

2.4

0.6

0.9

1.1

39

09

0.4

0.7

0.7

0.4

0.8

0.6

40

10

1.8

2.8

2.5

0.3

0.9

0.7

5.93

9.28

8.60

2.69

5.37

4.57

RSS
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Table II
2 Cycle/d Amplitude
RSS of all Spectral Components

FFT Ratios:
SVN

PEN

Segment 1 Ratios

Segment 2 Ratios

13

02

0.71

0.44

14

14

0.31

0.31

15

15

0.71

0.50

16

16

0.36

0.20

. 17

17

0.72

0.56

18

18

0.31

0.27

19

19

0.50

0.23

21

21

0.61

0.50

22

22

0.80

0.58

23

23

0.53

0.47

24

24

0.73

0.57

25

25

0.64

0.44

26

26

0.70

0.11

27

27

0.67

0.55

29

29

0.67

0.70

30

30

0.80

0.25

31

31

0.64

0.63

32

01

0.73

0.60

33

03

0.73

0.50

34

04

0.64

0.43

35

05

0.68

0.33

36

06

0.75

0.76

37

07

0.71

0.67

39

09

0.57

0.50

40

10

0.64

0.33

0.65

0.49

RMS over all SV's:
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Table III
One Day TDEV values
(in meters)
Segment 2

Segment 1
SVN#

PRN#

SV
Clock

Ephemeris
Error

Clock Correction
Error

Ephemeris
Error

Clock Correction
Error

13

02

1.2

0.1

1.0

0.3

1.0

14

14

1.8

0.9

1.8

0.7

1.6

15

15

1.9

0.1

1.2

0.3

1.1

16

16

1.1

0.9

13

0.7

1.0

17

17

1.3

0.1

1.4

0.2

0.7

18

18

1.7

0.5

1.3

0.7

1.2

19

19

1.5

0.3

0.6

0.6

0.6

21

21

1.4

0.1

1.3

0.2

1.3

22

22

1.6

0.2

1.7

0.3

1.2

23

23

1.7

0.3

0.9

0.4

1.2

24

24

3.0

0.1

0.6

0.2

0.9

25

25

0.9

0.1

1.0

0.3

1.1

26

26

0.9

0.1

0.9

0.2

0.9

27

27

2.3

0.1

1.0

0.3

1.0

29

29

0.9

0.2

1.1

0.3

0.4

30

30

1.3

0.1

1.0

0.3

0.8

31

31

1.4

0.1

0.9

0.1

1.1

32

01

1.2

0.1

1.1

0.2

1.2

33

03

0.8

0.1

0.9

0.3

0.9

34

04

0.7

0.1

0.8

0.3

1.1

35

05

1.1

0.1

1.1

0.2

0.9

36

06

1.1

0.2

1.0

0.3

1.3

37

07

0.8

0.1

0.9

0.2

0.5

39

09

1.0

0.1

0.8

0.2

1.1

40

10

1.0

0.3

1.1

0.2

1.1
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Figure 2a
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Figure 2b
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Figure 2c
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Abstract
This paper provides an overview of the restilts of a continuous, 2-month experimented evaluation of all timing data provided by several GPS receivers. The primary purpose of this experiment was to provide measurement data facilitating fault modeling in our project
SynUTC', which aims at external clock synchronization
in fault-tolerant distributed real-time systems. As expected, the GPS receivers under test exhibited a wide
Vciriety of feulures, ranging from transient omissions up
to considerable deviations of the timing signals provided. Whereas those findings justify the appropriateness of our basic feuliu-e assumptions, it became nevertheless apparent that rerunning the experiment for a
longer duration and with new brands/models of GPS
receivers is advisable.
Keywords: experimental evaluation, GPS timing receivers, integrity, availability, reliability, faults, external
clock sjTichronization, fault-tolerant distributed readtime systems.
1

Introduction

A rapidly increasing number of users rely upon GPS
as the primary/sole means for acquiring highly accurate positioning and timing information, see [Dcin97]
for an overview. In fact, the introduction of the GPS
caused a revolution in such different areeis as navigation,
land surveying, and time transfer, and provides enabling
technology for many diverse applications in those areas. Despite of the unrivaled accuracy and reliability
of GPS, however, applications eventually emerged that
caused serarching questions of what quality of service
can actually be expected from the GPS.
Primarily driven by the stringent safety requirements of civil aviations [Dxu^O], integrity of the timing/positioning data provided by GPS receivers became a primairy issue in GPS research. Several receiver
autonomous monitoring (RAIM, see e.g. [BSK89],
'This research is part of our project SynUTC, which has been
supported by the Austrian Science Foundation (FWF) under
grant no. P10244-6MA and is now continued under the START
programme y41-MAT.
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[Mic95]) and failure detection and isolation (FDI, see
e.g. [DL95], [BD94]) schemes were developed, which try
to identify/remove apparently erroneous data. In the
meantime, such techniques are pretty standard and incorporated in low-cost GPS receivers [GKKT95] as well.
Although RAIM/FDI techniques considerably increase the reliability of the positioning/timing output
of a GPS receiver, there are nevertheless inherent limitations. As a remedy, augmentations of the GPS have
been proposed, which distribute information from external monitoring of the GPS satellites via dedicated GPS
Integrity Channels (GIC); see e.g. [BC94], [VMLE94].
Related standardization efforts like the Wide Area Integrity Broadcast (WIB) [DE94]', however, primarily
target FAA's GPS Wide-Area Augmentation System
(WAAS) and are, hence, not likely to be incorporated
in commercial (low-cost) GPS receivers.
Whether RAIM/FDI/GIC is employed or not, however, there is the problem of assessing, i.e., determining, GPS integrity. In fact, any appropriate experimental evaluation is difficult since GPS failures are rare
events —although manufacturers of GPS receivers are
well aware of their occurence, see [Dan97], [GKKT95]—
that are not easy to observe and to trace back [Gol90]
in practice. Comprehensive fault modelling is also difficult due to the fact that GPS is a complex system,
with many potential sources of errors: Faults leading
to an erroneous positioning/timing output of a GPS receiver may occur in the quite advanced receiver electronics [Die95],as well as in the GPS space and/or control
segment. Note that it is even non-trivial to characterize
the "normal" (fault-free) operation of GPS; see [Con93].
Most existing attempts to assess GPS integrity hence
consider faults in the space segment ("satellite outages") only. Relying on an a posteriori anaysis of observational data, fault models like the ones of [DC90],
[DC91], [PPP94] assume satellite failure probabilities
of about 10"'^ per hour. Simulation is the primeiry
evaluation tool in the vast majority of related work
[DL95], [BSK89], [GKKT95], [PPP94], [VMLE94]; we
only know of a few papers [BD94], [Dyk92], [DBS93],
[NT93] that deal with experimental evaluation as well.
Given those limitations, it is not too surprising
that usual eissessments of integrity are not particularily

meaningful for even more demanding GPS applications.
For example, when GPS receivers are used as the sole
means for establishing a common notion of time in faulttolerant distributed read-time systems, not even a single
erroneous timing datum should occur or escape detection. By contrast, typical integrity-dependent applications like civil aviations usually only require one "certified" positioning/timing datum within a certain time
interveJ. Recisoning about (or, as in our Ccise, arguing
against^) such "naive" GPS applications, however, requires knowledge of the erroneous behavior of any timing datum provided by a GPS receiver — something
that cannot be inferred from existing integrity reports.
Therefore, when we steirted our work on external
clock synchronization in fault-tolerant distributed realtime systems [Sch94], we decided to conduct some experiments of our own to justify our undertakmg and to
facilitate the task of fault modeling. Acontinuousexperimental evaluation of six commercially available GPS
timing receivers was eventueJIy performed from December 12, 1995 to February 15, 1996, which is comprehensively documented in [Hoe96].
This paper provides cin overview of the most important results obtained from the analysis of the 778 MB
of sampled data. It is orgainized as foUows: In Section 2, we provide some information on fault-tolerant
distributed real-time systems that wiU further motivate
our study. Section 3 contains an overview of our measurement setup, Section 4 elaborates on the generation
of the reference time scale. The actual results of our experimental evaluation are presented in Section 5, along
with a number of graphs and chairts contained in the
appendix. Some conclusions aind directions of further
work provided in Section 6 eventually complete our paper.
2

Fault-Tolerant Real-Time Applications

It is well-known that designing distributed real-time systems is considerably simplified when locaJ clocks displaying a common (global) notion of time are available
at all computing nodes. Temporally ordered events are
in fact beneficial for a wide variety of tasks, ranging
from relating sensor data gathered at different nodes
up to fuUy-fledged distributed algorithms, see [Lis93]
for some examples. A synchronization tightness in the
ms-range is usually sufficient here, although there are
applications like [Mar96] that call for a /.js-range precision. To achieve this goal, it is common practice in
industry to equip each node of the distributed system
with a modular GPS timing receiver.
This solution, however, is not feasible when stringent fault-tolerance requirements are to be met. For
example, it was noted in [GKKT95] that a prototype
^We are of course aware of the fact that any experimental
evaluation can only provide a "snapshot" of possible failures,
which is not sufficient for confirming a certain failure assumption. However, the outcome of an experiment can invalidate one,
thereby increasing the verisimilitude (truthlikeness, see [Pop89,
Chap. 10]) of the "surviving" assumptions, and this is why experiments are nevertheless appropriate.
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TDMA communications system at Motorola eventually
broke down due to a certain GPS failijre. Similarily,
real-time systems circhitectures like the one of [HW97]
that simply phcise-lock ein internal clock to the 1 pps (1
pulse-per-second) output of a GPS timing receiver are
boimd to cissign incorrect timestamps —taken arbitrarily in a one-second interval— if there is just a single
incorrect 1 pps pulse. Obviously, to assess the overall
reliability of such systems, the erroneous behavior of all
timing data provided by a GPS receiver must be known.
To satisfy increased reliability requirements, faxilttolercint external clock synchronization techniques have
been developed; see [Sch97] for the current status of research. Among these is our interval-based clock validation approach introduced in [Sch94] amd further developed in a number of papers [SS97], [Scho97], [SSHL97],
[HSS97], etc., which solves the external clock synchronization problem for large-scale, fault-tolerant distributed real-time systems. It is betsed on the idea
of verifying whether the highly accurate, but possibly
faulty, "authoritative time" supplied, e.g. by a GPS receiver, is consistent with some less accurate but reliable "validation time" backed up by all the nodes' local
(quartz) clocks. If so, the distinguished time is accepted;
otherwise, it is discarded and the nodes rely on the vailidation time instead. In essence, our clock validation
technique simultaneously increases the fault-tolerance
degree cind decrecises the total number of GPS receivers
required in the distributed system. Consequently, it
does not suffer from the "forest" of GPS antennas that
would be required for a large (LAN-based) distributed
system with dedicated GPS receivers. Still, information
on aJl possible failures of GPS receivers is memdatory
here eis weU for proper fault modeling.
From the above considerations, it is apparent that
one should know as much as possible about those (rare)
events where a GPS timing receiver provides erroneous
data. Getting this information, however, is difficult
enough imder "ideal" operating conditions, emd in fact
made worse by the requirement of covering issues like
receiver (software) errors eis well as suboptimcJ reception and interfacing conditions. After aH, circumsteinces
like a 250 ^is timing bias (ais exhibited by our first
NavSymm receiver) ceinnot be detected without externjJ verification, which will usually never take place
in real applications: Commonly, an off-the-shelf GPS
receiver is connected to an interface, undergoes some
configuring (vnthout knowing the eintenna's exact 3Dposition) — and is then assumed to provide correct
time.
Hence, we argue that a meaningful experimental
evcJuation need not care about "fairness" eind "nominal test conditions" aind similar things that are likely
to be violated in practice. Consequently, we did not
run our experiment with multiple instjinces of the same
receiver, and did not not bother too much with optimizing antenna positions (w.r.t.,e.g.,multipath problems) or
detecting presumed signaling noise across the interface.
We are convinced, though, that our results are more
meaningful for practiced purposes thein those obtained

irnder "artifidal" test conditions. Bear in mind, however, that our evcJuation does not impose a legitimate
ranking of the evcJuated receivers' potential capabilities.
3

Experimental Setup

Having decided on the general issues, our first task (Dec.
1994 - Jan. 1995) was selection and purchase of "representative" GPS receivers. Constrained by our limited budget, we were looking for cin affordable collection
of timing receivers that reasonably covers the available
spectrum. Based on a market survey guided by [GPS94]
and [GPS95], we eventually chose the models listed in
Table 1.
The market survey was also used to decide the
question of what kind of GPS interface our custom
clock synchronization hardweire, namely, the Network
Time Interface (NTI) M-Module [HSS97] resp. its pivotal UTCSU-ASIC [SSHL97], should provide. Since it
turned out that all timing receivers support
• a digital (usually TTL-level) 1 pps signal that accurately indicates the beginning of a second,
• a serial interface utilizing some (proprietary) protocol to supply the current time tag (minute, hour,
day, year) as well as additional status information,
wherecis a few high-end receivers also provide
• an additional digital status signal to indicate
health of the 1 pps pulse,
• a 10 MHz frequency output,
we decided to support both the 1 pps and a status signal. Moreover, our NTI can optionally be paced with
an externally supplied 10 MHz frequency.
The next step was to conceive questions that were to
be answered by our experimental evaluation. With x{t)
denoting the deviation of a receiver's view of time eind a
suitable reference time (ideally, t) at the occurrence time
t of the appropriate 1 pps pulse, the most important
ones can be stated as follows:
(1) How does the distribution function of the deviations x{t) look like?
(2) How does the distribution function of Ax{r) =
x{t + T) — x{t) for some fixed T, i.e., the difference between deviations lying r seconds apart, look
Uke?
(3) Same as above for an "artificial" 1 pps pulse obtciined by dividing the 10 MHz frequency output
(if provided) by lO''.
(4) Are there missing or faulty 1 pps pulses and how
does x{t) behave in such cases?
(5) Is there wrong information (time tag, health status) provided via the serial interface?
We wiD justify the appropriateness of the above questions in Section 5, where we discuss our results.
For data aquisition, answering those questions implies collection of the one-second timing information of
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all GPS receivers for the full period of measvu-ement.
This means that each 1 pps pulse (including the eirtificial ones derived from the 10 MHz outputs) of each
GPS receiver must be "timestamped" according to a
reference clock and stored for later processing. In addition, the information provided via the receivers' serial
interfaces must be correctly associated and saved with
those timestcimps.
In reality, this problem becomes difficult due to the
fact that one has to do this simultaneously for several
1 pps signals and with a few ns resolution. Of course,
there are manufacturers offering highly sophisticated
equipment for measuring phase differences of a single
input against a reference signal. Our limited budget,
however, did not allow us to replicate such expensive
equipment.
The eventuaUy chosen experimental setup shown in
Figure 1 thus incorporates the following standard components only:
• On top of the figure, there are the GPS Receivers
under test (see Table 1), along with the 10^ : 1
prescalers for the 10 MHz outputs provided by the
Stellar and the NavSymm receiver.
• The 10 MHz output of the Reference Clock (Ball
Efratom FRS-C rubidium clock in a climatic housing) is divided by 10* resp. 10^ to generate a
100 pps resp. 1 pps reference signal. In addition,
another prescaler 8 : 1 is responsible for providing
a symmetric trigger signal with period 8 s used for
alternation control (see below).
• At the heart of our setup are two Logic Analyzers
LAI and LA2 (HP 16500B) used for sampling the
1 pps pulses with 8 ns resolution. Note that we
utilized the anaJyzers' event trigger mode, where a
timestamp of the interned LA clock is sampled into
memory upon occurrence of a pulse at any input
channel.
Both logic analyzers alternately perform data aquisition and memory transfer to the Measurment PC
via a HPIB interface. More specifically, the leading
edge of the 8 s trigger signal mentioned above initiates sampling at LAI and causes LA2 to be read
out, whereas the falling edge triggers sampling at
LA2 and read out of LAI. This way, continuous
mecisurement is accomplished.
• Apart from being responsible for reading out the
memory of the logic analyzers via the HPIB interface, the Measurement PC also provides the serial
interfaces required for getting time tag and status information from the GPS receivers. It associates the 1 pps data from the LA with the additional information and computes a full reference
timestamp by combining the LA clock timestamps
with the sampled 100 pps rubidium pulses. Complete records, including "spurious pxilse" data, are
eventually sent to the Server PC via a RS-232 interface.

• Finally, the Server PC is responsible for storing
the data sent by the Measurement PC on disk, one
sepeirate file for each hoixr of measurement. It is
connected to the campus network for eaisy access
and backup purposes.
4

Reference Time

In the course of our experimentzJ evaluation, cill 1 pps
pulses from the GPS receivers were timestamped according to a free-running reference clock. As outlined in
the previous section, this is basically a rubidium atomic
clock augmented by the logic analyzers' high-resolution
internal clocks. In view the long mectsurement period
vs. the relatively low stability of the rubidium clock,
however, we caimot simply use those reference clock
readings as a reference time. We need to establish an
"artificial" reference time instead, which approximates
real-time' as accurately as possible. For this purpose,
we take advantage of the fact that a great deal of the
stochastic fluctuations of the 1 pps pulses of a highquality GPS receiver vary not too slowly, so that they
can be averaged out even by our low performance reference clock.
More formally, with T{clock, t) denoting the time
value some specified clock displays at real time t, the
offset x(t) of the best of our GPS receivers (Stellar)
from the reference clock, observed at any time t when a
1 pps pulse from the SteDzir occurs, can be written as
x(t) = T(Stellar, t) - T(Refclock, t).

(1)

The offset x{t) is impaired by both systematic (deterministic) deviations and stochastic, zero-mean noise
originating in either the Stellar's 1 pps pulses or the reference clock. Apart from constant time and frequency
offsets (irrelevcint for our purposes), the sampled data
reveal a systematic frequency drift Do « 5 • 10~'* s~',
which is, however, small enough to be ignored. To analyze the stochastic part, we employ the well-known
device of power spectral analysis (see [Ste85] for an
overview and e.g. [Car86] for a thorough introduction):
By means of Fourier ainalysis techniques, the (one-sided)
power spectral density Sx (/) depicted in Figure 2 can be
computed from the sampled data x{t), which gives the
"signal power" per unit frequency at the particular center frequency /. Therefore, the area imder Sx{f) in a
range /i < / < /z gives the proportion of the total signal power of x{t) caused by its frequency contributions
lying in [/i,/2].
We should add that Sx{f) was actually computed
from the power spectral density Sy{f) of the first differences of x{t), wtdch satisfy a well-known relation. The
required Sy{f) was obtained by applying a Fast Fourier
TVansform to the entire, properly Hanning-windowed
data sample. As elaborated in [WPI89], this produces
'Wc actually used GPST (the inherent system time of the
GPS) instead of UTC as our notion of real-time. Apart from an
integer number of leap seconds, GPST is almost equivalent to
UTC, since it is steered to follow the MasterClockof the United
States Naval Observatory UTC(USNO, MC) with high accuracy.
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a bcisically unbiased estimate of the spectrum at "reasonable" frequencies, since the Hanning window removes the distorting effect of spectreil leakage. However, it introduces gross errors at the lowest frequencies,
which Ccin be corrected by exploiting the well-known
fact [A1187] that there should be a dominating raindom
walk behavior originating in the rubidium clock. Note
that the pjirticular noise level Wcis determined by some
additional measurements of our rubidium clock against
a cesium normal, which were conducted for verification
purposes.
Figure 2 reveeJs a number of interesting facts about
the noise actually present in x{t):
• For frequencies up to 10~^ Hz (period of 100 s),
we are primarily concerned with white phcise noise
caused by the granularity of ovar reference clock.
• For lower frequencies down to approximately
10~* Hz (period of 100000 s), white phase noise
originating from the 1 pps output dominates. It
is primeirily caused by the GPS' Selective Availability (SA), a deliberate distortion of orbital and
clock data of the satellites, which heis been implemented to reduce the accuracy available to civilian
GPS users. Taking into accoimt that the Stellar averages over 5 different satellites, we find the level
of noise in accordcince with observation of others
[Tho93].
• There are also two interesting peaks in the spectrum: The first one appears at a frequency corresponding to a period of one day and is probably
caused by the deiily vciriations of ionospherical cind
troposphericcJ conditions. The second peak at a
period of half a day is presumably a consequence
of the second harmonic of the first pecik and the
12-hour periodicity of the GPS satellite constellation, which can produce such veiriations in case of
imperfectly known antenna positions.
• At even lower frequencies (with a period longer
thcin a day), the random walk frequency noise of
the rubidium clock dominates. Note that it hides
etny slowly varying noise of the 1 pps pulses.
This information on the noise of x{t) Ccin be exploited to establish a less noisy reference time, which
will be developed subsequently. Our approach rests
upon a good approximation of the offsets XGPST an ideal
GPS receiver (continuously displaying perfect GPST)
would provide w.r.t. our reference clock, at arbitrary
real-times t:
a;GPST(0 = T(GPST, t) -T(Refclock, t),

(2)

recall that we chose GPST as our measure of real-time,
hence T(GPST, t) = t. Since the actucilly sought offsets
«any (t) of £iny GPS receiver and GPST can be obtained

via
«»„y(t) = T(any, t) - T(GPST, t) = x^„y{t) - XGPST{t),

ZR(t) — ZR{t). Hence, our goad must be to choose an averaging operation that provides a suitable tradeoff. For
that purpose, we introduce the linear averaging operation

(3)

x{t)

where of course
a;any(t) = T(any, t) - T(Refclock, t),

(4)

we only need a good approximation of IGPSTIO to compute a good approximation of «any(t)- Note carefully
that (3) is tot^y independent of the reference clock.
To be able to tise our knowledge of the noise properties of the 1 pps pulses of the SteUar, we define
zsit) = T(Stellar,t)-T(GPST,0 = z%{t) + Cs{t), (5)

taken at any occurrence time t of a 1 pps pulse. Herein,
Cs{t) is meant to cover only known stochastic deviations
(white phase noise from SA), whereas z%{t) contains
the unknown rest, i.e., systematic deviations and slowly
varying stochastic deviations (hidden by the rubidium
clock's random weilk noise).
Similarly, we split the time deviations
ZR{t) = T(rb clock, t) - T(GPST, t) = «^(t) -t- (iR{t)
(6)
of the rubidiiun clock in a stochastic part ^^(t) and a
systematic part z%i{t), which can be described arotmd a
certain moment in time tr by a quadratic polynomial
2?l(t) = «o(tr) + yo{tr) • (t - tr) +

jPo(tr)

{t-trf. (7)

-I

h{T)x{t — T)dr.

(12)

along with two recisonable constraints on the weighting
fimction h{r), namely
00

/

h(T)dr = l,

and

h{r) = h{-r).

(13)

Splitting zs{t) resp. ZR{t) into their corresponding
systematic and stochcistic parts according to (5) resp.
(6), we Cein express (10) as
x{t) = a;GPST(t) + z%{t) + (4(0 - 4(t))

+

systematic

C5(0 + (Cfl(t)-U0)•■

^

(14)

'

stochastic

Since z%{t) -was assumed to consist of the systematic
errors and slowly varying stochastic components, we can
reasonably infer that z'^(t) = zs{t), provided that the
weighting function h{T) is such that it puts (almost)
zero weight to large r. For determining z^{t), we apply
the averaging operation (12) to (7) to obtain
Z%{t) = Zo{tr) + yo{tr) ■ (t - tr)
OO

With the foregoing definitions, the measured offset
x{t) can of course be rewritten as
X{t) = Zs{t) - ZR{t).

(8)

(15)

Deriving this result, we used the fact that the required
00

With f(t) denoting the result of applying any Unear
averaging operation —to be fully specified later— to
f{t), we hence obtain
x{t) = zs{t) - ZR{t).

even symmetry of /i(r) implies f Th(r)dr = 0.
— 00

Subtracting (15) from (7), we arrive at
CO

(9)

zl{t)--W) = -^ j Krydr.

(16)

Combining this with a;GPST(t) = -ZR{t), which is apparent from comparing (2) and (6), we find
^ = a;GPST(t) + ^^+ {zR{t) - ZR{t)) .

(10)

If the second and third term on the right hand side
of (10) are small, we have foimd a good approximation
of GPST. To compare this with the situation without
averaging, we observe e.g. from (1) and (2) that

Choosing the reference point tr = t, (14) can eventually
be written as
OO

x{t) = a;GPST(t) + 4(t) -

Doit)
/

h{T)T^dT

+<s{t)+{CR{t)-C^.
x{t) = a;GPST(t) + zs{t).

(17)

(11)

Averaging thus yields a reduction of zs{t) -¥ zs{t), but
introduces new contributions from the reference clock
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Note that the systematic frequency drift Do{t) was determined to be about Z?o « 5 • 10~'* s~^, independently
of t, which yields a negligible contribution in (17).

Having settled the systematic parts in (17), we now
turn our attention to the stochastic ones abbreviated by
C(0 = Csit) + {(iRit) - CRCO)- OUT purpose is stiU to
fix the weighting function h{T) to be used in the averaging operation. This is done by extracting the individual power spectral densities Ss(f) of Cs{t) and 5R(/)
of Cfi(*) from Figure 2, and choosing a fimction h{T)
that minimizes the spectral density S({f) of C{t), i.e.,
the (known) stochastic noise present in (10). Note that
once /J(T) is determined, the sought approximation x{t)
oixapST(t) can be computed numericaUy from the sampled data without difficulties.
The power spectral density of the sole reference clock
was modelled by

where the first term reflects the —deliberately overestimated (at minimum 6 dB higher)— random walk of
our rubidium clock, cf. the lowestfrequenciesin Figure 2.
The second term accounts for the rubidium clock's white
frequency noise, which wais found in our measurements
against the cesium normal at frequencies higher than
10-^ Hz.
To cheiracterize the noise properties of the sole 1 pps
pulses of the Stellar, we simply assume that the white
phase noise apparent in Figure 2 extends to frequencies
lower than / = 10~* Hz as well. Hence, we simply cut
off the random walk part to arrive at Ss{f) depicted in
Figure 3 below. After all, the reference clock's random
walk noise dominates at the lowest frequencies, so that
we cannot extract further information out of 5i(/). Any
overlooked noise remains in the term z%(t), cf. (5). Note
that this is also true for the two peaks in Figure 2, which
fully survive the averaging process.
With those preparations, we can eventually attack
the problem of choosing h{r): Since all contributions to
C(t) are reasonably assumed to be zero-mean, stationary
power signals and Cs(t) and Cnit) are obviously statistically independent, the usual superposition and filtering
properties [Car86, p. 166fi] for power spectral densities
apply. The filter function involved in Csit) is just h{r),
the one in Cnit) - CR(t) reads <J(r) - /I(T) with S{T)
denoting Dirac's delta-function, so that immediately

Sdf) = Ss(f)H{ff + SR{f) (1 - H{f)f ,
where H{f) is the Fourier transform of /i(r); note that,
because of the requested even symmetry of h{r), we
have H{f) = H'{f), i.e., a real-valued fimction.
Differentiating equation (19) and equating it to zero,
we obtain the optimal (minimizing) choice of H{f) as
If/ r \

^R-if)

"^^>- SR(f) + Ss{fy

(19)

Essentially, it says —what intuitively seems clear— that
whenever Ss{f) dominates over SK(/), the function
H{f) should be close to zero, and when the opposite is
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true, close to one. Hence,a computational feasible /J(T)
should be chosen, whose power transfer function H{f)
chcinges rapidly from one to zero at a certain comer
frequency. We decided to use a two-sided exponential
fimction

Kr)=2f^-'"/^-^(/) = rT(^'

(20)

for this purpose. Figure 4 shows the power transfer
function H{f)' for this weighting function, which decays as /"■* for / large enough.
The only remaining problem was to fix the parameter T, whidi was done by computing S({f) for various
values of T and choosing the one with the lowest rootmean-square vjJue of ({t) (which can be calculated simply by integrating the spectrum). The eventually chosen
VeJue was
T = 3450 s

resulting in

cr^ = 6.5 ns.

(21)

Table 3 finally provides the results of applying this
averaging function to the sampled data according to
(10). For comparison, we provide the findings for the
non-averaged case (11) as weU.
In both cases, we are confronted with a term of imknown value z%(t) resp. z%{t), which barely differ for the
chosen value of T. As mentioned earlier, it covers both
unknown systematic errors like imperferctly known anteima position and deterministic delays in the receiver,
as well as slowly varying stochastic errors originating in
SA and variations of the tropospherical/ionospherical
delays. Unfortunately, there is no other way of resolving this vmcertainity but to establish a more accurate
access to GPST, e.g., by means of common-view techniques.
5

Results

In this section, we survey the results of the analysis of
the 778 MB of sampled data in order to answer the questions of Section 3. Additional information and further
details may be found in [Hoe96].
5.1

Accuracy-related Quantities

According to item (1) of the list of questions in Section 3, we have to consider the difference x{t) of a receiver's view of GPS time and our* reference time observed at the occurrence of the 1 pps pulse. The sought
distribution of x{t) is in fact the quantity of primary interest in most evaluation reports on GPS receivers, cf.
[KMB94]. In our clock validation framework, it is primairily required for deciding what maximum time uncertadnity must be granted for a correct GPS receiver.
*Refer to Section 4 for the expected accuracy of our reference time, that is, its deviation from real-time t. Note that the
appropriateness of our method of computing the reference time
is also confirmed by the fact that the distribution of !r(f) for
the Motorola GPS receiver in Figure 7 is in accordance with the
results obtained in [KMB94].

Figure 7 in the appendix shows the distribution of
x{t) for all of our GPS receivers. Only correct 1 pps
pulses were considered here, and any knoTvn systematic
bias (e.g. resulting from the antenna cable delay) was
removed beforehand. Moreover, the respective mean
value X was subtracted in the plots to make direct compzirison easier. Table 2 summarizes the characteristic
VeJues of those distributions, nsmiely, meein x, standard
deviation (root mean square) <rx, and minimmn and
maximum offset e_ and e+ taken relatively to x.
Next, we turn our attention to questions (2) and (3)
in the list of Section 3, which sire devoted to the frequency stability of a GPS receiver for short averaging
times T € [10 S...100 s]. The sought distribution of
the differences AX{T) = x{t + r) — x{t) between the
time deviation of a GPS receiver's 1 pps pulses lying
(integer) r seconds apart is particularily important for
rate synchronization purposes: Our clodc validation approach targets 1 ^s synchronization tightness [HSS97],
which meikes it inevitable to synchronize not only clodc
states but also clock rates. In [Scho97], a suitable rate
synchronization algorithm was introduced that requires
periodic initiation with period PH 6 [10 s... 100 s]. For
good performance, however, the intervals between any
two initiation events should be as regular as possible.
Figure 8 and 9 in the appendix show* the distributions of AX{T), r e {30 s, 100 s}, for all the 1 pps and
10 MHz-derived outputs of our GPS receivers. Similaxily as before, only correct pulses were considered here.
Table 4 summcirizes the characteristic values of those
(zero-mean) distributions, namely, standard deviation
ffx, maximum value e(T) = max|Aa;(T)|, and corresponding maximum mean frequency deviation (stability) I/(T) = e{T)/r.
Relating the results for the 1 pps outputs vs. the
"eirtificial'' 1 pps pulses derived from 10 MHz frequency
outputs £inswers the question whether rate sjoichronization could benefit from GPS receivers with frequency
output. However, it turns out that the additional effort is not worthwhile, at least for GPS receivers like
the Stellar or the NavSymm: The ordinary 1 pps signal
does not provide a significantly worse behavior.
5.2

Faulty Behavior

The issues of primeiry interest for fault tolerance aire of
course items (4) and (5) in the list of questions in Section 3. Owing to the fact that the receivers of Table 1
performed quite differently in this respect, we briefly report on the observed failures of each receiver separately.

arbitrarily in between regular ones. We suppose that
interfacing problems (possibly caused by ground loops)
are responsible for this problem.
NavSymm NTFR-S
The 1 pps pulses of the originally shipped NavSymm
receiver exhibited a constant bias of 250 ^is ahead of
UTC, which went completely unnoticed up to our first
mecisurement epoch. It turned out that this problem
was the result of a known(!) firmware bug, which was
fixed in a replacement unit eventually used for actual
evaluation.
The collected 1 pps data from the NavSymm receiver revealed 8 pulse jumps similar to the one shown
in Figure 5: Initi^y, the so-called ACC-TIME value in
the SFM-Message (indicating the 2(T-accuracy) jumped
to zero, which meains inacceptable accuracy. A few seconds later, the time offset x{t) increased to several milliseconds and persisted in that gross error for about
1 minute. In addition, a few 1 pps pulses were occasionally lost during that period as well. Even worse,
ACC-TIME returned to normal values of about 200300 ns shortly after the pulse jump, eilthough the 1 pps
pulses were still extremelyoffset from UTC. Eventually,
x{t) instcintaneously decrecised to about 30 fjs, from
where it slowly approached normal values (within another minute).
Moreover, the NavSymm receiver aJso produced 6
pulse ramps like the one shown in Figure 6: The whole
phenomenon Icisted more thein 1 minute auid steirted
with a change of ACC-TIME to zero, after which the
offset x{t) gradually grew to magnitudes around 1 ps.
While the pulse was still offlying, ACC-TIME resumed
displaying normal vaJues, which were eventually also
reached by x(t).
Note that both kinds of failure forced us to exclude
certain 1 pps pulses when computing the statistics of
the NavSymm receiver in Section 5.1. More specifically,
we discarded all pulses that occurredwithin 150 s after
ACC-TIME became zero.
There was another, unexpected failure in the RS232supplied time tag accompan}dng 2-3 consecutive 1 pps
pulses at the beginning of certain days: The indicated day Wcis too small. For example, the receiver
said 1995 Dec 14 00:00:00, while it should have said
1995 Dec 15 00:00:00.
Motorola VP-Oncore

Stellar GPS lOOA

There were no failures except of ten omitted 1 pps
ptilses, which were lost cdong with their time tags.

This GPS receiver produced no failtires except 12 "spurious" 1 pps pulses, which appeared —pjirtly in bursts—

Trimble SVeeSix-CM2

*Note that the results in Figure 8 resp. 9 and Table 4 are
considerably spoiled by the quantization noise caused by the relatively coarse granularity (8 ns) of our measurement setup. The
vertical "stripes" appearing in the distributions are a visible sign
of this problem, which obviously becomes less serious vi?hen T is
increased.

There were no failures in the 1 pps pulses, but several
incorrect time tags during leap second insertion: The
Trimble receiver outputs the time tag via its RS232 interface both in UTC and GPST. It happened that a
leap second insertion weis annoxmced for the end of 1995,
which changed the difference GPST-UTC from 10 s to
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11 s. The Trimble receiver inserted the leap second incorrectly on 1996 Jan 01 00:00:00 GPST (=1995 Dec 31
23:59:50 UTC) instead of 1996 Jan 01 00:00:00 UTC.
Therefore, the UTC second information Wcis incorrect
for ten seconds.
Magellan Brain
During 0.3 % of our eveJuation period, the MageUcin receiver was in the so-caJled coasting-mode, where too few
satellites are tracked to obtain correct measurements.
The lineeirly growing offset x{t) indicates that the receiver derives its 1 pps pulse directly from its local clock
in this case. Due to its low quality, this implies large
time deviations at the end of long coasting periods (the
longest one lasted 994 seconds!), which are instantaneously corrected upon the transition to normal operation.
Apart from coasting, the receiver also showed very
irregular behavior during times of bad accuracy, which
are indicated by the supplied TFOM value (time figure
of merit, giving the expected time error of the 1 pps
pulse). For about 10 % of the measurement period, this
value indicated time errors greater thcin 1 /js. The actueJ behavior of x{t), however, weis much worse: Apairt
from ramp errors, sudden jumps of 10 /is cind 1 ms occurred quite frequently. Note that such jumps were aiso
observed for TFOM vaJues less than 1 ^s. As in ceise of
the NavSymm receiver, those frequent failures forced us
to discard erroneous pulses from the statistical analysis
in Section 5.1. More specifially, we discarded aJl pulses
with TFOM > 1 /iS, as well as all remaining ones with
offset x{t) > 1 /js.
In addition, one out of thousand of the time tags
treinsmitted via RS232 were fotind to be incorrect (usually off by one second). This usually appears for whole
"blocks" of consecutive seconds, primarily in conjimction with erroneous 1 pps pvdses. The maximum observed block length was 993 s.
Rockwell Microtracker
The 1 pps pulse data of this receiver revealed a bad accuracy {x{t) in the 10 ^s-range, cf. Figure 7), which made
it impossible to separate normcJ behavior tind failures.
6

Conclusions and Future Work

Our results, as limited as they are due to their snapshotlike nature, reveal a number of interesting facts about
the issues touched in Section 2. First of all, our findings confirm that tnisting blindly in all timing data
provided by a GPS receiver is definitely inappropriate
for fault-tolerant applications. Moreover, since failures
like systematic bicis cannot be locally detected, redimdant verification information is mandatory — and this
is exactly the basic jissumption underlying our interveJbased clock vaJidation scheme.
In addition, the following facts deserve attention:
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• IVansient omissions of 1 pps pulses are relatively
frequent.
• One cannot always rely upon the health status provided by a GPS receiver, in particular after a nonheedth situation.
• The time tag can be wrong, making some kind of
agreement mandatory.
On the other hand, we do not have enough information on erroneous 1 pps pulses for quantitative modelling, in the sense that we are imable to give meaningful
failure probabilities. We can only infer that the probability of any transient failure is about 10~*, without
significant correlations between different receivers. Our
data reveal actually three different classes of transient
failures, namely
• "obviously" erroneous (spurious) pulses,
• "step" pulses, characterized by a sudden deviation
from the correct time,
• "ramp" pulses, which drift away from correct time
gradually (and usually slowly).
Clock validation can eliminate the former two but not
the latter one, which are hence those failvu-es where we
actucilly need more information. Note that our observations correspond nicely to findings in integrity research;
recall Section 1, where one distinguishes step and ramp
errors: It is well-known that the latter failures are more
difficult to iron out by RAIM/FDI than the former ones;
see.e.g..[Mic95], [GKKT95], [BSK89].
In order to get meaningful information on failure
probabilities, it is inevitable to extend the 2-month period of experimentaJ evaluation considerably. Rerunning our evaluation is also required for keeping track
with the rapidly maturing GPS receiver technology,
which renders our 1993-1995 receivers partly as out-ofdate models. The improved reliability of state-of-the-art
brands/models of GPS receivers, however, calls for an
even much longer period of data acquisition in order to
get hold of failures.
To support longer evaluation periods, several deficiencies and limitations of our experimental setup must
be removed:
• The reliability of the meeisuring equipment —
involving numerous components— needs improvement, since 42 of the more than 10* readouts of LA
memory failed. Although this does of course not
inveilidate our results (the resulting probability of
overlooking an erroneous behavior is only about
10"'°), something should be done about it.
• Noise induced by ground loops seems to be a major
source of problems, which might even affect the
interfaces to the GPS receivers.
• Size and.lacking robustness of the experimental
setup prohibit an easy change of location, which
is desirable both for varying reception conditions
emd "ccilibration" purposes (see next item).
• It turned out that the stability of our (relatively
low cost) rubidium atomic clock is not exciting

and should be somewhat improved. Incorporating common-view techniques or moving the whole
experimental setup to an institution with a cesium
atomic clock, preferably one that contributes to
UTC, would of course be a more appealing alternative.
• Some coimtermeasures against long-lcisting disruptions due to unnoticed power f2iilures should silso
be considered.
An appropriately improved sind extended experimental evciluation will be incorporated in the comprehensive evaluation of our interval-based clock validation architectiu-e [HSS97]. It will utilize a completely
different data acqiiisition system based on a custom
timestamping tmit in conjunction with robust industrial
VME-bus components, which is currently under development.
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Model
Stellar 100 GPS Clock
NavSymm NTFR-S
Motorola VP Oncore
TVimble SVeeSix-CM2
Magellan Brain
Rockwell Microtracker

Table 1:

#Chn.
5
6
6
6
5
5

Year/Vers.
1995
1995/2.9
1994/6.X

1994
1993
1993

US $
4.500,3.500,300,750,600,350,-

Signal
Stellar 1 pps
NavSymm 1 pps°
Motorola 1 pps
Trimble 1 pps
Magellan 1 pps
Rockwell 1 pps'

ar/ns
0
244
108
310
60
7.933

<7i/ns

37
46
46
309
155
2.380

e_/ns
-188
-263
-246
-1308
-1602
-5434

e+/ns
191
361
253
1346
1677
4518

Table 2: Characteristic values for the 1 pps pulses vs. reference time

GPS receivers used for evaluation

'Note that those characteristic values —in particular, the mean
X— are not fully compatible with the corresponding ones of the
other receivers due to the fact that the NavSymm cannot output
GPST on its 1 pps signal, but only UTC.
*The 1 pps pulse provided by the Rockwell receiver is not phaselocked to GPST but rather free-running. An offset value supplied
via RS323 must be used to compute a "software 1 pps pulse".

without
average
with
average

Table 3:

Contribution
z%(t)

Cs{t]
z%(t)
<s(t)

z'k{t)-zl(t)
CRit)-CRit)

Amount
unknown
ff = 38.0 ns

Origin/Reason for chosen value
Systematic and slowly varying 1 pps noise
SA and quantization noise

w4(t)

Averaged z%it)
Averaged (s(t)
No significant drift in data
Introduced noise of rubidium clock

<T = 5.7 ns
«0s
0- = 3.2 ns

Error contributions for non-averaged and averaged 1 pps pulses of Stellar receiver

Receiver
Stellar
Stellar
SteUar 10 MHz
SteUar 10 MHz
NavSymm
NavSymm
NavSymm 10 MHz
NavSymm 10 MHz
Motorola
Motorola
Trimble
Trimble
Magellan
Magellan
Rockwell
Rockwell
Table 4:

30
100
30
100
30
100
30
100
30
100
30
100
30
100
30
100

T

(TAx(T)/nS

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

10.9
27.2
10.2
27.0
27.1
47.5
29.7
49.2
44.8
51.7
383.5
413.6
70.6
139.1
210.4
251.6

e(T)/ns
80
196
84
200
201
399
224
394
252
290
1688
1715
1896
1865
6685
6997

U(T}

2.7
2.0
2.8
2.0
6.7
4.0
7.5
3.9
8.4
2.9
5.6
1.7
6.3
1.9
2.2
7.0

10-*^
10-*^
10-*^
10-*^
10-^
10-''

lo-'^
lo-'^
10-**
10-**
10"*

io-«
io-«
io-»
10-'

io-«

Characteristical values for pulses lying T secon ds apart
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Figure 6: Pulse ramps of the NavSym receiver
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Stellar 1 pps vs. reference time

NavSymm 1 pps vs. reference time
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Stellar 1 pps, averaging time r = 100 s

Stellar 1 pps, averaging time T = 30 s
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Abstract
In early 1989 the first Block II Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites were launched,
marking the beginning of the second phase of the GPS program. The satellites were designed for a
seven-and-one-halfyear lifespan and a six-year mean mission duration. Launched in March of 1990,
SVN 20 was the seventh of the Block II GPS satellites. On 11 May 1996, SVN 20 was set permanentfy
unhealthy to users after being operational for just over six years. Due to degradation of the Attitude
Velocity and Control Subsystem (AVCS), SVN 20 was no longer capable of maintaining the stable,
earth-pointing platform necessary to perform the GPS navigation mission. However, through intensive
maintenance by personnel at the Master Control Station (MCS) at Falcon Air Force Base, it was
possible to stabilize the vehicle long enough to perform extensive end-of-life testing on thefour on-board
atomicfrequency standards. These tests on both the cesium and rubidium frequency standards varied in
duration and con^lexity.
Of the four frequency standards, one had been operational for five months, two had been used
previously but were since off-line for two years and four years, respectively, and one had never been
initialized. Areas of interest for the rubidium clocks included the determination of the temperature
coefficient, voltage-controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO) open-loop operations, and measurement of the
C-field and VCXO tune ranges. For the cesium frequency standards, the tests focused on Ramsey
pattern generation, gain determination through loop time constant measurement, and C-field and VCXO
performance degradation.
Allfour clocks were still operational at various levels of performance and accuracy. The results
of these tests were encouraging in that they supported conclusions made during the SVN 9 and SVN 10
(Block I) end-of-life testing. It is hoped these results will be useful to the GPS clock community as
observations of performance characteristics ofspace-based atomicfrequency standards.
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I. INTRODUCTION
On 11 May 1996, SVN 20 became the first Block II satellite to leave operational service. Due to
problems with the vehicle's Attitude, Velocity and Control Subsystem (AVCS), the satellite
could not provide a reliable, three-axis stabilized platform. Since a stable platform is essential to
the navigation mission, the satellite was no longer useful as an operational asset. However, the
vehicle could still provide valuable information about the performance of atomic frequency
standards in a space environment
Because of SVN 20's unusual configuration at the time of testing, there were unique challenges
to overcome. With the satellite spinning about its yaw axis (« 25 rpm) without its L-band
assembly consistently fixed on tiie earth, the Master Control Station (MCS) could only gather
approximately 1.5 hours of navigation data per 12-hour orbit. The reliability of the MCS
Kalman filter state estimates normally decreases with smaller than normal amounts of data.
However, Boeing and Air Force studies proved that the filter's convergence in the case of SVN
20 would have been operationally acceptable, if necessary. Additionally, the testing had to be
accomplished in a limited time frame (16 September 1996 through 26 November 1996) due to
other vehicle considerations. The clock tests performed were the Temperature Coefficient
Determination, the Voltage-Controlled Crystal Oscillator (VCXO) Open-Loop Test, Ramsey
Pattern Generation, and Loop Time Constant Determination. Additionally, Rubidium Frequency
Standard (RFS) #1 was initialized for the first time, and Cesium Frequency Standard (CFS) #3
and CFS#4 were re-initialized. Many interesting results were obtained, which will prove useful
to those interested in space-based fi-equency standard performance.

n. TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT DETERMINATION
The effects of temperature changes play a large role in determining the final fi^quency stability
of GPS clocks. Rubidium frequency standards are more temperature-dependent than cesiums,
and this is reflected in the GPS Block II program specifications for temperature coefficient.
According to these specifications. Block II cesium standards must have a temperature coefficient
of less than 2 parts in lOe-13 parts per degree Celsius.^'^ Rubidium standard specifications
require a coefficient of less than 2 parts in lOe-12 parts per degree Celsius.^^ Because of this
order of magnitude difference, rubidium standards are equipped with Active Baseplate
Temperature Control Units (ABTCUs). These heaters were designed to maintain clock
temperature within +/- 0.1 °C on one of four commandable settings. These settings are: "A" =
26.8 "C, "B" = 29.9«'C, "C" = 33.4 "C, "D" = 37.0°C.f^^
Method
The temperature coefficient of a rubidium standard can be measured by recording the MCS
Kalman filter's estimate of frequency offset, in the units of s/s, at ABTCU setting "D," along
with the clock's exact temperature at that point. The ABTCU is then commanded to setting "C."
Once the clock's temperature stabilizes at the lower value, the Kalman filter's estimate of
frequency offset is again recorded (approximately 24 hours later), along with clock temperature.
This process is repeated for every lower ABTCU setting that can provide a stable temperature
above the cyclic operating temperature of the rest of the payload. The standard's temperature
coefficient is obtained by calculating the ratio of fi-equency change to temperature change.
RFS#1 and RFS#2 were tested on SVN 20. By comparing the current temperature coefficients to
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coefficients obtained during pre-launch testing, approximately 10 years earlier, the effects of
prolonged exposure to the space environment could be determined. We expected the
temperature coefficients to degrade slightly over time, but not enough to create any mission
impact.
Test Results
The clock temperature on RFS#1 changed from 37.26° to 34.36° when the ABTCU was
commanded to setting "C" from setting "D". After approxunately 72 hours, the Kalman estimate
of frequency offset changed from +5.34e-12 to +1.22e-ll. This change in frequency yielded a
temperature coefficient of-23.66 lOe-13 Af/f per degree Celsius. Ground testing accomplished
in July 1987 measured the temperature coefficient as -2.7 lOe-13 Afi'f per degree Celsius.
RFS#2's ABTCU was commanded to setting "C" from setting "D". After approximately 12
hours of ABTCU temperature observation, the final resting temperature of RFS#2 was about 2°C
higher than that of ABTCU setting "C". Because of this, the ABTCU was unable to properly
regulate the clock temperature at setting "C" and MCS operators were unable to obtain
temperature coefficient data on RPS#2.
Conclusions
The results of this test show the temperature coefficient of RFS#1 worsened by a factor of 8.76
from July 1987 to September 1996. It appears prolonged exposure to the space environment
(over 6 years) and a period of over 3 years spent on the ground had an effect on the temperature
coefficient of RFS#1. The extent of this effect on the navigation mission is directly related to the
ability of the ABTCU to regulate temperature to within its designed range of ± 0.1 °C.
Obviously, any degradation of the ability of the ABTCU to regulate temperature is more severe
with a larger temperature coefficient. It is important operators realize ground test values of
temperature coefficients will degrade over time, and should properly account for this change
when analyzing clock and ABTCU performance.

in. VCXO OPEN-LOOP RUN TEST
The nominal configuration of a GPS frequency standard involves locking the VCXO to the
stabilizing effects of the physics package loop. In the event the physics package becomes
unstable, it may be necessary to use the VCXO in an open-loop configuration. We used this test
to determine the feasibility of operating in the open-loop configuration. We expected the openloop configuration would not prove to be acceptable for operations due to very large ranging
errors and inconsistent run-offs.
Method
In separate tests, RFS#1 and RFS#2 were commanded into the open atomic loop configuration,
disconnecting the VCXO from the rubidium physics package. The VCXOs were then tuned to a
nominal value and the satellite's ranging errors were observed, once every 15-minute K-point,
for several visibility periods. These measurements informed MCS operators of the consistency
and magnitude of the open loop run-off.
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Test Results
Tables 1,2, and 3 show the ranging errors recorded with RFS#1, RFS#2, and CFS#3 in an openloop configuration.
Conclusions
The rates of run-off for all three open-loop tests seem to be fairly consistent from visibility
period to visibility period. These run-off rates are directly related to how accurately MCS
operators could tune each VCXO after opening the loop. It is clear the average frequency
residuals for RFS#2 & CFS#3 were orders of magnitude smaller than that of RFS#1. This is
because RFS#1 was tuned to 50% and RFS#2 and CFS#3 were tuned to match their loop control
voltages with their previous closed-loop values. Even the most accurately tuned VCXO
achieved an average frequency residual of 4.9 e-10 s/s. This is more than an order of magnitude
larger than a normal closed-loop clock.
Due to the large magnitude of the ranging errors and timing discrepancies, it is unrealistic to
expect a standard to operate in the open-loop configuration without abnormal MCS intervention.
The necessary Kalman maintenance, frequent uploads, and timing adjusts would burden the
operations crews to a more than acceptable level.

IV. RAMSEY PATTERN GENERATION
The Ramsey pattern of a GPS cesium frequency standard shows the condition of the beam tube,
such as where the center and side lobe frequencies of the standard are located with respect to the
clock's VCXO tuning range. It also provides insight into the gain of the tube and the symmetry
of the RF inserted into the tube. Based on SVN lO's end-of-life test results, it was expected the
Ramsey patterns of SVN 20's cesium standards would show some degradation over time.^'*^
Method
An operational frequency standard normally operates with the atomic loop closed and the center
frequency located somewhere near the VCXO's 50% tune value. It is possible to plot the
Ramsey pattern of a GPS cesium frequency standard by opening the atomic loop and
commanding the VCXO to incremental tune values. In this case, increments of 5 and 10% were
used. At each tuning value, the beam current (proportional to the gain of the system) is recorded
and plotted versus the tune percentage. The resulting plot shows peaks and valleys, with the
peaks being either the center or side lobe frequencies.
Test Results
Once the beam current is plotted versus the VCXO tune percentage, one can see where the center
frequency may lie, depending on how much the VCXO has aged. Data for CFS#3 from 6 Aug
94 and 7 Nov 96areshown in Figures A and B. Data for CFS#4 from 21 Nov 96areseen in Figure
C.
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Conclusions
The data indicate the Ramsey pattern of SVN 20's cesium standards degraded with age. When
comparing the Ramsey pattern of CFS#3 recorded in 1994 with that recorded in 1996, one can
see.as the gain of the system degraded, the definition of the Ramsey pattern also degraded. This
could be a contributing factor to the instability of CFS#3 when it was deactivated in 1994. When
observing the Ramsey pattern of CFS#4, it is apparent the side lobes are not clearly defined.
This may be due to the gain of this standard degrading and the noise level increasing. It also
indicates that frequency standards degrade in space even when not powered on. Because there
are no pre-launch Ramsey, patterns to compare our results with, it is unclear exactly how much
CFS#4's Ramsey pattern changed over time.

V. LOOP TIME CONSTANT DETERMINATION
The atomic loop of a cesium standard detects a change in the frequency of the VCXO and makes
appropriate changes to return the frequency to its nominal value. The correction for any given
frequency change takes a greater amount of time as the frequency standard ages. This amount of
time is known as the loop time constant (LTC). An average value of LTC for a new cesium
standard is about 10-15 seconds. It was expected the LTCs of SVN 20's standards would show
some degradation over time, because the LTC is a fimction of the gain of the system. This test
was devised to determine to what extent the LTCs of SVN 20's cesium clocks have degraded
with age.
Method
It is possible to determine the LTC of a cesium frequency standard by commanding the VCXO to
a value about 4% (or 0.2 Hz) greater than its nominal tune and recording the time the close loop
command was accepted. At this point the VCXO will begin correcting for the induced frequency
change. The time it takes for the VCXO to recover 63% of the induced frequency error is the
LTC. This process can also be repeated for a tune value about 4% lower than the VCXO's
nominal tune value to observe the symmetry of the Ramsey pattern.
Test Results
CFS#3 LTC when moved up in frequency about 4%:
CFS#3 LTC when moved down in frequency about 4%:
CFS#4 LTC when moved up in frequency about 4%:
CFS#4 LTC when moved down in frequency about 4%:

142 seconds
127 seconds
104 seconds
80 seconds

Conclusions
Six years of exposure to the space environment affected the LTCs of SVN 20's cesium
standards. CFS#3's LTC degraded (equivalent to a loss of gain) by a factor of 9 and CFS#4's
LTC degraded by a factor of 6. A large degradation factor was expected for CFS#3 because it
was powered on for over 4 years. CFS#4 showed a rather large degradation factor for being
powered on for only 4 months. It should be noted that both cesium standards started out with the
same beam current value of 18 nanoamperes. It is apparent time spent on the ground and in
space degrades the LTC of cesium standards, even when not powered on. This may be a
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consideration when determining which clock to swap to (Rb vs. Cs) in future operational
situations.

VI. NEW CLOCK E«TIALIZATION(RFS#l)
Due to the low reliability of atomic frequency standards (0.64 for cesium and .76 for rubidium)
with respect to other satellite components, each GPS satellite carries four atomic clocks into
orbit. When an operational clock fails, a standby clock is powered up and brought on line. SVN
20 was launched in March of 1990. The first clock, CFS#3, operated for more than 4 years and
was turned off in August 1994. RFS#2 was subsequently powered up and was in operation until
January 1996. CFS#4 was* then turned on and remained in service until the end of SVN20's
operational lifetime due to AVCS problems in May 1996. RFS#1 was never powered on during
SVN 20's operational lifetime. This test was designed to initialize RFS#1 after over 6 years of
cold storage in orbit. Because of the harsh space environment, there was a definite chance the
standby clock would not function properly after so many years of cold storage ("lO-'C). Based
on previous end-of-life test results, it was expected SVN 20's RFS#1 would power on nominally
and perform at nominal operational levels.^'*' ^

Method
The test followed standard clock mitialization procedures. The new clock was powered up and
allowed to stabilize (approximately a two-hour process). A C-field tune was accomplished to
minimize the frequency offset. As soon as the C-field tune was complete, SVN 20 was provided
with a routine navigation upload. Since it was unhealthy, the vehicle was usually uploaded once
a day regardless of the size of the ranging errors. NRL observed the clock's one-day stability
through tiie use of the Hadamard deviation.
Test Results
The performance characteristics test of RFS#1 started on 22 July 1996 and lasted until 26
September 1996. The clock was powered up on 1 July 1996. The tests recorded Kahnan data as
the clock warmed up. The Kalman estimate of the Ai (frequency offset) state at the end of the
test is shown in Table 4. Also shown is the NRL estimates of the clock stability based on the
Hadamard deviation.
Conclusions
RFS#1 behaved normally for a newly initialized Block II Rubidium standard. Its clock
frequency state estimate was certainly within operational limits. In the realm of stability, RFS#1
met one-day stability program specifications (5.0 e-13) and was easily acceptable for operational
use.^^' Based on drift plots for the last three days of the characteristics observation, it was
observed that RFS#1 had assumed a negative drift rate. This is expected of a nominally
performing rubidium frequency standard after 2 to 3 months of activation.
The results of this test are encouraging. Based on the performance of RFS#1 after over 6 years
of cold storage, it seems this clock would have behaved acceptably were it necessary to utilize it
as an operational asset. This bodes well for the chances of other clocks in the constellation
which have been stored for similar periods of time.
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VII. OLD CLOCK RE-INITLU.IZATION (RFS#2, CFS#3)
This test was designed to re-initialize RFS#2 and CFS#3 after being deactivated on 16 Jan 96
and 6 Aug 94, respectively. Upon re-initialization, each clock's performance characteristics
were recorded and analyzed. Our expectation was that RFS#2 would perform relatively well. It
was deactivated due to suspect performance, with these end-of-life data points providing some
additional insight into its instability when deactivated in Jan 1996. We expected CFS#3 to
perform at a less than adequate level. It was in operation for over 4 years, and its gain (beam
current) was relatively low when deactivated.
Method
Clock stability was recorded by Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), and the MCS Kalman filter
estimated clock states.
Test Results
RFS#2 was powered back up on 17 October 96. Data were received from 17 October 96-4
November 96. Table 5 describes RFS#2's performance characteristics during that time period.
The one-day stability data were obtained from Naval Research Laboratory's (NRL) Navstar
Analysis Update No. 20-12. The clock state estimates were obtained from the MCS Kalman
filter. CFS#3 was powered back up on 6 November 96. Datawerereceived from 8 November 96
- 20 November 96. Table 6 describes CFS#3's performance characteristics during that time
period. The clock state estimates were obtained from the MCS Kalman filter.
Conclusions
The results obtained from observing RFS#2 did not produce any discouraging conclusions.
RFS#2's Kalman clock states were all withm operational limits, and looked very normal for a
rubidium frequency standard that had been earlier labeled "suspect". Its one-day stability was
well within the system specification of 5 e-13.'^^ CFS#3's clock states were nominal for the
short period of time they were monitored by the MCS. It is expected that its stability, however,
would have been questionable due to its low beam current (gain) value of about 1.6 na.

VHL CONCLUSION
Despite its unique configuration and other obstacles, a great deal was learned from SVN 20's
end-of-life frequency standard testing. One of the greatest benefits was confirmation of test
results obtained from SVN 9 and SVN 10 during their end-of-life testing. Even with the Block
IIR satellites entering the constellation, the Block II/IIA constellation will remain the majority
for many years. Information gained from these types of tests will help the MCS operators
sustain the aging constellation more effectively and ensure continued support to navigation and
time-transfer users worldwide well into the 21st century.
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XI. TABLES & FIGURES
2 Oct 96/1253z

Atomic Loop Opened & VCXO tuned to 50%.

Time

SV Clock Bias (s)

Ranging Error fm)

2 Oct 96/2330Z
3 Oct 96/OOOOz

3.0S581401e-3
3.19976221 e-3

-916121
-959276

average run-off 2 Oct 96/2330z 3 Oct 96/OOOOz:
3Oct96/1045z
3Oct96/1100z
3 0ct96/lU5z
3Oct96/1130z
3 0ct96/1145z
3Oct96/I200z

6.29589865e-3
6.367953536-3
6.439951296-3
6.511950576-3
6.583946246-3
6.655949296-3

21577 meters/15 minutes

-1887486
-1909088
-1930673
-1952258
-1973842
-1995427

average run-off 3 Oct 96/1045z - 3 Oct 96/1200z:

21588 meters/15 minutes

JRFS#1 Average Frequency Residual: 8.0 e-8 s/s
Table 1. RFS#1 Open Loop Data.

7 Nov 96/1548z

Atomic Loop Opened & VCXO tuned so that loop control voltage would
match where it was when the clock was at GPS frequency.

Time

SV Clock Bias fs")

Ranging Error Cm)

7Nov96/2015z
7Nov96/2030z
7Nov96/2045z
7Nov96/2100z

4.521811026-5
4.732120386-5
4.953788546-5
5.167459586-5

-13556
-14187
-14851
-15492

average run-<3ff 310/2015-310/2100: 645 meters/15 minutes
8Nov96/0815z
8Nov96/0830z
8Nov96/0845z
8Nov96/0900z
8 Nov 96/0915z
8Nov96/0930z

1.460545786-4
1.481074096-4
1.501573466-4
1.522000326-4
1.542375596-4
1.562783286-4

average runn3fF311/0815-311/0930:

-43787
^M402
-45017
-45629
-46240
-46852

613 meters/15 minutes

RFS#2 Average Frequency Residual: 2.3 e-9 s/s
Table 2. RFS#2 Open Loop Data.
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20 Nov 96/1939z

Atomic Loop Opened &. VCXO tuned so that loop control voltage would
match where it was when the clock was at GPS frequency.

Time

SV Clock Bias (s\

Raneine Error fm)

20Nov96/2045z
20Nov96/2100z

2.615630556-6
2.132843306-6

-784
-639

average run-off 20 Nov 96/2045z - 20 Nov 96/2100z:
21Nov96/0745z
21 Nov 96/0800Z
21 Nov 96/0815z
21Nov96/0830z
21 Nov 96/0845Z

145 meters/15 minutes

5550
5681
5822
5958
6098

-1.851244716-5
-1.895209626-5
-1.942074696-5
-1.987241606-5
-2.034184106-5

average run-off 21 Nov 96/0745z - 21 Nov 96/0845z:
21Nov96/1930z
21Nov96/1945z
21Nov96/2000z
21Nov96/2015z
21Nov96/2030z
21Nov96/2045z
21Nov96/2100z

137 meters/15 minutes

11848
11969
12098
12222
12387
12498
12623

-3.952043476-5
-3.992262196-5
-4.035243826-5
-4.076725796-5
-4.131949896-5
-4.168996546-5
-4.210599776-5

average run-off 21 Nov 96/1930z - 21 Nov 96/2100z:
22Nov96/0730z
22Nov96/0745z
22Nov96/0800z
22 Nov 96/0815z
22Nov96/0830z
22Nov96/0845z

129 meters/15 minutes

17808
17923
18044
18162
18276
18397

-5.940095036-5
-5.978280116-5
-6.018861736-5
-6.058259766-5
-6.096105766-5
-6.136615936-5

average run-off 22 Nov 96/0730z - 22 Nov 96/0845z:

118 meters/15 minutes

4.9e-10s/s

CFS#3 average frequency residual:
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Figure A. CFS#3 Ramsey Pattern (6 Aug 94).
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SVN20 FS#3 Ramsey Pattern
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Figure B. CFS#3 Ramsey Pattern (7 Nov 96).
SVN20 FS#4 Ramsey Pattern
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Figure C. CFS#4 Ramsey Pattern (21 Nov 96).
FS#1
Clock State
Clock Frequency (Aj)
5.34 e-12 (s/s)
1.5 e-13 (Hadamard Deviation)
Stability (x = one-day) (data from NRL)
Table 4. RFS#1 Initialization Data.

Clock State
FS#2
-2.60 e-5 (s)
Clock Phase (A©)
-1.76 e-11 (s/s)
Clock Frequency (Ai)
Clock Frequency Drift (A2)
-3.32e-18(s/sO
1.9 e-13 (aging correction = 1.3 e-13 per day)
Stability (x = one day) (data from NRL)
Table 5. RFS#2 Initialization Data.
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Clock State
Clock Phase (Ao)
Clock Frequency (Ai)

FS#3
7.73 e-5 (s)
-4.54 e-13 (s/s)
Table 6. CFS#3 Initialization Data.
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ABSOLUTE TIME ERROR
CALffiRATION OF GPS
RECEIVERS USING ADVANCED
GPS SIMULATORS
E.D. Powers and M. Miranian
United States Naval Observatory
3450 Massachusetts Ave., NW
Washington DC 20392-5420 USA
Tel 202-762-1451 fax 202-762-1511
E-mail powers@drake.usno.navy.mil
J.D. White and J. Brad
United States Naval Research Laboratory
4555 Overlook Ave. SW, Code 8151
Washington DC 20375 USA
Abstract
Precise time transfer experiments using GPS with time stability's under ten nanoseconds are
commonfy being reported within the time transfer community. Relative calibrations are done by
measuring the time error of one GPS receiver versus a "known master reference receiver." This
relative calibration can produce very stable results, but this begs the question of "how does one
calibrate tiie master reference GPS receiver."
In tills paper we will discuss the use of advanced GPS simulators to measure the absolute
time error of GPS receivers. This method has the advantage of calibrating a GPS receiver
indq>aident of any GPS system biases. The use of a GPS simulator also allows testing of
special conditions of the GPS system, such as year 2000 rollover and the 1024 week q>och
rollover.

INTRODUCTION
With the advent of the Global Positioning System (GPS), the Precise Time and Time Interval (PTTI)
commimity has seen great advances in tiie ability to compare time and frequency at great distances. In
practice, relative time transfer between two timmg laboratories has achieved stabilities of a few
nanoseconds witii averaging times of only a few days [1]. Absolute time transfer between two timing
laboratories is achieved by comparing one master timing GPS receiver to a secondary receiver over a
period of time at a common location. Then the secondary timing GPS receiver is relocated to a remote
timing laboratory to conduct the time transfer experiment. It is assumed that this hardware delay
calibration of the secondary receiver will remain fixed.
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The hardware delay in the GPS receiving equipment is one of the major sources of uncertainty and
instability for these types of time transfer experiments. By using advanced GPS satellite simulators to
characterize GPS timing receivers, the uncertainties could be reduced to less than one nanosecond.
Multi-channel GPS simulators that can be used as ideal signal sources for GPS timing receiver calibration
are now being produced by many companies. Advanced GPS satellite simulators can produce the same
RF conditions that are received from a live GPS satellite, but in a controlled and repeatable manner. In
addition, these GPS simulators can be used to characterize a GPS receiver's performance under a wide
variety of conditions. Troposphere, ionosphere, multi-path, and selective availability errors can be
controlled or set to zero. Any date and time can be simulated to determine whether a GPS receiver can
cross-critical date/time boundary conditions such as the coming GPS 1023 epoch rollover. A GPS
simulator scenario can be repeated many times to judge the repeatability of the GPS timing receiver. This
may be done over a wide variety of environmental conditions to characterize the receiver's stability.
SIMULATOR HARDWARE CALIBRATION

The first step in achieving a highly accurate GPS receiver timing calibration is to calibrate the calibration
equipment. To calibrate the GPS simulator,the relationship of the one pulse-per-second (1 PPS)
reference signal from the simulator and the code phase of tiie generated GPS signal must be measured.
The bi-phase modulated GPS signal code transition occurs in a finite bandwidth and is modulated by
timing pulses with rise times of several nanoseconds. Figure 1 shows a high-speed digital oscilloscope
plot of an amplified GPS LI carrier modulated with CA code near the time of the reference one pulse per
second. The effect of C/A code modulation (with the navigation data turned off) is that the amplitude of
the carrier at the actual time of the reference pulse goes nearly to zero. The ability to properly interpret
this code transition is the major limiting factor in this calibration technique.
After calibration, some simulators such as the STel 7200 have the ability to adjust the reference timing
pulse output phase to reduce this error to zero. The Northern Telecom model STR2760 simulator precise
timing output cannot be adjusted, but this difference can be carried as a paper calibration adjustment to be
removed from the final receiver calibration value.
For the purpose of this paper, three ten-channel/satellite Northern Telecom model STR2760 (NT2760)
GPS simulators were used. Experience with the NT 2760 simulator has shown that from a cold start, and
without running the internal self-calibration recommended by the manufacturer, there can be lO's of
nanoseconds of total delay variation and comparable code phase differences between the LI and L2
signals. Using the NT internal self-calibration procedure before the start of each simulation will reduce
the total delay variations to a few nanoseconds and the LI to L2 variations to about one nanosecond.
Table 1 shows the results of our external simulator calibration after the internal calibration has been run
for NT simulator serial number 147 over a period of several years. These results show that NT simulator
has very repeatable delays when the internal calibration is used.
GPS RECEIVER HARDWARE CALIBRATION

Once the sunulator has been calibrated, the GPS receiver is connected as shown in Figure 2. The use of
cables with identical delays m the RF and reference Imes simplifies calibration by matching delays in the
test and reference paths. A standard GPS simulator scenario is created with a fixed position and nominal
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ionosphere and troposphere. These factors are included since the modeled ionosphere and troposphere
corrections in many receivers cannot be turned off. A standard GPS constellation is used with no errors
in satellite positions or satellite clocks.
Date

LI Delay (nsec)

L2 Delay (nsec)

2/23/95

99.7

100.9

3/3/95

98.8

100.3

6/18/97

96.8

97.9

10/4/97

98.4

99.2

10/797

99.6

99.6

10/14/97

100.0

100.0

Table 1. Simulator Calibration Data, C/A codes.
The next step in the calibration process is to determine the average measured time difference between the
calibrated GPS simulator and the timing GPS receiver outputs. The final step is to apply the appropriate
bookkeeping delay corrections for tibie simulator bias, test cables delays, and the delays for the antenna
and antenna cable.
STANFORD TELECOM SIMULATOR CALIBRATION METHOD

Stanford Telecom has their own version of this simulator calibration method and has used it successfully
to calibrate the masters USNO GPS/UTC monitor receivers [2]. The USNO master GPS/UTC monitor
receiver has a built-in calibration mode that is compatible with a calibration function of the STel 7200
GPS signal simulator. This allows for a more precise calibration than would normally be possible.
SIMULATOR CALIBRATION TEST RESULTS OF AOA TTR-4P

Several attempts to calibrate the Allen Osbome Associate (AOA) Model TTR-4P have been performed
since 1995. "Die calibration data show a run-to-run variation that is significantly larger than the standard
deviations of the individual tests. These variations could be as larjge as 20 or more nanoseconds. Initially
some of the changes were thought to have been correlated with temperature changes in the laboratory.
To isolate temperature effects, the AOA TTR-4P receiver was placed m a thermal chamber and re-tested
at several temperatures. No clear temperature effect was identified, although some of the data pointed to
coefficients as large as 1 nanosecond per degree Celsius. In late 1995 it was concluded that more detailed
testing was needed to document what temperature effects exist and whether or not they are imique to this
particular receiver or whether tiiey are generic to the TTR-4P design.
The simulator did not appear to be the cause of the shifts,smce its calibration niunber had remained
constant over time and a variety of laboratory conditions. However, to increase confidence m it, another
experiment was done usmg a STel 5401C receiver. The scenario length was increased to one day to
increase the chance of seeing any irregularity in the simulator signal. The room temperature was changed
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from 21°C to 27°C for several hours and then back to 21°C during the run. Within the noise limits of the
STel receiver (less than S nanoseconds), no changes in the simulator were seen.
In 1996 USNO reported an error in the AOA TTR-4P resulting from the phase relationship between the
external 5 MHz provided to the AOA TTR-4P and the measured local 1 PPS signal. It was thought that
the relationships of the external 5 MHz signal and 1 PPS must be held fixed and have no bias to produce
consistent time transfer results. This would later be proved only partially correct.
In Jxme of 1997 AOA TTR-4P serial number 164 was made available for further sunulator calibration
testing. A series of detailed experiments were conducted investigating the relationship of the external 5
MHz and 1 PPS signals. The externally provided 5 MHz was offset by 1 mHz to study in detail this
USNO reported phase effect. It was discovered that there was indeed a large error resulting from the
phase relationship of the externally provided 5 MHz and 1 PPS. Figure 3 shows a time series plot of the
measured 1 PPS signal output from the TTR-4P and the internally derived measurements. An obvious
measurement error can be seen in these data of up to 24.4 nanoseconds. The period of each cycle shift is
not 1000 seconds as might be expected, because the external 5 MHz is multiplied inside the receiver to a
frequency of 20.456 MHz. All measurements within the AOA TTR-4P are based on this 20.456 MHz
internal clock. The 24.4 nanosecond amplitude of the time error results from a 0 - ISO degree phase shift
in this 20.456 MHz signal.
Next, the externally provided 5 MHz reference frequency offset was set to zero and its phase relationship
was set to match the externally provided 1 PPS signal to less than 100 picoseconds. The receiver was
then reset many times and allowed to acquire the simulated GPS signal. Table 2 shows the results of this
experiment. There were many times when the receiver came back to within a few nanoseconds of its
previous value; then there were other times the receiver jumped ten or more nanoseconds to a new
calibration value. The receiver seems only able to be calibrated to within a 24.4 nanosecond window of
uncertainty.
Time

AOA TTR-4P Delay in (nsec)

11:30

-162

11:39

-158

11:41

-160

11:43

-154

11:45

-152

11:49

-149

11:53

-170

Table 2. AOA TTR-4P Simulator Calibration Data
To confirm these simulator experiments two AOA TTR-4P receivers were run on live GPS satellites for
several months and common-view data collected. Several times during this experiment,one of the TTR4P's was reset and the time bias changed in a way similar to the sunulator calibration results. Figure 4
shows one of the resulting tune bias changes in the receiver after a reset.
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GPS BOUNDARY CONDITION TESTING

The NAVSTAR GPS Joint Program Office (JPO) funds a consortium of DOD agencies called the Joint
Test Agency Test Group (JTAWG). The Satellite Simulator Control Working Group (SSCWG) subpanel of the JTAWG was charged with creating a satellite simulator validation test plan and GPS receiver
validation test plan for specific time boundary rollover conditions. The SSCWG members tasked with
creating and accomplishing these test plans were the 746th Test Squadron (TS), Naval Research and
Development (NRaD) San Diego, Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), and Electronic Proving Ground
(EPG).
Listed below are the boundaries and navigation variables, which are being tested.
1. GPS epoch rollover fi-om GPS epoch 0, week 1023,21 Aug 1999 to GPS epoch 1, week 0,22 Aug
1999.
2. GPS year 2000 rollover from December 31,1999 to January 1,2000.
3. GPS leap year rollover from February 28 to 29,2000.
4. GPS Almanac Week boundaries
GPS 1024 WEEK EPOCH PROBLEM
The GPS week number is contained within the GPS NAV message in the form of a ten-bit binary number
with amaximiun decimal value of 1023, base epoch Oor(ll 1111 1111). This 1024-week period is
commonly referred to as the GPS epoch. Rollover of this GPS week number may cause anomalous date
determination within GPS receivers. The GPS Z-count has no provisions for determining which epoch is
current. Week 0 of the first GPS epoch was defined as beginnmg 0000 hours January 6,1980 the first
crossover from week 1023-to-O will occur 19.7 years later at 0000 on August 22,1999. The GPS data
structure does not contain information that would allow a GPS receiver to resolve which GPS epoch it is
in. In GPS ICD-200 it states that "At the expiration of GPS week 1023, the GPS week number will
rollover to zero (0). Users must account for the previous 1024 weeks." [3,4]
GPS 1023 WEEK EPOCH TESTING

GPS simulators are the only testmg tools available that can be used to determine if a GPS receiver will
perform properly before, during and after this upcoming GPS 1023-week epoch crossover. Several
timing GPS receivers were tested to determine if tiiey would operated properly crossing this GPS 1023week epoch crossover. We foimd that ahnost all timing GPS receivers with firmware older that 1995
would not fully function properly crossing this 1023-week boundary. The most common problem was
that the date would jump back to Jan 6,1980. Another problem observed was that a receiver might not be
able to find any satellites visible because it tries to propagate the GPS almanac backward 19.7 years. One
receiver appeared to function crossing the boundary, but the UTC (USNO) to GPS time correction was
computed incorrectly because of the 1024 week jump causing a 74-microsecond time error
FUTURE WORK

The simulator calibration technique is still under going further refinement. We plan to begm using a
calibrated anechoic chamber to directly couple the simulated GPS signal directly into the GPS antenna.
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This will remove the uncertainty in the calibration of the GPS antenna and greatly improve our error
budget. We will be testing several new GPS receivers such as the Motorola encore, AOA TTR6 and the
DOD Precision Light Weight GPS receiver (PLGR).
CONCLUSION

Calibrations of GPS timing receivers using advanced GPS simulators have the potential to achieve
nanosecond level absolute time calibration accuracies. The major limiting factor from a simulator
perspective is the measurement of the absolute delay between the modulated GPS signal and the
simulator precise timing output. The overall limiting factor is stability of the GPS timing receiver under
test. GPS simulators also can be used to test for special boundary conditions coming in the GPS system
such as the 1024-week rollover and the year 2000 rollover.
[1] W. Lewandowski 1994,"GPS Common-view Time Transfer" in Proceedings of the 25th Annual
Precise Time and Time Applications and Plaiming Meeting (NASA Conference Publication 3267), pp.
133-148.
[2] J. Brad, E. Powers, J. White,and P. Landis 1996, "Receiver Time Delay Calibration Usmg a GPS
Signal Simulator" PLANS Guidance Symposiiun, Jan 1996.
[3] GPS Standard Positioning Service System Specification, June 1995, second edition, GPS Joint
Program Office.
[4] ICD-GPS-200 Navstar GPS Space Segment/Navigation User Interfaces, Rev C, IRN-201-001, Oct
1995.
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Figure 1. CA-code modulated GPS signal at LI frequencies.
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Figure 2. Timing GPS receiver calibration test setup.
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ATOMIC FREQUENCY STANDARDS FOR THE
GPS IIF SATELLITES
Willem Emmer, Boeing
Eric Watts, Boeing
Abstract
The GPS IIP block of satellites will carry Cs beam and Kb vapor cell atomic frequency standards. This paper
presents a description of the two frequency standards and reviews their expected performance. The performance
of the two technologies is also assessed within the context of the orbital environment User range error, a
measure of accuracy, is calculated based on projected performance of the HP frequency standards. Potential
system performance improvements, possible with two future clock technologies, are also considered.
INTRODUCTION
Atomic frequency standards and the ultra-stable signal they provide enable the present GPS constellation
and future GPS satellites to broadcast highly accurate navigation signals. The GPS IIF satellites will take
advantage of recent advancements in frequency standard technology to improve upon the performance of
the GPS Constellation. The current configuration of the GPS HF satellites provides two cesium frequency
standards (CFS) and two rubidium frequency standards (RFS) in response to the Government's system
requirement for two frequency standard technologies to be provided on each satellite.
The GPS EOF Navigation Payload utilizes the same architecture as the successful GPS Block MIA Space
vehicles. The Navigation Payload is comprised of four atomic frequency standards (AFSs), a frequency
synthesizer & distribution unit (FSDU), the cross-link transponder & data unit (CTDU), and the navigation
data unit (NDU). Each frequency standard outputs an ultra-stable 10.23MHz signal to the FSDU. The
FSDU modifies that signal as requured to support selective availability and distributes the signal to the
NDU and other signal users. The NDU uses the 10.23MHz signal to generate the pseudo-random noise
ranging codes (C/A & P(Y)), build the navigation message, and combine these two signals for modulation
on the L-band carriers.

GPS HF ATOMIC FREQUENCY STANDARDS
The cesium-beam frequency standards will be produced by Frequency and Time Systems (F&TS), a
division of Datum Inc. The rubidium gas cell standards will be produced by EG&G's Electro-optics
Division.
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CESIUM ATOMIC FREQUENCY STANDARD

Frequency and Time Systems, which designed and built the cesium frequency standards for the GPS I and
n/IIA satellites, was selected to develop and produce the cesium standards for the GPS-ICF program.
F«&TS's new cesium frequency standard design, designated the Model FTS 4410, will space-qualify
microprocessor control technology for the frequency standard. The hew design follows from F&TS
developmental work sponsored by the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL).
The heart of the design is the cesium beam tube (CBT) which provides a suitable environment in which a
beam of cesium atoms may be interrogated by a microwave field at 9.192... GHz. The Model FTS 7610
CBT used in the 4410 has its design heritage in the Cs beam tubes (CBTs) used in the GPS I and n/IIA
clocks. For use in GPS IIF, the 7610 was enhanced to provide longer life, increased accuracy and
frequency stability. Of particular concern in a CBT is the trade-off between short-term stability and
lifetime. An increase in cesium beam intensity results in an improvement in short-term frequency stability
at the expense of CBT lifetime. The 7610 is designed to meet the frequency stability requirements of GPS
DF, while supporting a 10-year operating life requirement. The CBT design must also withstand the
mechanical rigors of satellite launch. Comprehensive vibration testing (to the GPS IIF qualification
levels) of the FTS 7610 during the development phase has demonstrated that the design can survive and
perform after exposure to the launch environment.
The enabling technology for the 4410 operation and performance is an embedded microprocessor. The
microprocessor and its software algorithms perform several important tasks which include: lock acquisition
at start-up; operation of the primary frequency4ock loop; operation of several "background" servos which
stabilize the atomic interrogation process; and comprehensive monitoring of system operation to provide a
robust indicator of clock state-of-health. Multiple software servos operate in the 4410 to continuously
optimize its performance. The 4410 employs a servo architecture which "time shares" the atomic
interrogation process among several tasks. The primary servo serves to frequency-lock the oven controlled
quartz oscillator (OCXO) to the atomic resonance, thereby providing a clock output signal with the
frequency accuracy and stability of the cesium atomic beam. Periodically, a "stolen cycle" is used to
acquire information for one of several background servos; these servos control signal gains, interrogating
microwave power, as well as the magnetic field within the cesium beam tube, to negate the effects of
external magnetic fields. The time-sharing technique has the advantage that the primary servo is
uncontaminated by the activity of the background servos. The multiple servos do not occupy the full
processing capability of the microprocessor. The otherwise spare processor time is used to monitor
numerous intemal clock parameters to provide a robust and comprehensive evaluation of clock state-ofhealth. Twenty-eight intemal parameters are monitored and reported over a satellite telemetry data channel.
The synthesizer is another important element in the atomic frequency standard. The synthesizer translates
the clock output frequency (10.23 MHz in the case of GPS IIF clocks) to the atomic resonance frequency
(9192631770 Hz for cesium). There are several requirements for this synthesizer: the signal at the atomic
resonance frequency must be free of significant spurious responses which may cause "frequency pulling",
a shift of the atomic resonance. The synthesizer must be able to generate interrogating signals at various
frequencies within the cesium atomic resonance structure. The output power of the synthesizer must be
controllable. Additionally, operation of the primary frequency lock loop servo requires a square wave
frequency modulation of the interrogating signal. The OCXO at 10.23 MHz is the starting point.
Frequency multipliers translate the frequency to the GHz realm. A surface acoustic wave (SAW) oscillator
running at 9.192 GHz is controlled in an offset phase4ock loop to provide a "clean", spurious-free
microwave signal for interrogation of the cesium atoms. The reference for the offset PLL is generated in a
direct digital synthesizer (DDS) imder control of the microprocessor. Microprocessor commands sent to
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the DDS are translated to the SAW output frequency, thereby providing an ability to interrogate features of
the atomic resonance.
The interrogating signal microwave power may change with time as a result of temperature, aging, or
radiation effects upon the electronics. These changes in microwave power levels can, in turn, cause
frequency instabilities in the clock. The microwave power servo modulates the microwave power,
providing information which is used to optimize the microwave power level without contamination of the
primary frequency lock loop performance.
The Model 9400-520 OCXO used in the 4410 CFS was developed specifically for use in space and
contains a third overtone SC-cut resonator at 5.115 MHz.. A doubter within the oscillator provides an
output at 10.23 MHz. It has been used in numerous satellite applications.
RUBIDIUM ATOMIC FREQUENCY STANDARD

The Rubidium Frequency Standard (RFS) design evolved directly from a previously space-qualified design
and employs classical rubidium gas cell principles. A voltage-controlled crystal oscillator at 10.23 MHz,
synthesized from the Rb hyperfine resonant frequency, provides the output via an amplifier and crystal
filter. Another crystal oscillator, resonant at approximately 13.4 MHz, excites the Rb physics package via
a phase modulator and frequency multiplier chain. This produces a discriminator signal which is
processed by a servo amplifier to lock that crystal to the Rb atomic resonance.
The classical rubidium gas cell principles used in the design of the frequency standard give the highest
available performance consistent with program constraints. The discrete isotropic filter cell gives zero
light shift over a range of light intensity and high signal-to^ioise (S/N) ratio. This permits operation at a
relatively low light level, thus reducing temperature and RF power dependencies.
The RF multiplier chain consists of a 13.4MHz voltage-controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO), a phase
modulator, a diode tripler, a push-push doubter, and a x85 step recovery diode (SRD) multiplier. The low
noise of the Rb reference permits a tight lock loop that allows the use of the low-complexity, non-ovenized
crystal oscillator. An automatic level control loop is used to maintain constant drive to the SRD multiplier
and a high-Q helical resonator RF bandpass filter is used ahead of the SRD multiplier. This approach
provides high stability and spectral purity. A clean modulation waveform is generated by passive
integration of a precision squarewave, and highly linear phase modulation is obtained by applying small
excursions to a varactor diode.
The RFS synthesizer consists of a phase4ock loop employing two divider chains and a 10.23MHz VCXO.
The 13.4MHz signal is divided by 3051 and the 10.23MHz signal is divided by 2329. These divider
circuits provide frequencies of 4.39kHz to a phase detector. The phase detector in turn drives loop
compensation amplifiers which steer the varactor tuning of the 10.23MHz VCXO.
The output amplifier provides a +18dBm low-distortion output and maintains a phase-continuous output
under transient radiation. This "flywheel" effect is provided by a LC output tank and crystal bandpass
filter.
The nF RFS includes a built-in baseplate temperature controller. This controller maintains the baseplate of
the RFS electronics at +45 °C + 0.1°C,thus essentially eliminating the effects of space vehicle temperature
variations.
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NAVIGATION TIMING ERROR ANALYSIS
Timing of the navigation message is critical to GPS system performance where timing and positional
accuracy are intimately tied via the speed of light. A one-nanosecond timing error yields a O.S-meter range
error. The frequency standards are allocated a timing requirement in term of User Range Error (URE)
measured in meters. The bar chart of Figure 1 illustrates the GPS-IIF URE allocations including that of the
frequency standards at an "age of data" (ADD) equal to 24 hours. Behind the control segment the
frequency standards' performance is the major driver in the positional accuracy of the GPS Constellation.
Age of data refers to ^e elapsed time since synchronization of a given space vehicle to GPS-time as
defined by the Control Segment. Synchronization occurs at least once every 24 hours,but as often as every
15 minutes,as a means to limit a space vehicle's phase offset from system time and,hence,its range error.
Error growth over the specified 24*our period is of primary concern from the frequency standard design
standpointjSince the frequency standard must perform over this time interval with prescribed stability.
The frequency stability of the GPS-IIF standards, as characterized by Allan deviation, is shown in Figure 2
along with measurements of the BDF CFS & RFS prototype stabilities. This random noise instability results
in the largest contribution to URE. The required on-orbit performance of the GPS UF frequency standards
demands that both units have minimal environmental sensitivities. Thermal and magnetic environment
fluctuations degrade the AFS's performance. An analysis was performed to estimate these effects and the
results are presented below.
Random noise processes in frequency standards contribute to timing errors, and so called "optimum
predictor" riiethods for estimating these contributions have been developed^"\ The method employed in
this analysis accounts for the various noise processes that are used to model observed instabilities^'' '°\
Based on the measured prototype performance, noise processes of the GPS frequency standards were
estimated and used to calculate timing error growth over age of data, as shown in Figure 3. The analysis
assumes perfect control segment modeling; the actual timing error, at zero age of data, will be small, but
non zero.
The space vehicle will see a periodic thermal environment resulting in ± 3 °C changes at the frequency
standards' baseplates. Since the RFS utilizes an integral baseplate temperature control unit to actively
eliminate thermal variations, these fluctuations are of no consequence. The cesium standard, however, is
affected. The temperature variation induces a sinusoidal frequency shift that is directly proportional to the
measured thermal sensitivity of-3x10'" Af/fo/°C. Time integration of the frequency offset yields the
timing error which is also sinusoidal with a peak-to^eak magnitude of 1.24 nanoseconds. This timing
error is deterministic, but since control segment uplinks are not correlated with the thermal environment,
the error cannot be fiiUy removed. The Kalman filter of theControl Segmentwill partially compensate for
this error, resulting in a cyclic temperature-induced timing error of zero mean and of the same magnitude of
1.24 nanoseconds. For system analysis for all ages of data, a value for the thermal timing error of one
standard deviation is used, equal to 0.88 nanoseconds.
The frequency standards are also subject to external magnetic fields which will induce frequency shifts.
The magnetic field of most concern is generated by three "torque-rod" electro-magnets in die Attitude,
Determination & Control System (ADCS). The magnetic field at the location of each frequency standard
depends upon the distance to each electro-magnet and its polarity. Preliminary calculations show that the
cesium frequency standards will see a field as large as 1.64 gauss and the RFS a 0.88-gauss field. The
electro-magnet duty cycle and polarity varies, with the minimum on time for each magnet being 100
seconds.
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The GPS-IIF CFS utilizes a background servo to compensate for changes in magnetic field seen at the
beam tube. This background servo effectively eliminates the effects of the external magnetic field by
compensating for it, resulting in an insignificant contribution to phase error.
The GPS nF RFS will exhibit an induced fi-equency shift and resulting phase error grovvth due to the
presence of an external magnetic field. The prototype RFS exhibited a magnetic field sensitivity of
approximately ± 0.33x10''^ Af/f per gauss, depending on polarity, for magnetic fields aligned with the RFS
physics package axis. Computer simulation of GPS-IIF satellite momentum dumping over an orbit was
used to generate timing profiles of the three electro-magnets. Using the RFS prototype magnetic
sensitivity and the strength of the magnetic field aligned with the RFS physics package, the RFS magnetic
timing error contribution was calculated. The cumulative timing error is reduced by magnetic fields of
opposite polarity which induce firequency shifts of differing signs. The single-orbit time profiles of the
electro-magnets are not periodic and the resulting phase error exhibits a component of linear drift over the
period of the modeled orbit. The Kalman filter of tiie Control Segment will model and remove the linear
phase drift component of this timing error. The resulting "compensated" phase error is shown in Figure 4,
calculated as the difference between the magnetic field-induced phase shift and Kalman filter-modeled
drift. As in the case of the temperature-induced timing error, for system analysis, a "reasonable" value for
magnetic field-induced timing error has been assigned for all ages of data, equal to 0.14 nanoseconds. This
value is one standard deviation of the predicted error (Figure 4).
Power variation measurements were made on both AFS prototypes. Applied variations in supplied power
yielded no measurable frequency variations at either the output of the CFS or the RFS. No timing impact
is predicted due to space vehicle power variations.
Total RFS and CFS contributions to the system URE are shovwi in Figure 5 as a function of age of data.
Three-and twenty-four hour values are shovra explicitly. The RFS contribution to URE is a function of the
random noise instability and magnetic field phase errors. The CFS contribution to URE is a function of
the random noise instability and thermal phase errors. The errors due to random noise instability, thermal
and magnetic environment fluctuations are independent and are combined via the root-sum-square. System
user range error requirements are based on vehicle performance over the period of operation, hence URE
values are calculated as root^nean-square values over time. The combined contributions indicate both the
nF CFS and RFS will easily beat the URE allocation assigned to the frequency standards for all ages of
data.

FUTURE FREQUENCY STANDARDS
The field of high performance frequency standards is rich with proposed and existing devices of ultra-high
stability and accuracy^*'^\ However, when considering the need to qualify the frequency standards for
space,tihe number of these standards is significantly reduced. Fundamental stability calculations have
shown that 2-3 orders of magnitude improvement is possible from diode laser-pumped rubidiuni^^ and
cesium ^'^'^ atomic frequency standards. However, since space-qualified diode lasers are not foreseen in the
near future, introduction of such laser-pumped standards to the GPS Space Segment must wait.
Frequency standards based on advanced nibidium^*^ and linear ion-trap ^'^^ technologies promise
significant neaF4erm increased performance,while maintaining size, weight and power acceptable for
satellite use.
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LINEAR ION TRAP STANDARD
Linear Ion Trap standards are based on confinement of ions in small RF traps, where electromagnetic
fields replace the physical walls required to confine the particles in conventional atomic standards. The
ions,thus,remaln unperturbed by de-phasing coUisionswith confining walls, eliminating a major source of
frequency instability. Ion trap standards are also highly immune to environmental perturbations since,
unlike masers or beam devices, they operate without resonant cavities. Proper choice of the atomic
element for the ion standardreduces sensitivity to ambient electric or magnetic fields even further. (The
fractional sensitivity of the mercury ion is nearly 1000 times smaller than the CMxesponding sensitivity of
the hydrogen atom in the hydrogen maser) The sum of these characteristicsmake the stability of trapped
ion devices orders of magnitudebetter than currently available atomic standards.
The Time and Frequency Systems Research group at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory has been
developing a trapped mercury ion frequencystandard for ground-based applicationsover the past eight
years. More recently, the JPL group has addressed the development of space flight frequency standards,
and has produced a working prototype based on a novel "extended" linear electrode trap design^^\ This
prototype is called the Linear Ion Trap-Extended, or LITE standard. The LITE traps Hg ions between
four linear electrodes in one region and "interrogates" the ions optically in another. The separation of
trapping and interrogation regions allows for an elegantly simple design.
The LITE prototype physics package is operated in conjunction with rack-mounted electronics. Although
the electronics and support hardware of this prototype have not been optimized for space flight, estimates
of flight unit parameters are 20 pounds and 15 Watts. The system performs as an ultra-stable frequency
standard,as characterized by the Allan deviation shown in Figure 6.
ADVANCED RUBIDIUM STANDARD

As the supplier of GPS rubidium frequency standards, EG&G has gained insight into potential
improvements for their standards, but paradoxically, for programmatic reasons, has not pursued them. The
development of an advanced rubidium frequency standard would offer improved reliability, producibility,
and an order of magnitude improvement in frequency stability. But such development is always
accompanied by programmatic risk. Conservative program managers have avoided this risk by
maintaining the current EG&G design without these improvements,even though such modifications are
projected to put the advanced rubidium's performance close to that of a mercury linear ion trap standard.
Development of an advanced rubidium frequency standard would involve modifications to many aspects of
the existing design. Incorporation of digital signal processing will improve producibility and performance.
Digital techniques would allow numerical notch filtering of the 2"" harmonic signal,as well as various
bookkeeping functions such as frequency self-calibration and tuning. Digital signal processing will also
improve producibility by reducing the number of select in test components. Half of the RFS frequency
instability is attributed to phase noise,much of which originates in the RF chain circuitry. The proposed
use of a dielectric resonant oscillator in the high end of the RF chain and a numerically controlled
oscillator in the low end can eliminate much of the phase noise. These techniques have already been
successfully implemented in cesium43eam standards. Microwave cavity modifications can improve upon
the limited utilization of the vapor cell volume for signal generation, increasing the signako-noise ratio.
Cavity design can also improve the uniformity of magnetic field. These improvements involve wellestablished techniques and don't require the addition of any new, high-risk technologies.
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CONCLUSION
Future implementation of ultra-precision frequency standards can improve the accuracy of the GPS system
by nearly eliminating the AFS noise contribution to URE for all ages of data. However, the GPS "System"
performance m the IIF timeframe will be principally determined by short4erm AFS performance with age
of data of 3 hours or less because of the unique GPS-IIF "crosslink update mode" and operational
approaches. Figure 7 shows the projected random noise contribution to user range error for the advanced
rubidium and linear ion-trap45ased standards. The random noise error can be reduced to a few centimeters
at 24 hours,as compared to the ~1 meter-Boise contribution of current standards.
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Abstract
The first Block IIR GPS navigation satellite, placed in orbit on July 22, 1997, carried a new
generation of rubidium clocks. Since then, two of these clocks have been activated, and both are
performing well This ptg>er reports on those early results, and compares the in-orhit performance
•with ground acceptance test data.
EG&G has delivered about two-thirds of the 66 Rubidium Atomic Frequency Standards (RAFS)
neededfor the Block UR GPS program. Composite frequency and time stabSUy plots are presented
for aU delivered units, and more detailed acceptance test stability dataare^own for the two RAFS
that are operating on-board SVN43. In addition, similar life test dataarediewn for the two units that
are undergoing life testing at NRL.
In-orbit stability and drift data are presented for RAFS &W 005 and 006 using all available 15minute precise ephemeris/clock data from the National Imagery and Mapping Agency (NIMA).
RAFS S/N 006 was turned on M3/97 and was used as the active clock until 9/26/97. RAFS S/N 005
was turned on 8/22/97 and became the active clock on 9/26/97 at the beginning of a 2-month
extended navigation test Both are showing excellent stability and early drift stabilization.

INTRODUCTION
The first successfully launched Block IIR GPS navigation satellite was placed in orbit on July 22, 1997
carrying a new generation of rubidium clocks. Since then, two of these clocks have been activated, and
both are performing well. This paper reports on those early results, and compares the in-orbit performance
with ground acceptance test data.

RAFS PRODUCTION STATUS
EG&G has deUvered about two-thirds of the 66 Rubidium Atomic Frequency Standards (RAFS) units
needed for the Block DR GPS program. Each of the 21 Block IIR space vehicles has three RAFS, two
RAFS are undergoing ground life testing at the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), and one unit is a spare.
Composite Allan and time deviation plots showing the stability of all delivered units are shown in Figures
1 and 2. All units show negative drift widi logarithmic stabilization that settles to below -IxlO'^Vday
in 1-2 months, and have a typical stability of Oy(T) = 2xlO"*V^ + 2x10'".
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NRL LIFE TEST DATA
RAFS S/Ns 028 and 030 have been undergoing life testing under thermovac conditions at the Naval
Research Laboratory since April, 1997. Both units are performing well and are displaying excellent
stability and drift stabilization, as shown in the table below.'^'' ^^^ The stability value shown is the T=1 day
Hadamard deviation (which removes the Unear frequency drift).
RAFSS/N
028
030

Drift, pplO'^'/day
-8.1
-6.5

StabiUty.pplO'^
5.6
7.5

NIMADATA
The National Imagery and Mapping Agency (NMA) provides precise ephemeris and clock data for the
GPS constellation at their Web site.'*^ These data are in the SP3 enhanced format and are organized into
daily files by GPS wedc and day number (see on-line information). The early non-operational data for
SVN43/PRN13 can be downloaded via ftp from special files.^^ The NIMA precise ephemeris dataarealso
used by NRL to generate reports regarding the in-orbit performance of GPS clocks.^''

RAFS S/N 006
Figure 3 shows about 39 days of T=15 minute NIMA frequency data for RAFS S/N 006 from 8/18/97 to
9//25/97, which covers the complete period from whenthesedata became available to when tuning tests were
conducted just prior to switching to RAFS S/N 005. Tlie record shows the negative aging and logarithmic
stabilization that is typical of all of these Rb clocks. A y(t)=a-hi(bt+l) log fit to the frequency data allows
the deterministic aging to be separated from the stochastic noise, and uses the entire record to determine the
aging slope at the end, only -8.25xl0''^/day. A detailed inspection of the data shows a considerable amount
of sharp phase noise and spikes, and some daily variations that are indicative of orbital effects.
Figure 4 shows the RAFS S/N 006 frequency residuals after the log fit is removed. The quality of the trend
removal is excellent, and the residuals show the noise and diurnal variations more clearly. These residuals
are then used to analyze the clock stability.
Figure 5 shows the RAFS S/N 006 frequency stability as measured during fectory acceptance testing and
by the NIMA in-orbit data for the complete SVN43 time keeping system (TKS). The order-of-magnitude
increase in noise at short averaging times is due mainly to the coarse phase meter resolution, while the extra
noise at intermediate averaging times is due mainly to VCXO noise and temperature sensitivity.'"' It is also
somewhat higher than measured during ITT acceptance testing'^', perhaps because the actual orbital
temperature variations are larger than predicted. The RAFS temperature sensitivity is negligible. The
overall stability is near that of the RAFS itself at averaging times of 1 day and longer.
Figure 6 shows the RAFS S/N 006 time stability. The 1-day time deviation, ajx) or TDEV, is probably
the single best indicator of clock performance in the GPS application. This value, 0.79 nsec or 0.24 meter,
is excellent, and well within the 1.40 meter error budget allocation.'^'
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RAFS S/N 005
Figures 7-10 show similar data for RAFS S/N 005, which was turned on 8/22/97 and selected as the online clock on 9/26/97. NIMA tracking data for S/N 005 began on 9/27/97 and continued until 10/16/97,
when it ended because of side effects of an extended navigation test that is expected to continue through
12/7/97. RAFS S/N 005 had a drift of-1.12xl0""/day at the end of this record and a stability essentially
identical to that of S/N 006. The 1-day TDEV for this clock was also similar, 0.59 nsec.

CONCLUSIONS
The first of a new generation of space-qualified rubidium clocks has been launched and their early
performance is excellent.
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Abstract
We have conducted several time-transfer experiments using the phase of the GPS carrier
rather than the code, as is done in current GPS-based time transfer systems. We used data
from geodetic quality "off-the-shelf dual-frequency GPS receivers, where up to 8 satellites can
be simultaneously observed.
We connected two GPS receivers to two different atomic clocks at NIST. The antennas connected to the receivers were separated by about 40 m. The time difference between the clocks
connected to the GPS receivers was estimated using weighted least-squares methods and carrier
phase data. These relative clock estimates were then compared with the NIST time-scale system.
We find agreement between the two methods of 55-80 picoseconds over periods of a week.

INTRODUCTION
Soon after the Global Positioning System was developed, the geophysical community began to apply it to numerous scientific problems, including plate tectonics, post-glacial rebound, interseismic
deformation, and volcano monitoring, i-"-] The size of signals associated with these phenomena can
be as small as 1 mm/yr. In order to address their science objectives, geophysicists have long been
involved in research to improve the accuracy of GPS. When it became clear that their scientific goals
required greater orbit accuracy, the geophysical community and their geodetic colleagues developed
a global continuously operating GPS network. Data from this networkaxeused to provide extremely
accurate GPS ephemerides. Along with model improvements and caretul reference frame definition,
the accuracy of GPS position estimates now approaches one centimeter over averaging periods of a
day.t^J Sub-centimeter horizontal precisions are routinely reported for distances of several thousand
kilometers.!^] These achievements were made using the GPS carrier phase observable. The objective
of this paper is to investigate the resolution of GPS carrier phase methods for time transfer.
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ESTIMATION
The GPS carrier phase observable A(?!i* of wavelength A can be written as:['*]

-A^^A = p + (^' -c5r + N\ + pt-pi + pm-\-e

(1)

where subscript r refers to the receiver and superscript s denotes the sateUite. p is the geometric
range, or |X* - Xr\, where X* is the satellite position at the time of signal transmission and X^. is
the receiver position at reception time. Proper determination of p requires precise transformation
parameters between the inertia! axid terrestrial reference frames, i.e. models of precession, nutation,
polar motion, and UTl-UTC. pt and pi are the propagation delays due to the troposphere and
ionosphere and pm is the multipath error, e represents immodelled errors and receiver noise. Since
the GPS receiver only tracks the fractional phase, an integer bias, N, must be introduced to the model
equation. This bias is also known as the carrier phase ambiguity. J* and 5r are the satellite and
receiver clock errors. An equivalent model equation can be derived for the pseudorange or "code"
observable with several important distinctions. Pseudorange is not biased and so N is not estimated.
The magnitude of the ionospheric delay is the same, but opposite in sign. The most significant
pseudorange limitation is that the e term is nearly 100 times larger than for carrier phase.
The ionospheric delay can be _effec_tively removed by combining the two GPS frequencies. The
remaining parameters, 5*, iS^, X«, X, Pt, and A'' must be estimated or known a priori. The model
equation can be linearized and solved using weighted least squares. We used the GIPSY software
to solve these equations. [^] Parameter estimation in GIPSY is carried out using a Square Root
Information Filter (SRIF) algorithm described in [6]. Both sateUite and receiver clocks are estimated
at each data epoch relative to a reference receiver clock. The clock estimates are uncorrelated from
epoch to epoch. The sateUite coordinates X* are taken from the IGS service, with a radial accuracy
of 5-10 cm.l'J The IGS analysis includes GPS data from 50 or more GPS receivers around the world.
We estimate the wet tropospheric path delay at zenith as a time-dependent parameter with a random
walk noise model. [®J

RESULTS
Over short basehnes, most geodetic parameters, including clocks, are insensitive to orbit error. This
is also true of atmospheric conditions, which are common to both antennas for a short baseUne. The
Umiting error sources in this case are likely to be multipath and receiver noise.
Two geodetic quality GPS receivers were connected to NIST Clock 16 and NIST Clock 21. Clock 16
is a hydrogen maser and Clock 21 is a cesium standard. Each GPS antenna was mounted to the roof
of the NIST faciUty. The distance between the antennas was approximately 40 meters. The receivers
were operated continuously for 28 days at a data interval of 30 seconds. Parameter estimation over
short distances includes the behavior of Clock 21, carrier phase ambiguities, and the coordinates of
each antenna. The carrier phase ambiguity bias terms were resolved. [®] Clock 16 was treated as the
reference clock and its time-varying behavior was not estimated. There was no direct
connection
between the GPS receivers. AU GPS estimates of the clocks are based on a full analysis of the GPS
carrier phase observables.
We have made independent measurements of Clock 16 and Clock 21 using a special hardware system
that looks Uke a group of time interval counters (TIC). These data were acquired automatically every
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12 minutes. The diflFerence between Clock 16 and Clock 21 as measured by the TIC system is shown
in Fig. 1.
Over the 28 days of this experiment, the GPS receiver connected to Clock 21 lost lock on all satellites
3 times. This resulted in minimal data loss (5-15 minutes), but did introduce a bias into our solutions.
A geodetic GPS receiver is programmed by the manufacturer to "reset" its internal clock whenever
the receiver loses lock on all satellites. The receiver sets its clock by the GPS constellation in view at
that time. Because of selective ability this bias can be as large as 300 nsec. It is this internal clock
that is used to define the carrier phase observable. With appropriate modifications to the receiver,
this reset can be calibrated.
In Fig. 2 we demonstrate the advantage of using carrier phase data over pseudorange data. In each
time series we have subtracted the TIC clock measurements as truth. Thus,we are showing the
residual agreement for the measured difference between Clock 16 and Clock 21. In Fig. 2a we used
only pseudorange data. The residuals show peak-to-peak scatter of 10 nsec, with a RMS agreement
over the 7-day period of 2.3 nsec. The large daily signature in the pseudorange data is associated
with multipath. Since a GPS sateUite will appear 4 minutes earlier each day, we expect multipath
to have a 23 hour 56 minute period. In Fig. 2b we used carrier phase data. The residual RMS
agreement using carrier phase data is 55 picoseconds.
In Fig. 3 we simimarize the results for our 28-day experiment. We have plotted the residual of the
difference between the GPS estimates and the TIC values for the 4 separate sections of data. Each
section is plotted against its own mean. The weighted RMS residuals for the 4 sections range from
55 to 81 picoseconds. At this scale we can see that carrier phase data are also affected by multipath.

CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated 55-81 picosecond accuracy for time transfer over short distances over periods
of a week. The dominant error appears to be multipath. The effect of multipath can be reduced by
careful site selection. To achieve 50 picosecond time transfer accuracy, geodetic quality dual frequency
receivers with 8 or more channels must be used and ambiguity resolution is required.
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Fig. 2: The residuals between GPS estimates of the Clock 16-21 difference and the measured
difference taken from Fig. 1 for a) pseudorange data and b) carrier phase data. The pseudorange RMS
agreement is 2.38 nanoseconds. The carrier phase RMS agreement is 55 picoseconds.
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Fig. 3: The residuals between GPS estimates of the Clock 16-21 difference and the measured
difference from Fig. 1 for 28-day period. Each vertical line represents independent analysis of data from the
two GPS receivers. The RMS agreement for each data segment is shown below the data.
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Questions and Answers
MARC WEISS (MIST): How do you know that those are diurnal effects or multi-path? Could they peiii^s
be ionosphere?
KRISUNE LARSON (UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO): No, they are not ionosphere. I am using a dual
frequency correction for the ionosphere. These are geodetic quality, dual frequency geodetic receivers, and
the ionospheric errors respectively reduce to a random error by doing that
MARC WEISS: Do the satellites have biases that differ from one satellite to the other in the LI - L2?
KRISTINE LARSON: Not the ionosphere. It is definitely not the ionosphere. There conceivably could be
atmospheric effects, but it is not the ionosphere. You can check that by doing elevation cut-off tests and
things like that. Multi-path will depend on those elevation cut-offs or how low you look in the sky; and so it
is multi-path, but I did not demonstrate it here. I just said it was.
GERARD PETIT (BIPM): What about variations in the antenna delay and so on? You do not seem to
experience such delays even in the long baseline e}q)eriments. In the short baseline, it is conceivable
because the two sets of equipment are similar, should have similar variations. But the long baseline is also
veryKRISTINE LARSON: Delays in the antenna, temperature delays and things like that?
GERARD PETIT: Yes.
KRISTINE LARSON: Yes, I think that would be interesting to look at over a longer period of time. This
was just a three-week experiment, and that is the next tiling to look at. This looks very promising, and to do
a proper comparison you have to look over a long enough period to see all the potential problems. I think
that is a good thing to look at
JOHN LUCK (ORRORAL GEODETIC OBSERVATORY): I understand that Ashtech are developing a
system whereby the time is inserted from your local clock into the receiver. Would that get rid of the jimips
that you were noticing?
KRISTINE LARSON: Right-Yes!
JOHN LUCK (ORRORAL GEODETIC OBSERVATORY):
development?

Do you know the status of the Ashtech

KRISTINE LARSON: I have heard that about Ashtech as well. In fact, I have heard they did it for the
University of Bern. I think the TurboRogue folks could do it, too, if they wanted to; and in the meantime,
I talked to the people at JPL, as most of you know, they helped develop iht TurboRogue. They gave me a
way to calibrate it without any change, but it would be easier if the manufacturer would just do it
CLAUDINE THOMAS (BIPM): I can say that three of these new Ashtech's at 12-T, ad^>ted to time, are
now in operation; one at NPL in the UK, one at LPTF at the Paris Observatory, which is just beginning its
work; and one at BIPM which arrived last Monday, and of course we do not have any data yet But it will
be in operation.
KRISTINE LARSON: These do not reset? Okay - Good!
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Abstract
GPS and recent^ also Glonass receivers are widely used for navigation. When these receivers are used for time and
frequency transfer, then all the internal delays and their associated stability become very important.For accurate
navigation they are in 'common mode' and only need to be constant during an integration period of less than about
one minute. This nanosecond levelproblem is sometimes not understood by manufacturers and users of those GPS
and Glonass timing receivers that were converted from navigation receivers. In the paper this problem is addressed
and also the specific Glonass problem caused by the Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) used instead of
Code Division Multiplexing (CDM) used in GPS. Some delay measurement results are presented. The
calibration and characterisation of these delays is important for the international atomic time scale.

INTRODUCTION
Since the inttoduction of the Global Positioning System (GPS), many manufacturers have
developed and produced receivers for navigation or geodetic positioning. Those receivers consist
of an antenna vinit, a receiver with a correlator to lock to the coded bi-phase modulated satellite
signals, a time reference (usually an internal quartz or rubidium clock), and a time interval
counter (TIC) to measure the arrival time of the received signal from each satellite s with respect
to the time reference (Hg.l).
For each satellite s, the TIC reading TI(s) is:
the time offset of the satellite clock (1),
+ the propagation time (2) from satellite s to the antenna (including ionosphere delay,
Sagnac effect and troposphere excess delays),
+ the signal delay in tiie antenna unit (3) (including delays in its filters and amplifiers),
+ the signal delay in the cable (4) from antenna unit to the receiver input,
+ the signal delay in the receiver (5) (filters, amplifiers, down converters),
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- the time offset (6) of the reference clock (including the reference cable delay in case of
the use of an external reference clock)
For each satellite the above delays 3, 4, 5 and 6 are equal, but delays 1 and 2 are different. The
clock offset of each satellite clock is transmitted, so can be accounted for.
Navigation and positioning use the propagation delay differences (2) for their calculations,
so the delays 3, 4, 5, 6 in Antenna, Cable, Receiver, Reference and Clock offset are common
and should only not change within the (short) sequence time to measure 4 or more satellites.
The propagation delays (2) are transformed into distances using the speed-of-light constant,
these distances are the pseudo-ranges. From pseudo-ranges to 4 different satellites the position
of the antenna is calcidated.
Time Transfer uses known fixed antenna coordinates and calculates the local or internal
reference clock offset firom the TI(s). Then the delays in Antenna(3), Cable (4), Receiver (5),
reference cable (6) have to be known in
absolute value: they should have been measured and,
thus, been calibrated. Unknown changes due to changes in temperature, etc. in any of these
delays become attributed to the calculated reference clock offset and are limiting tiie accuracy
and precision of the time and frequency transfer.
The necessity of knowing continuously the values of hardware delays 3, 4, and 5 as well as
the cable delay from delay 6 is often neglected when GPS and Glonass receivers developed
firstiy for positioning, are being transformed into timing receivers by changing only its software!
This extta necessity is also the reason why geodesists have a problem to vmderstand that, while
they obtain centimeter position accuracy (equivalent to 30 ps time uncertainty), timing experts
obtain for long-term (half day or longer) only about 3 ns time accuracy, which translates into
meter position accuracy! This paper will farther point to some sources of the (slow changing)
delays (3), (4) and (5).
SOURCES OF SIGNAL OR GROUP DELAYS
The listing below shows a number of sources of signal delays.
Coaxial cables: typical 5 ns per meter for Z =50 Ohm (with solid polyethylene instilator).
Amplifiers with transistors, resistors and (parasitic) capacitances, depending on bandwidth and frequency: wider bandwidth results in lower delay.
HF tuned L-C circuits, high, low and band pass filters, depending on bandwidth and
frequency: wider bandwidth and higher frequency gives lower delay.
Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) filters using ceramic or glass resonators: depending on
excitation mode, propagation velocity in the material, bandwidth.
Optical fiber cables: see SAW filters.

FACTORS OF SIGNAL DELAY CHANGES
When these delays are known once, they may change due to sensitivity to some factors as given
in the Hst below:
Temperature
Humidity
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Air Pressure
Mechanical strain
Aging
Reflections in cables/fibers due to mismatch
Supply Voltage
Signal Power level in amjplifiers, specially near the compression point
So all such factors should be examined to determine if they may result in significant changes of
the delays for GPS, Glonass and Two-Way Satellite Time and Frequency Transfer [11, 12]
equipment.

DELAYS IN GPS TIME TRANSFER RECEIVERS
In Fig. 2 and 3 the signal delay calibration curves of two different pre-correlation filters are
shown for the GPS LI frequency (1575.42 MHz). It is clearly seen that wide-band filters exhibit
less delay than narrow-band filters. Also,when both filters would have the same percentage of
temperature dependancy, the wide filter is more stable with temperature. Of course, the overall
temperature coefficient depends on the temperature sensitivity of the used components [1, 3, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10,11, 12]. For the P-code a ten times wider bandfilter is required compared to the C/A
code. That is one reason why (geodetic) P-code receivers (mostly also dual-fcequency) receivers
generally could have smaller temperature sensitivities compared to C/A (mostiy single-frequency) receivers.
Fig. 4 shows an example of a good characterization of a commercial filter, a linear group delay
factor is given, as well as a parabolic and a ripple value.

DIFFERENTLAL DELAY IN DUAL-FREQUENCY LI & L2 RECEIVERS
The excess delay due to the ionosphere cannot simply be determined. In receivers for the GPS
LI frequency (1575.42 MHz) using the C/A code, a model for the ionosphere and a parameter
from the navigation message is used to calculate it. Fortunately, the ionosphere delay is
frequency-dependant. So from pseudo-range measurements using the same signal firom the same
satellite (Rg. 5) but at a different frequency, the momentary ionosphere delay can be determined
more accurately. The second frequency, L2, is 1227.6 MHz, and die delay in the receiver for this
signal may differ firom the LI delay (see Fig. 9); this differential delay has to be calibrated in
advance and should subtracted from the measured L1-L2 pseudo-range difference to obtain the
true ionosphere delay difference. Then the absolute ionospheric delay correction at LI is
calculated and used in the positioning and time transfer calculations.
SIGNAL DELAYS IN GLONASS (=MULTI-FREQUENCY) RECEIVERS
In the GPS all satellites transmit at the same nominal frequency for LI and L2. The satellite
signals are distinguishable because of the difference in their \mique codes used for the bi-phase
modulation. In the Glonass, the codes on all satellites are equal, but the transmit carrier
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frequencies are different for each satellite; at LI: (1602 +k*0.5625) MHz and at L2: (1246
+k*0.4375) MHz, (where k=0 to 24), a difference of about 0.5 Mhz between satellites. The LI
frequency range spans 13.5 MHz and L2 needs 10.5 MHz for the 24 satellites. The delay in
antenna unit and receiver over these bands should be identical or its frequency dependancy
should be calibrated and corrected for (see an example in Fig. 9). This is necessary both for
positioning and for time transfer, but is not easy to do at the 1 ns level or better.
A LI & L2 Glonass receiver, thus, needs 24 LI and 24 L2 differential calibration values, apart
from one L1-L2 differential delay calibration for accurate positioning, and for time transfer at
least one additional absolute calibration is needed. Due to the planned re-use of Glonass
frequencies, now not all 24 calibrations are needed; in the future 12 will be enough. For Glonass
receivers, delay stability with temperature is also a great necessity [2,3,4,5].

SIGNAL DELAYS IN MULTI-CHANNEL GPS AND GLONASS RECEIVERS
In single-channel receivers all measurements are using the same receiver channel. In multichannel receivers (Fig- 7) there is a chance of differential delays between channels. These delays
should be calibrated and corrected for in the software; or at least these differences should be
smaller than a specified level, such as 1 ns.

SIGNAL DELAYS IN DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSORS (DSP'S)
Presentiy new GPS and Glonass receivers are using digital signal processors for the digitization,
correlation, time interval and code-generation functions. The pseudo-ranges are determined
using these very fast processors with the appropriate software. The processing in these DSP's
take some time, which leads to an apparent receiver delay time, which is equivalent to the delay
in filters and in digital circuitry. This delay will normally be identical for all tracked sateUites and
so will not normally be a problem with positioning applications, but are a big problem for time
transfer. This delay has been reported to amount up to 2000 ns! This delay should be calibrated
for time transfer applications. A better solution would be to minimize this DSP delay or even
avoid it by optimizing the design of the hard and software of the DSP for time transfer.

CARRIER PHASE AND RECEIVER DELAYS
The use of carrier phase smoothed data for time transfer improves the short-term stability due to
averaging more cycles in the same averaging time and less multipath, but the timing of the code
sequence is still needed for initially identifying a carrier cycle. For the long term (a half day or
longer), the phase of the carrier is also affected by the same filter and cable delay changes due to
temperature, humidity, etc. as the coded bi-phase modulated carriers and these receivers need
the same precautions to improve its long-term delay stability necessary for time transfer [8,9].
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Tablet Required Delay Callibrations
Receiver
configuration

No. of bands

No. of
frequencies
per band

Total no. of
frequencies

Navigation:
no. of
Calibrations

Time
Transfer:
no. of Calibrations

GPS C/A,
single freq.

1

1

1

0

1 Absolute

GPS dual
freq., P-code

2

1

2

1 Relative

2 Absolute
= 1 Abs. + 1
Rel.

Glonass
C/A, single
band

1

24

24

24 Relative

24 Absolute
= 1 Abs. +
23 Rel.

Glonass dual
band, Pcode

2

24

48

49 Relative

49 Absolute
= 1 Abs. +
48 Rel.

Dual system
GPS C/A &
GLO C/A,
Glonass dual
band, Pcode

3

1/24/24

49

50 Relative

50 Absolute
=1 Abs. +
49 Relative

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that manufacturers of GPS and/or Glonass receivers for time transfer
provide the values of the relative and absolute delays in each antenna and receiver unit on a
calibration report or in a calibration data file; also that the receiver is prepared to use such a
calibration file to correct the calculated time transfer data output.
Further research should be done to improve the long-term stability (specially temperature
sensitivity) of GPS and Glonass receiver circuitry.
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DELAY STABILITY OF THE TWSTFT EARTH
STATION AT VSL
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Netherlands
Abstract
FrequmcyandtimetrarisferrneA)odsrelyon thestability ofthepropagation time o/Ae signals through the
systems involved. For TWSTTTthe stability ofthe delays encountered in the earth station by the
transmissionofthelocallPPSsignal^wellasthatofthereceivedremotelPPSsignal,determinesthe
uncxrtidniy at suhnanosecondkvelforsudo transfers. The characteristics of the TWSl't'l 'earth station at
NMi Van Swinden Laboratorium (VSL) based on data accumulated with its automated delay
Tneasurementsystemduringaboutoneyeararepresentedanddiscussedinmore detail Delay stabilities
TDEVofloops for tau = Ihto 50 dare obtained, andfrequency stabilities ADEVof2.2E-15for
tau = 1 d.

INTRODUCTION
For the measurement of the difference of the delay in the transmit part (TX) and the delay in
the receive part (RX) of the TWSTFT earth station at VSL, an automatic calibration system [3]
has been developed, based on the use of a specially-at-VSL-developed sateUite simulator SATSIM
method [1,2]. The knowledge of this TX - RX delay is necessary if clocks at two remote sites are
to be compared xising the TWSTFT method; if both stations are equipped with such a system no
additional visits [4] of other calibration equipment is necessary for absolute time comparisons.
This paper shows what long-term performance can be expected from this TX-RX calibration.
This method uses a calibrated reference cable, and this essential cable is also calibrated
automatically in the automatic system. The main parts of the system used for the calibration are
part of the TWSTFT equipment; only coaxial transfer switches are added, 70 MHz and 1425
MHz sine wave sotirces and the SATSIM, as shown inFig.la.
The cables and their delays are defined as follows (Fig. la+b):
A is the cable from the Mitrex modem 70 MHz TX output to the up-converter Fup;
B is the cable from the down-converter Fdn to the 70 MHz RX input of the Mitrex modem;
C is the cable from the 70 MHz CW generator to the output of the amplifier;
HL is the cable from amplifier output to the Sat. Simulator input;
HL' is a cable equal to cable HL, and runs from the difference frequency generator DF to the
other input of the Sat. Simulator; cable L is the sum of HL and HL';
CL is the Reference cable being caHbrated each time; it is the sum of C and HL;
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RX is the Receive delay: the sum of the delay from the Sat. Simulator to the Feed, the delay from
Feed to the output of the down-converter Fdn and cable B;
TX is the Transmit delay: the sum of the delay of cable A, from the input of the up-converter
Fup to the Feed, from the Feed to the Sat. Simtilator;
TX-RX is the value of interest for TWSTFT.

STABILITY OF THE REFERENCE CABLE DELAY CALIBRATION
Firsdy the delay of the reference cable CL is detennined. Using a three-corner-hat method, the
delay of C is determined from half of the sums of the delays of cables C+B and C 4- A minus the
sum of cables A and B.
The stabihties of these three sums do not differ much; the structure of the variations (fig. 2a and
Fig. 3a) that can be seen, are originating in the MITREX modem itself, not in the cables. Also, a
small slope diiring the year can be seen. Fig. 2a and 2b show the stabiHty of A+B and 3a and 3b
that of cable C+B. TDEV varies from 24 ps for tau = 1 h to maximum 150 ps for tau = 1 week.
At MJD 50612 the origiaal cable C has been replaced by a new cable with 70 ns less delay. The
data taken after the replacement,which included the delay of cable C, have been corrected for
this.
The delay of HL is determined by measturing C+B+L (Fig. 4a- + b) and subtracting C+B and
dividing the result by two. HL alone is detennined with a very good long-term stabiHty as shown
inFig.Sa and 5b, a TDEV of 10 ps at tau = 1 h to 23 ps for tau = 50 days! At MJD 50612 a
residvial step of 100 ps due to the replacement for cable C is visible and causes the rise of TDEV
at tau of 20 d and 50 d.
Now the wanted delay of the reference cable CL is the sum of C and HL ?nd its stability is
shown to be 20 ps at tau = 1 h to a maximum of 72 ps at tau = 1 week in Fig. 6a and 6b.

STABILITY OF THE TOTAL TRANSMIT AND RECEIVE DELAY
INCLUDING UP- AND DOWN CONVERTERS, HPA AND LNA
The next measurement is the sum of cables CL + RX which include the RF path from SATSIM
to the receiver antenuaa and the down-converter and cable B. The total RX delay is calculated
from CL+RX and subtraction of CL. StabiHty is shown infigs. 7a+b, 8a+b; TDEV is constantly
about 100 ps.
Then the sum of TX-f-RX is measured and the delay of TX (including the up-converter and RF
path to the SATSIM) is calculated by subtraction of the RX delay detennined before. StabiHty is
shown inFigs. 9a-hb, 10a-i-b, again a TDEV of about 100 ps for tau = 1 h to 50 d.
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STABILITY OF THE TRANSMIT - RECEIVE DELAY DIFFERENCE
Finally the TX-RX delay is caloilated by subtraction of the RX delay from the TX delay; see
Fig. 1 la and 1 lb for the stability. Now TDEV varies from 250 ps at tau = 1 hr to 110 ps for tau =
50 d. The associated frequency stability is showing mainly flicker phase noise and a modified
Allan deviation of 2.2 E-15 is obtained at tau = 1 day, 2.5 E-16 at 10 d and 4.5 E-17 at 50 d.
Fig 12a+b show the outside temperature and its stability. These figures help to see if correlations
of delay stabiHty with temperature exists. The 'TEMPDEV shows a rise after 2 h and reaches a
maximum as expected at a diurnal tau = 12 h of 2.2 degrees C and drops to 1.2 at tau = 18 h and
24 h. For TX-RX we also find a drop of TDEV from 150 ps at tau = 12 h to 120 ps at tau = 18
h and 110 ps at tau = 24 h.

CONCLUSION
The TX-RX delay at the VSL earth station is stable to a TDEV of about 100 ps for tau of up
to at least 50 days and the system is stable in frequency to 2 E-15 for tau = 1 day . But while
these delay changes are measured in near real time, they can be subtraaed from actual Two-Way
data, and enable the clock comparisons to an even much better level than the stability
reported here. This could be demonstrated when two good H-masers were compared using
TWSTFT stations equipped with such an automated delay measuring system and the TWSTFT
data be corrected for the measured delay changes. So far, a best TE>EV of 0.22 ns for tau = 1 h
to 0.18 ns for tau = 1 d from hourly sessions of 300 s during 32 days using an "Atlantis" modem
on a baseline of 2400 km has been reported [10].
The VSL full TX-RX stabiHty results are up to two times better than the results reported by the
Technical University Graz (TUG) [5,7,11,12] when taking into accoimt that the half TX-RX
delay stability was reported; maybe this difference is because at VSL the up and down-converter
are mounted inside the building, just under the roof , while at TUG they are outside at the
antenna.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Unfortunately the improvement of the performance of TWSTFT using delay measiirements
cannot be demonstrated further with good clocks now: the two laboratories equipped now with
automated delay measuring systems (TUG and VSL) have no H-masers available and the labs
that do have H-masers do not (yet) have an automated delay measuring system. This dilemma
should be solved in the near future!
Another finding is that the used MITREX modem is sensitive to environmental factors for tau
of 3 h to 10 d even when it was kept in a room at a temperature of 23 degrees centigrade
controlled to about 0.3 degrees C and a relative humidity of 45% controlled to about 5 % RH.
Also, it was noticed that the non-linearity of delays measured by the MITREX modem when
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changing the length of the cable in known increments under circumstances is 100 ps or more.
Some mismatch and / or cross-talk in the modem might be the cause of this. So modems still
should be improved.
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Abstract
In the development of a new time dissemination capability for the U.S. Air Force Eastern
Missile Test Range, the satcom channels to be used became an issue in terms of performance over
different links and available coverage. A primary advantage of C band is that satellite coverage
is more widely available in remote areas where Ku coverage is limited or not available at all. To
investigate the performance issue, a Two-Way Satellite Time Transfer (TWSTT) experiment was
performed to obtain comparative data over both C and Ku band. Time transfers between two
sites using atomic frequency standard clocks were performed over both links to compare results in
a controlled experiment. The objective of the experiment was to determine the relative precision of
TWSTT over the frequency bands.
Time transfers were performed between a station located at Rockledge, Florida and the
NIST facility at Ft. Collins, Colorado for a period of approximately ten days. GPS receivers were
used in common-view mode referenced to the same clocks as an independent comparative
measure. Tests were conducted over a wide range of temperature variations and weather
conditions. Observations were obtained during snow, heavy rain and sun with temperatures
from 8 to 90 degrees Fahrenheit at the two stations. Analysis of the resultant data shows that
time transfer over the two links performed equally,with residual RMS results of approximately 5
nanoseconds.
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INTRODUCTION
The U. S. Air Force Eastern Missile Test Range has a requirement for precise time
synchronization of their remote tracking stations which stretch along the Atlantic Ocean from
Cape Canaveral, FL to Ascension Island, UK. The current technology of Two-Way Satellite
Time Transfer (TWSTT) can provide the accuracy required for the remote station
synchronization. Most TWSTT applications have used Ku-band sateUite links because of the
lower cost of the earth station equipment. However, the Ku-band satellite coverage is limited
to spot beams focused on the major continents and does not provide coverage in the Atlantic
Ocean over Ascension Island. The C-band communications sateUites have a global beam
which covers an area of a hemisphere that includes all of the Eastern Missile Test Range
remote sites. The purpose of this experiment was to compare the performance of Ku-band
TWSTT to that of C-band and to establish the link equipment requirements for C-band.

TWO-WAY SATELLITE TIME TRANSFER (TWSTT)
TWSTT is a method for determining the precise time difference between two separated timing
systems. The method uses Very Small Aperture Terminals (VSATs) and computer-controlled
spread-spectrum modems to perform synchronization measurements via a geostationary
satcom. The satcom contains a transponder with sufficient bandwidth to accommodate the 4
MHz two-way time transfer signal. Measurements are performed in sessions of five-minute
measurement periods and each session takes 30 minutes or less to perform.
A basic TWSTT Hnk is shown in Figure 1. The signal is transmitted between a Master and a
Target site through the satcom sateUite. The transmission between the two sites occurs
simultaneously, which allows cancehng of timing signal path delays when the measurements
made at each site are differenced. The high accuracy of this technique is dependent upon
these reciprocal delays canceling out in the comparison process. Operation as a Master or
Target site is under software control, and an individual site may operate in either mode
depending upon operator selection.

TWSTT ACCURACY AND ERRORS
The accuracy of the TWSTTs lepends on several factors. These include the ionosphere,
sateUite movement, transponder delays, antenna hardware, cabHng, and the quaUty of the
clock source.
The ionosphere can cause delays in the signal path to and from the sateUite. Since the upUnk
and downUnk frequencies are separated by 2 GHz, the delays in the uphnk and downlink can
differ. The differential delays on C-band, which is at 6 GHz and 4 GHz, wiU vary more than at
Ku band, which is at 14 Ghz and 12 GHz. As the frequency increases, the effect from the
ionosphere decreases. The errors are introduced when the ionosphere varies for each leg of the
satcom link,leaving the two-way delay non-reciprocal.
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Satellite movement may also affect the time transfer accuracy. If the satellite is not station
kept, the path lengths can vary during the transfer operation and cause non-reciprocal errors.
Depending on how much the satellite moves, a tracking antenna may also be required.
The properties of the sateUite transponder can have a serious effect on the accuracy of the time
transfer. The principal source of accuracy with this technique is common or reciprocal error
that will cancel in a simultaneous two-way transmission. If the transponder uses the identical
equipment in translation and retransmission of the signal, then the signal delays are identical
and will cancel in the process. I:^however, the equipment in changing frequencies between up
and down links should also change antennas in the spacecraft, then the signals may not foUow
the same path and delays are not identical. Observed delays in some TWSTT applications
have experienced large errors due to this effect.
Delays in the earth station antenna hardware may vary since it is exposed to the environment.
Temperature variation will have the largest influence. Since the hardware used is sufficiently
wide bandwidth, the hardware delay variations are less than two nanoseconds. Cables
exposed to the environment, especially in long lengths, can have delay variations of multiple
nanoseconds.

SATELLITE COVERAGE
The Ku-band continental spot beam coverage typical of satcoms is shown as the S2 footprint in
Figure 2. This coverage is not adequate for the Eastern Missile Test Range appUcation.which
extends below the Equator into the South Atlantic Ocean. The C-band satcom coverage is
represented by the outer concentric rings which include a hemisphere of the earth and all the
remote sites of the test range. In fact, the area of interest in this application is located
generally in the center of the C-band global beam coverage.

COMPARISON EXPERIMENT
A time transfer experiment was performed between a facihty at COMLINK, Inc., Rockledge,
FL and NIST, Fort Collins, CO. Each site had Ku-band and C-band earth station equipment
with an NRL-designed TWSTT modem. The same modem was used for both Ku-band and Cband measurements. Each site used an HP 5061 cesium standard as a clock reference source.
In addition, STEL 5401C GPS Time Transfer Receivers were used to perform independent
common-view time transfer (CVTT) measurements during the experiment. Time transfer
measurements were obtained over a period of six days during April, 1997. A comparison was
made between the Ku-band and C-band TWSTT data to determine the difference in precision
of the two measurement systems. The GPS CVTT datawerealso compared as an independent
check of the time transfer results.
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TWSTT RESULTS
The phase offset results from the Ku-band TWSTT are shown in Figure 3. The data show a
phase offset of about 7.5 microseconds and a frequency offset of about 4 pplO^^. There are 31
sets of observations, and each observation represents five minutes of TWSTT measurements
taken in groups of three about every twelve hours. Each five-minute measurement point is the
result of averaging 300 one-second time interval measurements. The RMS ranges from 250 to
300 picoseconds. A plot of the residuals to a linear fit of the Ku-band data is shown in Figure
4. The scale is expanded in order to look at any signature in the data. The RMS of the
residuals is eight nanoseconds. No particular interest was given to the variations in the data
although some may be attributed to the behavior of the cesium reference at the Florida site
due to a large temperature rise when the facility lost air conditioning. The objective was to
determine how well C-band measurements would compare with those of Ku-band.
The C-band phase offset measurements are shown in Figure 5. There are 94 sets of
observations shown here. Three or four sets of C-band measurements were taken before and
after each Ku-band measurement session. The data show about the same phase offset and
frequency difference as that of the Ku-band measurements. The residuals to a linear fit are
shown in Figure 6. The RMS of the residuals is nine nanoseconds,which is comparable to the
eight nanosecond RMS of the residuals of the Ku-band measurements.

GPS COMMON-VIEW TIME TRANSFER RESULTS
GPS common-view time transfer measurements were taken during the period of the TWSTT
test as an independent comparison. Position of the receiver is a key parameter required for
GPS time transfer and exact surveyed positions were not available. The STEL 5401C GPS
receivers were used in a self-«urvey mode for about three days to determine positions of the
two sites. The receivers were also operated in the GPS Standard Positioning Service (SPS)
mode which results in noisy solutions and data due to the affects of GPS Selective AvaUabUity
(SA). The GPS CVTT phase offset measurements are shown in Figure 7. The noise due to the
effects of GPS SA are apparent in the spread with peak deviations of several hundred
nanoseconds. The residuals of a Unear fit are shown in Figure 8. The RMS of the residuals is
27 nanoseconds. It should be noted that an attempt was not made to achieve the best
performance available from GPS,but rather to obtain an independent measurement for
comparison to the TWSTT measxirements.

COMPARISON RESULTS
A comparison of all the methods is summarized in Figure 9. The phase offset results of the
Ku-band and C-band measurements are plotted on the same graph. The GPS CVTT
measurements are also plotted for comparison. The TWSTT measurements track very closely
and the GPS CVTT measurements show the same data trends with a bias. Since the interest
was primarily in determining the difference in the Ku-band and C-band measurement
systems, little attention was given to the absolute caHbration of any of the time transfer
measurement systems. For implementation in an actual time transfer application, significant
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efforts are required to insure that each measurement system is caHbrated and maintained in
calibration.

CONCLUSIONS
The difference between the Ku-band and C-band results are shown in Figure 10. The RMS of
the difference is 0.84 nanoseconds,which demonstrates comparable performance of the C-band
TWSTT measurement system to that of Ku-band. The bias of 24 nanoseconds should be
removed when both TWSTT measurement systems are cahbrated. The C-band measurement
system earth station requirements to achieve these results included a 5.5-meter antenna in
Rockledge, FL and a 4.6-meter antenna in Ft. CoUins, CO. The transmitted power was set at
six to seven watts.
The results of this experimental comparison show that C-band TWSTT may be used in this
appHcation with comparable performance to Ku-band, and an adequate C-band earth station,
would include approximately a five-meter antenna with a ten-watt RF transmitter.
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Figure 1. Basic Two-Way Satellite Time Transfer Link

Figure 2. Satellite Footprint
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Figure 4. Rockledge, FL vs. Ft. Collins, CO Ku band TWSTT linear residuals
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Figure 6. Rockledge, FL vs. Ft. CoUins, CO C-band TWSTT linear residuals
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Figure 8. Rockledge, FL vs. Ft. Collins, CO GPS CVTT linear residuals
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Questions and Answers
BOB WEAVER (UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA): What size C-band antenna did you
use? You said you used 10 watts.
ORVILLE OAKS (NRL): The antenna was a five-and-aJialf-meter antenna at the Florida site. NIST was
5.6, something like that.
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Abstract
The US. Naval Observatory (USNO) Time Service (TS) uses the AOA TWT-100 Atlantis
Modem for its most important Two-Way Satellite Time Tranter (TWSTT) applications.
A method was devised to measure delay changes due to hardware failures in an
operational monitoring system. The VSATon due Roof (VSR) of building 78 is a 1.8-meter
dish using a SKYDATA RF unit and is used as the primary opreational earth station for
TWSTT with the USNO Abemate Master Clock (AMC) located at Falcon AFB, Colorado
and for aher stations. The Mobile Earth Station (MES) mointors the VSR performance by
making six experiments per day. A second 1.8-meter VSat on the Other roof(VSO) is also
used as a monitoring system. As long as tite hardware remains in normal operating
specifications^ a constant time difference should result. The MES, VSR, and VSO are cohcated with a common<lock refavnce, Master Chck 2 0iC2). Temperature measurements
were taken using a thermocottple-based temperature measuring system. The themocouple
probes used to monitor the temperatures of each modem are located on top of the analog
section. This paper presents the results of the estimation of time delay change wid>
temperature difference between the modem in MES and a modem in the USNO TS earth
station control room.

INTRODUCTION
A system of Ihree Ku-band TWSTT stations has been developed to provide a routine operational
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monitoring system looking for delay changes from hardware failure. The three TWSTT stations are
known as the mobile earth station (NES), flie VSat on the Roof (VSR) and the VSat on the Other roof
(VSO). TWSTT experiments are taken routinely using a common-clock as reference, MC2. This
allows for monitoring the stability of the time difference between the TWSTT. If the systems are
performing well, the time-series of the measured time differences will remain at a constant value.
However, if a hardware component fails, the measured time delay typically changes quiet noticeably.
With a three antenna system enough information is obtained to allow isolation of which individual
TWSTT system has the failed componart. Tlie main goal of our TWSTT is to provide the most stable
TWSTT reference to our remote users; see Figure 1 for a simple diagram of the system.
During normal operations the stability of the
common-clock experimoits are at the 300
picosecond level RMS. As a secondary
effort, we decided it would be simple to
install temperature probes on the modem to
evaluate the time difference changes
between MES and VSR. We installed
temperature probes in the ceiling of the
MES and the earth station control room
(ESCR), as well as placing temperature
probes on top of the analog section of each
modem. This was done in order to try to
gather data to allow evaluation of any
temperature effects of the modems with
time difference.

Geo-Satellite

MESt

!'.':•.:,.... IVvj.^stems Monitored.
VSoR
"VSop

Common-dock

Reld Users

Figure 1

TE?MPERATURE OF MODEMS AND TIME DELAY CHANGES

Not surprisingly there was a correlation vidth
outside temperature and the
van
aivironment The temperature as measured
at the MES modem shows a diurnal
variation locked to the outside temperature,
but much reduced in amplitude. The ESCR
shows little direct relationship to outside
temperature. The data for temperature with
respect to time difference are quite varied in
the ESCR case! The behavior is very
complex, depending on season, state of air
conditioners and heating systems, wheflier
rack doors were left open; etc., see Figure 2.

Modem Temperatures and Time Differences
Common-Clock Experiments
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figure 2

In order to have a small chance of making
some sense of these data,we decided to select one week's worth of data (MJD 50696 to 50703) to
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analyze in detail. Figure 2 shows flie time difference VSR-MES (nanoseconds) and the temperature
as measured on top of the analog section of the MES and VSR modems. A diurnal temperature
variation in phase with outside temperature is evident, especially in the MES temperatures. The earth
station control room modem temperatures are a bit more confusing. For the first two days the
temperature measured at the modem in the ESCR are out of phase from those measured at the MES
modem, then for a while they seem to be in phase, and later seem not related at all. It is clear,
therefore, that any transfo- fimction is very complex and variable with time. Since the time difference
is measiu-ed as VSR-MES, it was decided tiiat the appropriate thing to do was to compare the
VSR(modem)-MES(modem) temperature difference with modem-induced delays in the time differences.
Figure 3 shows the time delays (275 ps RMS)
with temperature difference between the two
modems. A peak-to-peak variation of 6
degrees Celsius is evident between tiie two
modems. Some evidence for short-term time
diffCTKice structure correlated with temperature
difference is visible. There seems to be only
an extremely weak long-term relationdiip.

Temperature Differences Between Modems
and Modem Delay Differences
Common-Gock Experiments

DltferetKie

A linear least-squares fit to the temperature
difference with time difference for the
combination VSR-MES indicates a weak
relationship of 85 picoseconds per degree
Celsius; see Figure 4.

* Celsius Difference

S0696 50697 50698 50699 50700 50701 50702 50703
MID

Figure 3

CONCLUSIONS

To minimize delay variations that will affect
accuracy it is always important to consider the
design of the complete system. Increasing the
thermal stability of tiie systems through
insulation, environmental control, etc. are easy
to paform and will improve the stability. VSO
can serve as a hot backup in case of failure of
a critical component in the primary VSR
Systran. A mdhod of monitoring for long-term
seascxial systematics would be a worthy, but
difficult project, for future efforts.

Delay Change with Temperature
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Abstract
Common-View GPS has proven to be an accurate and reliable time
transfer method capable of producing estimates of clock differences with
a precision of 2-3 nanoseconds with averagin^^K The advent of multichannel timing receivers promises enhanced coverage and increased
precision due to the large number of common-view passes available
between any two sites. This paper discusses the processing techniques
used to reap the benefits of the multi-channel receivers, and compares
common-view results with those achieved using standard single-channel
receivers. The precision of multi-channel common-view is shown to be
less than a nanosecond with averaging over one day for a 2400-km
baseline.

INTRODUCTION
Multi-channel GPS timing receivers offer the opportunity to greatly increase the
number of common-view passes between any two sites. The extent to which these
additioiuil passes enhance the precision of the common-view results can be deduced
from the underlying statistical theory. For a random sample from a Gaussian
distribution, the variation of the sample mean is inversely related to the sample size.
Thus we might expect that the variance of the "average" common-view differences
between two sites to decrease dramatically with increases in the sample size, i.e., the
number of common-view passes. In order to validate this scenario, the USNO
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conducted a three-month experiment comparing common-view results obtained via
single-channel receivers with those obtained using multi-channel receivers.

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
TIME TRANSFER RECEIVERS

TTR4P multi-channel receivers were used in the experiment. All receivers
were upgraded to the 050 processor and were operating with version 3.0.34.3
software. This software version has two new features which are necessary for
successful common-view time transfer, a new mode of operation called Clock, and
the ability to apply ionospheric model corrections. When operating in Clock mode,
the receiver vkn not try to automatically detemdne its position when it is reset,
undergoes a power cycle, or loses lock on all satellites. Instead, the receiver
maintains the position entered by the user. The ability to select the ionospheric
model eliminates the problem of noisy ionospheric measurements for satellites below
30 degrees elevation, a characteristic of the TTR4P receiver. Furthermore, applying
modeled ionospheric corrections maintains continuity with most common-view time
transfer receivers in operation today.
AOA

MULTI-CHANNEL COMMON-VIEW SCHEDULES

In the traditional common-view (CV) algorithm, satellites are tracked according to
a schedule issued by the BEPM twice annually. This schedule spaces the CV passes
at least 15 minutes apart to allow for a two-minute acquisition period needed by
many single-channel receivers. When using a multi-channel receiver in "all-in-view"
mode, several satellites are tracked at once, potentially from horizon to horizon.
Thus, the standard CV schedule is ineffective, both in terms of nxmiber and
concentration of passes. To maximize the number of CV passes between the USNO
and the USNO AMC, several different multi-channel common-view (MCV)
schedules were tested.
The first schedule building technique identifies the time intervals when each satellite
is in common-view between the two sites, and divides these time intervals into 13minute MCV passes. In such a schedule, there are approximately 20 passes per
satellite, as opposed to two or three passes in a traditional CV schedule. Like the
traditional schedule, however, the MCV passes are slewed four minutes per day.
Drawbacks to this schedule biiilding technique include the following. (1) If
common-view is to be done with a new site, a similar schedule must be constructed
listing all passes in common between the USNO and the new site. This is
undesirable if short-term MCV experiments occur with numerous sites. (2) The
schedule must be "maintained," since satellite positions change over time. (3) There
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is no guarantee that there will be any CV passes between receivers operating on this
schedule and other time transfer receivers using the standard BIPM schedule.
The second schedule building technique reduces the time spent maintaining the
schedules by disregarding the time intervals when each satellite is in common-view.
Instead, MCV passes for every satellite are constructed by dividing the day into 110
thirteen-minute intervals. Thus, each 13-minute interval is a potential MCV pass for
all satellites. In reality, of course, only approximately 20 of these will be tracked
per satellite at both sites. While this does eliminate the need for constantly
maintaining the schedule, it increases processing time since the raw data are searched
for 110 passes per satellite, as opposed to 20 passes as in the first method. This
technique is, however, flexible enough to be adapted to any new site, as it does not
depend on location specific satellite view times.
A third technique was adopted after discussions with C. Thomas of the BIPM which
allows all of the traditional CV passes to be included as a subset of the MCV passes.
This is accomplished by dividing the day into 16-minute time intervals and setting
the effective date of the MCV schedule to be the effective date of the most recent
BIPM International CV Schedule. This technique not only allows CV comparisons
with single-channel receivers, it is a convenient format that can be mutually agreed
upon in order to exchange 13-minute data with any other lab. Data for exchange
with other timing labs are formatted in accordance with the GGTTS guidelines.'^'
MULTI-CHANNEL COMMON-VIEW PROCESSING

Using one of the above techniques to establish start and stop times of 13-minute
passes for each satellite, the raw 10-second data are processed using a linear fit
routine to produce 13-niinute values which are referenced to the midpoint of the
pass. Common-view differences are then identified in the standard way using a 20degree elevation mask.'^' The MCV differences are then filtered. Traditionally, a
two-standard-deviation filter is used to remove outliers, but 5% upper- and lower-tail
trimming were found to be more effective at removing systematic error sources from
the common-view difference data between the USNO and the USNO AMC. The
rationale for the trimming procedure will be discussed below. Next, linear fits are
calculated using the filtered 13-minute differences from 1200 UT of one day to 1200
UT of the next day, and referenced to 0000 UT of the second day.'*'
RESULTS
USNO - USNO AMC
Multi-chaimel common-view has been underway between the USNO in Washington,
DC and the USNO AMC in Colorado Springs, Colorado since January 1997. Over
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this 2400-kilometer baseline, approximately 360 MCV passes are observed daily.
The receivers at each site are referenced to steered hydrogen masers which are
generally kept within a few nanoseconds of each other via Two-Way Satellite Time
Transfer (TWSTT).'*' The results presented are for the time period 01 June 1997
through 05 September 1997, and include common-view passes for all healthy
satellites except PRN02/SVN13.
During the ejqperiment, the distribution of daily Reference-GPS measurements made
by receivers at both sites was foimd to be approximately Gaussian when treating the
Reference-GPS data as a random sample, not as a time series. The MCV difference
data were thus expected to be Gaussian. In practice, however, it was found that the
distribution of the MCV differences was heavy-tailed, indicating a systematic error
source. Although this enor source was not eliminated, the distribution was
normalized by a 5% trimming of the upper and lower tails. Trimming the data as
opposed to filtering based upon a two-standard-deviation limit was shown to reduce
the scatter of the 13-minute differences by up to 0.5 nanoseconds with minimal loss
of data.
Based upon one-day linear fits of the filtered 13-minute data, the average MCV
difference between the two clocks was reported as -0.22 nanoseconds with an
average one day RMS of 2.33 nanoseconds. The USNO also maintains STel 5401C
single-channel, dual-frequency, P/Y code receivers which complete the same
conmion-view link. During the same time period, the STel receivers reported an
average RMS at one day of 4.38 nanoseconds using approximately 55 CV passes per
day. It should be noted that the STel receivers apply a measured ionospheric
correction which is quantized to nine nanoseconds, and undoubtedly contributes to
the higher scatter of the 13-minute differences.

Receiver Type

AOA
TrR4P

STel
5401C

Filtering
Method

Precision at
13 Minutes

Number of CV
Passes per Day

Precision at
1 Day

x±2s

2.71ns

377

0.72 ns

5% trim

2.33 ns

358

0.71ns

x±2s

4.38 ns

55

1.05 ns

Estimates of the precision of flie 1-day common-view differences were computed via
the residuals of smoothed 13-minute MCV values. Figure 1 displays the smoothing
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performed. A five-day moving average was utilized to remove longer-term effects
such as clock rates and temperature effects. The variability of the residuals of the
moving average was then used to estimate the precision of the MCV differences at
one day. Due to the large number of MCV passes produced by the TTR4P
receivers, the precision of the daily common-view estimates is smaller than that of
the single-channel STel receivers. The estimated precision of the daily MCV values
is 720 picoseconds, as shown in the table above.
By using a higher elevation mask when computing MCV differences, variation can
be reduced at tiie price of fewer MCV passes. For example, using an elevation mask
of 60 degrees lowers the RMS at one day to 2.15 ns, but the average number of
MCV passes is reduced to 60 per day, which in turn reduces the precision over
longer averaging times (see Figure 2).
USNO - BIPM
A short-lived MCV experiment between the USNO and the BIPM took place during
13 August 1997 to 18 August 1997 over a baseline of approximately 6000
kilometers. The BIPM TTR4P receiver was also running version 3.0.34.3 software,
had a sample rate of one second, and was referenced to a HP5071A cesium clock.'*'
The scatter of the 13-minute differences was generally less than five nanoseconds,
and the precision of the daily MCV estimates was approximately 630 picoseconds.
The link between the USNO and the BPM is also made using AOA TTR6 singlechannel receivers. Over the same time period, an average daily RMS of 3.2
nanoseconds was calculated for traditional CV between TTR6 receivers using
approximately 16 passes daily, yielding an estimated precision of 1.30 nanoseconds.
Receiver Type

AOA
■1TR4P

AOA
'n'R6

Filtering
Method

Precision at
13 Minutes

Number of CV
Passes Daily

Precision at
1 Day

X ±2s

4.68 ns

138

0.74 ns

5% trim

4.50 ns

132

0.63 ns

jc ± 2s

3.20 ns

16

1.30 ns

Once again, the use of multi-channel receivers increases the precision of the daily
MCV estimates. In this case, the eight-channel receivers yield estimates of USNO-
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BDPM that are approximately twice as precise as estimates obtained from the singlechannel receiver.
RECEIVER CALIBRATION PROBLEM

During the experiment, a major problem with the time measurement hardware and
software was discovered. A 24-nanosecond uncertainty m the absolute calibration
of the TTR4P manifests itself each time the unit undergoes a power cycle or is reset.
Therefore, once the unit has been powered on and the receiver bias has been set, the
power must not be recycled. This was not a serious problem at either USNO site
since all equipment is provided with an uninterrupted power supply. Additionally,
to ensure the stability of the calibration of the receivers in Washington,
common-view time transfer with a co-located AOA TTR6 receiver is continually
performed to monitor the integrity of the receivers. AOA has acknowledged the 24nanosecond uncertainty and has committed to resolving the problem. Figure 3
shows the results of several power cycles performed during testing at the USNO.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Aside from the standard common-view procedures utilized in this study, alternative
data processing techniques should be investigated. Such techniques may include
consolidating Reference - GPS measurements across several channels to produce 13minute values which are averages of data from several satellites tracked concurrendy
at both sites. Estimates of clock differences formed in this fashion may prove to be
more stable in the short term. However, using the standard common-view technique,
it was shown that the increased number of common-view passes contributes to the
increased precision of the estimates of clock differences. For tiie CV link between
the USNO and the USNO AMC, the multi-channel receivers produced six times the
number of CV passes as single-channel receivers, and enhanced the precision by a
factor of 1.5 while showing little difference in die magnitude or variability of tiie
raw measurements.
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Abstract
Global Positioning System timing receivers have made it possible for time and frequency to be realized conveniently
for almost any application, with an accuracy previously achievable only with (far more expensive) cesium
standards. Multichannel GPS receivers, which calculate a position and time solution using signals from six or more
GPS satellites simultaneously, are now available from a number of manufacturers at very reasonable cost. These
receivers are an attractive solution for high accuracy inter-laboratory frequency and time transfer where the cost of
the more conventional "classical" GPS common-view receivers is not warranted. This paper presents results of
several ongoing frequency/time transfer links over baselines of up to 6000 km, in the Asia-Pacific region.

INTRODUCTION
The performance and sophistication of multichannel GPS (MOPS) receivers, which calculate a
position and time solution using signals from six or more GPS satellites simultaneously, have
developed markedly over the past few years. For time and frequency transfer purposes, the potential
performance of MGPS receivers has been shown"'^-'' to compare favorably with that of "classical"
single channel common-view GPS time transfer units'"', in some cases at significantly lower cost.
The work described in this paper is motivated primarily by the inconvenience and expense of shipping
frequency standards belonging to Australian clients to the CSIRO National Measurement Laboratory
(NML), located in Sydney, for calibration with respect to the Australian National Frequency Standard.
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This procedure is particularly difficult when the owner of the frequency standard requires an accuracy
which necessitates maintaining power to the instrument during transit. Within the Asia-Pacific region,
the problem is compoimded by the prohibition against carrying dangerous substances such as rubidium
and cesium on commercial passenger-carrying aircraft. For most local clients, the cost of
conventional "classical" GPS common-view (GPS-CV) time transfer receivers is not warranted, and in
the Australasian region there is no suitable alternative means of high accuracy frequency transfer, such
as WWV, DCF-77 or Loran-C.
It is necessary for NML to confirm the integrity of any method used for legally traceable frequency
transfer in Australia. To this end, we have investigated the performance, as a frequency transfer device,
not as a stand-alone frequency standard, of two implementations of MOPS receivers:
•

A quartz oscillator which is frequency-steered by reference to the GPS system (a GPS-disciplined
oscillator or GPSDO).

• A relatively low cost MGPS receiver programmed by an external computer to operate in a singlechannel mode to emulate a classical GPS-CV receiver by making timing measurements on individual
satellites according to a schedule. We denote the latter mode of operation MGPS-CV.
Both types of instrument are available from several manufacturers. The use of particular instruments in
the present work should not be construed as a recommendation of these instruments in preference to
the products of any other manufacturer.
The GPSDOs used in the present experiments operated in an "all-in-view" mode, so that up to 6
satellites contributed to their timing solution. The all-in-view and single-chaimel common-view
methods of GPS frequency transfer differ fiindamentally in that the all-in-view method is potentially
vulnerable to clock errors in individual satellites if these errors are not recognized and rejected by the
receiver's software. In contrast, because the single-channel common-view method uses timing signals
from a single satellite as a frequency transfer medium, it is in principle unaffected by satellite clock
errors.
The experiments used off-the-shelf hardware as far as possible. The data collection and processing
software was also kept as simple (and consequently, cheap to maintain) as possible, since the purpose
of the work was to demonstrate the performance of MGPS technology in straightforward frequency
transfer applications as might be required by the majority of NML's clients. The data analysis
presently considers only frequency stability and accuracy; analysis of receiver and antenna timing
delays has not yet been carried out.
THE GPSDO "ALL-ESF-VIEW" EXPERIMENT
This very simple demonstration experiment was conducted between NML in Sydney, Australia, and the
Industrial Technology Development Institute (ITDI) in Manila, the Philippines. The distance between
the two laboratories is approximately 6000 km.
The equipment used at NML and ITDI for this experiment was fiinctionally identical, and the mode of
operation was the same at each location. The installations consisted of a GPSDO (Hewlett-Packard
HP58503A), a time-interval counter, a classical GPS-CV time-transfer receiver (Allen-Osbome TTR6),
a data acquisition computer and a cesium frequency standard (Hewlett-Packard HP5071A). The
classical GPS-CV receivers were programmed with the BIPM tracking schedule for the region. The
antenna locations were determined using a GPS survey-receiver, and corrected for precise satellite
ephemerides. The GSPDOs and classical common-view receivers were programmed with the
coordinates obtained.
The phase of the 1 pulse/s output of the GPSDO with respect to the cesium standard was recorded
once per minute for 41 days. The phase readings were averaged over 24 hours and are shown in fig. 1.
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No outlying data points were removed from the GPSDO data. The modified Allan deviation for the
NML-ITDI data is shown in fig. 2, and indicates a predominance of white phase noise for averaging
times up to about 2 days. The modified Allan deviation for the data obtained concurrently using the
classical GPS-CV receivers is also shown.
Due to the known frequency accuracy of the cesium standards used at both ends of the link, the data
indicate that for frequency transfers averaged over 1 day, and over baselines of 6000 km or less, a lo
uncertainty of less than one part in lO'^ is achievable with this simple system.
The result of the present experiment is consistent with that of a previous (unpublished) study, which
underpinned the decision to permit GPSDOs to be used, xmder certain circumstances, for legally
traceable frequency transfer in Australia. Traceability of a remote GPSDO to NML is currently
maintained by monitoring of GPS frequency in Sydney and will later be extended to other parts of
Australia.
THE MGPS COMMON-VIEW EXPERIMENT
Equipment (fig. 3) for the MGPS-CV experiment was installed in three laboratories: NML, the Orroral
Satellite Laser Rangmg observatory (Orroral), 60 km south of Canberra, Australia, and the
Measurement Standards Laboratory of New Zealand (MSL), Lower Hutt, 10 km north of Wellington,
New Zealand. The inter-laboratory distances were : NML-Orroral 300 km, NML-MSL 2200 km.
Classical GPS-CV receivers were also co-located with the MGPS equipment, but a series of unrelated
hardware problems prevented any usefiil data being obtained from these units.
The MGPS receiver used for these experiments was the Motorola VP Oncore. The receivers were
mounted on custom-built circuit boards which provided buffering for the timing and serial
communitations signals. Standard Motorola antennas were used, and antenna cable losses were kept
within the limits specified in the Motorola manual; no external amplifiers were therefore necessary.
The antenna locations were determined in the same way as for the GPSDO experiment and the
receivers were programmed with the coordinates.
The receivers were programmed to track satellites for 13 minute periods, in single-channel mode,
according to the BIPM schedule for the Australian region. All pseudo-range computations were
performed by the MGPS receivers; the only corrections made to the measured epoch of the 1 pulse/s
output of the MGPS receiver with respect to that of the local Cs standard were for the "sawtooth
error" '^^ of the timing pulse. The data files were transmitted, via the Internet or via the telephone
system using a modem, to NML for processing.
The data from individual 13-minute satellite "tracks" were processed using the conventional procedure
for GPS common-view data'*^ and are shown in figs. 4 and 5. Modified Allan deviations calculated by
averaging the data over 24-hour periods are shown in fig. 6. The effect of filtering out tracks for which
the satellite elevation was below "mask angles" of 40° and 25° above the horizon is also shown. As in
the case of the GPSDO time transfer experiment, the fluctuations in the data appear to be dominated
by white phase noise up to averaging times of 2 days. In the case of the NML-Orroral link, over longer
averaging times the fluctuations are close to those expected from the Cs frequency standards being
intercompared.
The intrinsic timing noise in the MGPS receivers was investigated by conducting a zero-baseline
experiment, where two systems as shown in fig. 3 were installed at NML and connected to a common
time reference. The results are shown in fig. 7. The root-mean-square timing deviations from a straight
line fit to the two data sets were 6.6 ns and 3.7 ns for 25° and 40° elevation mask angles respectively.
The noise level of the NML-NZ link (fig. 5) is markedly higher than that of the shorter baseline NMLOrroral link, and worsened noticeably after MJD 50740. The reason for this is not yet clear, and is
under investigation. One possibility is that the MSL antenna, which is unavoidably located in a valley,
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is receiving satellite signals reflected off nearby surfaces (multi-path effect), in addition to direct
signals. The fact that the noise level increases as the elevation mask angle is reduced supports this
hypothesis. We are not avi^are, however, of any changes in the antenna's environment which occurred
around MJD 50740 which could account for an increase in multi-path signal levels after that date.
Substantial performance improvements could be obtained by making iise of more than one channel of
the receiver^^'^'. However, this causes a substantial increase in software complexity, since many of the
calculations performed by the MGPS receiver in the present system must be performed by the external
computer's software in order to maintain independence of timing information obtained simultaneously
from different satellites. Alternatively, a smaller performance improvement could be gained by
optimizing the satellite tracking schedule for the distance between the receivers, which would provide
more tracks of satellites at high elevation angles.
ANTENNA COORDINATES
Inaccurate values for the coordinates of the antenna have a substantial effect on the precision and
accuracy of the results. The noise level in the NML-Orroral MGPS common-view link (fig. 8) shows a
dramatic improvement when the coordinates of one anterma were corrected by 8 meters to bring them
into conformity with ITRF-94 values obtained by precise geodetic surveying. (There is insignificant
difference between ITRF and WGS-84 for these purposes.)
The inadequacy of self-surveying by time transfer units is clearly illustrated in fig. 9. For about 9 days,
a "Totally Accurate Clock" ^\ based on a Motorola VP Oncore engine was put in its default mode in
which it continuously updates its position. In the periods before and after it was in this mode, the
geodetic coordinates were held constant at their geodetically determined ITRF-94 values. It is often
observed that the height component of coordinate solutions by GPS timing receivers varies by hundreds
of meters from minute to minute; clearly, this effect is reflected to some extent in the stability of the
timing solution.
Most countries now have accessible national geodetic networks accurately tied to the ITRF-94AVGS-84
to within a few centimeters. They are usually based on GPS carrier-phase observations and produce
precise, post-processed orbits witiiin 1-2 days after observation. It is strongly recommended that, in
timing applications where short to medium-term stability, and/or accuracy are required, the coordinates
used by the receiver be held constant at values determined by precise geodetic survey.
CONCLUSION
We plan to maintain the MGPS-CV link between NML, Orroral and MSL for at least another six
months, and preferably longer. This wdU provide sufficient data to enable a more meaningfiil
comparison with the performance of classical common-view receivers. Consequently, the conclusions
presented in this paper must be regarded as preliminary.
We found that over the varied baselines covered by the experimental frequency transfer links described
in this paper, both the GPSDO and MGPS-CV techniques proved capable of frequency transfer accuracy
of better than 1 part in lO'^, averaged over 1 day. This performance is ample for maintaining a
traceable frequency link between a rubidium standard located at a client's premises in Australia, and
NML. The single-channel MGPS-CV technique appears particularly promising and cost-effective,
showing excellent performance capability over a baseline of 300 km.
As expected, precise coordinates obtained from geodetic survey GPS receivers were necessary for
optimum performance.
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Abstract
At present time the international timing community has access to multichannel GPS and
GLONASS time receivers. This new generation of tone receivers offers a great potential to time
users and timing labs can benefit from. One advantage is the continuous monitoring of the
satellite clocks with the possibility for easy implementation of an international tracking schedule
which need not be updated. Otherwise the user can perform study work in changing various
processing parameters. If one uses high rate data (Le. at one-second sample rate), investigations
can be done in much more detail This also leads into application of carrier phase observable if
the receiver is capable for such measurements.
In this paper we give first results of "Common View" clock synchronization between DLR and
BIPM using AOA TTR-4P GPS time receivers with GGTTS data format version 1 output Due
to repeated problems with the BIPM receiver, NPL supported us with corresponding data files.
CIA-code measurements have been analyzed and compared to data with usual one-channel
receivers. Both results have been analyzed in view of precision and availability of
synchronization data. Recommendations wUl be given for application of multichannel receivers
for clock synchronization. It will be concluded that such receivers wiU certainly have a large
impactfor future clock synchronization, and far more investigation work is still required.
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INTRODUCTION
The GPS "Coiranon-View" method is the routine operation to make worldwide accurate clock
synchronization successful. Also GLONASS offers such possibilities, and some labs are investigating
this method to be established as a tool for the timing community [1].
The "Common View" method as implemented with conventional one-channel C/A time receivers, has
some drawbacks which could be summarized here:
• A dedicated tracking schedule has to be implemented for each Earth's region;
• The need to update the tracking schedule twice per year (due to orbit satellite orbit changes /drifts);
• Only pseudo-range data are available (no carrier phase measurement);
• Ionospheric delay measurements are usually unavailable;
• Most of present receivers have a very limited memory (no real-time offload to a PC etc.) resulting in
user made restrictions.
Now, new multichannel GPS time receivers and geodetic multichannel GPS receivers modified for time
applications are available. The Allen Osbome Associates (AOA) TTR-4P GPS time receiver is one of
them and will be studied in this work. This paper we will mainly refer to "Common View" and "standalone operation" application.
The TTR-4P is an enhancement of the Turbo Rogue GPS receiver architecture that was developed at the
Jet Propulsion Laboratories (JPL) under the NASA Geodynamics Program [2]. The goal was to provide a
field-worthy geodetic receiver with accuracy to suit the most demanding applications. The TTR-4P was
jointly developed by AOA and JPL for missions requiring GPS data of very high precision and accuracy.
Prospective applications included: geodesy, crustal dynamics, orbit determination for Earth satellites,
time synchronization, ionospheric calibration for deep space navigation, atmospheric pressure and
temperature modeling using atmospheric occulations and attitude determinations for dynamic platforms.
The receiver tracks up to eight satellites simultaneously while measuring the pseudo-ranges and phase
delays from Ll-C/A, Ll-P, and L2-P signals. The hardware and software emply xmique signal processing
techniques to extract accurate group delays which exhibit sub-centimeter level systematic errors
(excluding antenna and multipath) when two or more satellites measurements are differenced. Phase
measurements also provide a high degree (sub-millimeter) of accuracy and precision. A dual cross-band
dipole antenna mounted to a choke ring backplane reduces multipath interference. It works with a 32 bit
RISC processor.
As with the original Rogue, the TTR-4P can extract differential group-delay (P2-P1) and phase (L1-L2)
with P-code encryption (A-S) on or off. Full P-code tracking provides highest precision phase and
pseudo-range measurements and is the defaxilt tracking mode. Whenever the receiver discovers that a
GPS satellite has encrypted its P-Code, P-codeless tracking is the automatic fall-back mode. This mode is
not entirely codeless, since the receiver continues to track the C/A code normally. The receiver takes
advantage of the fact that both LI and L2 have the same P-code modulation / enayption. Because each
carrier has identical modulation, the LI signal can be cross-correlated with the L2 signal, resulting in
both differential phase measurements (L1-L2) and group delay measurements (P1-P2). In P-codeless
mode, Ll-C/A code and carrier phase data as well as P-codeless data are output at a maximum rate of
once per second.
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The CCDS Sub-GROUP on GPS and GLONASS Time TYansfer Standards (GGTTS) data format version
1 is a standardized format for both data format and data reduction procedure [3]. This format requires a
specific output file for each observation channel. Some expectations of even available multichannel
operation are:
•
•
•
•

The only adjustment made to the GGTTS data format is that instead of putting the observations of
each channel in individual files, all results of all channels are output in the same file;
Thus, when using a common tracking reference date, all receivers world-wide track at the same time
all visible satellites in their area. Therefore, any specific tracking schedule is included in the
observations;
Due to the multichannel output at one epoch the data can better match to different tracking schedule
partitions for other regions of the Earth (increase of suitable data points);
An improvement of accuracy for various appUcations is expected, even for a stand-alone appUcation
where noise due to SA-effect is reduced by the square root of the number of simultaneous
observations (but there is a certain level where SA-noise cannot be further reduced !).

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The setup of the DLR Oberpfaffenhofen TTR-4P station in its branch Weilheim consists of tiie reference
clock CHl-75 (1 pps & 5 MHz), an active H-maser (equal to UTC(DLR)) of the Russian company
Kvarz. The antenna position had been determined during a PRARE campaign [4].
The setup looks similar at BIPM site (here Cs-clock Cs(BIPM)). At bofli sites also an one-channel GPS
time receiver has been used, at DLR a TTR6, at BIPM a Sercel NRTl. Both are running with the
common BIPM GPS tracking schedule. The overall setup is given in Fig. 1.
Due to some problems with the TrR-4P situated at BIPM another site was involved later: NPL (TrR-4P,
TTR5A, Sigma Tau active H-maser - UTC(NPL)). This does not change the general procedure and we
will refer to these data below.
SOFTWARE MATTERS
It should be pointed out here again, that we were studying the application point of TTR-4P for time
transfer purposes as available presenfly. Concerning internal receiver details excellent work has been
done by our BIPM colleagues [5].
Both DLR and BIPM used different software versions for TrR-4P. BIPM was operating with version
3.0.34.3 whereas DLR's receiver was delivered with the newer version 3.0.34.4 which outputs direcfly
data in GGTTS format. This makes post-processing much more easier compared with the procedure for
the older version. Also,the sample rate and other things are more standardized, which is a need even for a
worldwide implementation in the timing community.
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To the knowledge of the authors to date DLR seems to be the first company running TTR-4P with the
new SAV version. This SAV is designed to operate the TrR-4P as a timing receiver [6]. It operates the
system as a "stand-alone" unit or in the "Common-View" mode. The program formats data output into the
GGTTS format and saves it on flash card from "Common-View" operation. It should also output timing
information in real time for stand-alone operation.
In stand-alone operation an accuracy is specified by 60 ns and 10 ns with and without SA respectively.
By using "Common-View" data, some systematic effects are removed and the accuracy is specified to be
typically at 3 ns RMS with or without SA.
A special CLOCK mode is introduced for obtaining timmg information from a known location. One can
enter the position or determme it applymg FIXED mode. In CLOCK mode the SAV tells the receiver to
accept the position as completely accurate and change the times to match the pseudo-range from that
location. From tiiis also follows that if position is in error, it will not be possible to track satellites.
The default parameters in Tab. 1 are inq)lemented in CLOCK mode (SAV 3.0.34.4), tiie same parameters
were introduced in the receiver nmning the SAV 3.0.34.3.
setting
CLOCK
20.0
0.0 min
apply
Navmth
ignore
Rfhlth
model
Ionosphere Mode
on protect
RAM
on
Data bit checking
Tab. 1: Default parameters in CLOCK mode
Parameter
Site type
Elevation Mask
Half Life

The sample rate must be set to 1 sec to be compatible with GGTTS fracking mode. Ref-lpps delay can be
set, also a antenna cable delay, receiver time delay (from manual), a 1 pps output delay. Some header
information can be entered so as class, comm, frame, ims, lab, rcvr, ref. GGTTS data format can be
logged by using the AUX port.
In CLOCK mode the receiver logs the data in one-second measurements. These data will be collected in
16 minute intervals from tiie entire 24 hour period. The collection takes place from minute 2 to minute 15
(780 sec), and there is a three-minute break before tiie next interval begins [6]. It is necessary to set tiie
time to begin the process so that it will match data taken from other receivers. At the end of tiie 244iour
period, tiie start time will be automatically increased by 23 hours and 56 minutes. This makes tiie data
collection keep pace with other BEPM data type units.
In the SAV all parameters can be changed too which allows a large flexibility at the application site, but it
also offers some drawbacks as different sites may not measure m tiie same way what degrades or
influences the results.
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In this study only "standard GGTTS data" were taken at DLR and BIPM site.
"SHIFTED COMMON VIEW"
A problem occurred later by starting to process additional NPL data. This should be explained here.
While starting to process the data, a time shift of 18 sec between DLR and the NPL TTR-4P data blocks
has been noticed. This 18-sec shift is due to the fact that NPL runs its TTR-4P in 30^ec sample rate. The
first versions of TTR-4P software did not accept 1 sec as a sample rate: it had to be multiples of 10 sec.
This means result lines are dated HH:MM:SS and HH:MM:30 GPS time and since there is a 12-sec
difference between UTC and GPS presently the result lines are dated HH:MM:48 and HH:MM:18 UTC
in the data file. Doing such a "Common-View" processing we have to speak about a "Shifted Common
View". This is for sure an inconvenience at this point.
The same problem occurred processing BIPM data from the Sercel NRTl receiver. The track times are
12 seconds apart from DLR (HH.MM:0O) standard times because the receiver uses GPS time dates to
start and stop fracking. This results also in a "Shifted CommonA^iew" processing.
In preliminary discussion with USNO about long baseline comparisons the same feature could be
observed. Their receiver has a sample rate of 10 sec and GGTTS data format is spit out with HH:MM:08
data lines.
We can see here a problem for global clock comparisons in view of standardization which should be
simply avoided in fiiture !
OVERALL OBSERVATION PERIOD BETWEEN DLR AND BIPM WITH TTR-4P
First we want to give an overview of all data taken for comparison between DLR and BIPM. In Fig. 2
and Fig. 3 the recorded data block (local clock) - GPS is presented, whereas Fig. 4 gives the "CommonView" result. The result looks sfrange due to different problems at both sites. The reason will be
ejqjlained here. Three phases could be identified after some analysis:
I.
n.
m.

from MJD 50699 till 50706.8: problems at DLR site with PRN15,
from MJD 50707 tm 50708.4: the only time a normal operation was achieved,
after this period the BIPM receiver failed completely (problems with 4 receiver
channels).

ABSOLUTE SYNCHRONIZATION WITH TTR-4P
We analyzed the capability of the TTR-4P to compare the local reference to a dedicated physical clock at
a satellite and to GPS time. The result is presented in Fig. 5 till Fig. 7 for PRN22 with respect to DLR
site, RMS values 45 ns and 44 ns for clock and GPS time monitoring respectively (Unear regression). For
GPS time monitoring the noise is mainly due to the SA. In Fig. 8 till Fig. 10 PRN15 is in analysis. It has
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to be mentioned here, what has been noted during the processing, that as soon as the TTR-4P at DLR
tracks PRN15 all measurements are degraded (cf. Fig. 4). This is supposed to be a SAV bug ! The RMS
values are 31 ns (?!) and 27 ns for clock and GPS time monitoring respectively (linear regression). After
MJD 50707 PRN15 has been deselected in DLR to overcome this problem.
In Fig. 11 till Fig. 13 the BIPM site tracking for PRN15 is shown for comparison, RMS values 155 ns
and 6 ns for clock and GPS time monitoring respectively (linear regression).
"MULTIPLE COMMON VIEW" WITH TTR-4P BETWEEN DLR AND BIPM
For this time period the "Common-View" result is shown in Fig. 14. Signijacant errors occur during
periods of PRN15 visibility/reception at DLR site. From MJD 50707 PRN15 has been deselected at
DLR's receiver, and the comparison as shown in Fig. 15 worked well: RMS 3.2 ns, rate 6.6 ns/d.
The "Shifted Common View" feature was not obtained in this case, because BIPM has modified its
software to track in 1-sec sample rate.
CONVENTIONAL "COMMON VIEW" BETWEEN DLR AND BIPM
A "Shifted Common View" with one-channel receivers has been made between DLR and BIPM (TTR5,
NRTl). The result for MJD 50692 tiU 50721 is given in Fig 16, RMS 4.4 ns, rate 8.4 ns/d. Partly
problems occurred at DLR site (receiver lost/loses time?), and DLR only uses a partition of the
international tracking schedule. Thus, the small number of data can be ejq)lained.
A discrepancy of about 30 ns can be obtained between multichannel and one-channel operation coming
from calibration problems.
DATA FROM NPL

Due to the failure of BIPM receiver, we decided to ask our colleagues at NPL to support the analysis with
NPL data (thanks John Davis). Thus, data have been sent to us and processed in a very similar way. GPS
time monitoring at NPL site using PRN15 is given in Fig. 17, RMS 5 ns. It should be noted that the
monitoring of PRN15 clock gave a RMS of 118 ns (BIPM 155 ns), and shows that the value of 31 ns at
DLR was caused by a receiver error.
A "Shifted Common View" between DLR's and NPL's TTR-4P receivers is presented in Fig. 18 with a
RMS of 4.1 ns, rate 9.4 ns/d. A systematic effect is clearly visible; maybe this comes fi'om the "Shifted
Common-View" mode or other uncertainties not compensated. Also, a conventional "Common View" has
been made. This is shown in Fig. 19, RMS 7.4 ns, rate 9.7 ns/d. The rare data number is caused by the
same problems as explained above. NPL told that the TTR-4P data are offset by "around" 39 |xs.
Considering this approximate input^a calibration discrepancy of about 140 ns still remains, but the rates
do agree well.
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CONCLUSION: PROBLEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Some problems are summarized hare:
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

The new S/W (3.0.34.4) has a bug in view of PRN15 reception which causes bad data for all other
measurements during reception of this satellite;
With the new SAV version (3.0.34.4) the receiver seemed to be not stable in long term. At DLR a
need to touch the receiver's console from time to time has been discovered, otherwise the receiver
hung up ("Tamagoshi"-like behavior);
In the SAV 3.0.34.4, the RINEX observable data could not be downloaded neither in DLR or in
BIPM where this version has been briefly tested. Thus, no frequency comparison using carrier phase
can be done;
In the new SAV (3.0.34.4) no mode guarantees a strict operation according to the Technical
Directives [3]. For instance, the present CLOCK mode parameters can be modified by the user (i.e.
sample rate, ionospheric model, etc.), with the consequence that similar operation at different sites
are not assured;
No ready manual is available; up to now the old document from SAV 3.0.34.3 has to be used,plus a
very drafty version from the new SAV [6];
The start-up procedure is not optimized. In (default) CLOCK mode the receiver did not track
although accurate position data have been used. Thus, first the sample rate had to be increased to 10
sec, and the navigation parameters "position and clock" changed to be "close". After the receiver
starts to frack satellites and has been synchronized the sample rate must be set to 1 sec and "position
and clock" to "good";
In the new SAV (3.0.34.4) the start time is not attached to a particular date, so it is difficult to check
if the start time introduced is the correct one;
In the new SAV (3.0.34.4) some entries can only be made by means of a terminal (i.e. start time);
In the SAV (3.0.34.3) the ionospheric model and measurements are not available simultaneously
(only one or the other);
According to the used sample rate, only "Shifted Common Views" may be possible.

This results in the following recommendations on the TTR-4P receiver:
•

•

The SAV (3.0.34.4) is going in the right direction especially by making model and measured
ionospheric measurements available at the same time. But its use cannot be recommended imtil the
PRN 15 bug is corrected, the RINEX observable are downloadable, and a cold-start CLOCK
procedure is possible;
It would also be of interest to be able to input all settable parameters from the front panel, and to
have an operational mode following sfricfly the recommendations expressed in the Technical
Directives [3];

and the method:
•

Use of a reference date to keep multichannel "Common-View" observations coherent with classical
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•

"Common-View" schedules;
Ensure 1-sec sample rate at all labs and "HH.MM:00 data lines" or any other recommended in the
Technical Directives [3], and do not "shift" the "Common Views".

Multichannel "Conmion View" is a very promising technique, and more investigation work is needed,
using reliable hardware and bugHfree software for "Multiple Common View". The use of high rate data in
form of carrier phase observable should bring an improvement in the accuracy of measurements.
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Questions and Answers
ROB DOUGLAS (NATIONAL RESEARCH COLINCIL OF CANADA): There have to be questions after
three papers like these, so I will try my hand at getting the flow going. One of the exciting things about a
multi-channel receiver used in this mode is the very careful effort that manufacturers have put into having
different channels calibrated, one with respect to the other. I am wondering if any of the three paper
presenters has a comment on the use of these channels for timing calibration of the entire system by
injecting a satellite simulator signal.
JOERG HAHN (DLR, INSTITUT fiir HOCHFREQUENZTECHNIK): My comment: What I have not
shown here in this presentation, is the comparison of our results with a one-channel common-view
operation, which is shown in the paper. We had some discrepancies in the order up to 120 nanoseconds
compared to the conventional common views. But, of course, we need to consider what each channel has in
calibration delays, and we are changing. In the meeting on Monday, we had the good proposal which could
be done to track one satellite on several channels of the receiver. This could be a very good method of
differential calibration between the receiver channels. But this is a matter for the software. Maybe Allen
Osbome Associates could do something about this.
ROB DOUGLAS: Do the other two authors have a comment on calibrations?
MIHRAN MIRANIAN (USNO): I was going to say the same thing, that the simple way to do it would be
to just track one satellite on all channels. Then you could immediately determine the inter-channel biases, if
there are any, and correct for them.
ROB DOUGLAS: My perspective on this that I am going to inflict on you is that the calibration that I think
is important is a calibration of all the filters and everything m the system. So absolute calibration, I think
can be handled much better by multi-channel than by single-channel receivers. We are a long way from
doing that, but maybe not as long a way as we think.
JUDAH LEVINE (NIST): I thmk, in many cases, a multi-channel receiver does not really have completely
separate channels. So very often the many channels are implemented in the digital processing, whereas the
analog system, the RF system is common. The resuh is that there are not eight filters to deal with, there is
only one filter; the rest of it is just digital signal processing, and it is not quite as hard as you think.
The second thing is that there is a real difference between a receiver like the TTR-4P and a receiver like the
Motorola Oncore because in the TTR-4P the same satellite will often come up in a different channel in a
subsequent second. The result is that it is not true that if you are tracking Satellite Number 12, initially in
the first channel it stays in the first channel for its entire time that you see it; sometimes it appears in another
channel. You can keep track of that, but if you do not, you have lost it. Whereas, in a receiver like the
Motorola Oncore, so far as we know, the satellite always stays in the same channel. Therefore, trying to do
calibration, in a TTR-4P, is a very much more complicated business because of the fact that the satellites
jiraip around among the channels.
JOERG HAHN: I have also solved this problem, it runs a display and quite rapidly.
JUDAH LEVINE: I do not think it is a problem. I think it is viewed as a feature.
JOERG HAHN: Maybe.
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A NEW APPROACH TO
COMMON-VIEW TIME TRANSFER
USING 'ALL-IN-VIEW' MULTI-CHANNEL
GPS AND GLONASS OBSERVATIONS
J. Azoubib^ G. de Jong^, J. Danaher^, W. Lewandowski^
^Bureau International des Poids et Mesures, Sevres, France
^NMi Van Swinden Laboratorium, Delft, the Netherlands
^3S Navigation, Irvine, California
Abstract
The combined use of GPS and GLONASS for international time and frequency transfer is feasible
despite differences between the two systems. The use of two systems in multichannel mode increases
the number of observations by a factor of 20 in comparison to a one-channel one-sy^em mode. This
results in an improvement in frequency comparisons. Specially designed receivers for GPS +
GLONASS multichannel time and frequency comparisons are described and some initial results are
provided

INTRODUCTION
For the past fifteen years international time transfer has been carried out using one-channel C/A-code GPS
receivers and an international common-view schedule of standard 13-minute tracks [1]. Because older
receivers have limited memory, no more than 48 tracks per day can be programmed; in practice, however,
the useful number is even smaller. For regional time comparisons, within 1000 km, about 40 tracks are
usually available, and for intercontinental distances about 10. At present, the estimated uncertainty of
operational GPS time transfer is several nanoseconds for a single common-view observation and a few
nanoseconds for a daily average, which corresponds to a few parts in lO"* in terms of frequency transfer.
This performance is barely sufficient for the comparison of current atomic clocks and needs to be improved
rapidly to meet the challenge of the clocks now being designed.
For this reason the timing community is engaged in the development of new approaches to remote clock
comparison. Among them is the development of multichannel two-system C/A-code GPS and GLONASS
receivers, and multichannel P-code GLONASS receivers.
The multichannel C/A-code receivers considered here observe all GPS and GLONASS satellites in view,
'all-in-view' operation, and use standard 13-minute tracks at the standard hours. At present, the standard
hours are defined every six months by BIPM international common-view tracking schedules. Instruments
which use the 'all-in-view' procedure necessarily observe the international schedule. This greatly simplifies
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their parallel introduction into the present system of one-channel observations. In the future, a fixed
reference date, adopted by convention, will set standard hours permanently.
Although, in theory, up to 12 GPS or GLONASS satellites can be observed simultaneously, only about five
satellites are observed above 15° (and thus are of interest for time transfer) for each system at an average
urban site. As there are 89 useful 16^mnute periods in a day, 89 tracks may be observed in each channel.
Using all available observations above 15° (about five per 16-minute period), we may therefore observe
445 tracks per day for each system, and 890 for two systems. All these tracks may be used for regional
common-view links. For very large baselines, between continents, 160 to 200 common-view tracks for two
systems may be available using a multichannel approach. The increase by a factor of twenty in the number
of common views in the GPS + GLONASS multichannel approach relative to the one-channel-one-system
mode, makes it possible to expect a consequent improvement in the quality of time transfer. Such
observations, however, may be subject to systematic variations, mainly caused by environmental effects on
the receivers.
In the trial comparison described in this paper, between the BIPM and the.VSL and using 'all-in-view'
GPS + GLONASS C/A-code measurements, we had about 605 useful observations per day. As the
GLONASS constellation at the time of the experiment comprised 15 satellites instead of 24, this number is
less than that quoted above, but still increased the number of tracks by a fector of about 15. A consequent
improvement in the frequency comparison was expected.
Although GPS and GLONASS have some similarities, they also differ in many respects. We describe how
these differences were overcome to allow the simultaneous use of the two systems for international time and
frequency transfer.

TIME REFERENCES
One major difference between GPS and GLONASS is that they use different references for time. For its
time reference, GPS relies on UTC(USNO), Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) as realized by the USNO.
GLONASS relies on UTC(SU), UTC as realized by Russian Federation. The deviation of UTC(USNO)
and GPS time (modulo 1 s) from UTC generally remains within a few tens of nanoseconds. This is not the
case for Russian time scales (see Figure 1).
Following a recommendation on the coordination of satellite systems providing timing, adopted by the
Comite International des Poids et Mesures (CIPM) at its 85th meeting held in September 1996 [2], the
Russian Federation agreed to improve the synchronization of its time scales with UTC. On 27 November
1996 a time step of 9000 ns was applied to UTC(SU) in order to make it approach UTC. Next, on 10
January 1997, a frequency step was applied to GLONASS time to adjust its frequency to be close to that of
UTC(SU). This was followed by a time step in GLONASS time of about 35300 ns on 1 July 1997.
Following these changes, Russian time scales differ from UTC by a few hundred nanoseconds. As
GLONASS time is linked to UTC(SU) with an accuracy of 200 ns, it is linked to UTC with the same
accuracy. Further adjustments of these two time scales with respect to UTC are expected. This
development is an important sign of goodwill and understanding.
Because GLONASS TIME receivers are not calibrated absolutely, we know [UTC - GLONASS time] to an
accuracy no better than several hundreds of nanoseconds. GPS receivers are absolutely calibrated and
[UTC - GPS time], after application of corrections for GPS precise ephemerides and ionospheric
measurements, is known with an accuracy limited to about ten nanoseconds, mainly because of SA. It
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follows that GLONASS provides an average user with world-wide real-time dissemination of UTC, as
produced by the BIPM, to an iincertainty no better than several hundreds of nanoseconds after the recent
improvement of the synchronization between UTC(SU) and UTC. GPS does the same with uncertainty of
several tens of nanoseconds.
Summing up, we note that persisting differences between Russian time scales broadcast by GLONASS and
UTC affect real-time dissemination of UTC through GLONASS, and to some extent complicate the dual
GPS + GLONASS navigation solution. However, this discrepancy does not affect common-view time
transfer, because readings of the satellite clock vanish in the difference. Also, the lack of absolutely
calibrated GLONASS receivers is easily overcome for common-view time transfer by differential
calibration of receivers [3].

REFERENCE FRAMES
The CIPM recommendation cited above also specifies a basis for harmonizing the reference frames of
global satellite navigation systems by asking for adoption of the ITRF, the internationally recognized ultraaccurate terrestrial reference frame. The GPS almost fulfils this recommendation as WGS 84 its reference
frame, since its most recent improvement differs from the ITRF by no more than one decimeter. This is not
the case for GLONASS as its reference fiame, PZ-90, can differ from the ITRF on the surfece of the Earth
by up to 20 m. In addition, access to PZ-90 is in most places Umited to several meters. This presents a
difficulty when using both GPS and GLONASS in the most demanding time and frequency transfers. One
possible solution to this problem is the adoption by time laboratories of a common accurate reference frame
for GPS and GLONASS ground antenna coordinates, and for post-processed satellite precise q)hemerides.
Obviously the preferred frame is the ITRF. Laboratories engaged in the accurate GPS time transfer agreed
already several years ago to express ground-antenna coordinates with centimetric uncertainties in the ITRF.
A proposal that the ITRF should also be used for GLONASS time transfer was submitted to CCTF Subgroup on GPS and GLONASS Time Transfer Standards (CGGTTS) [4] and adopted at its last meeting in
December 1997. For baselines of up to a few thousands of kilometers, there is no need to correct the
broadcast satellite ephemerides but, for longer baselines, the use of post-processed precise ephemerides
expressed in the ITRF frame is necessary. For GPS, such ephemerides are provided by the International
GPS Service for Geodynamics (IGS). This is not yet case for GLONASS but, at the 7th IGS Governing
Board Meeting in September 1997 in Rio de Janeiro, it was decided that an experiment, the International
GLONASS Experiment (IGEX), should be conducted in the second half of 1998, its goal being to provide
GLONASS precise ephemerides expressed in terms of the ITRF. If successful, this project could become a
permanent service.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF GPS + GLONASS MULTICHANNEL TIME
RECEIVERS
Already several major timing centers around the globe observe GPS and GLONASS in multichannel mode.
All receivers are of type R-100/30, manufactured by 3S Navigation. These take the form of a 12-channel
GPS + GLONASS C/A-code card, and two or more cards with GLONASS P-code channels. The number
of GLONASS P-code cards can be increased. Four to six satellites of each of the two systems are usually
observed simultaneously on the 12-channel C/A-code part of the receiver. Only one antenna is used by each
receiver. The receivers are controlled by a PC and use a standard format, developed for the GPS commonview technique by ±e CGGTTS [5], adapted to suit two-system two-code multichannel observations [4].
For the GLONASS part the receivers use the standard formulae and parameters adopted for GPS. These
receivers have operated correctly over long periods of time and no bugs have been identified in the
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software. Their metrological quality have been confirmed by comparison with other GPS time receivers [3].
3S Navigation has recently introduced a new GPS + GLONASS time receiver, an 18-channel C/A-code
GNSS-300T.

GPS AND GLONASS COMMON-VIEW SCHEDULES VERSUS
*ALL-IN-VIEW' OBSERVATIONS
The BIPM issues GPS and GLONASS international common-view schedules for international time and
jfrequency comparisons twice a year. They indicate to receivers which satellites to observe at which time.
Times of observations are redefined for each new schedule in order to start 13-min tracks at 00 h 02 UTC
of the reference date and continue at 16-min intervals. These times are decremented by 4 minutes each day,
to account for the sidereal orbits. This procedure means that we can use 89 of the 90 16Htnin intervals each
day, the 90th being sacrified to allow the 4^nin correction.
The multichannel GPS + GLONASS time receivers considered here observe all the GPS and GLONASS
satellites in view, in standard IS^nin tracks every 16 minutes at scheduled standard times. Obviously there
is no need to tell these receivers which satellites to observe, as is done for one-channel receivers, because
such an ensemble of 'all-in-view' tracks necessarily includes the international schedules. This greatly
simplifies the parallel introduction of GPS + GLONASS multichannel time receivers into the present
system of scheduled GPS and GLONASS one-channel receivers. A fiirther simplification will be the use of
a permanent reference day for standard times adopted by the CGGTTS. In this case, multichannel receivers
will not have to be updated for standard times when international schedules are changed for one-channel
receivers.

TRIAL COMPARISON
The time link between the BIPM and the VSL considered in this trial comparison has a baseline of 400 km.
Both laboratories are equipped with R-100/30 receivers and their ground-antenna coordinates are expressed
in the ITRF with an uncertainty of 0.3 m. The same coordinates were used for GPS and GLONASS (see
above paragraph on reference frames). At both laboratories, receivers were connected to HP5071A clocks.
For this study we used data covering roughly 10 days. Both receivers were calibrated using a portable R100/30 receiver [3]. We observed a constant bias of 6 ns between GPS and GLONASS links. After this
correction was applied, the GPS and GLONASS data could be mixed and we computed [BIPM clock - VSL
clock] using GPS + GLONASS. Figures 2-6 compare the two clocks over a common period of time using
the same receivers to establish different time links. Table 1 shows the number of common views available
for each link.
The level of noise for the above links is about 3 ns. The unusual level of noise of about 7 ns obtained for
the same Unks during previous study [6] is now known to have been caused by an error of 2.5 m in the
differential coordinates between the two laboratories: this has now been corrected. Our current interest is to
point out the advantage obtained by increasing the number of daily common views from 38, for the onechannel GPS link, to the 605, for the multichannel GPS + GLONASS link. A theoretical gain in stability of
(605/38)"^ = 4 is expected in the regions where white phase noise is preponderant. This can be seen on the
stability curves of Figure 7 for averaging times of less than 10'* seconds. Additional systematic effects are
observed for averaging times above lO'* seconds. These are probably linked to the environmental sensitivity
of the antennas or of receivers themselves. This problem has already been resolved, at least partially, by
stabilizing ground-antenna temperature [7]. Followdng this study the two R-100/30 receivers operating at
the BIPM were equipped with 3S Navigation Temperature-Stabilized Antennas (TSA). A preliminary
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comparison shows the removal of the systematic effects observed on Figure 7, and a fractional frequency
stability of a few parts in lO'^ for averaging times of about one day.

CONCLUSIONS
• This study confirms the feasibiHty of GPS + GLONASS multichannel time transfer. The dual-system
multichannel and multicode receivers operate smoothly and no bugs have been found in the software.
They use standard software and format. Comparison with other GPS time receivers provides a test of
their metrological quality.
• Increasing the number of daily common views from 38 for a one-channel GPS link to 605 for a
multichannel GPS + GLONASS link greatly improves the reliability of time transfer.
• A stability gain of 4 was observed between a one-channel GPS link and a GPS + GLONASS
multichannel link for averaging times less than 10"* seconds.
• Additional systematic effects were observed for averaging times above 10" seconds. These are probably
linked to the environmental sensitivity of the antennas or of receivers themselves. Once these systematic
effects are removed by thermal protection of the receiving equipment, multichannel GPS and GLONASS
code measurements can provide, for integration times of one day, the frequency differences between the
remote atomic clocks at a level of few parts in lO". This performance approaches theoretical
possibilities of phase measurements and Two-Way Satellite Time Transfer.
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3 December 1992 to 27 November 1997.

Table 1. Number of common views per day by different methods for [BIPM clock - VSL clock]
comparison.

Method

GPS one-channel
GLONASS one-channel
GPS multichannel
GLONASS multichannel
GPS+GLONASS
mutichannel

Average
number of
common views
per day

Average number
of simultaneous
common views

38
25
350
255
605

1
1
4.5
3.3
7.8
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Questions and Answers
ROBERT WEAVER (UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA): I did not quite understand your
point about the multi-channel accuracy being improved by the use of an oven. Would not those temperature
effects occur also for single^hannel measures?
WLODZIMIERZ LEWANDOWSKI (BPM): Of course, but we do not see this because the level of noise
is higher; so we do not see this jump, tiiis bump due to temperature.
ROBERT WEAVER: So you're saying that the single-channel performance is limited by the temperature
drops.
WLODZIMIERZ LEWANDOWSKI: And other noises. What adds to multi-channels, many noise effects.
The stability curves go down, and then we cross through the bump, which we cannot observe with one
channel.
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Abstract
For regular TAI computations, GPS time transfer is currently carried out using a number of
common-view observations Srom single-channel single-Sreqiiency C/A code receivers operating in a
scheduled mode. This mode ofoperation limits the accuracy oftime transfer and serious problems of
ageing of die current receivers are now being encountered This paper considers all-in-view
measurements S-om multi-channel duaI-£-equency GPS time receivers used to carry out time transfer
between remote locations, taking into account all possible common-view observations for a given
baseline.
We have used data S-om Allen Osborne Associates TTR-4P receivers operating at the BIPM, die
NPL, the ROA and die USNO. Two approaches have been used First we construct, for each station,
standard 13-minute common-view observations of all available satellites and usetbesedata to compute
time diiferences &r three baselines. We Snd that the results are better than those obtained with
single-channel receivers, and are about in accord with what might be expected from the number of
measurements. Second we use raw short-term data to compute time differences and compare the
results with die standard approach lor one baseline. We Snd that die raw data provide a better
measurement of die time link dian is possible using the standard approach. In all cases the
equipment in use display large variations in the calibration delay that are likely to be induced by the
environment and require a corrective action.
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INTRODUCTION
For about fifteen years, remote clock comparisons have relied on GPS single-channel single-fi-equency time
transfer receivers operated in the common-view mode [1]. Since a few years, progress in clock technology
and ageing of the receivers have resulted in the fact that the time transfer technique itself is a limitation for
averaging durations of up to a few days. One way to overcome this problem is to use the same basic
technique but to expand it using multi-channel (possibly dual-fi^equency) GPS time receivers and all-inview measurements so as to make use of all possible common-view observations. This is the subject of
many studies [2, 3]. Here we apply this method to one of the available receivers, the Allen Osbome
Associates TTR-4P, which provides eight channels with dual frequency.
In this paper we mainly focus on the stability of the time transfer technique. This is represented by the
modified Allan deviation, or equivalently by the time deviation (Txit). We do not treat the question of the
absolute calibration of the link. We do note, however, that systematic variations in delays present a major
problem in the data under study, and would render an exercise of absolute calibration of marginal utility.
Methods to overcome these variations will, if successfiilly applied, result in a stable time link which is then
suitable for absolute calibration.
One basic outcome of using multi-channel common-view observations affected by white phase noise, and
more generally of using a number of independent measurement points larger by a factor of A^ is an
improvement in the fractional frequency stability, and therefore in the time deviation, by a fector of -JN .
In addition, the all-in-view approach has the potential to give access to smaller averaging durations than the
standard 13-minute approach since the density of successful observations is likely to be larger.

STANDARD MULTI-CHANNEL COMMON VIEWS
The experiment described in this section was performed in August 1997, using TTR-4P units in operation
at the National Physical Laboratory (NPL), Teddington, United Kingdom, the United States Naval
Observatory (USNO), Washington DC, USA, and the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM),
Sevres, France. Though the TTR-4P units operate in a dual-frequency mode, measured ionospheric delays
are not generally available; rather the operator must choose to output values of either measured ionospheric
delays or modelled ones using the GPS ionosphere model. For this experiment measured ionospheric delays
were not available at the USNO, a circumstance which introduces a non^iegligible level of noise to the two
long distance links involving the USNO.
For each station, the available measurements are raw short-term time transfer data issued fi'om the Block
100 output of the TTR-4P receivers. The sample rate for raw data is chosen by the operator: 10 s for the
USNO and 30 s for the NPL and the BIPM. At each station thieseraw short-term dataareprocessed in order
to reconstruct standard common-view results. The treatment is basically the one which is described in the
Technical Directives recommended by the Sub-Group of the Comite Consultatif pour le Temps et les
Frequences (CCTF, formerly the CCDS) dealing with GPS and GLONASS time transfer standards [4].
The standard common-view results obtained:
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• are computed from a linear fit over 78 (10 s) or 26 (30 s) consecutive data and thus correspond to 13minute averaging times,
• start at dates spaced by 16 minutes, and
• match the common-view grid described in the International GPS Common-View Tracking Schedule as
issued by the BIPM.
Observations in which not all 78 or 26 data points were present were not used to avoid a contammation
from the noise of Selective Availability.
Due to various fectors, including a Mure of the TTR-4P unit at the BIPM and gaps in the TTR-4P data at
the NPL and the USNO, the data set presented here is somewhat limited. This does not imply that longer
continuous intervals cannot be obtained, but is representative of operating problems that seem to appear
systematically on some units. Here. 12 days of continuous data (from MJD 50668 to MJD 50679) have
been used for the link NPL-USNO, and 6 days (from MJD 50673 to MJD 50679) for the two baselmes
involving the BIPM. To provide a basis for comparison, data from the single-channel single-frequency C/A
code receivers that are regularly received at the BIPM for the computation of TAI have also been used. In
addition, data outliers have been removed for all links under study.
For the transatlantic link NPL-USNO, the results can be summarized as follows:
• TTR-4P receivers on both sites, without removal of outliers,
oi(zb = 514s) = 5.7ns.
• TTR-4P receivers on both sites, with removal of approximately 1% of the data
Oi(Tb = 521 s) = 5.2 ns.
• Classical receivers, without removal of outliers,
Pi(^ = 4760 s)= 5.0 ns.
• Classical receivers, with removal of approximately 1% of the data,
Pi(z<) = 4820 s)= 4.2 ns.
It seems that the deleted data correspond mainly to points with poor broadcast ephemerides, as no editing
was required for data computed with precise ephemerides (see below). Curves showing the variation of ax
with averaging time rare shown in Fig. 1 for the two computations of the link NPL-USNO after deletion of
outliers.
The observed improvement is by a fector of about 2.2 for an averaging duration of about 5000 seconds. As
the number of measurements is larger by a fector of about 9, the improvement is less than expected from
that effect alone (a fector of 3). One explanation may be that, in the larger data set of the multi-channel
receiver, the proportion of data taken at low elevation is larger, and these observations have a larger
measurement uncertainty. We note that for longer averaging durations (above 0.5 d) the two stability
curves are similar (but slightly poorer for the multi-channel Unk). This is due to instabilities in the TTR-4P
data, and is typical of diurnal signatures linked to environmental variations. It is likely that these
instabilities have some effect even for an averaging duration around 5000 seconds, and could also explain
why the improvement is only 2.2 for that averaging duration. Such instabilities may also be present in the
data from single channel GPS receivers, but these are more difficult to detect because of the level of noise.
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In addition, long-distance time links may be improved by using precise ephemendes fid /neasured
ionospheric delays. In this case the typical measurement uncertainty is about 3 ns as shoAvn by the regular
computation at tiie BIPM of the links between the Observatoire de Paris (OP), Pans, France, and the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), Boulder, USA, or the Communications Research
Laboratory (CRL), Tokyo, Japan [5]. Such an improvement could not be tested here because measur^
ionospheric delays were not available at the USNO. However, precise ephemendes from Ae International
Geodynamics Service GGS) have been used and have been shown to slightly improve the stability. For
example over a 6-day interval of TTR-4P data, a, = 4.4 ns with precise ephemerides (without removal of
outliers) and 5.7 ns with broadcast ephemerides (to = 506 s).
Results for the link BIPM-USNO are similar, but are available over a period of 6 days only so they are not
detailed here.
For the short-distance link BIPM-NPL, we find:
• TTR-4P receivers on both sites, without removal of outliers,
oi(ro = 259 s) = 2.3 ns.
TTus number cannot be compared directly with that obtained from the classical measurements available
from the NPL because the coordinates of the antenna of this particular receiver have an unusually large
uncertainty. However, information can be gathered from many time links of similar distance which usually
display a measurement noise of about 2 ns [6].
The complete stability curve for the link BIPM-NPL, using TTR-4P units on both sites, is shown in Fig. 2:
. For short averaging durations (up to 5000 seconds), data are affected by white phase noise and the
improvement is simply that which corresponds to the increase in the number of measurem^its. This is a
fector of about 3.6 with respect to the maximum number of observations obtainable from a smglechannel receiver which tracks continuously (independently of the number of tracks recommended m the
International GPS Tracking Schedule issued by the BIPM), and a fector of about 13 with respect to the
usual implementation of the schedule, resulting in gains in stabiUty of 1.8 and 3.6 respectively.
• For longer averaging durations, given the good short term stabUity, the instabilities present in the TTR4P data are readily observed. They are again typical of large diurnal signatures linked to environmental
variations.

SHORT-TERM COMMON VIEWS
niis experiment was conducted during four days in October 1997 (from MJD 50724 to MJD 50728) when
raw short-term (30 s) time transfer data where available from the rrR-4P units at the NPL and at the Real
Institute y Observatorio de la Annada (ROA), San Fernando, Spain. Unfortunately the set-up of tiie
experiment was not optimal because the receiver at the ROA used measured ionosphenc delays while tlmt
at the NPL used model ionospheric delays. Nevertheless this feature has little impact on the results of the
present study. The data were used first to fonn time differences directiy from the raw short-tenn data, then
standard common-view measurements were reconstructed following the procedure descnbed m the
Technical Dtectives [4].
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The main results are as follows:
• Short-term common views, with removal of the obvious outliers (about 0.2% of the data),
cr;i(?b = 5.9 s)= 6.4 ns.
• Reconstructed common views, with removal of outliers,
alto = 300 s)= 3.8 ns.
The corresponding stability curves are shown in Fig. 3.
Using only observations at elevations greater than 25 degrees, we find:
• Short-term common views, with removal of the obvious outliers,
aj^to = 8.0 s)= 4.4 ns.
• Reconstructed common views, with removal of outliers,
oJ^ti) = 366 s)= 3.4 ns.
When comparing the values of oSr for several averaging durations (see Fig. 3), we observe that the
improvement is by a fector of about 2.5 for 300 s, by a fector of about 2 for 1000 s, and that the values are
similar for 5000 s and above. We have seen in the previous section that above 5000 s to 10000 s systematic
instabilities begin to dominate and, in this particular case, additional noise is due to the feet that one station
used measured ionospheric delays while Ae other one used a model. For shorter averagmg durations, the
improvement in using raw data is striking.
The improvement results, first fi-om the increased number of data points. We observe that the reconstructed
common-view approach results in using only about half the short-term data points. This fector of 2 can be
decomposed in ttiree parts. About 20% of the loss is due to the gap in the reconstruction scheme (3 minutes
every 16 minutes), and about 30% is lost at each station due to micro-gaps in the data. Indeed, because of
Selective Availability, the common-view observations must be reconstructed using all 26 raw data points
and the loss of one single point at a single station prevents this reconstructed observation being used. Even
though the observed percentage of missing raw data is less than 1 % at each station, the total effect on the
nxmiber of reconstructed common views is large. In contrast, the number of usable raw time differences is
98.8% of the maximum possible number (not counting one larger gap of about two hours which is common
to the two approaches).
A second point is that the detection of outliers is easier in the raw short-term data. Errors in raw data are
usually very large and can be identified with very simple filters. This is a significant advantage though not
a definitive one: in general, reconstructed common views containing one bad data point can also be
identified, although the effect is less obvious.
These two fectors can explain an improvement in stability by a fector of about 1.5, but cannot account for
the actual 2.5 gain observed. This effect is even more important when an elevation cut-off of 25 degrees is
used. Further investigation remain necessary to confirm this improvement and to explain it.
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CONCLUSION
We studied data from multi-channel dual-frequency Allen Osbome Associates GPS time receivers of type
TTR-4P, in terms of the stability of time transfer via common views on short and long baselines. We find
that, for'short averaging durations (up to 5000 seconds), data are affected by white phase noise and the
increase in the number of measurements results in a better stability. An even better stability is achieved
when using raw short-term measurements, rather than reconstructed standard common-view observations,
to compute the time link.
For this particular equipment, the major limitation is systematic delay variations which dominate for
averaging durations above 5000 s to 10000 s. Such variations are probably induced by environmental
variations at the antenna and are being addressed by techniques such as the thermal stabilization of the
complete antenna or of the first amplification stage [7].
Once this major limitation is removed, GPS code measurements are capable of providing a time deviation
of less than one nanosecond for an averaging duration of 1000 s and therefore 0.1 ns for one day. The
corresponding figures for the fractional frequency stability are about IxlO''^ and about 1x10'" respectively.
The stability for durations of one day and above is similar to what can be obtained by adding phase
measurements [8], but this approach provides better stability for shorter averaging durations.
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Questions and Answers
JUDAH LEVINE (MIST): My comment is that fbs standard analysis method described in Hoe BIPM documents
requires one-second measurements. Once you do not have one-second measurements, you can reconstruct the
common view, but it is not exactly the same. It averages the SA in a slightly different way because the BIPM
method averages SA in a way that is different than the 26 thirty-second measurements. Now, that is not a problem
if you conq)are the identical receivers using &e identical method. But it does not necessarily mean that you can
compsie the new receivers vn&i the old receivers because Aey are going to average the SA in a different way.
That means that once you do not measure eveiy second, I tiiink ibere is no point reconstructing the BIPM method
because you can not con^are with the old receivers anyway. That is my bias, my preference; but you understand
\vbat I am saying, there is no point in going to O^ninute tracks because you can not campaiQ with the old
receivers anyway. Thank you.
GERARD PETIT (BIPM): Yes, you are right. But of course in tiiis case it was similar receivers with similar
setiq)s.
JUDAH LEVINE: That is fine.
ROBERT WEAVER (UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA): I just wanted to share with you
some&ing, and with the odier speakers v^ have brou^ out diurnal variations, probably due to temperature
(periiaps other effects); and Utat relates to cable effects. I see that the use of an oven can take care of the
temperature variations on antennas and tiie pre-anq)lifier periiaps. In my experience fifom a previous
employment, we ran into cable phase variaticxis that can amount on the order of. 1 (point one) percent of tibe cable
length, variations in delay of a cable. So if you have a cable that is 10 meters in length -1 do not know v^iiat
lengdis you typically use - but ibat could periiaps amount to a &irly substantial variation that needs to be taken
careof Hiat is my first point.
The second point is when you look at 1kc effect of temperature on a cable, these effects tiiat one would expect be
reasonably Unear or quadratic or something widi the function of temperature are really not. Many materials tiiat
are used as the dielectric, in ftese cables, have sudden variations in temperaime regions tiiat correspond to the
properties of the materials that are used as the dielectric. In our case, we were using Teflon dielectric that had a
sudden variaticm around 20 d^;rees Celsius, or in that general vicinity; and you could have sudden jun:q}s over an
interval of perhqjs 10 to 20 d^rees Celsius vdiere you would get this total variation of around .1 ^int one)
percoit of the laigdi of a cable.
I just want to bring that out as (»e possible area to look at for ^ systematic effects of tratqierature.
ROB DOUGLAS (NRC): That is a very helpfiil comment. Any other questions?
TOM PARKER (NIST): A comment about the cables. If you use a cable with a polyethylene dielectric, the
stability is substantially better, and, in &ct, you can get cables that are phase-stabilized and have a parabolic
delay versus ten:q}erature dependence with a peak right around 20 d^rees C.
ROB DOUGLAS: Not a lot ofhelpfrcsm Canada these days. Are tiiere other questions or comments? There are
some other people in ibe audience \^o have multiple-channel timing oqierience.
WLODZDVflERZ LEWANDOWSKI (BIPM): A few comments about cables: Of course, we have been
thinking about cables fer a long time, but we have odier problems not related to cables. We are now considering
very strongly to make a build-up to protect cables 6am teniperature variations and using cables of different
materials. At BIPM, we are akeaci^ considering putting our temperature-stabilized antennas just above the
laboratory and build temperature protecticm fer the cables. So, this is an obvious next stq) to do.
GERRTT de JONG (NMi VAN SWINDEN LABORATORIUM): I tiiink cable is a secondary problem
conqiared to the filters vdiich are now included in ^antenna path, in the active antenna especially, of course. It
is mainly the filter, and also the an^lifier contribution; but I think the first thing to do is to stabilize the
temperature ofthefiher^^di is inside active antrainas. Hiankyou.
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GERARD PEITT: Yes, you are right. We have to treat tfie problems in the order in \\4iiditiiey^pear. It seems
that now tiie antenna problem is being corrected, so cable is the next issue.
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MOTOROLA ONCORE RECEIVER USING CCDS
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Abstract
Most of the standard receivers used for the common-view time transfer are of the
single-channel, single-frequency, Coarse/Acquisition code type. They all are built
according to the "NBS standard" prototype from the early 1980's. The uncertainty of
the common^ew time comparisons varies between 2-3 ns RMS for the best of them.
The new generation of the unexpensive, multi-channel C/A code receivers which are
now available seems to make the old standard obsolete.
One of the interesting new solutions, proposed for the time transfer, is the 8-channel
Motorola VP Oncore receiver combined with a time-interval counter and a
microcomputer (GifFord et al., 1996), (Lewandowski et al„1996).
Such a measurement system was tested for several months at the Time Section of the
Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM) in Sevres, yelding very
interesting results (Lewandowski et al., 1997).
To maintain the compatibility with the old "NBS type" receivers, still in use at the
majority of time laboratories, and to make use of the Motorola multi-channel
capabilities, special software driving the receiver and the counter was developed at
BIPM in 1997.
The results of tests in time transfer between BIPM in Sevres and AOS in Borowiec
(Astrogeodynamical Observatory in Borowiec, Poland) at the baseline of about 1200
km give the uncertainty of results in the range of 1-2 ns RMS when applying
recommendations of CCDS (Allan, Thomas, 1993).
Introduction
The common-view method of GPS time transfer is one of the most precise and
accurate methods for time comparison between remote clocks. The main aim of the
method, proposed at the beginning of the'80s (Allan, Weiss, 1980) was to increase the
accuracy of the comparisons into the range of a few nanoseconds. The method became
especially important after the implementation of SA (selective availability). The
observations of the same GPS satellite are carried on simultaneously at different
laboratories according to the schedule published, usually twice a year, by the BIPM.
Up to now, the common-view method is applied for single-frequency receivers which
enable observation of up to 48 satellite passes per day.
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New, inexpensive, multichannel receivers, enable observation of several satellites
simultaneously. Motorola VP Oncore is especially interesting among them, because of
the information available through the RS-232 communication port of the receiver. It is
possible to relate the Motorola's
1 pps pulse with nanosecond accuracy to the
internal time scale of the receiver. Full observed satellite information (raw satellite
dispatch) and raw pseudorange measurements are also available.
It is possible to prepare the receiver independently of time comparisons, where all
the computations are carried according to rules recommended by the CCDS (ComitS
Consultatif pour la Definition de la Seconde (Rapport BIPM-93/6). The essential
advantage of such observations is the compatibility with old, single-channel, NBS-type
receivers, still in use at the majority of time laboratories.
Setup of the equipment
The organization of the measurements is very similar to the setup applied at BIPM
and Besangon in the experiment carried out in 1996 (Lewandowski et al., 1997). The
Stanford SR-620 time-interval counter (Fig. 1) is started by the 1 pps pulse fi-om the
local UTC clock driven by the Oscilloquartz EUDICS 3020 cesium fi-equency
standard. The counter is stopped by the 1 pps pulse fi-om the Motorola Oncore VP
receiver, working in the GPS synchronization mode. Both the counter and the
receiver are controlled by the software installed on a PC computer. COMl port is used
for the communication with the counter: for sending commands and for gathering the
readings lPPS(local clock) - IPPS(receiver). Serial COM2 port is used for the
communication with Motorola. Set up of the experiment at BIPM in Sevres is almost
identical, the only difference is that Racal-Dana counter is controlled using HPIB
interface instead of a serial one. The Racal-Dana counter is driven by the 5MHz
fi-equency signal fi-om HP5071Acesium time and frequency standard, also generating
a laboratory Ipps pulse.
Software driving the measurements
The block diagram of the applied software is presented in Fig. 2. During the startup
procedure the Motorola Oncore VP receiver is set up in the position-hold mode, mth
antenna coordinates known with cm accuracy in the ITRF reference fi-ame. The Ipps
signal output is formed by the internal GPS time scale of the receiver.
The reception of the measurement lPPS(local clock)-lPPS(receiver) from the counter
triggers the gathering of the following data from the Motorola:
- pseudoranges for each of the observed satellites,
- corrections connecting internal software GPS time scale of the receiver to its
Ipps pulse.
Every 6 seconds the orbital data of the observed satellites (raw satellite frames) are
also received. Satellite clock parameters, Keplerian elements of the orbit, and their
reference time are decoded. The basic condition for the proper fiinctioning of the
software was to tie the internal time scale of the receiver to that generated by the
receiver Ipps pulse. The work-out of the data during the pass is done exactly
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Fig. 1. Setup of the Experiment at Borowiec Observatory.

according to the recommendations of the CCDS (Rapport BIPM 1993/6). The 780
measurements carried in the period of time defined by the BIPM schedule are divided
into 15 s intervals. The differences between the second of the local clock and i-th
satellite time second are pseudoranges. The connection between Motorola internal
second and the output Ipps pulse can be written as: Ipps + Ax, where At can be
computed fi-om the corrections transmitted one second before and one second after the
Ipps pulse. The pseudorange for the i-th satellite can be thus written as:
psdj = UTC(loc) - lpps(Motorola) + lpps(Motorola) - T(sati),
so:
psdi = UTC(loc)-T(sati).
For each of the 15 s intervals, the pseudoranges are square fitted for the center of the
interval. Satellite position, geometric delay as well as ionospheric, tropospHeric,
Sagnac, periodic relativistic, L1-L2 corrections are computed. Then the clock
corrections foraocess to GPS time, using the broadcasted second-order polynomial are
evaluated. The values obtained in this way are linear-fitted. The results for each
satellite are stored in the standard format on the hard disk, ready for the transfer to the
other laboratory participating in the experiment.
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Fig. 2. General diagram of the software applied to the work-out of the Motorola VP
Oncore data.
Common-view results of the experiment
In the experiment pariticipated two Motorola Oncore VP receivers working
simultaneously at BPM (Sevres,France) and AOS (Borowiec, Poland). The
approximate baseline is about 1200 km. The results of the observations come from the
period of MJD: 50679 - 50683 (19.08 - 23.08.1997) and present the time scales
comparison between the BIPM and the AOS. The comparisons were obtained using
both multi-channel and single-channel observations. Fig. 3 presents raw differences
BIPM - AOS obtained for multi-channel observations between the two laboratories.
One-channel comparisons are presented in Fig. 4. The results of the removal of slope
are shown in Fig.5 and Fig.6 respectively. The period of observations is relatively short
because of the quite significant drift of the clock at AOS. The EUDICS 3020 cesium
frequency standard is at least by an order of magnitude less stable then the HP5071,
equipped with high performance tube used at Sevres.
Fig. 7 presents the modified Allan deviation computed for the BIPM - AOS multichannel observations. Similar computations obtained for the one-channel observations
are shown in the Fig. 8. The results of the time stability of the multi-channel and onechannel observations are analyzed in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. The multi-channel results are
more stable. The uncertainty of the comparisons (RMS) varies between 1.2 to 1.5 ns;
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for one-channel observations it is by 1 ns worse. Thecertaintyproblem for all GPS
receivers are the changes of internal receiver delay caused by the changes of external
temperature (Lewandowski and Tourde, 1991). Fig. 11 presents the zero-baseline, onechannel comparisons between Motorola and Sercel receiver working at the BIPM
time laboratory. The same Ipps pulse from local clock was used for the two receivers.
The Sercel was equipped with the temperature-stabilized antenna the Motorola was
equipped with typical, unstabilized antenna. For the period of MJD: 50670 - 50721
the daily average of external temperature varied between 12° to 33° C. The changes in
the difference Sercel - Motorola follow the pattern of the external temperature. The
temperature coefficient is equal C=-0.27 ns/deg.

Conclusions
The best single-channel, C/A code receivers buiU especially for timing purposes, e.g.
Allen-Osbome TTR6, MBS TTR5, or Sercel, used for common-view observations for
baselines 1000-2 000 km give the uncertainty of 2-3 ns. They observe up to 48, 13
min. satellite passes per day. The results obtained with the set ofequipment consisting
of an inexpensive, muhi-channel Motorola VP Oncore receiver, a time counter with
the 1 ns resolution, and the PC computer with especially prepared software are
significantly better. As it was presented above, the obtained uncertainty is well below
the 2 ns level. The Motorola at Borowiec observes about 650 satellite passes per day.
Moreover, the results of the multi-channel satellite observations obtained with the
software used at Sevres and Borowiec are compatible with the old single-channel
receivers widely used for timing purposes. The significant problem still concerns the
relatively high dependence of Motorola observations on outside temperature.which can
be resolved by thermal protection of its antenna.
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A STUDY EXAMINING THE POSSIBILITY OF OBTAINING TRACEABILITY
TO UK NATIONAL STANDARDS OF TIME AND FREQUENCY USING GPSDISCIPLINED OSCILLATORS

J, ADavis and J. M. Furlong

Centre for Time Metrology,
National Physical Laboratory,
Queens Road, Teddington, Middlesex, TWl 1 OLW, UK
ABSTRACT
In the UK there is considerable interest in using GPS-Disciplined Oscillators (GPSDOs) as
standards traceable to UTC(NPL). However, UK accreditation bodies are somewhat reluctant
to accept GPSDOs as traceable standards, without a detailed study of the practical issues
involved in establishing traceability. NPL has undertaken an extensive study, examining the
performance of 15 GPSDOs loaned by 11 UK suppliers and manufacturers, to address this
traceability issue. In this paper a detailed accoimt is presented of the results obtained from the
NPL study. A preliminary set of recommendations on the use of GPSDOs as standards traceable
to UTC(NPL) have been produced. The progress made on implementing a mechanism enabling
GPSDOs to be recognized as standards traceable to UTC(NPL) is outlined.
1) INTRODUCTION
GPS-Disciplined Oscillators (GPSDOs) are widely used in the United Kingdom as standards of
time and frequency. GPSDOs combine the long-term stability of the timing signals available
from the GPS with the short and medium-term frequency stability available from quartz or
rubidium oscillators. The growth of the use of GPSDOs in calibration laboratories in the UK has
been limited because GPSDOs have not been recognized as standards traceable to the UK
national time scale UTC(NPL). GPSDOs offer many advantages over other tune and frequency
standards. The global nature of the GPS enables GPSDOs to be used anywhere in the world. The
quality of the timing signals results in an improved accuracy over frequency standards
disciplined by terrestrial standard frequency transmissions. GPSDOs do not require periodic recalibrations, they are not excessively expensive, costing typically between £2,000 and £12,000.
GPSDOs have many appUcations world-wide, in particular within the telecommunications
industry.
NPL has responded to the growing interest in using GPSDOs as traceable standards, by
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undertaking an extensive study of the performance of GPSDOs in order to assess their suitability
as time and frequency standards traceable to UTC(NPL) [1], [2], [3]. Fifteen GPSDOs have been
examined at NFL for a period of three months. A detailed account of this study is presented m
this paper.
The results of the study have been forwarded to the United Kingdom Accreditation Service
(UKAS) who will ultimately decide on the suitability of GPSDOs. The future work between NPL
and UKAS to establish GPSDOs as traceable standards within the UK is also outlined.

2) ELEMENTS OF THE GPSDO STUDY
To assess the suitability of GPSDOs as standards traceable to UTC(NPL),the following elements
have been included in the GPSDO study:
•

Measurement of the time and frequency characteristics of each GPSDO, by performing
continuous comparisons of both phase and 1 pulse per second (IPPS) outputs against
UTC(NPL) over a period of several weeks.

•

Characterisation of the frequency output from the free-running oscillator within the
GPSDO, by operating each GPSDO for several days in the absence of a GPS signal.

•

Recording of all the available operating parameters of the GPSDOs obtained from their
communications port, with the aim of correlating variations in the GPSDO's time and
frequency characteristics with changes in these parameters.

•

Investigatmg the integrity and status of each GPSDO under a selection of "non-ideal"
operating conditions, for example by reducing the available satellite constellation, testing
performance after a controlled mains power failure, operating the GPSDOs from
erroneous antenna position coordinates, and removing all GPS satellite signals.

•

Independently monitoring the accuracy and integrity of the GPS satellite constellation
through the use of several multi-channel GPS receivers at NPL.

•

Monitoring the local environment at NPL, eg. the air and surface temperature and the
humidity, both within the laboratory, the outdoor air temperature and the temperature on
the surface of the antenna.

•

Performing of regular time fransfer measurements between UTC(NPL) and
UTC(USNO).

•

Collating externally published information on the performance of the GPS during the
period of the study, for example satellite outages and clock offsets.
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•

Produce a report now forwarded to UKAS [5], describing the findings of the study, which
includes a series of recommendations on the operation of GPSDOs when used as
traceable standards.

Measurements were performed between January 1997 and April 1997. Eleven organizations
provided NPL with 15 GPSDOs. In addition three GPSDOs were monitored at other laboratories
within the UK. The participants in the study were: Absolute Time, Datum, Efratom, HewlettPackard, Motorola, Navstar, Radiocode Clocks, Rapco Electronics, Quartzlock, Tekelek, Trak,
and Truetime.
3) EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
A 16-chaimel phase comparator (TimeTech model PComp 16-001/96) was used to compare the
GPSDO's frequency output, against the standard frequency output from NPL's active hydrogen
maser (Sigma Tau, model MHM 2010) generating UTC(NPL). The phase differences were
recorded every second.
Four 1-nanosecond resolution counter timers (Racal Dana Universal Counter Timers, model
1991') were used to compare the IPPS signal generated by each GPSDO against a IPPS signal
derived from UTC(NPL). Two double four-way switch boxes (Hewlett-Packard Model 59307A)
were used to monitor the output from each GPSDO in tum. This switching arrangement resulted
in a duty cycle of one minute on, three minutes off.
Status information on both the performance of each individual GPSDO and on the GPS
constellation was obtained from the RS232 serial communications port. All available data sets
were recorded once per minute diiring the duration of the study.
Three eight^hannel GPS receivers were used to continuously monitor the GPS signals received
at NPL during the study. These included one Allen Osbome Associates TTR-4P receiver and two
Motorola VP Oncore receivers (with the Z option). The Motorola Oncore receivers were
particularly valuable, being inexpensive C/A code receivers, similar to those used in most
GPSDOs.
Both the local temperature and the humidity of the environment were recorded using three Grant
Squirrel Logger Model No, 1200. Published information on the status of the GPS and on
UTC(USNO) - GPS Time have been obtained from the USNO WWW site. Internal cable delays
between UTC(NPL), the IPPS logging system and each GPSDO IPPS output were calculated
using a portable cesium clock (Hewlett-Packard model 5071 A, high performance option).
4) STUDY RESULTS
Examples of plots of the extended measurements of UTC(NPL) - GPSDO(IPPS), calculated
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from both the IPPS and phase outputs, are shown in Figures 1 and 2 respectively. Figure 1 shows
the IPPS output of a highly stable rubidium-based GPSDO, while Figure 2 shows the of output
of a less expensive quartz-based GPSDO. Several trends emerged:
•

There were in most cases a strong correlation between the 1PPS and phase output of the
GPSDOs.

•

There was a wide variety in the mean value of UTC(NPL) - GPSDO(IPPS), suggesting
that there were significant offsets in the calibrations of the GPSDOs against UTC.

•

The standard deviation of the UTC(NPL) - GPSDO(IPPS) measurements ranged from
10 ns to 155 ns. In general, the rubidium-based GPSDOs were more stable than the
quart25-based GPSDOs.

Standard time and frequency statistics have been applied to the data. Plots of Logio(Oy) and
Log]o(MOD Oy) and Logio(Mean fractional frequency offset) against Logio(T) calculated from
the phase data are shown in Figures 3,4 and 5. Several trends emerged:
•

The long-term (x > 10,000 s) and short-term (x < 100 s) frequency stability of the
GPSDOs was in most cases very similar, vnth the long-term frequency variations being
effectively disciplined by the GPS signals, and the shorWerm performance being limited
by the local oscillators within the GPSDOs.

•

The medium4erm frequency stability was extremely varied with values of MODOy (x =
1,000 s) varying by over a factor of 100. hi generd,the rubidium-based GPSDOs were
significantly more stable than the quartz-based GPSDOs. For averaging times of 1,000
s,the effects of the Selective Availability (SA) degrading the performance of the GPS
signal will be at its most pronounced. At this averaging time the GPSDO will be relying
on the internal local oscillator for its frequency stability. The differences in the
performances of quartz and rubidium oscillators, which may be relatively large at
x=l,000 s, will then critically affect the performance of the GPSDOs.

•

Plots of Log,o(fractional frequency stability) against Log,o(x) calculated from the phase
data were characterized by two regions. For short averaging times, the value of the
fractional frequency offset remained constant. At longer averaging times,the disciplining
effects of the GPS signal became effective and the graphs had gradients of -1. The
change in gradient marked the averaging time when the disciplining process became
effective and is related to the time constant of the disciplining algorithm.

The performance of the free-running oscillator within the GPSDO were studied by examining
the GPSDOs in the absence of a GPS signal. Plots of Log,o(Oy) against Log,o(x) are shown in
Figure 6 and are compare against the performance of the GPSDOs. The example shown in the
figure is from a medium-priced quartz-based GPSDO. Several trends emerged:
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In almost all cases,the disciplining process improves the long-term performance of the GPSDO.
However,this is at the cost of degrading the short/medium-term performance. This degradation
is clearly observed in the example shown.
The averaging time (x) at which the degradation of the GPSDO performance is at its worst
depends both on the type of local oscillator and on the time constant of the disciplining
algorithm. The performance degradation was generally worse with quartz-based GPSDOs and
occurred at shorter averaging times.
Around 30% of the GPSDOs under study displayed tune and frequency transients of amplitude
greater than 100 ns. Examples of a typical transient are shown in Figures 7 and 8 showing both
the changes m UTC(NPL) - GPSDO and changes in fractional frequency offsets. When transients
occurred, they were observed in both the phase and IPPS outputs of the GPSDOs. The majority
of the transients followed the same pattem. There was a sudden change in the GPSDO frequency,
possibly due to a sudden change in the DAC value. The "normal" disciplining process of the
GPSDO will then restore the time and frequency outputs of the GPSDO to within their "normal"
operating range. These transients may last for several hours and may seriously undermine the
use of GPSDOs as traceable standards of time and frequency.
Correlation effects between GPSDO outputs have been investigated. Some strong correlations
were observed. An example is shown in Figures 9 and 10; the sum and difference of the two
UTC(NPL) - GPSDO outputs are plotted. These results were obtained from two quartz-based
GPSDOs. The correlation effects were strongest for quartz-based GPSDOs where the time
constants for the two disciplining algorithms were similar. The correlation effects are due to the
reception of common GPS signals by the GPSDOs, the performance of both GPSDOs being
limited by the presence of the same SA signal degradation.
The GPSDO antenna coordinate determination has been investigated and compared with the
coordinates determined from site surveys undertaken at NPL. The GPSDO coordinate errors
range from 1.6 m to 51 m, the mean coordinate error being 21 m . Most GPSDOs are operated
under a "position hold" mode when the first 24 hours or longer of data collected are used to
determine the antenna coordinates. These coordinates are then "fixed" and are used for time and
frequency dissemination. A few GPSDOs operate using instantaneously determined positions;
however, there was a noticeable increase in the scatter on the resulting time and frequency
outputs of these GPSDOs. Some GPSDOs operate from coordmates determined from continuous
extended averaging. The performance of these GPSDOs were equivalent to those operating using
a position hold mode. Where there was a combination of an extremely stable GPSDO and poor
antenna coordinate determination, then the determination of the antenna coordinates may limit
the GPSDO performance.
Substantial monitoring took place of the GPS signals received at NPL. Peak-to^eak variations
of several 100 ns were observed. This is at the limit of what would be expected from the effects
ofSA.
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The perfonnance characteristics of a number of GPSDOs were investigated when operating them
under 'non-ideal' conditions. In particular, studies of trends and variations in the performance
of these GPSDOs were made for a reduced satellite constellation, a change of antenna
coordinates, a complete loss of GPS satellite signal and also for atemporaiy main power failure.
Reducing the satellite constellation by 50% had very little effect on the GPSDO performance.as
may be expected. This is due to satellite redundancy in the constellation,whilst the GPSDOs
were operated in a position hold mode. Each GPSDO was typically tracking between 6 and 8
satellites continuously when operating at the NPL site.
Erroneous position coordinates were entered into the receivers, with antenna position offsets of
100 m along each coordinate axis (eg., latitude, longitude and height) in turn. The use of offset
coordinates resulted in a diurnal cycle in the GPSDO timing outputs (Figure 11). This effect is
highlighted by the case of the vertical position offset. Plots are shown in Figure Hfor ^o
successive days showing a clearly repeating cycle in the measurement of the (Local Clock(lPPb)
- GPSDO(IPPS)). The resulting frequency transfer performance of the GPSDOs is degraded by
this effect.
The integrity of a GPSDO following the loss of all GPS satellite signals was examined by
masking out the satellite transmissions to the antennas. The time-to-alarm, i.e., the time between
the loss of the GPS signal and the reporting of this loss by the GPSDO was carefully monitored
for each GPSDO under study. Results from our study showed that nearly all of the GPSDOs
successfully recorded the absence of GPS signals (two were unavailable for testing). The loss
of signal was indicated either on the front panel of the receiver or via commands through the
RS232 connection.
The main power supply to the GPSDO units was switched off for a period of 30 s, and changes
in both the IPPS and phase output were measured when the power was returned. It was found
that the phase characteristics for most GPSDOs were severely disrupted for a considerable length
of time after the loss in power. The timing IPPS output before and after the loss were not
noticeably different for all but two of the GPSDOs tested.
5) DISCUSSION
The extent of the NPL GPSDO study has enabled substantial information to be obtained on the
performance characteristics of GPSDOs. Many of the GPSDOs under examination showed no
anomalous behavior during the course of the study, and will.thereforeiperform well as both tune
and frequency standards traceable to UTC(NPL). However, a significant mmonty of the
GPSDOs under examination did show anomalous behaviour that might undermine their
performance as either traceable standards of time or frequency. Anomalous behavior that might
affect the GPSDOs capability of acting as a traceable time standard includes offsets m the mean
value of UTC(NPL)-GPSD0(1PPS) and drifts in the GPSDO instrumentation delays. Time and
frequency transients may affect the GPSDOs'capability of acting as both a traceable standard of
time or frequency. The accuracy level of the traceably is also important. If time dissemination
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with an accuracy of only a few microseconds is required, then all of the GPSDOs under
examination would be suitable. The performance of the GPSDOs under non-ideal operating
conditions suggests that there is a high degree of integrity in the GPSDOs'performance. However,
the behavior of GPSDOs has not been tested in the presence of highly erroneous GPS signals.
The above issues have given careful consideration when formulating the recommendations
outlined in Section 6.
6) TRACEABILITY RECOMMENDATIONS
NPL has produced a set of provisional recommendations on the use of GPSDOs as standards
traceable to UTC(]SfPL). These recommendations may be revised in the light of future studies or
after discussions with other interested parties v^thin the UK. NPL recommends that:
•

NPL should monitor the GPSDO constellation from its Teddington site, and publish to
the UK time and frequency community information on any GPS system anomalies.

•

Values of UTC(NPL) - UTC(USNO) should be regularly published by NPL.

•

NPL should produce a sample error budget for a typical GPSDO based on the GPS user
range errors and supported by empirical measurements. Error budgets of this type may
then be used to set the accuracy levels of the traceability for individual models of
GPSDOs.

•

Each manufacturer's model of GPSDO should be characterized for both its time
dissemmation and frequency dissemination properties. The characterization of individual
models of GPSDOs is sufficient if conservative error budgets are used in establishing
traceability.

•

To achieve traceability for the highest accuracy time dissemination, (vmcertainties <
1,000 ns) each individual GPSDO should be calibrated against a primary time scale. Two
co-located GPSDOs should be operated at each location, so as to check for systematic
delay changes. When considering time dissemination traceability, there is a need to
calibrate the GPSDO internal delays, as these can dominate the error budget.

•

The frequency stability and accuracy of a GPSDO be specified at tiie averaging times
appropriate to the measurement process, and that the specified performance is validated
by measurement fraceable to a primary time scale.

•

Unless a model of GPSDO has been shown not to be vulnerable to transient effects,
either two GPSDOs should be operated in parallel, or a single GPSDO should be
operated alongside a highly stable local oscillator, so that transients may be identified.

•

Sufficient sky should be visible for the GPSDO to continuous observe the number of
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satellites required to maintain the GPSDO locked to the GPS system. Hence GPSDOs
should be operated for several days at a new installation. During this time a record of the
satellites observed should be recorded to check on the satellite visibility at that location.
•

The GPSDOs should provide warning of any main power interrupt. The GPSDO should
provide information on when the local oscillator has stabilized following a power
interrupt. The duration of the interrupt should be recorded.

•

The GPSDOs should provide warning of any loss of GPS lock, the method of
implementation being at the discretion of the manufacturer.

•

When considering both time and frequency traceability, there is a need to assess the
magnitude of the local position errors, and to determine when these first become
significant in the overall uncertainty budget. We note that where position errors are
important, the cost of GPSDO installation could be reduced if appropriate self validation
schemes are possible.

7) FUTURE WORK
There is still substantial analysis to be performed on the data collected from the NPL GPSDO
study. In particular, it is important to attempt to understand the origins of some of the anomalous
GPSDO behavior, in particular the occupance of time and frequency transients.
Results from the GPSDO study have been forwarded to UKAS. The realization of a mechanism
for achieving GPSDO traceability to UTC(NPL) is extremely important The production of an
uncertainty budget giving a worst case error analysis for operation of GPSDOs may be a key part
of this process. This uncertainty budget may then be checked as part of a detailed
characterization of various models of GPSDOs. The results from the present study may form part
of the characterization process. To ensure the correct operation of GPSDOs at sites where they
are to be used as traceable standards, a set of guidance documents may be developed outlining
the installing and initial testing of the GPSDO.
8) CONCLUSIONS
NPL has undertaken an extensive study on the performance characteristics of GPSDO, which has
enabled recommendations to be made on the possible use of GPSDOs as standards traceable to
UTC(NPL).
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Questions and Answers
nn-M TV/rTTPHFT T rTRUEUME)- We notice that some of the results you had were rather poor, in my
SSof DS^U^S^oT^anlcm^^^ and detennine why those occun-ences happened, - was there
reasons?
JOHN DAVIS (NPL): We still do not do a lot of that. We have not as yet looked at the whoje story
Sse 4 have not had the chance to look in depth at the status information that was commg off the GPS
because we Jif^^ "°™i?^>~"^. .t,..:_ ^^ first thing to do, and we w do that m the next few months.
m'SlTtoSS Ae SSif« or*t S ft"f have seen the resulj for that particular disciplmed
SdllS; aidtrSe o/th" ones that are local to the UK^ W^^ave discussed w^^^^ srJa^K>n x^; and Aey
have proposed some suggestions. They have just gone back to look at their GPS DO. lUere is still a
work to be done on that.
DON MITCHELL- I have a second question related to that as well. What is your end result tiiat you are
iSkmgfor taAe manufacturers? Is it to certify receivers that are traceable to a certam level?
inHN DAVIS- Yes we want confidence in the receivers, that they will act as fraceable standards to a
S kv^ So we 'arTpSSly worried that the transient effect for that model, that particular device,
when a transient occurs that it will not be within the certified range.
DON MITCHELL: Are you discussing the results with NRC?
JOHN DAVIS: No, we have not as yet.
Tv-kXT x/nrrMPT T • T know that NIST is working on a similar thing, and Australia is working on something
SSL^^Ii youSX^o i; CherL intemaSonal cl„so«,m„ here to do this as a oomm™„ty
effort.
ROB DOUGLAS (NRC)- I should first of all say that the dialogue has begun. NPL is very kind in making
Sbi?to i; Ld^I i^^
others in the timing community, a ^^.^opy of the report, which is a
?ome Sat is ScrenouSTso you do not want to cany it around. My question Aough, has to do with the
S?^S of toSS when not all the elements are evaluated. Specifically, how do you envisage
ceSg a ^Sm aftra^Sle when the multipath and positioning errors are not specifically known for a
general site?
JOHN DAVIS- We are hoping that we can just, if you like, work on a worst-case basis^ that at a given she
S^ferrors willnot be irefter than what we can put together for the worst-case estimate. I do not see
any way we can go forward.
The other thing we would want to do is, we would actually not just certify the bo^^ but we would actually
S?ify AeSllXn L well, so that we would actually look at the site; so we could actually check whether
there were any large obstacles being placed next to the antenna.
ROB DOUGLAS- I think you are not quite as badly off as you claim. There is something that can be done
for ^oDle whTrequirrKTtSt an on-site calibration of a GPS DO. This is where you would actually
seTS oldlto with toown stability characteristics and a GPS receiver with known positioning
TalcteriScs S do fpr^e^^^^^ evaluation of the site and then a proper evaluation of the stability of
Ae^dS Fmm ftis youVan accuracy figure, with standard uncertainty versus averagmg tmie.
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Utilization of the Global Positioning System (GPS) for
Timing Systems Under Range Standardization &
Automation Phase-IIA Program
Ming C. Lee,
Lockheed Martin Space Mission Systems & Services
Abstract
Lockheed Martin was awarded a contract at the end of 1995 by the US Air Force to upgrade the
space lift range infrastructure at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station in Florida and Vandenberg
Air Force Base in California. The goal of the RSA Program is to reduce the total cost per launch
while meeting the Range safety requirements. This will be accomplished on both coasts by
adopting industry standards and replacing antiquated instruments with Commercial-off-the-Shelf
(COTS) equipment Furthermore, common operation and maintenance procedures will be
developed for both ranges in order to reduce the total life cycle cost and subsequent operation
and maintenance expenses at both ranges. The purpose of this paper is to present the overall
system requirements and system architecture for the three timing product subsystems.

INTRODUCTION
Our Timing System consists of three product subsystems: GPS Timing, Range Countdown, and
generation of Time of Vehicle First Motion (TVFM). These three product subsystems will directly or
indirectly utilize the precise timing information broadcasted by the GPS satellites to generate accurate
time, stable reference frequencies, countdown clock, and first motion time to support launch and launch
related activities in both ranges.

GPS Timing Subsystem
Lockheed Martin proposed a GPS-based timing system to provide accurate time-of-day information,
precise & stable reference frequencies, and clocks to synchronize communication network, computer
workstations, and radar & telemetry instruments. The decision of implementing a GPS-based timing
system is based on three significant factors. (1) The GPS Timing System has a significant lower initial
procurement cost and subsequent operation and maintenance expenses compared against a primary
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timing source, (2) The timing information broadcasted by the GPS satellites is available on a 24-hour
basis, and (3) the accuracy of the GPS time is directly traceable to the DoD Master Clock (UTC-USNO)
located at the U.S. Naval Observatory.
Requirements
Currently the stringent requirements imposed upon the GPS Timing Subsystem are that each timing
station must have an accuracy within +/- one microsecond of UTC-USNO, the station-to-station accuracy
must also be within +/- one microsecond, and all of the time codes generated by the GPS timing
receivers must conform to Inter Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG) Standard 200-95, "IRIG Serial
Time Code Formats". The accuracy and stability of timing product data are based on one sigma
confidence level (68%).
The subsequent derived requirement requires that each timing station must be within +/- 500
nanoseconds of UTC-USNO, and the reference frequencies generated by each timing station shall be
maintained at a Stratum Two level stability (1.6x10'*). Based on a recent survey of commercial market,
a typical Standard Positioning Service (SPS) GPS timing receiver will meet all of the timing
requirements by maintaining an average of +/- 150 nanoseconds accuracy with respect to the DoD
Master Clock. Furthermore, the reference frequencies generated by the GPS receivers will maintain a
long-term Stratum One level (1x10"'^) of precision and stability. It has been determined that SPS
receivers will meet and satisfy all of the requirements imposed by the Air Force.
Implementation
Each GPS timing station will either be a single receiver station or a redundant station. The GPS timing
stations will be located throughout each range, including remote instrumentation sites. Refer to Figure 1,
RSA-IIA GPS Timing System Overview.
Single Receiver Station
Each single GPS timing station will consist of a GPS-synchronized time and frequency receiver in a 3.5
inch chassis plus an antenna and pre-amplifier. Each timing receiver will have a basic IRIG-B and a One
Pulse Per Second (Ipps) output. In addition to the two basic outputs, each single station will have
outputs for 1, 5, and 10 MHz reference frequencies and a multiple time code output module. The single
receiver station will be strategically implemented throughout each range to allow timing users to receive
time codes and reference frequencies from the nearest GPS timing station.
Redundant Receivers Station
Each redundant GPS timing station will consist of a redundant GPS synchronized time and frequency
receiver in a distributed amplifier chassis with a fault-sensing switch unit (FSSU) embedded in the
chassis. One of the GPS receivers will be designated as the Primary and the other one designated as
Secondary (backup). Both the Primary and the Secondary receivers will generate the same seven time
codes and reference frequencies (I PPS, IRIG-B, 1, 5, and 10 MHz reference frequencies, plus two
optional outputs). The same outputs from both receivers will be fed into the FSSU. Each FSSU module
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will receive and monitor the time codes or reference frequencies from both GPS receivers. In the event
of an anomaly in the time code or frequency module in the primary GPS receiver, the FSSU will
automatically detect the interrupt of time code or reference frequency and switch the output from the
Primary GPS receiver to the Secondary GPS receiver. The redundant receivers stations will be
implemented at all Consolidated Instrumentation Facilities (GIF), because the GIF provides a significant
role in tracking the vehicle flight and ensures safety of the civilian community surrounding the range.
The redundant system will provide enhanced reliability in support of the operation of GIF.
Concept of Operation
Initialization & Cold Start
Each GPS receiver is designed to operate on a 24-hour basis. In the initiation stage, the geodetic
information of each GPS receiver location will be programmed into the GPS receiver. In the case where
the geodetic information is not available or the receiver is being used as a mobile unit, the GPS receiver
will be initialized in the "AUTO" mode to allow the receiver to perform the long-term position averaging
after it is stationary. It should take approximately 10 minutes to have the receiver lock on to the GPS
constellation and download the new almanac data prior to performing a timing solution. Once the GPS
receiver has been initialized, it will receive the GPS almanac information and determine the health of
each GPS satellite. This will allow the receiver to only track the satellites that are healthy based on the
almanac information provided by the GPS.
Generation of Time Codes and Reference Frequencies
In order to allow the GPS receiver to achieve its optimal performance, the receiver will be allowed to
track as many healthy satellites as possible. Multiple satellites offer the strength of averaging and
minimizing errors. The effect of Selective Availability (S/A, intentional degrading of accuracy) can be
reduced by increasing the number of satellites being tracked. The antenna of the GPS receiver will be
placed where an unobstructed and full view of the sky is available. Once the receiver has been initially
setup, it will track the satellites that are available over the horizon. The propagation delay induced
between the antenna and receiver will be compensated for by programming the cable delay at a rate of
one nanosecond per foot based on the length of the cable from the antenna to the GPS receiver. All of
the COTS GPS receivers we have looked at have modular design and are capable of generating accurate
time codes and precise reference frequencies by implementing a time code module or a reference
frequency module in the timing receiver hardware chassis.
Monitoring Health and Status of GPS Timing Receiver
This section describes some of the features in the GPS receiver that can be monitored by a Network
Manager via the RS-232 interface of the GPS timing receiver. The following bullets describe the
capabilities in some of the COTS GPS receivers that are currently available:
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•

Acquire and Lock onto the GPS Satellites: The GPS receiver will provide an indication whether
the receiver has locked onto the GPS constellation.

•

Time Quality Check: In a case of an anomaly in the GPS constellation or defective antenna, the
GPS receiver will be unable to track the satellites. When an anomaly occurs,the internal oscillator
will drive the time codes and reference frequency outputs. Since the oscillator is not perfect, each
GPS receiver will have an average oscillator error rate programmed and will calculate the error that
is being induced by the oscillator. There are different levels of error indication that can be obtained
based on the rate of drift of the internal oscillator. Each level can beset up to provide an alarm and
report the status to the Network Manager.

•

Satellite List: A Network Manager will be able to retrieve information from the receiver via the RS232 interface to see which satellite is currently being tracked.

•

Alarm Notification: Health and status of the receiver will be provided to the Network Manager via
the RS-232 interface. In case of an anomaly, an alarm notification will be generated for the Network
Manager to initiate repair or maintenance action.

Reliability, Maintainability, and Availability (RMA) of GPS Timing Receiver
Based on the performance values supplied by some COTS GPS receiver manufacturers, a typical GPS
receiver will have a Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) of 78,000 hours, and Mean Time To Restore
(MTTR) of 1 hour.
Distribution of Time Codes and Reference Frequencies
Since the proposed Timing System has a distributed architecture, instead of a centralized system, it is the
intent that time codes and reference frequencies from each GPS timing station will only be distributed to
local users. Conversely, each user shall obtain time codes and reference frequencies from the nearest
GPS timing station. In order to maintain the required accuracy and precision of time codes and reference
frequencies, time codes and reference frequencies will be transmitted using dedicated copper or coaxial
cables. The error induced in the cable delay will be compensated for by the individual user.
Test & Evaluation
Accuracy of the GPS Timing Receiver
Each GPS timing receiver will be factory-certified and tested to guarantee its accuracy and confidence
level. It is intended that the accuracy of each receiver will be re-evaluated during a scheduled or
unscheduled maintenance by measuring the Ipps output against another Ipps generated by a primary
time source or from another GPS receiver that has been calibrated by a standard laboratory.
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The Stability of the Reference Frequency
The reference frequencies, generated by the GPS timing receiver, will be measured against a calibrated
frequency counter or reference oscillator. The reference oscillator must be either a primary standard, if
available, or another GPS disciplined frequency standard at least of equal stability to the unit under test.
The stability of the reference frequency will be measured by an oscilloscope. All clocks and reference
frequencies will be verified to ensure that the stability is maintained at a Stratum Two level (1.6x10"^).
Maintenance Concept
All of the GPS timing receivers and associated equipment will have modular design using solid-state
electronic components. All of the repair and scheduled and unscheduled maintenance will follow the
prescribed maintenance procedures mandated by the manufacturer.
Summary of GPS Timing System
The overall system architecture is defined based on the requirements specified in the Space Lift Range
System (SLRS) Specification. The goal of a modernized GPS-based timing system is to reduce the cost
of operation and maintenance. We believe the employment of a GPS-based timing system will enable
both ranges to achieve this goal.

Range Countdown Subsystem
The Countdown Subsystem provides a timeline for coordinating a multitude of tests and system
validations between the Range and space vehicle operator in preparation for the launch of space vehicles.
This is to ensure that the range and vehicle operator are operating on the same time scale with a common
lift-off time.
Countdown System Requirements
The current requirements, specified in the Space Lift Range System Specification, indicate that the
Countdown Subsystem shall provide eight simultaneous countdown signals. The accuracy of the
countdown signal shall be within +/- 100 milliseconds against the DoD Master Clock with a reference to
a countdown script. The countdovra format shall conform to the Inter Range Instrumentation Group
(IRIG) 215-96 Standard. The Coimtdown Subsystem shall also provide the capability to allow
authorized personnel to initiate, synchronize, suspend, resume, and terminate the countdown operation.
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SLRS Countdown System Architecture Overview
This section describes the overall Countdown System Architecture. This includes how the countdown
and lift-off signal will be generated and distributed to the Control and Display Segment (CDSEG),
Instrumentation Segment (ISEG), and other internal and external SLRS users.
Countdown Data Format & Generation of Countdown Signal
There are four formats assigned under the IRIG 215-96: CS-511z, CS-522z, CS-513z, and CS-524z.
There are two major determining factors why CS-524z was chosen. The first reason is that CS-524z
allows the transport and display of countdown, vehicle first motion time, and lift-off indication as one
data stream. The second factor is that the ASCII countdown data can be easily distributed using
ATM/SONET transport medium. This is compatible with the proposed digital transport network that will
be implemented under the RSA Program.
The CS-524Z format consists of two elements. The first element is the countdown data, which consist of
countdown information in days, hours, minutes, seconds, and tenth of seconds. The second element
consists of the predicted or the actual lift-off time in days, hours, minutes, seconds, and milliseconds, and
the launch information word. The launch information word provides the status of the launch vehicle.
While the launch vehicle is still on the ground,the launch information word is represented with an ASCII
"P" (predicted),which indicates that the launch vehicle is still on the launch pad,and the second element
of the countdown data currently represents the predicted launch time. When the lift-off signal is received
fi-om the launch pad, the launch information word changes from an ASCII "P" to an ASCII "A" (actual),
which indicates that the launch vehicle has lifted off from the launch pad and the second element of the
countdown data represents the actual lift-off time.
The CS-524Z countdown signal will be generated by a COTS countdovra generator. The CS-524z will be
outputted in an asynchronous ASCII format. It is intended to be transmitted at 9.6kbps with an RS-232
interface/cormector. A total of eight (8) countdown generators will be procured to support the
requirement of providing 8 simultaneous count signals. Each countdown generator will utilize an
external IRIG time code with +/- 5 microseconds accuracy, generated by a GPS timing receiver, as the
reference. The microprocessor, within the countdown generator, will be synchronized to the external
IRIG time code and will generate the ASCII countdovra data within +/- 100 milliseconds accuracy.
Distributing Countdown Signal to Control and Display Segment (CDSEG)
CDSEG provides a Local Area Network (LAN) connecting computer workstations to display operation
data generated by various radar, telemetry, and optic instruments. The countdown data will be provided
to the LAN server with an RS-232 physical connector and subsequently distributed to workstations via
Distributed Computer System (DCS). Furthermore, an IRIG-B signal will be provided to the Network
Timing Server (NfTS) to allow all of the workstations on the LAN be synchronized to the same time.
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Distributing Countdown Data to Instrumentation Segment (ISEG)
The ISEG provides tracking of vehicle flight utilizing telemetry receiving instrument, radars, and longrange and short-range optics instruments. The countdown signal will be distributed to these instruments
via the Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) network, digital microwave transmission system, or
Synchronous Optical Network (SONET). The data format of countdown information will remain in
ASCII throughout.
Distributing Countdown Data to External Range Users
The countdown data will be distributed to external Range users in the original ASCII format via the
SONET/ATM transport medium. If the external user is located beyond the boundary of the Range
campus, the countdown data will be delivered to a designated demarcation point. Subsequently, the data
will be transported via another transport medium or carrier to the final user destination.
Concept of Operation
There are five functional capabilities that are required for the countdown subsystem, as specified in the
Space Lift Range System Specification. These capabilities are: initiate, synchronize, suspend, resume,
and terminate. All of these functional capabilities will be provided either via the keypad on the front
panel or by an RS-232 interface from the countdovm generator. Each functional capability is described
below:
•

Initiate: The countdown generator will be initiated by an authorized Range Operation personnel in
order to perform the operation. Based on the operator input, the countdovm generator could be
programmed so the countdown can commence at a pre-determined time (UTC-USNO).

•

Synchronize: The countdovra generator could be adjusted to forward or retard the negative count
based on the countdovm script. An optional RS-232 interface will be available to receive the
countdown clock generated by the vehicle user to allow Range operator to synchronize the range
countdown to the user-generated countdown clock.
Suspend: The countdown generator will provide the capability to allow authorized Range operator
or Range user to suspend the countdown. The authorized personnel will be provided with the
capability to suspend the count at a pre-determined time or instantaneously via an external interface
to the countdown generator.
Resume: The countdown generator will provide the capability to allow the authorized Range
operator to resume the count from the termination of count suspend. The countdown generator will
provide the capability to resume the count at a pre-determined time. This will allow the continuation
of count for the operation.
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•

Terminate: The countdown generator will provide the capability to the authorized Range personnel
to terminate the count upon completion of the operation.

Summary of Range Countdown System
The overall Countdown Subsystem architecture is entirely based on the requirements specified by the
requirements stated in the Space Lift Range System Specification. The overall architecture will
standardize the operational procedures and provide reduced cost of maintaining different hardware at
both ranges. Furthermore, the new Countdown Subsystem will incorporate the features to integrate
TVFM Subsystem in a common hardware chassis to enhance operation capability at both ranges.

Time of Vehicle First Motion (TVFM) Subsystem
The TVFM Subsystem generates the time and lift-off indication associated with the occurrence of the
lift-off event. The first motion is primarily used as an event marker for the start of vehicle flight. The
telemetry and metric-processing computers use the lift-off indication and time of first motion to compute
the real-time position of the launch vehicle against the trajectory data to ensure the vehicle flight is
nominal.
TVFM System Requirements
There are two requirements that are imposed upon the TVFM system. The first requirement is to time
tag the lift-off event within +/- 10 microseconds after the lift-off signal is received. The second
requirement is to distribute the TVFM and lift-off indication to internal and external Range users.
TVFM Subsystm Architecture Overview
Generation of TVFM
Since CS-524z countdown format has the provision of including the TVFM as part of the data stream, it
is the intention to build the TVFM Subsystem as an integral part of the Countdovm System. The vehicle
user will be required to provide a 1 KHz sinewave to the range in order to generate the TVFM. While
the launch vehicle is on the ground,a IKHz sinewave is generated and distributed to the Range. Once the
launch vehicle is lifted off fi-om the launch pad, the 1 KHz sinewave is interrupted. The IKHz sinewave
will be transported, via a DS-0 voice channel off the SONET transport medium, to the countdown
generator. When the countdovm generator detects the interrupt of the IKHz sinewave for a minimum of
six milliseconds, the TVFM is generated. The generation of TVFM will take into consideration and
compensate for the six milliseconds delay and the delay of distributing the IKHz sinewave through the
SONET transport system to ensure the TVFM data is accurate.
(kefer to Figure 2, TVFM Subsystem
Overview)
TVFM Hardware
Since the TVFM will be an integral part of the Countdown System, the TVFM subsystem will share the
countdown generator hardware chassis with an implemented Event Capture Module. Once the TVFM is
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generated,the time of vehicle first motion information will be provided to the Countdown Subsystem and
the TVFM information (lift-off time and indication) will be included as part of the countdown data
stream. The receipt of lift-off signal will also trigger the launch information word from an ASCII "P" to
"A" which indicates that the lift-off event has occurred.
Transport of TVFM & Lift-Off Indication
The TVFM and lift-off indication will be distributed to CDSEG, ISEG, and other users as part of the
countdowTi data stream. The TVFM and lift-off indication will be transported in the same manner as the
countdown information.
Test of TVFM System
The TVFM will be verified against the IRIG time code generated by a GPS timing receiver. The
accuracy of the TVFM is based on the receipt of the lift-off signal by the event capture module excluding
the transmission delay. Since the TVFM is referenced to the IRIG time code input into the countdown
generator, the accuracy of the TVFM will be that of the accuracy as the input reference IRIG time code.
Issue & Concern
The only issue that remains with the TVFM Subsystem is the requirement to time-tag the lift-off signal to
within +/- 10 microseconds after the lift-off signal is received in the range. The concern is the delay
variation of sending the lift-off signal through the SONET multiplexers and transport equipment, which
may exceed 10 microseconds. This issue is currently being looked into to determine if the delay through
the ATM or SONET can be minimized to within 10 microseconds.
Summaiy of TVFM System
The TVFM System will be an integral part of the Countdown Subsystem sharing the common hardware
chassis. An integrated Countdown and TVFM System will relieve the Ranges fi-om customized
hardware and software systems and allow the government to realize subsequent savings in the areas of
operation and maintenance.

Summary
The goal of the RSA program is to utilize COTS equipment with a standard management interface for
ease of control, configuration, and management. The GPS Timing System, Countdown Subsystem, and
Time of Vehicle First Motion Subsystem will utilize COTS equipment with the anticipation that
subsequent operation and maintenance expenses can be minimized. The GPS Timing System and
associated subsystems will be implemented beginning in August, 1998. Test and evaluation data fi-om
these subsystems will be collected to verify the requirements and performance imposed by the customer.
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Figure 1 RSA-IIA GPS Timing System Overview
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Questions and Answers
JEFF INGOLD (ALLIED SIGNAL TECHNICAL SERVICES): Just wondering, you mentioned that you
have not designed this yet. On the GPS segment, you said it was going to be CA Code. Have you picked
if it is going to be a GPS-disciplined quartz oscillator or a rubidium?
MING LEE (LOCKHEED MARTIN): It is gomg to be a quartz oscillator.
HAROLD CHADSEY (USNO): We are currently controlling a cesium clock there via a micro-stepper.
We are also doing the same thing at Vandenburg. Is this going to be an enhancement to that system and
alternate to it, or how is it planned to be implemented?
MING LEE: I think my program will be totally separate from what is being done with a micro-stepper. I
am not familiar with that part of the timing system in the Eastern range. As far as on the Western range,
I believe that the company you are talking about is Precision Measurement Electronic Labs, so that is not
part of the range. I do not think I will be dealing with that aspect of it. I am strictly dealing with the
operation of the range.
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THE WSMR TIMING SYSTEM:
APPROACHING THE HORIZON
Waiiam A. Gilbert
White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico
Abstract
Over the past couple of years, WSMR has made significant strides in modernizing its Timing
System. WSMR has purchased a new Master Timing Generation System (MTGS) to replace a
thirty-five year old system. Specifications were written and requirements contracts were
developed for Timing distribution equipment which includes Synchronized Time Code Generators
(STGs), Versatile Timing Amplifiers (VTAs), and distribution units. This paper will explain why
particular designs were chosen, the significance of the MTGS in the WSMR Timing System, and
the difficulties associated with implementing a modernization plan.
Introduction
Significant modernization of the WSMR Timing System has not occurred for over twenty-five
years. Yes, there have been improvements made, but most of them were from the modification of
equipment and small purchases of hardware (mainly for programs with special needs). Over the
last three years, however. Timing personnel have worked diligently to find ways to modernize.
They developed and adopted a plan that clearly states the goals required for modernization and
they established a mechanism to purchase new equipment when fimds became available. In 1997,
Tuning reached one of their stated goals with the purchase and installation of a new Master
Timing Generation System (MTGS). This new MTGS replaces a system that's been in service
since 1962,which is only a few years older than some of the Synchronized Time Code Generators
(STGs) used on the Range. Timing now has fifteen new STGs on hand and will need to purchase
and install another three hundred and fifty before fiilfifllling the current needs.
Another activity that will improve the Timing System's effectiveness and reliability is the
consolidation and reduction of Timing facilities. Timing has already started this process by
installing the new MTGS at C-Station. C-Station is the current maintenance facility that will
eventually house all of the clock, generation, and distribution equipment that resides at Uncle 2
(Present Master Timing Station). This will aUow the Timing manager to more eflBciently use the
available personnel by drawing on the combined resources of both groups from one location.
Additionally, Timing has closed several distribution stations and reduced the number of
communication circuits required to carry Timing signals. These actions described above are all
part of an ongoing process to try and improve the entire Timing System at WSMR. The following
paragraphs v^ill discuss in greater detail some of the changes that have occurred m the Timing
System at WSMR, and how these changes have improved and provided the foundation for
modernizing the Timing System.
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Master Timing Generation System
There are three basic parts that make up the MTGS: a redundant Master Clock, the Time Code
Generators (TCGs), and the distribution subsystem (SeeFigure 1). The Master Clock consists of
a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver and a set of cesium standards. The tune code output
from the GPS receiver initially synchronizes the TCGs and the frequency output from the selected
cesium standard provides the time base. The three TCGs produce IRIG time codes A, B, E, and
H in the modulated and DC level formats. These signals go to the Fault Sensing and Switching
Unit (FSSU) for analysis, and the FSSU outputs the selected signals for distribution.
The WSMR MTGS produces InterRange Instrumentation Group (IRIG) time code signals. The
time represented by these signals is the time of the WSMR Master Clock. To ensure the Master
Clock remains within two hundred and fifty nanoseconds of UTC, the Correlator Switching Unit
(CSU) constantly monitors and compares tiie selected standard's output to GPS. If an excessive
amount of phase diflference develops, the CSU will compare the backup Cesium with GPS and
will switch it on line as long as it is within tolerance. By using GPS as a tool for the MTGS, the
system has Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) traceability and has the capability to operate
mdependently of the GPS source. This feature is very important since GPS is not always available
on the Range.
Other important features of the MTGS are its ability to analyze the Time Code Generators
(TCGs) outputs and the ability to switch TCG outputs when the MTGS determines there is a
failure. The imit that performs this ftmction is the FSSU. The FSSU uses a majority voting
scheme to determine if the selected TCG's output time codes are valid. If the FSSU determines
the phase offsets of the online TCG's output time codes are excessive when comparing them to
the majority, the FSSU places the secondary TCG on line. This minimizes the possibility of time
code errors and assures a continuous quality output.
As stated earlier, the new MTGS replaces a 1962 system. It is amazing how the fundamental
design of the new MTGS mirrors that of the 1962 system. Yes, the new MTGS uses modem
state-of-the-art components, but the fundamental design remains. Just as the fundamental use of
the MTGS remains; which is to provide precise time and time interval information to WSMR
facilities and to all Range customers. The purchase of the new MTGS assures that this service
will contmue in the future and provides the foundation upon which to build a modem Timing
System.
Synchronized Time Code Generators
Time and time interval information provide a standard reference for all data collection, recording,
display, and reduction systems at WSMR. WSMR uses GPS, VHF radio, and communication
circuits (voice) to disseminate time signals. Most of the present systems at WSMR use a
combination of equipment to obtain time at their sites. For instance, customers using the VHF
system use a VHF receiver whose output synchronizes an STG and then its output goes to some
other interface to get the time information in the proper format for use. The new STG specified
for WSMR incorporates all these features in a single chassis. The new STG has modules available
for synchronizing to time information from GPS, VHF, or communication circuits. Additionally,
the STG can have more than one synchronizer installed at a time. The STG allows the user to
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choose a primary and backup source for synchronization and will automatically switch to the
backup synchronizer after the primary synchronizer has failed for a predetermined amount of time.
During the period of time between primary failure and secondary switchover, the STG uses the
internal oscillator at its last disciplined center frequency as the time base for time accumulation.
In areas where a disruption of GPS service may occur, Timing personnel will configure these new
STGs with a primary and backup sync source. This ensures quality service will continue under
just about any circumstance.
During mission testing at WSMR, the amount of Timing equipment supporting a test can be in the
hundreds. Most of the equipment is in the customers' systems, and Timing personnel have to
configure it to meet that customer's specific requirements. The new STG will make the job of
configuring Timing equipment much easier. The STG has modules that outputs most ERIG serial
and paraUel time codes, can generate both sinewaves and pulse rates at various frequencies,
provides both digital and differential drivers, and has an IEEE interface, to name a few. The new
STG has twelve slots to accommodate the different modules required. Essentially, Timing
personnel can replace a half of rack of equipment with a single three-and-a-half inch chassis. In
these days where space and time are at a premium, this makes a big difference.
Most of WSMR's Timing equipment reqmres Timing personnel to go out and check it to make
sure it is working properly. This increases the amount of personnel and labor hours required to
run the Timing system. The new STG will reduce this workload somewhat by having the
capability of shipping pertinent information about it to monitor points. Some of the information
the new STG can ship remotely includes: the types of modules mstalled, which slot the module
resides m, fault status of each module, menu setup, time information, and oscillator performance.
One of the primary goals set forth in the modernization plan by Timing personnel is to find ways
to reduce the number of labor hours required to mamtain the Timing system. Since there will be
three hundred and fifty of these STGs throughout the Range, having a remote capable system sure
will help reach that goal. Finally, one other goal that is very important that pertains to the new
STG is ensuring its longevity. The STGs that are in use today have been in use for almost thirty
years. There is no reason to believe that these new STGs won't have to perform the same feat.
For this reason. Timing personnel placed great emphasis on the design and configuration of the
new STG. The modular design of the STG, as well as the capability for easily upgrading the
software, should aid in accomplishing this goal.
Versatile Timing Amplifiers
At WSMR, fixed (non-tracking) cameras provide a means of measuring the angular direction of
an object by recording the object along with external and mtemal references on photographic fihn
at successive instances in time. These sequences of photographs taken together with Timing data
make it mathematically possible to determme a test objects trajectory. The device WSMR
currently uses to place Timing on fixed camera film is the Camera Timing Amplifier (CTA). The
CTA places precise pulses or Timing pips on film by energizing Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs).
To energize these LEDs, the CTA uses each mark cycle of either serial time code format A or B.
The code selection is based on the speed of the film and the Timing resolution required. The CTA
normally receives its Timing signal via wireline, but the latest version of CTA can use a GPS
module to transfer time and generate the required serial time code.
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This modern CTA, called the Versatile Timing Amplifier (VTA), has many more uses than the
designers envisioned. The VTA has a buffered output of the input signal that can be used to drive
other CTAs or other time code equipment (daisy chaining). It's small and compact, weighing less
than twelve pounds, and it comes with a battery that can last up to five hours before it requires
recharging. This allows Timing personnel to go and set one of these units up in the middle of the
desert without any other support and be ready for a test. The VTA also uses a quality oscillator
that has a drifi: rate of less than two microseconds per hour for four hour afl:er GPS has disciplined
the oscillator for an hour. Hence, the VTA can exceed most Timing accuracy requirements at
WSMR and is versatile enough that Timing personnel can use it most anywhere.
Distribution Units
The primary purpose of the Timing system is to provide time information in formats Range
customers can use. This means Timing personnel must interface the Timing outputs fi-om their
Timing receivers with whatever equipment the customer has. One important piece of equipment
that Timing uses to interface Timing signals with Range equipment is its Distribution Unit (DU).
The DUs in use today are a little over twenty years old. They have worked wonderfijlly, but parts
for them are scarce and new requirement exceed their capabilities. Timing has started fixing this
problem by replacing them with new modem units. The new DU consists of a base chassis with a
plug-in power supply and a variety of plug-in imits available for demodulation, amplification,
shaping, and distribution of Timing signals. The chassis fit into a standard nineteen-inch
equipment rack and will accommodate up to thirteen modules. The two most popular modules
scheduled for replacement are the dual-line amplifier and the demodulator amplifier. The dual-line
amplifier distributes serial modulated time code formats over a fi-equency range of 30 hertz to 300
kilohertz (IRIG A,B,D,E,H). The amplifier can drive fifty and sk hundred ohm loads with markto-space ratio ranging fi-om two to one to sk to one. The demodulator amplifier accepts serial
modulated time codes as an input and reconstructs the DC level shift version of the time code. Its
input to output delay is less than 45 degrees of the carrier frequency and the output is adjustable
from 0 to 10 volts. This module typically drives strip chart recorders and FM multiplexing
equipment. So far, Timing has twenty DUs and around one hundred and fifty modules, which is
far short of what Timing requires to replace these aging units.
Remote Monitor System
Unmanned Timing stations at WSMR use a phase monitor and bit error detection system
technique to alert Timing personnel when a discrepancy occurs between two compared signals.
This technique compares the phase and time information generated from the sites STGs. Any
differences between the time information or an excessive amount of phase will activate an alarm.
Timing personnel monitor these alarms at the three customer service centers and take the
appropriate corrective actions once an alarm has occurred. The new STGs have an RS-232
output that can provide health, status, and time mformation. For strategic sites on the Range,
Timing personnel now monitor the following:
1. Time information to see if the STG is generating the correct second.
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2. The difference between the STG's internal oscillator one Pulse Per Second (1 PPS) and
the GPS 1 PPS.
3. The number of satellites the GPS receiver is tracking and the computed location of the
receiver STG
If any of these parameters are out of their normal bounds, immediate action is taken to minimize
the effects and harm that it could cause during a test. Additionally, computers at the customer
service centers store this information and Timing personnel can review it when required.
Conclusion
Present and proposed missile, satellite, and space research programs require the use of
standardized and accurate time formats for the eflBcient interchange of test data among the various
test Ranges, contractors, universities, and Government laboratories. The personnel in the WSMR
Timing System are proud of the service they have provided these groups through the years, and
want to ensure the service provided in the future is something they can be proud of as well. To
ensure that quality service continues in the future or at least to minimize the losses of services that
might occur in these times of downsizing, the architects of the Timing modernization program
have taken great care in its design. The plan is flexible enough to adapt to changes in technology,
funding, and personnel. It provides a means for the Timing System to become modem. All it will
take is time, patience, and money as the WSMR Timing System Approaches its New Horizon.
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Questions and Answers
DON MITCHELL (TRUETIME): What are you going to do with the old timing system?
BILL GILBERT (WSMR): Good question. What we are going to do is first knock down the wall, because
when they put the system in, they had to take out a whole wall to get it in. But we are going to put part of it
in the museum; and we are probably going to try to see if anybody else would like part of it, because at that
time it was state of the art. For those history buffs, it really is "Whoops, oh no," but it is a good piece of
equipment. If you have spare parts for it, you probably could fix it and make it work some more. But that
is what we are going to do.
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Internet Timekeeping Around the Globe^
David L. Mills^, Ajit Thyagarjan and Brian C. Huffman
Electrical and Computer Engineering Department
University of Delaware
Abstract
This p^er describes a massive survey of Network Time Protocol (NTP) servers and clients in order to
discover statistics of time and frequency errors, as well as determine the health and welfare of the NTP
synchronization subnet operating in the global Bitemet. Among the conclusions of the survey are that
most NTP clocks are within 21 ms of their synchronization sources and all are within 29 ms on average.
However, additional errors up to one-half the roimdtrip delay are possible, but relatively rare. There is,
however, a disturbing incidence of inp-operly operating servers and misguided server configurations.
Keywords: computer time, network time, time synchronization
1. Introduction
Timekeeping via the Internet has become a ubiquitous
service extending to well over 100,000 public servers
and clients in many countries of the world. In addition,
an uncounted number of private servers and cliaits lurk
behind the firewalls of many large government and corporate networks. There have been several previous studies [1], [3], [4] which have compiled population and
error statistics using time-dissemination protocols such
as the Network lime Protocol (NTP) and ofliers. However, only [4] considered reaching out to all hosts and
routers in the global iitemet. That study mdexed the
Domain Name System database of eight years ago and
found about 21,000 hosts that returned time in one fashion or another. The newer studies used only a small population to evaluate protocol and algorithm
improvements over the years since flien.
Since the present day Internet has esperienced an ©qplosion of numbers, it is no longer acceptable or even possible to survey Internet hosts and routers by indexing a
public directory service. However, it is possible to discover them for an organized subnetwork such as used by
NTP. This paper presents a comprehensive survey of the
NTP servers operating in the global Internet of today.
While the search engine used in the survey could find
only a fraction of all NTP ou5)osts on the public Inter1.

net, it did find 182,538 network paths used by 36,000
servers, 231 of these synchronized to UTC via radio,
satellite or modem. Uncoimted others, including large
numbers of personal workstations operating as broadcast clients, escaped detection. The survey measured the
time offsets of each client relative to its server, as well as
related variables important to the healfli and welfare of
the NTP subnet itself.
A comprehensive description of the NTP architecture,
protocol and algorithms is beyond the scope of tiiis
paper, but can be found in [2] and citations found there.
The NTP timekeeping network consists of a hierarchical
tree of primary (stiratum 1) time servers at the root.
These provide synchronization to secondary servers at
increasing sti-atum levels (hops) to the leaves of the tree.
Figure 1 shows the functional organization of a NTP
server. The server sends a message to one or more other
peer servers and expects replies from each of them at
some later time. From the four timestamps obtained
upon departure and arrival of the request and response
messages, the server calculates the clock offset and
roundtrq) delay relative to each peer. The clock filter
algorithm selects flie best measurements from each peer
and the intersection ^nd clustering algorithms the best
combination of several peers operating simultaneously.
The actual local clock oscillator (LCO) time and frequency are disciplined usmg an adaptive parameter,
hybrid phase/frequency-lock loop.

Sponsored by: DARPA Information Technology OfiSce Contract DABT 63-95-C-0046, NSF Division of Network
and Communications Research and Infrastincture Grant NCR 93-01002, Northeastern Center for Electilcal Engineering Education Contract A303 276-93, Army Research Laboratories Cooperative Agreement DAA LOl -96-2002, and Digital Equipment Corporation Research Agreement 1417.

2. Author's address: Electilcal Engineering Department, University of Delaware, Newark, DE19716; Internet mail:
mills@udel.edu; URL: www.eecis.udel.edu/~mills.
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Figure 1. NTP Server Functional Organization

2. Survey Methodology
The survey which generated the bulk of the results presented in tills paper was performed over some months in
late 1995. The goal was to find as many NTP servers
operating in the Internet as practical and determine their
performance with respect to time and frequency errors,
as well as the robustness and stability of the NTP subnet
itself The results serve as a baseline calibration of the
subnet performance, as well as useful insights into subnet configuration and security management strategies.
The search engine used a variety of techniques, ranging
from indexing available public databases to exploring
the Internet NTP subnet in real time with available monitoring protocols and tools. In the following, subnet
without the qualifier NTP means any subtree of the global NTP subnet tree. The strategy was to identify as
many servers as possible from public lists, such as the
database of public servers maintained at the NTP web
page www.eecis.udel.edu/~ntp. There are currentiy 69
public primary (stratum 1) servers and 105 public secondary (stratum 2) servers listed in that database. In the
initial round, these servers were queried using NTP
monitoring and control protocols to identify their client
servers. In the next round, those servers were queried to
identify their client servers and so on. The survey continued for many rounds until no new servers could be
found. Occasionally, the identity of a new server was
discovered by other means and the survey continued for
new rounds as necessary.
It was vital in the planning and execution of the survey
to avoid network and server congestion due to the query
messages themselves. Therefore, the intervals between
messages were randomized over moderately long intervals in the order of minutes. Due to the volume of data
involved, individual rounds required up to days to complete and tiie entire survey required many rounds.
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The data for each server consist of a spreadsheet, where
each line of the spreadsheet corresponds to a protocol
instantiation, called an association between the server
and its peer server, as shown in Figure 1. The peer is
either another server or a primary reference clock, usually a GPS receiver Typical server configurations
include several associations, which run simultaneously
in order to provide redundancy and diversity. The association data include tiie endpoint Internet addresses,
stratum, mode, reachability status, relative clock offset,
roundtrip delay and error estimate called dispersion.
Each association operates in a designated mode,
depending on whether the server can synchronize the
peer or whether the peer can synchronize the server.
Symmetric modes are used when either peer can synchronize the other and where mutual backup is necessary in multiple-peer subnets. Client/server modes are
used in subnets of modest size and where tiie highest
accuracy is required. Broadcast modes are used in large
subnets where the delays are small and the accuracy
requu-ements not demanding.
The data analysis phase of the project considered
230,774 associations, but discarded 818 with misconfigured servers, 3,673 with broadcast servers, 25,640 with
unreachable servers, 17,195 with invalid stratum and
1,293 duplicates, leaving 180,520 representing valid
measurements of clock offset and roundtrip delay. In
these, 36,478 distinct Internet addresses were found,
each identifying a NTP server. It should be noted that
tiiese servers represent only a fraction of all servers in
the NTP subnet. Clients operating in broadcast mode
were not found, nor were many others on private networks or behind firewalls. Since these statistics were
determined, a few additional valid associations were
found, bringing the total to 182,538 associations and
38,722 servers.

Stratum
1
2
3
4
5
6-14
Total

Servers
220
4,438
6,591
2,254
317
60
13,880

Associations
11,223
49,164
106,825
14,221
9,90
115
182,538

Maximum
652
356
558
398
68

Toplfen
421
276
377
262
25

Mean
51.0
11.1
16.2
6.3
3.1

na

na

na

652

421

13.2

Rgure 2. Association Population by Stratum
In the above totals, there were 3,673 servers operating
in broadcast modes, or about one in ten. The number of
clients of these servers is unknown, since broadcast clients ordinarily do not exchange messages with their
servers. In fact, most broadcast servers have tens to
hundreds of clients, so the actual client population is
considerably underestimated. The 1,293 duplicates represent symmetric associations, where each of two peers
agree to back xsp the other. Ordinarily, the ofEsets measured by symmetric peers have nearly Qie same magnitude, but opposite sign, and the delays are nearly the
same, but this was not a factor in the analysis.
Figure 2 shows the niunber of associations by stratiun.
Among the 182,538 associations, there are 13,880 different servers with an overall average of 13.2 associations per server. The maximum number of associations
per server is 652, but this understates the true value,
since the TnaTiTmim number the saver monitoring
cache can hold is near this number. From otber data discussed later, higher values to 734 have been observed
on one server which is certainly not flie most heavily
loaded. The fact that at most stratum levels the maximum and the top ten have about the same number of
associations and the overall average is much lower suggests the population is dominated by a relatively small
number of heavily loaded servers and the remainder relatively lightly loaded. About half the number of servCTS
operate at stratum 3, which usually function as department servers dependent on redundant campus servers
operating at stratum 2. The servers shown operating at
stratum 6 and above are very likely broken or unstable.
3. Performance Indicators
The three most significant factors that affect timekeeping accuracy are network jitter, oscillator frequency stability and asymmetric network dela3?s. The influence of
fliese three factors varies widely in the NTP subnet,
depending on the particular network path and particular
oscillator implementation. The survey results allow
each of these factors to be studied, evaluated and dis-
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Figure 3. Tinne Offsets
played as graphs and tables and statistics derived from
them. However, the survey was conducted over a period
of months, where the particular network conditions
were not completely stationary. For this reason, the
results should be regarded as an approximation to a tme
snapshot.
3.1 Time Offsets
The most important indicator of timekeeping performance is the time ofiEset measured by the server relative
to the peer server for each association. Figure 3 shows
flie cumulative distribution function (CDF) of time offsets for 38,722 servers, where the median is 23.3 ms,
mean 234 ms and maximum 686 ms. However, 3,833
servers with offsets greater than 128 ms were not synchronized by NTP at the time of the survey. When these
servers are excluded, the median is 20.1 ms and mean
28.7 ms. Note that these results represent the global
population at large, whereas clients on typical LANs
have offsets generally less than a millisecond [3].
According to Figure 2, of the total population of 38,722
servers, 220 primary servers at the root of the NTP subnet tree proAdde synchronization to 13,660 secondary
servers and these provide synchronization to the 24,842

a (PPM)

Rgure 4. Systematic Frequency Offsets

Figure 5. Oscillator Phase Errors

remaining servers at the leaves of the tree. la the present
NTP design, each server on the path from the leaves to
the root independently disciplines its clock relative to
the servers at the next lower stratum, in order to provide
a stable, low-jitter reference for local applications. Thus,
the figure shows the offset of a client relative to its
server, not the offset relative to the primary servers at the
root. In principle, the protocol could determine this by
accumulating the offsets on each hop along the pafli to
the primary servers. However, this statistic would result
in large jitter and be unsuitable if used to discipline the
system clock. In the interest of an economical packet
header, it was not included in the NTP protocol design.

500 PPM and the time constant varies with the measurement interval from 64 s to 1024 s.

3.2 Clock Discipline Errors

Oscillator phase errors are due both to frequency estimate errors and jitter in the network. Figure 5 shows the
CDF for these errors for the 19,873 servers in the special
survey, less 131 outliers with arors over 1 s, from
which flie median is 9.1 ms and mean 37.0 ms. Errors
over 1 s can occur only if the peer is defective and the
server is synchronized to another peer. Errors over 128
ms can occur only during initial synchronization after
reboot or infrequenfly due to network or peer server disruptions. If these servers are excluded from the population, flie median is 8.0 ms and mean 16.7 ms.
3.3 Asymmetric Delays

The NTP clock discipline algorithm operates to minimize both phase and frequency errors. To flie extent it
makes good predictions based on measured time offsets
produced by the protocol, phase errors due to systematic
frequency offsets can be minimized. However, in order
to provide millisecond accuracies with measurement
intervals up to 1024 s, it is necessary to estimate the current frequency to less flian one PPM, even when the systematic frequency offeet is hundreds of PPM. The
systematic frequency offsets and oscillator phase errors
of 19,873 servers were determined from a special survey. Figure 4 shows the CDF for these servers less 593
outliers with offsets greater than 500 PPM from which
flie median is 38.6 PPM and mean 78.1 PPM. Frequency
offsets greater than 500 PPM are not credible, since that
is the limit of the discipline loop capture range.

The NTP protocol design does not permit an absolute
measurement of time difference between servers, unless
an external common-view means is available, as in [1].
As a result, clock offset errors cannot be distinguished
from asymmetiic network delays. There is evidence to
suggest fliat errors due this cause are not uncommon;
however, by design the errors due to asymmetric delays
are bounded by half the roundtrip delay [2], although
errors this large are rare. Figure 6 shows flie CDF for the
delays measured between the 38,722 servers used in the
time offset survey. Hie results show median delay 118
ms, mean 186 ms and maximum a whopping 1.9 s. As
wifli other survey data analyzed, the tails on ttie distributions can be very long. Rom anecdotal evidence, the
larger values due to the widely varying incidence of congestion in flie Internet of modem times.

While most clock oscillators are moderately well
behaved, there is a significant tail on the distribution.
The results demonstrate that the NTP clock discipline
must have a very large capture range and an adaptive
time constant. In the present design, the capture range is

Rom anecdotal evidence and previously reported results
[1], [3], the delay asymmetry is seldom more than onetenth flie roundtrip delay. For LANs wifli delays in flie
low milliseconds, the asymmetric errors are generally
negligible. Even on long paths spanning the Aflantic
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Count
47
57
17
63
6
5
7
25
231

Service
satellite (GPS, GOES)
WWVB radio (US)
WWV radio (US)
DCF77 radio (Europe)
MSF radio (UK)
CHU radio (Canada)
modem (NISXUSNO,PTB,NPL)
other (cesium clock PPS, etc.)
Total

Figure 8. Primary Reference Cloclcs
a(s)

elusions, since the survey errors due to changing network conditions could weU account for the differences.

Figure 6. Roundtrip Delays
Count
34,384
319
60,105
6,359
68,966
1,854
10,551
182,538

Status
Selected for synchronization
Miscellaneous checks
Potential candidates
Rejected by clustering algorithm
Standby servers
Rejected by intersection algorithm
Peer unreachable
Total
Frgure 7. Data Mitigation

where propagation delays dominate, the errors are small
con5)ared to those due to network jitter. However, in
cases where one direction uses cable and the other satellite, for example, or where two peers are connected to
different providers with very different network grids, the
errors can be substantial.
3.4 Data Mitigation
A good idea of the general health of the NTP subnet can
be determined from the status code maintained for each
association. Figure 7 shows a breakdown of the 182,538
associations considered previously. The table is best
interpreted starting from the bottom. At each stq)
iq)ward from the bottom, the indicated number of associations are discarded for the reason given on the same
line. The line under the heading line shows the mmiber
of associations actually used to discipline the system
clock. Since there is only one such association per
sarer, this number represents the actual number of servers synchronized by NTP. Since there were 38,722 servers resulting from the time offset survey, the remaining
4,338 servers may be unsychronized, about 11 percent
of the total. Caution is advised when making such con369

For the remaining lines of Figure 7, a few notes will
clarify the operations involved. The intersection algorithm detects and discards associations which show a
time interval outside the correct time interval determined for the majority of associations. Standby associations are those deemed correct, but not among the lowest
tea in order of increasing synchronization distance.
When more than ten associations are admitted to Qie
clustering algorithm, excessive clockhopping can occur
among the peers, which can result in excessive system
clock jitter. The relatively high numba: of standby associations was traced to a provider using a very misguided
configuration where each of about 100 NTP servers
maintained associations with all of the others.
The clustering algorithm repeatedly discards outlier
associations until either a TniTiimnTn number of three
remain or the residual sample variance cannot be
reduced by further discards. The remaining population,
including the top three'lines in the table, represent candidate associations considered the pick of flie litter.
Selection among the candidates to determine the ones
actually used to discipline the system clock is determined on the basis of synchronization distance. The
combining algorithm computes the offset provided to
the clock discipline as a average of flhe available candidates weighted by this distance. Thus, the average number of associations used to synchronize the system clock
is 1.75.
3.5 Primary Servers
The accuracy and stability of the global NTP subnet
depends on the reference clocks used to synchronize the
primary servers. There are many different means used to
do this, includmg radio, satellite, telephone modem and
cesium clock ensemble. Figure 8 shows the population
characteristics of the 231 primary reference clocks
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Figure 9. DCN Network Time Servers

requkements of the timekeeping function impact on
these other functions. Of principal concern are the processing and network overhead resulting from client
requests to a busy time server.

found in the survey. Since this survey was completed,
the national time dissemination services of France,
Chile and Italy have become available and additional
time servers operated by NIST and USNO have come
online, making the total operating today significantly
larger. The surprisingly large number of DCF77 reference clocks is undoubtedly due to the very inexpensive
receivers available for this signal in Europe. In the interval since this survey was completed, and as inexpensive
GPS receivers have come on the market, new servers are
using GPS.

Timekeeper rackety, one of the most experienced timekeepers in the business, is a well known primary time
server with clients all over the world. The configuration
of this server in the context of the other timekeeping
gear in our laboratory is shown in Figure 9. Together
with other timekeepers pogo and bamstable, this Sun
Microsystems SPARCstation IPC functions as a file
server, print server and router as well, although in this
machine these functions have low demand. An Austron
2201A GPS receiver functions as the primary reference
clock and a Spectracom WWVB receiver as backup.
The operating system kernel is modified to use the
pulse-per-second (PPS> signal from a Hewlett-Packard
5061A cesium oscillator to discipline the system clock,
generally within a few tens of microseconds. While
implemented expressly for the SunOS operating system,
these kernel modifications are also in current Digital
Unix and Sun Solaris operating systems.

In addition to the 231 primary servers found, some 88
servers were found where the reference clock had either
failed or had been mdsconfigured. In the NTP design,
reference clocks are treated as ordinary peer servers, so
many primary servers maintain associations for other
servers as backup. When the radio fails, the other associations kick in and the server continues to operate at a
higher stratum.
In some configurations, a special reference clock driver
provides backup when all other sources fail. The driver
simulates a reference clock operating at some higher
stratum, usually 3. If all sources of lower stratum fail,
the free-running server system clock becomes the NTP
reference and the clients depending on the server synchronize to it. At the time of the survey, 1,502 servers
were found to use this feature.
4. A Day in the Life: of a Busy NTP Server

While some NTP' servers are dedicated timekeepers,
most serve other functions as well, including those of
routers, file servers and ordinary workstations. It is of
some concern to determine how much the resource
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In order to calibrate the resource demands of the timekeeping function, ordinary Unix commands were used
to measure the CPU time consumed by the NTP daemon
over about a day, which came to 1.54 percent. A network sniffer program captured all of the NTP packets
for rackety that flew the DCnet wires during that day
and saved them for later analysis. The 734 clients sent
an average of 6.4 packets per second, which corresponds
to a mean interarrival interval of 157 s for each client.
This is curious, since after an initial training period,
most NTP Version 3 clients should increase the poll
interval in steps to 1024 s. The fact the interarrival inter-

val is so small suggests there are stiU a large number of
previous versions in use.
Each input packet generated on average 0.64 ou^ut
packets and required a total of 2.4 ms of CPU time for
the requestA'esponse transaction. It is not known how
many of the 734 clients were using cryptographic
authentication; but, if so, the time to generate flie request
and response cryptosums on an IPC is about 300 us, but
only about 30 jis on an UltraSPARC 170.
Rackety is connected via a 10-Mb/s Ethernet, routers
and 1.544 Mb/s Tl circuits to Internet backbone networks as shown in Figure 9. While the Tl circuits are
not dedicated to NTP traffic, the other customers are
few. Averaged OVCT the day, the 76-octet NTP packet
rate was measured at 10.5 packets per second. Exclusive
of overhead bits, this is .064 percent of the Ethernet
capacity and a maximum of 0.21 percent on each direction of the Tl capacity. The conclusion to be drawn here
is that the resources required for NTP are Tninimai, even
when hundreds of clients are involved and even with a
slow processor.
5. Conclusions
The results of the survey demonstrate that most NTP
clocks are within 21 ms of their servers and all are
within 29 ms on average. The oscillator phase error may
add a few milliseconds to ihese figures, but in most
cases can be neglected. There may be additional errors
due to asymmetrical paths, but this is bounded by onehalf the roundtrip delay. While it is not possible using
the NTP protocol itself to estimate the errors when multiple-hop paths are involved, a reasonable estimate may
be the number of hops times these figures. It is clear
fl:om the graphs that the error distributions can have sarprisingly large tails well above these figures, in some
cases due to network congestion and in other cases due
to improperly operating sabers or misguided choice of
servers.

The roimdtrip dday statistic has proven very useful, not
only to assess timekeeping performance, but in the general study of the worldwide Internet performance. The
fact that NTP servers determine this statistic on a regular
basis suggests the use of NTP as a network monitor with
a coupling to the monitoring infrastructure using the
Sinqile Network Monitoring Protocol (SNMP). In fact,
this has been done on an experimental basis and
described in a report now in preparation.
Perhaps the most disturbing results of the survey is the
significant fi'action of servers showing inproper operating parameters or incorrecfly configured servers, la
many cases, this is due to benign neglect on the part of
the operator, since timel!Kq)ing is not usually regarded
as a revenue service, and providing NTP service to the
community is a volunteer sport. This problem has been
addressed in the design of the next version of the NTP
protocol in the form of features to discover servers and
configure the NTP subnet automatically and without the
chance of operator error.
5.1 References
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Questions and Answers
BILL KLEPCZYNSKI (INNOVATTVE SOLUTIONS INTERNATIONAL): You use the term "Stratum
1". Stratum 1 to the telecommunications people means a microsecond and a part of 10 to the 11™ in
frequency. Do you use that in the same sense or not, "Stratum 1"?
DAVID MILLS (UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE): Of course not. You might say if we are talking about
Stratum 1 being a part in 10 to the 12* we are perhaps about nine orders of magnitude worse than that. I
had not intended to poach on the nomenclature for the telecommunications industry, but I had to have
something. So "Stratum 1" it is.
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SIPRNET NETWORK
TIME SERVICE
Richard E. Schmidt
Time Service Department
U.S. Naval Observatory
Washington, DC 20392
Abstract
SIPRNET, the Secret Internet Protocol Routing Network, is Dolfs wide
area network for encrypted hosts handling classified traffic. It is
managed by the Defense Information Systems Agency. In 1997 the U.S.
Naval Observatory established network time synchronization service on
SIPRNET, with dedicated servers providing Network Time Protocol (NTP).
These servers are synchronized to the USNO Master Clocks. An overview
of time server design is presented, with details on expected accuracy and
accessibility.

INTRODUCTION

At the 26th meeting of PTTI in December, 1993, USNO reported on the
establishment of two Internet stratum 1 Network Time Protocol (NTP) servers.
Synchronized to the USNO Master Clocks in Washington, DC, these servers were
at that time handling 155,000 NTP packets per month'". Today USNO operates 14
stratum 1 Internet NTP servers, currently handling 180 million packet requests per
month. These servers, at the locations listed below, are Hewlett-Packard 9000/747i
industrial workstations with embedded VME synchronized generators. The syncgens (TrueTime GPS-VME, VME-SG and Datum-Bancomm bc637vme) are
disciplined by Master Clock IRIG-B timecode and GPS. The NTP servers provide
millisecond synchronization over TCP/IP networks. Time transfer is performed by
exchange of local timestamps using User Datagram Packets detailed in the
Internet Standard RFC-1305'^l
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USNO PUBLIC INTERNET NTP SERVERS 1997
jJLpCATIOJJ.. , , ,_„

IP ADDRESS

SYNC 'CNAME ■' ■

Time Service Dept.,
USNO, Washington,
DC

192.5.41.40
192.5.41.41
192.5.41.209

IRIG

tick.usno.navy.mil
tock.usno.navy.mil
ntp2.usno.navy.mil

USNO AMC Falcon
AFB, CO

204.34.198.40
204.34.198.41

miG

tick.usnogps.navy.mil
tock.usnogps.navy.mil

Washington Univ.,
St. Louis, MO

128.252.19.1

GPS

ntp-wustl.usno.navy.mil

Digital Equipment
Corp., Palo Alto, CA

204.123.2.72

GPS

ntp-dec.usno.navy.mil

MIT, Cambridge, MA

18.145.0.30

GPS

ntp-mit.usno.navy.mil

UCLA, Los Angeles,
CA

164.67.62.194

GPS

ntp-ucla.usno.navy.mil

Univ. Houston,
Houston, TX

129.7.1.66

GPS

ntp-uh.usno.navy.mil

Georgia Institute of
Technology, Atlanta,
GA

130.207.244.240

GPS

ntpgatech.usno.navy.mil

Columbia University,
New York, NY

128.59.39.48

GPS

ntp-cu.usno.navy.mil

Univ. Washington,
Seattle, WA

140.142.16.34

GPS

ntp-uw.usno.navy.mil

Ohio State University,
Columbus, OH

198.30.92.2

GPS

ntp-oar.usno.navy.mil

SIPRNET, the Secret Internet Protocol Routing Network, is a Department of
Defense Internet for classified operations. The SIPRNET backbone is primarily
Tl (1.54 Mb/s) with about 40 hub router sites in the U.S., a dozen sites in Europe,
and about ten sites in Southeast Asia and the Pacific. SIPRNET is operated by the
Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA).
In response to a number of requests from SIPRNET customers, including the
Global Command and Communications System (GCCS), USNO has recently joined
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with DISA in establishing NTP network time synchronization service on SIPRNET.
DISA has extended SIPRNET hubs (128Kb fractional Tl) to the USNO Master
Clocks at the Alternate Master Clock Facility, Falcon, CO (November 97) and at
the Time Service Department in Washington, DC (December 97). USNO has
provided NTP servers which are steered to USNO Master Clocks.

USNO SIPRNET NTP SERVERS 1997
Location

IP Address

Sync

CNAME

AMC, Falcon

140.49.231.138

IRIG

ntp-amc.sipr.smil.mil

USNO Washington

140.49.183.70

IRIG

ntp-usno.sipr.smil.mil

SIPRNET NTP SERVER DESIGN

The USNO SIPRNET NTP servers
USNO MASTER CLOCK FEEDS
are dedicated UNIX workstations
with dual embedded TrueTime VMESigma Tau Hydrogen Blaser |
SG sync-gen cards. The HewlettPackard 9000/747i is an industrial
VMEbus workstation running HPTST/Trak 6460 aock
UX 10.20. NTP release 3-5.90 was
J
provided by David Mills, University
of Delaware ( web
TrueTime 560
Distribution Amip
addresshttp://www. eecis. udel. edu/~ntp
/). A C-language NTP refclock driver,
developed by the Time Service Dept.,
TrueTime VBJE-SG
USNO, provides a memory-mapped
Syac Geu Card
interface to VMEbus registers on the
TrueTime VME-SG. From these,
BCD timecode can be read with essentially zero latency. Two sync-gen cards
are installed in the NTP server. Each card is synchronized to one of USNO
Master Clocks #1 or #2. Each Master Clock is a Sigma Tau Hydrogen Maser
providing 5Mhz to TST/Trak 6460 Clocks, which generate IRIG-B timecode
that is distributed by TrueTime 560 distribution amps with parallel output to
multiple NTP server inputs.
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The NTP servers receive and transmit only unclassified data, but are located in a
secure facilities. The Washington connection to SIPRNET uses a Larscom
Access-t DSU/CSU and a Cisco AGS+ router. Between these units an Allied Signal
KIV-7HS (KG-84) provides keyed encryption.

SERVER TIMING CHARACTERISTICS

The TrueTime VME-SG phase locks to IRIG-B in order to discipline its VCTCXO.
Phase shifts are internally applied in 100 ns steps'^^ Phase calibration was
performed using a time^nterval counter with IPPS reference from a USNO Master
Clock. A mean phase bias correction was then be programmed on the VME-SG.
This oscillator is internally stable to about 200 ns. Allan and time deviation plots
of the VME-SG frequency and phase stability are shown below. These are based
on 60-second averages of Ipps phase comparisions with a USNO Master Clock.

TrueTime VME-SG Phase & Frequency Stability
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4.5

5.0

KTP software is used to discipline the phase and frequency of the UNIX system
clock, which alone is a poor oscillator, showing drifts as much as parts in lO"^.
The NTP driver software keeps the system clock frequency error to generally
below 2 parts in lO'. Time is buffered through system calls to the UNIX system
clock to provide readily accessible timestamps with a flywheel frequency in the
event of loss of the sync-gens. In addition, the server peers with other NTP
stratum 1 servers on the network and will maintain network synchronization with
-20 millisecond accuracy in the event of hardware clock failure.
Internal frequency and time stability are shown in the Allan deviation and time
deviation data shown below, which is based on five months of 16-second NTP
phase comparisons of a server's system clock vs. the TrueTime VME-SG phase.

USNO NTP Server Stability
ntp2.usno.navy.mil, (Jul-Nov 97)
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6.5

7.0

Frequency

NETWORK TIMING ACCURACY

The accuracy of time transfer over a packet-switched Internet, will be considerably
below the internal timekeeping ability of the server. NTP requires round-trip
packet exchange between client and server. The inherent asymmetry of packetswitched network paths contributes most of the error in steering NTP clients to
servers'^'. NTP observes total round-trip network delay and computes a dispersion
which provides an error bound for estimating clock offsets. With atomic or GPS
NTP servers located at sites remote from USNO Washington, we can observe the
interplay between the NTP values of network delay, dispersion, and clock offset,
when the actual clock offset is zero. The standard deviation of Internet NTP
clock offset estimations was 20 ms. In previous tests on a circuit-switched ISDN
network (with no round-trip asymmetries), the corresponding standard deviation
was below 1 ms'"'.
The expected accuracy of NTP over 3,000 km network paths is shown in the
following histogram of NTP dispersion between the USNO Washington and Falcon,
AFB, Colorado SIPRNET servers.

SIPRNET NTP DISPERSION
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A look at NTP clock offset estimates vs. network delay produces an NTP "wedge
plot," as seen below. Points along the edges of the wedge come from busy network
routing queues, when round-trip network delay asymmetry dominates'^'.
Unfortunately, NTP attributes half of the delay asymmetry to clock offset. By
dispersing NTP servers widely across the Internet, we strive to minimize this effect
by shortening the total synchronization distance to any client.

SIPRNET NTP OFFSET VS. DELAY
Washington, DC - Falcon, CO
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.4

NTP Network Delay (sec)
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.5

REMOTE NTP SERVERS

DISA and USNO plan to extend SIPRNET NTP service to Europe and the Pacific
in 1998. P/Y code GPS receivers will provide accurate and reliable timing.
USNO's continual monitoring of GPS timing will assure that the performance of
these GPS stratum 1 NTP servers will equal that of servers colocated at the
Master Clock sites. Typical timing accuracies for NTP time service are
summarized below.
Accuracy (peak to peak)

' Component
TrueTime VME-SG

0.4 fisec

NTP server UNIX system clock

50 usec

3000 km circuit-switched network

2 ms

3000 km packet-switched network

20 ms
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Abstract
Navy platforms consist of many systems ranging from navigation and ship control to tactical
analysis, sensors, and weapons. These systems, each composed possibly of multiple computing
elements, are inherently time-dependent. In addition, modem surface ships are quickly adding
additional COTS based computing elements and communication networks to address emerging
requirements. Vital to making such a distributed system function in this environment is a stable
robust time service. The Navy has been investigating various methods for the provision of a time
service on shipboard platforms. This paper presents an overview of previous Navy efforts, a
discussion of the metrics identified as applicable to the Navy environment, and a summary of
the HiPer-D time synchronization subnet performance. In addition, this paper identifies
ongoing and future work required to provide a stable robust time service in a shipboard
environment.

INTRODUCTION
The modem-day surface ship is composed of a number of separately developed and maintained systems
which together execute the functions needed to operate the entire platform. These systems work
independently and collectively to perform the ship's mission. A key to making such a collection of systems
work in this real-time environment is a common understanding of time. Time information must be
represented accurately and consistently throughout all the systems of the platform and within the various
components of the individual systems. This time information includes both time of day and time interval
measurements. The end result is that Navy platforms require a stable robust time service.
The Navy has been investigating the requirements placed on a time service by Navy platforms and specific
time service metrics applicable to these platforms. It has also been investigating various methods for the
provision of a time service on shipboard platforms. The Network Time Protocol (NTP) has been identified
as a technology with the potential to meet Navy shipboard time service needs. Various studies have been
conducted to analyze the performance of NTP on particular computing elements, including modification of
NTP parameters to better address specific Navy shipboard requirements.
The High Performance Distributed Computing Program (HiPer-D) is a joint effort between the Navy (the
AEGIS Program Office) and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) to look at the use
of distributed computing technologies. The Navy efforts in the area of time services were applied to the
HiPer-D testbed. The HiPer-D testbed includes a heterogeneous computing base operating in a distributed
fashion over multiple network technologies to provide actual AEGIS Combat System functionality. To
support this testbed, a time synchronization subnet was designed and implemented using both NTP and
GPS components. The long-term performance of the HiPer-D time synchronization subnet was measured
and the results analyzed. Additional efforts including specific studies and experiments for future work
were identified based on the metrics defined below and the experimental observations.
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GENERIC TIME SERVICE MODEL

The provision of quality time infonnation in a computer requires that a number of functions be carried out
in a coordinated fashion. This collection of functions, related to computer clocks and the time infonnation
in a computer, is referred to as a time service. A generic time service model incorporates all of the
components necessary to provide and manage quality time information in a system. A system is a
collection of interconnected computers participating in related tasks. The foundation of this time service is
the clock present in each computer. Three basic components that interact with these clocks are clock
coordination, clock access, and time management. A clock coordination service synchronizes individual
computer clocks to each other and to national and international time standards (e.g. UTC). A clock
coordination service includes the mechanisms necessary to exchange time information between individual
computer clocks and the algorithms required for processing this information in order to arrive at
meaningful conclusions. The clock access component of a time service addresses the provision of time
information to users. This time information may include both the current time value and the accuracy of
that value. These users can be human operators, application processes, or the computer's operating system.
The time management service component of a generic time service includes the functionality necessary to
monitor and conti-ol both the various computers' clocks and the clock coordination service within a
synchronization domain or system. One example of a clock management service is monitoring the accuracy
achieved by the clock coordination service in a particular computer and modifying the operational
parameters if the accuracy does not meet specified bounds.

TIME SERVICES FOR NAVY PLATFORMS
Navy ships are designed to perform a number of complex realtime tasks ranging from navigation and ship
conti-ol to conti-olling complex sensors and weapon systems. This collection of applications places rather
stringent requirements on the supporting computing and communication infrasOiicture, including the time
service. First, to provide a stable and robust time service, clocks need to be synchronized in both phase and
frequency to a defined standard (e.g. UTC). The Navy (via the Next Generation Computer Resources
Program) has identified a basic phase accuracy requirement of 1 ms. [3]. Further analysis is necessary to
look at the requirements of new and emerging applications.
There are a number of additional requirements for time services on Navy platforms, especially in light of
the rapid evolution of shipboard platforms, tactical systems, and the technologies on which these are based.
First, the time service needs to be fault-tolerant, surviving failures of both the time servers and the
interconnecting communication links. Secondly, new platforms under development are demonstrating a
trend to distribute processing to an increasing number of computers aboard a surface ship. As more
processors are added, the time service must be scaled to meet new requirements. Experience has shown
that techniques which adequately synchronize two computers are not necessarily sufficient for dozens or
hundreds of computers. The time service must allow tiie incorporation of additional components requiring
synchronization,with minimal impact to the existing time service and ship infrastiijcture. Finally, the time
service needs to be cost-effective, utilizing the existing communication infrastincture and Commercial-OffThe-Shelf (COTS) components where possible. Concepts discussed here may have counterparts in
commercial systems, particularly specialized applications such as air ti-affic conti-ol, but in general the
requirements go beyond those found in non-military applications. Specific requirements of shipboard time
services are discussed in detail in [3].
EXISTING TIME SERVICE APPROACHES

There are a number of existing approaches for clock synchronization on surface ships. The classic
approach is the use of a single master clock chassis that distributes time information to a limited set of
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computers via a set of point-to-point computer interface channels. More recent approaches have included
the use of specialized clock interfaces located within computers and synchronized via a separate physical
infrastructure using timecodes (e.g. IRIG-B). There is often a backup master clock or time source with a
duplicate distribution network to support it. There are a number of common themes to these approaches to
clock synchronization. These approaches strive to distribute time information to the computers rather than
synchronize the computer's own clock resources. No attempt is made to coordinate the existing clock
resource with the synchronization source. Secondly, these approaches utilize a special distribution network
for time information. This involves a separate physical plant for the distribution of time information.
Scalability issues arise with the time service as the number of computers increases.
APPLICABLE METMCS

Based on the needs of Navy platforms, time service metrics specifically applicable to these platforms have
been identified. The first metric of interest is the most commonly recognized, phase accuracy. Clock phase
represents the time value of the clock, and the accuracy associated with it is the difference between the
phase of the clock of interest and the national or international reference standard. This is analyzed by
measuring the clock offset between a clock and a reference source at any given instant in time. The second
metric of interest is frequency stability. This represents the difference between the frequency of the clock
of interest and the national or international standard. This is analyzed by observing the clock offsets
between a clock and a reference source over a given interval of time. This is most commonly represented
using the Allan variance. [4] The third metric of interest to the Navy is the fault recovery time. Navy
platforms must adapt quickly to realtime conditions which may include failed communication links and
time servers. In addition, the impact of these failures must be minimal. The time required to detect and
recover from a fault condition is,therefore,defined as the fault recovery time. A final metric is clock settling
time. This metric represents the time it takes the time service to reach a defined phase accuracy in an
individual computing element after the machine begins initialization. These metrics help to characterize the
time synchronization needs of Navy platforms. Engineering choices are made regarding resources
consumed versus performance obtained. The trade-offs made by Navy platforms will be different than
those of the global Internet.

THE NETWORK TIME PROTOCOL
The Network Time Protocol (NTP) [1] is a distributed clock synchronization protocol that provides for the
coordination of interconnected computer clocks utilizing the existing communication infrastructure. NTP
was developed by Dr. David Mills at the University of Delaware for use in the Internet community. NTP
estimates the phase and frequency offset between two peer clocks and provides corrections for use by the
local clock routines. NTP is a connectionless time information exchange protocol and an associated set of
algorithms to process and act on the time information collected by the protocol. Some of the key features of
NTP are highlighted here. First, NTP is based on a returnable time approach that reduces impact of
communication path delays. The NTP synchronization subnet is a self-organizing hierarchy of time servers.
Redundancy can be incorporated in the synchronization subnet using multiple servers and clock selection
algorithms. NTP provides both phase and frequency corrections for the local clock. Finally, NTP operates
in connectionless mode using the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and the Internet Protocol (ff) in order to
minimize latencies, simplify implementations, and provide ubiquitous internetworking.
NTP PARAMETER ANALYSIS
Initial experiments using NTP on small realtime networks produced peak clock phase offsets on the order
of a few milliseconds using COTS equipment and default parameters for the public domain distribution of
NTP available from the University of Delaware. The default parameters for NTP are tuned for operation
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in the global Intemet. As part of the Navy's analysis of NTP, it was determined that one promising path
was the tuning of various NTP parameters to provide a responsiveness acceptable for a military system.
Simulations and analysis indicated that the NTP client polling interval could be set to a shorter interval to
provide faster synchronization, greater stability, and more rapid detection of any fault conditions. By
default the NTP polling interval varies between a minimum of 64 seconds and a maximum of 1024
seconds depending on the perceived stability of the time synchronization subnet. The 1024-second default
maximum polling interval is generally sufficient for the vast majority of applications. Only networked
systems running applications that have strict clock synchronization requirements would have a need for a
maximum polling interval smaller than 1024 seconds (i.e. a shipboard combat system). In such systems,
shortening the maximum NTP polling interval may provide improvements in the quality of clock
synchronization and the responsiveness of the synchronization subnet. There is a basic engineering
tradeoff to be made between the amount of improvement in synchronization accuracy and the increase in
network traffic and CPU processing required.
A number of experiments have been performed at the Shipboard Network Technology at the Naval Surface
Warfare Center Dahlgren Division (NSWC-DD). Some of these experiments focused on the impact of
lowering the maximum polling interval for NTP. The purpose of these experiments was to determine the
effect of changing the maximum polling interval (from the default of 1024 seconds to 64 seconds) on the
quality of clock synchronization between the NTP clients and the local time server. Several computer
platforms were used in this experiment. The platforms were synchronized to a local time server using NTP
with either the default (1024) or the modified (64) maximum polling intervals. The offsets were measured
once a minute over a period of several hours. The results were examined to determine the amount of
improvement in clock synchronization.
Examples of the results are shown in Figure 1. These plots show the offsets measured for both maximum
polling intervals (1024 and 64 seconds) on a number of Sun workstations. Two separate data sets are
overiaid to show the performance of the same platform utiUzing either of the two polUng intervals over
several hours. The polling interval change has improved clock synchronization by about a factor of ten.
Using the default polling interval settings, the clock offsets would wander as high as a few milUseconds.
By shrinking the polling intervals to 64 seconds, the clock offsets are kept in the range of hundreds of
microseconds. Additional experiments were done on polling intervals of 32 and 16 seconds with little
appreciable improvement in clock synchronization accuracy. This analysis is specific to individual
hardware and operating system combinations and may need to be revisited as systems evolve.

THE HIPER-D SYNCHRONIZATION SUBNET
The Department of Defense has directed the use of COTS components using commercial standards
wherever possible. In addition to this general directive, there has been ongoing research into innovative
distributed computing architectures for traditionally federated systems such as the AEGIS combat system.
In this context, the High Performance Distributed Computing Program (HiPer-D) was conceived as a joint
experiment, teaming the AEGIS Program Office with DARPA. The purpose of the HiPer-D experiment
was to explore the feasibiUty of inserting DARPA-developed distributed computing technologies into the
AEGIS combat system.
The HiPer-D experiment performs a significant number of the key functions of the AEGIS combat system,
focusing on the Anti-Aircraft Warfare (AAW) problem space. The HiPer-D system is built using a fiiUy
distributed fault-tolerant architecture. The computing plant used for this system is a heterogeneous mix of
systems from different vendors. In addition to the various hardware platforms and operating systems, four
different network technologies are used,including Ethernet, FDDI, ATM, and Myrinet. Figure 2 illustrates
the hardware and network configuration. Table 1 summarizes the platform and operating systems used.
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Figure 1: Sample Data from NT? Maximum Polling Interval Analysis
Table 1. HiPer-D Platform Configurations

Vendor

Hardware Platforms

DEC

Alpha 200 4/233
Alpha 3000/600
Sable SMP 4
HP 9000/770 (TAC-4)

HP
SGI
SUN

Origin 2
SPARCstation 10
SPARCstation20
Ultral
Ultra2
Sun 4/630
Pentium PCs
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Operating
Systems
OSF/1.3.2
HP-UX 9.07
HP-UX 10.10
OSF-RT PA
IRIX 6.3
Sun Solaris 2.5.1

OSF-RT

250

900

350

NIIWC

Rou ter

_ . _ . ATM

Figure 2: The HiPer-D Testbed Configuration

Based on initial experiments involving NTP in the Shipboard Network Technology Lab, the focus of the
HiPer-D time service effort was incorporating improved time synchronization capability into the HiPer-D
configuration. In the HiPer-D testbed many technology and operational prototypes are integrated together
to study larger system-wide effects and capabilities. Here, the time service is one necessary component
within the prototype shipboard system.
A time synchronization subnet was designed to meet the goals of the HiPer-D testbed. First, the
synchronization subnet was to provide a stable time service for the HiPer-D experiment using the available
COTS components. Second, the synchronization subnet was to require minimal modification of the
available COTS products. Finally, due to the way the HiPer-D lab operates, the synchronization subnet was
to operate with minimal operator intervention. The synchronization subnet was to be viewed as a
component of the computing infrastructure. The goal was to determine the level of performance obtained
based on the above objectives and constraints. Additionally, it was anticipated that the HiPer-D testbed
could improve on the 1 millisecond requirement identified previously by Navy studies. The
synchronization subnet designed is shown in Figure 3. There are four NTP client configurations. The
primary time server is using GPS (via IRIG-B) and its own local clock as potential synchronization sources,
with the understanding that the local clock will only be used in case the GPS interface fails. The backup
servers each peer with the primary server and their own local clocks. All clients peer with the primary
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server and the two secondary servers. It is expected that all machines will be using the primary time server
as their synchronization source. This is not viewed as an optimal synchronization subnet, merely a
sufficient one given the resources at hand. The polling interval is set to once every 64 seconds for all
platforms. Most platforms had multiple network interfaces, and, in these cases, time information exchange
is nonnally conducted using the default network interface.

Figure 3: HiPer-D Synchronization Subnet Configuration

PERFORMANCE

The goal of this performance study was to analyze the long-term phase accuracy of the synchronization
subnet, independent of any specific activity on the systems including CPU load and network load. Data
werecoUected every fifteen minutes for a two-month period from September 3, 1997 to November 10,
1997. No limitations were placed on testbed activity during this timeframe. Table 2 shows data for each
individual platform. Figure 4 illustrates the performance obtained for a few specific platforms. This
performance shows that synchronization well below a millisecond was achieved on the vast majority of the
platforms. There were some anomalies that require further investigation. The older DEC Alpha platforms
performed much more poorly than newer Sun and HP platforms. This is to be expected given the rapid
advances workstation vendors have made in the area of local clock hardware and software over the last few
years. Note, this experiment only analyzed the first metric, phase accuracy. Additional data and analysisare
required to examine the three remaining metrics.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Analysis of the data discussed above provides some initial conclusions. First, the synchronization subnet
described performed quite well. Newer generations of machines demonstrated greater phase accuracy than
older generations. Not surprisingly, classes of hardware running the same operating system demonstrated
similar behavior. The reduction of the maximum polling interval proved to be one mechanism to improve
the phase accuracy. Further investigations could reveal additional mechanisms. HiPer-D made an
engineering trade-off that was acceptable for that particular environment. This trade-off may not be
appropriate in more resource constrained systems.
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Table 2. HiPer-D Synchronization Subnet Platform Specific Results'
%

Machine
Name

Avg.
Offset

Std.
Dev.

andromeda
aries
auriga
callisto
Columbia
gemini
hydra
leo
taurus
titus

1.154
1.010
1.213
0.936
0.659
0.960
0.911
0.671
0.669
0.984

0.847
0.775
0.851
0.577
0.531
0.761
0.661
0.535
0.739
0.801

crux
hercules
jotsl
iots28
myra
norma
vela

0.116
0.071
0.292
0.068
0.079
0.056
0.092

0.421
0.132
0.242
0.111
0.214
0.099
0.162

capella

0.087

0.458

aquarius
aquilla
blofeld
carina
mercury
pavo
phoenix
satum
solara
venus

0.102
0.641
0.604
0.121
0.105
0.160
0.610
0.473
0.108
0.090

0.063
2.117
0.123
0.088
0.092
0.106
0.089
0.091
0.847
0.106

ceres
luna
pallas
vesta

0.451
0.448
0.537
0.492

0.263
0.232
0.240
0.270

%

samples samples
less than between
.1 and .5
.1
(ms)
(ms)
DEC^
23.883
5.459
25.182
7.319
20.068
4.901
18.781
3.784
36.254
12.498
26.066
8.559
24.376
6.575
34.388
12.704
35.432
12.390
27.636
4.823
HP
12.399
84.210
12.804
85.802
25.917
38.413
19.157
80.290
16.608
82.346
9.885
89.556
27.744
70.959
SGI[
28.076
71.546
SUN
55.853
44.070
7.953
0.217
7.881
0.248
57.891
41.891
44.913
54.544
71.499
27.679
4.746
0.016
62.872
0.140
41.387
57.875
33.432
65.545
PENTIUMFC
50.083
8.364
54.737
4.488
48.394
1.573
44.303
5.929

%

%

%

samples
between
.5andl
(ms)

samples
between
land5
(ms)

samples
greater
than 5
(ms)

19.805
22.965
19.712
37.919
25.306
24.128
33.726
26.105
25.880
27.900

50.853
44.534
55.304
39.516
25.942
41.247
35.323
26.803
26.283
39.625

0.000
0.000
0.016
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.016
0.016

1.149
0.737
35.554
0.252
0.499
0.341
0.479

2.129
0.658
0.116
0.300
0.499
0.217
0.818

0.113
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.048
0.000
0.000

0.221

0.079

0.079

0.031
91.364
91.219
0.125
0.465
0.744
94.960
36.864
0.569
0.807

0.046
0.435
0.652
0.093
0.078
0.078
0.279
0.124
0.154
0.217

0.000
0.031
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.015
0.000

41.289
40.593
49.901
49.619

0.265
0.182
0.132
0.149

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

■ Samples taken every fifteen minutes from 2200 on September 3,1997 to 1515 on November 10,1997.
^ The DEC platforms are the oldest machines in the HiPer-D configuration representing an older generation of
hardware and software. It is believed that newer generation hardware and software would perform on par with the
other workstation vendors.
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Figure 4: Sample HiPer-D Synchronization Subnet Platform Performance

A number of items have been identified as future work efforts. First, at least one and preferably two
additional time servers need to be added to the HiPer-D testbed. A synchronization subnet that contains
multiple time servers could provide greater fault tolerance. Performance analysis of multiple servers,
especially in the case of server failure, is necessary. Second, alfliough tiie quality of clocks in COTS
workstations has improved over the past few years, new kernel modifications based on research by Dr.
David Mills [2] are beginning to be delivered with commercial products. The Navy is depending on the
COTS products to provide future generations of computing infrastructure for its platforms. Analysis of the
workstation products being delivered in general and of die specific new kernel features in particular is
necessary. Time service performance is tied closely to specific clock implementations provided by
computer vendors. The Navy will need to test new generations of hardware and software to ensure that
they provide the needed functionality. Finally, this study looked at the long-term phase accuracy of the
HiPer-D synchronization subnet. Analysis of the frequency stability based on the collected data has not
been completed at this time. In addition, no data were collected to study the fault recovery time or clock
settiing time metiics. Finally, focused analysis of the synchronization subnet under specific stress or fault
scenarios (cpu load, network load, server failure, etc.) would be useful. All identified metrics need to be
appropriately analyzed for the HiPer-D testbed.
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The Navy has invested in the analysis of time services in general and NTP in particular. Results have
shown that this technology, in conjunction with modem computing equipment, can provide a stable robust
time service for Navy platforms.
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Abstract
The NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS) provides worldwide portioning service to 2Dimensional, 95 percentile accuracies of 100 meters for the Standard Positioning Service
(SPSJfor civilians and about IS meters for the Precise Positioning Service (PPS) available to
authorized users only. In the past, GPS has been combined with other instruments, such as
Inertial Navigation Systems (INS) and Doppler radars for navigation, and precise frequency
standards for timing, to produce more robust and accurate integrated systems. Within the past
few years, significant advances have been made in GPS receiver and wireless communication
(comm) technologies. Handheld devices for GPS and Personal Communication Service (PCS)
have decreased in size and cost, yet increased in capability and battery life. This paper
analyzes the benefits and discusses conceptual design issues associated with a tight integration
of GPS with a wireless communication link for both military and civilian users. In addition to
providing a means for data and voice communication, the comm link am provide GPS
initialization data that could significantly improve GPS acquisition and navigation (nav)
performance, especially in stressed (interference prone) environments.

INTRODUCTION
Two technologies that have recently become prevalent in the private sector are wireless PCS (including
cellular telephony and data messaging) and GPS. Many commercial applications require that the two
technologies be merged. For example, fleet resource monitoring and emergency notification devices
integrate both technologies. Since GPS and wireless PCS technologies are continuously shrinking in size
and power consumption, it is reasonable to expect that the two can be effectively integrated into a single,
practical handheld device in the near fiiture. Also, the recent availability of low-cost GPS chip sets now
allows a cost-effective way for vendors of PCS devices to integrate GPS into their products.
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In a manner similar to GPS/INS integration, the two technologies of GPS and wireless communication can
complement each other very well. In the GPS/INS union, the INS has good short-term stability, but poor
long-term stability due to IMU drift. On the other hand, GPS accuracy is independent of elapsed time, but
short-term errors on the order of several meters (PPS user) exist due to satellite switching (in the navigation
solution), multipath, ionosphere, etc. Therefore, when combined, the GPS can be used to calibrate the longterm INS drift error, while the INS can be used to aid (steer) the GPS tracking loops and provide
smoothing for GPS error fluctuations. A tight GPS/INS integration also enhances performance in stressed
environments.
Now, consider the integration of GPS with wireless communication. Data supplied via a wireless comm
link can greatly assist GPS initial signal acquisition. Without prior initialization data, a GPS "Cold Start"
jBx (acquisition without prior abnanac, user location, or time data) may require several minutes or more.
However, if initialization data can be supplied by a wireless comm link, GPS acquisition could be very fest,
on the order of a few seconds. For GPS handsets operated in the quick fix mode, fast acquisition may have
a large, positive impact on battery life. Accurate initialization data will allow a more effective GPS
acquisition in the presence of interference and spoofing. Some of the other navigation benefits of a comm
link are: (1) the ability to receive differential and ionospheric corrections for improved accuracy, (2) the
ability to receive real-time GPS integrity information, (3) the ability of the user to report his location or
intelligence data back to an emergency, central control, or monitoring center, and (4) the ability to assess
positions of other users reporting their positions on a satcom-based mobile internet.
The addition of a comm link to a GPS user set provides the GPS user with obvious benefits, as discussed
above. However, the benefits of adding GPS to assist the user whose primary fiinction is communication,
are also great - In this case, the addition of GPS satisfies the needs of many commercial users to maintain
accurate time and to report position to the resource control center for billing purposes. GPS fiirther enables
the following comm system features: (1) pre-synchronization interference with other comm links would be
minimized in situations where GPS time is available to comm users prior to the uplink synchronization
time-search, (2) control channel orderwire can be simplified if the user could report his position and time to
the control center in the initial contact, and (3) a database of the mobile users' positions in the control
center would improve resource allocation.
Most of the remainder of this paper fiirther describes the ways in which a tightly coupled, wireless comm
link could aid the primary fimction of navigation for a GPS user.

WIRELESS COMMUNICATION LINK AIDING GPS
Data received fi-om an existing wireless comm link can benefit both GPS performance and security. Both
speed of acquisition and anti-jam capability (increased Jammer/Signal (J/S) capability) for acquisition and
track are possible. Navigation accuracy can be improved through the transmission of differential and
ionospheric conections. Security can be improved by using the comm link for transmission of electronic
"black" keys for GPS encryption. Assuming that the comm link is tolerant to interference (stressed
environment), it allows an efficient solution to the Direct-Y code acquisition problem. The direct
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acquisition of GPS Y code, which has been advocated as a more reliable method of protecting the
availability of GPS, requires prior knowledge of accurate time, rough user location, recent almanac, and
cryptokey. The maintenance ofthesedata when the GPS receiver is turned off for extended periods of time
represents a logistics challenge, wmch can, however, be greatly simplified through the use of a wireless
commlink.
Acquisition Time Enhancement
GPS acquisition speed is enhanced by the comm link's ability to provide the equivalent of the satellite's
broadcast 50 Hz navigation message at a fester rate or at a much higher power level. The time and data
maintenance requirement (necessity to maintain accurate time and recent nav message data) associated with
the Direct-Y mode can be eliminated, since the comm link can provide the data at any time independent of
the satellite signals. Faster acquisitions will result for both Normal Start (acquisition with satellite ahnanac,
rough user location, and time) and Cold Start conditions (acquisition without prior ahnanac, user location,
or time data). For both Cold Start and Normal Start initial conditions, the time required to read the entire
50 Hz nav message for ahnanac, ephemeris, and other data could be reduced fi-om 12.5 minutes to a few
seconds. Normal Start mode would then use the almanac or ephemeris nav message data along with
resident user location and time. For Cold Start conditions, user location and time could be provided by the
comm controller at the basestation. Time accurate to a millisecond and position to 300 km are reasonable
in theater. Repeated time pulses also allows syntonization of the receiver oscillator frequency. This further
enhances acquisition by reducing the fi-equency offset search space.
Acquisition Anti-Jam (J/S) Enhancement
Whereas the GPS satellites are at an altitude of about 20,200 km, a terrestrial line-of-sight comm
transmitter may be only a few lO's of kilometers away. Even at 100 km, the ratio of the 1/R squared path
loss of a locally broadcast signal compared to a satellite signal amounts to over 40 dB. The GPS signal, as
received at the Earth's surface, varies between -166 dBW (L2 P(Y)-code) and -160 dBW (LI C/A-code),
about 20-25 dB below ambient noise level. Through correlation despreading, the signal is amplified above
the noise level to enable acquisition and tracking. Future satellites may employ spot beams which are
capable of increasing power in a region by 20-25 dB. However, a local terrestrial comm link does not have
the severe power constraints associated with the current GPS satellites,which derive their energy fi-om solar
power. Local comm signals, broadcast fi-om a base station, can be several orders of magnitude stronger
than the GPS signal.
The GPS C/A code acquisition threshold is 24 dB J/S. However, once the signal is acquired and the
tracking loops have achieved lock on Y code, the J/S threshold to maintain Y code tracking/data
demodulation exceeds 40 dB. Also, the J/S threshold to maintain code loop track can extend beyond 50 dB.
Since the comm link can provide the GPS satellite message data, there is the possibility that GPS
navigation can operate in the code only track mode. (GPS carrier track and data demodulation are no longer
required, and code tracking can be extended by either data stripping the nav message data or squaring.)
Accurate time and velocity aiding data may allow a direct handover fi-om acquisition to code track without
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achieving carrier lock. - Thus, with the addition of a higher power comm link, there is the potential of
increasing the J/S capability of GPS operation by more than 20 dB.
Similarly, for a comm link provided via satellites, the satcom to omni receiver link has to be 20 to 30 dB
higher than the GPS signal in order to enable more than 20 dB higher data rate (e.g., 4.8 kHz comm vs. 50
Hz GPS data rate). If the satellite is built for comm signal levels, it can also provide similar nav signal
strength for acquisition.
Tracking Anti-Jam (J/S) Enhancement
High-power navigation signals compatible with satcom signal strength would increase the J/S capability for
tracking by 20 dB to 30 dB. In addition, it may be possible to extend the J/S tracking threshold through the
procedure of "data stripping", in which the coherent integration time is extended beyond the 20 msec data
bit interval by removing the known data bit from the signal stream. In this case, the GPS data bits can be
provided through the comm link.
Security Enhancement
A wireless comm link capability in GPS receivers would greatly facilitate the planned implementation of
electronic keying. The comm link provides a veiy efficient means for the distribution of "black" keys. In
addition, more sophisticated encryption schemes can be developed when two-way comm is available. The
integration of comm and nav terminals reduces the number of crypto systems for platforms that require
both user terminals.
Logistics Enhancement
Direct-Y requires the maintenance of recent almanac or ephemeris data, rough user location, accurate time,
and keying data [2]. When a receiver is turned on, these data can be kept current. However, when the
receiver is turned off, time starts to drift based on the receiver oscillator instability. In general, increased
oscillator stability requires increased power, which adversely impacts battery life, especially in handheld
devices. A properly designed comm link can provide time to better than a miUisecond accuracy. Also, as
already discussed, the above data could be provided relatively quickly with a comm link having data rates
of several kHz. Hence, the comm link can provide a enormous reduction in logistics burden associated with
implementing Direct-Y code acquisition.
Accuracy Enhancement
The comm link can provide differential corrections, which can be applied to achieve accuracy on the order
of a few meters, or even a few centimeters for cases when the carrier cycle ambiguities can be resolved.
Integrity Enhancement
The comm link can provide very timely integrity information related to satellite health and status, and the
existence, characteristics, and location of any interference sources. If comm link data received by the user
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to initialize the GPS function can be provided securely and reliably, then the risk of spoofing GPS during
acquisition can be significantly reduced. ~ Independent, precise timing data fi-om the comm link may be
used to detect erroneous signals. If carrier cycle ambiguity tracking can be applied, extremely reliable
Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (RAIM) may be achievable, since a signal phase error of only a
fewr centimeters is detectable.

INTEGRATION AND IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
Some of the arguments discussed above relating the benefits of the merger of GPS and wireless comm link
also apply to military users. However, many additional issues need to be considered by the military user
that may be irrelevant to most civilian users.
Some conceptual design alternatives and other issues common to both are listed below:
•

•

•

Two way vs. one way comm Hnk. Significant benefit related to enhanced GPS performance requires
only a one-way comm link, fi-om the base station to the user. A one-way user set only requires a comm
link receiver and not a transmitter. Thus, considerable cost and improved power consumption can be
realized compared to a comm link needing a two-way capability. However, some electronic keying
schemes require a two-way capability. Some military users need to remam "undetected". Thus, in
some cases, a return path comm link may not be acceptable, imless a Low Probability of Detection
(LPD) signal is employed.
Partial GPS receiver integrated with a two-way comm link. An example of such a device is a
translator, which takes in GPS signals, then rebroadcasts them to some central processing facility at a
base station. The central processing station performs the tracking and navigation functions, adds in
corrections, such as ionospheric, tropospheric, or differential, etc., then broadcasts the solution back to
the user. However, in such a system, data latency or decorrelation of spatial corrections may be issues
for the user that is located at a large distance from the base station. For a user moving at sufficiently
high speeds, data latency may also effect navigation accuracy. Also, a partial receiver will not be able
to operate as an independent, autonomous device ~ that is, it will be useless when the comm link and
central processing station is unavailable. Another advantage of this approach is that the user location is
known by the central processing fecility, which can then also be used as a resource management
facility and command center. The ground and space-based cellular comm link infrastructure to support
this type of capability is being rapidly developed in many parts of the world.
Complete, autonomous GPS receiver is one that is able to operate with or without the comm link. This
receiver has the capability to acquire and track the GPS satellites and compute the navigation solution
when comm dataarenot available (in the same way that GPS user sets currently operate). However,
when the comm link is present, the GPS performance, accuracy, and integrity can be greatly enhanced,
as discussed above. The comm link can be used to provide accurate initialization data from the base
station (such as ahnanac, ephemeris, accurate time and syntonization data, approximate user position.
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and in the case of the military user, keying data). The availability of this data will allow very fast
acquisition (even Direct-Y) and track of the GPS satellite signals, typically within a few seconds.
Reporting information back to a central control facility. Both civilian and military users may benefit
from this capability. Again, this requires that the user set include a comm link transmitter. Some
commercial users may only need the transmit capability, in which case the user location (or
measurements) is automatically sent back to the monitoring station. At the monitoring station,
differential corrections can be applied for improved accuracy. In the case of military users, the ability
to relay user location (and other intelligence information) to a central control facility is consistent with
DoD plan to "digitize" the battlefield. Friendly and unfriendly forces could be digitized on a computer
database and map. Information, such as location and description of friendly and unfriendly forces,
provided through the receive comm link, would also be very usefiil to the user.
Interference of comm link with GPS signal. Since a local comm link signal may be several orders of
magnitude stronger than the global GPS signal, integrated systems need to be properly designed so that
the stronger comm link signal does not jam nor cause degradation of the local GPS signal.

MILITARY UNIQUE ISSUES
•

•

•

•

Implementation schedule. The cycle time associated with the acquisition, design, and launch of military
satellites usually consists of 5 to 10 years (or more). On the other hand, cycle times for the acquisition
of GPS user equipment are much shorter, 2 to 3 years. Since wireless comm technology is available
today, there is tiie possibility of adding this enhancing technology within a much shorter time frame.
Integration with a data bus. If the GPS and comm transceiver are integrated via a platform data bus,
there is the issue of data latency. While latencies on the order of tens of milliseconds may be adequate
for nav message data transfer, they may not be for time transfer to enable Direct-Y acquisition.
Rewriting the data bus software to decrease latency may be very costly. We define a tight integration
as one in which the GPS receiver and comm link transceiver are connected directly to each other, and to
each respective antenna, bypassing the platform bus. - In this case, latency errors are negligibly small.
Comm link security. For military applications, there are several issues related to the security of the
comm link. First of all is resistance of the comm link to jamming. The ability of the comm link to be
spoofed, or provide misleading information to either the user, the GPS receiver, or the base
station/control facility is also an important concern. For user sets that transmit and receive, there is
also the concern of giving away the user's location and message. These concerns may require that a
bursty comm link be designed using direct sequence spread-spectrum techniques with encrypted signals.
With encrypted comm signals, there is the additional problem of key distribution.
Comm link signal acquisition. Other issues related to military comm Imk usage are the speed of
acquisition of the comm. link signal and power levels. The comm signal can be designed so that
acquiring the comm link signal is faster than typical GPS acquisition, while maintaining security. For
a fixed data rate, the frequency hopping techniques can enable faster acquisition than direct sequence
spread spectrum. Even if the signal is encrypted, this should be the case since the comm transmitter is
not as severely power-limited as the GPS signal broadcast from current satellites. Higher comm link
power levels (relative to GPS signal) can allow the increase of C/A code acquisition performance from
the current J/S of 24 dB to the GPS data demodulation threshold of about 40 dB. In feet, with a comm
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link providing the GPS nav message data, potential anti-jam performance may extend out to the Y code
tracking threshold of about 50 dB for some cases.
Comm link data rates. Also of issue is the comm link data rates. While the GPS data rate is 50 Hz,
data rates approaching 5 kHz, typical of voice communication, are desirable for high speed
transmission of GPS initialization data. The complete GPS data message is 37,500 bits long (12.5
minutes @ 50 Hz). The satellite constellation almanac dataarespread out over 25 pages of length 30 sec
each, whereas, the precise ephemeris data repeats every 30 sec. The almanac data assist acquisition by
providing satellite position data to determine which satellites are in view. Abnanac dataareadso used to
reduce the time/frequency search space when combined with a priori user location/velocity and time.
The ephemeris dataaretypically used for the navigation solution. Whereas abnanac data several weeks
old or more may provide sufficient accuracy for acquisition, in most cases, the ephemeris data must be
read prior to computation of the navigation solution. Together with the overhead time associated with
satellite C/A code acquisition, bit synch, frame synch, settling of tracking loops, etc., this limits the
acquisition time to be no smaller than about 40 seconds, even for a warm receiver. However, assuming
a comm link data rate of 5 kHz, all of the GPS nav message can be relayed in about S seconds, along
with rough user location, and fairly accurate time. The GPS acquisition and navigation solution should
then require no more than about 10 to 15 additional seconds, even for the case of a prior "Cold"
receiver.
GPS enhanced capability using comm link vs. advanced technology, such as precise clocks and
advanced Digital Signal Processing (PSP) chips. Improved GPS performance (improved security and
J/S) can also be realized without a comm link through the implementation of a near-autonomous form
of Direct-Y employing advanced technologies. However, at this time, a robust form of Direct-Y is
technically very difficult. Direct-Y is further complicated by the necessity of periodic operations needed
to maintain current time and keying information. Direct-Y acquisition time can be greatly improved
through the introduction of advanced, high accuracy, low-power time sources and DSP technologies.
Then, if the ke3Tng methodology can be simplified, fest, reliable operation may be achieved without the
use of a receive comm link to provide GPS initialization data. However, even with technology to
provide "fast" acquisition, given the GPS signal structure, the fastest possible fix time for the general
case, as discussed above (and without a comm link or direct data input via wirelineX is about 40 sec.
This constraint is not present with a high data rate comm link — the ephemeris data could be quickly
sent to the user in under a second.
Global vs. local comm link. A global comm link using communications satellites would be widely
available without the need to set up the infrastructure associated with terrestrial base stations. Also,
dedicated military satellites could be more easily controlled and protected. Even though satellite signal
power can be concentrated in spot beams, local base stations could have much larger power advantages
than satellites, especially important in stressed environments. However, terrestrial stations often have
significant range limitations associated with the line-of-sight constraint. In addition, they are very
vulnerable to enemy or terrorist actions, when they transmit high-power signals above the ambient
noise level. Improvement on these limitations is possible by placing the comm transmitter or relay
station on a stand-off, high altitude platform.
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Integrated GPS/INS/comm link. Faster PPS fixes (when GPS is aided by the comm link), possibly even
centimeter-level accuracies associated with carrier cycle ambiguity resolution, may greatly improve the
speed and accuracy of INS calibration in integrated GPS/INS systems.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper provides a discussion of the benefits to GPS users of an integrated wireless communication data
link. Recent technological advances in the field of wireless PCS make such a capability practical (size,
battery life and cost considerations) even for GPS handheld user sets. The primary benefits of a receive
comm link are: (1) very fest acquisition, even for the case of a "Cold" user set, without the need for
advanced clock and digital signal processing technologies, (2) improved J/S capability during acquisition
and possibly track, (3) if comm link is secure, reduced risk of spoofing GPS, (4) improved accuracy
through the use of broadcast differential corrections, (5) improved integrity, (6) greatly reduced logistics
burden associated with the Direct-Y acquisition mode of operation, and separate nav and comm crypto
systems and user equipment, (7) reception of other sensitive data, such as location and description of
friendly and unfiiendly forces and commands, and (8) for handheld user sets, potential for greatly improved
battery life. The main benefit of a transmit comm link would be to relay user location (and other
intelligence data) and to communicate with a central control facility.
In some cases, it may be possible to implement a receive comm link through the use of a pseudolite type of
local transmitter that broadcasts using a GPS-like signal, received through the GPS antenna and receiver,
and that does not interfere with the satellite signals. In this case, the comm link receiver becomes an integral
part of the GPS receiver.
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Abstract
The panel discussed the rollover in GPS time that will occur in 1999, the rollover in the
civil date at the beginning of the year 2000 and the problems associated with leap
seconds. We showed why these problems arise and we discussed various strategies for
dealing with them. We also outlined difficulties that arise because of a lack of
standardization in data formats and signaling standards. Judah Levine ofNIST was
the moderator; other members of the panel were David Mills, University of Delaware,
Don Mitchellfrom TrueTime and Edward D. Powers from the US Naval Observatory.
THE CAUSES OF ROLLOVERS AND LEAP SECONDS
The Global Positioning System time is expressed using two parameters: the week number and
the second of the week. Week number 0 began at 0000 UTC on 6 January 1980, and week
number 1023 (the largest possible week number) will begin on 15 August 1999. The week
number will wrap around to 0 at the start of the following week (22 August) and the cycle will
then repeat. The GPS time message does not contain any indication of this rollover, so that all
GPS times have an ambiguity of 1024 weeks.
Systems that use only two decimal digits to express the year will face a similar problem starting
on 1 January 2000 ~ the century associated with a year specified in this way will be ambiguous.
In addition to these rollover problems, many databases use the year- "99" as a flag meaning
"forever." Dates such as 9/9/99 or 11/11/99 are often used for this purpose, since it is easy to
enter them and they do not violate the 6-digit format expected by software that processes the date
field.
The ambiguities produced by rollovers are a feature of all digital systems ~ values are always
represented in a finite-length field, and the maximum-possible value will be reached sooner or
later. The value will wrap around to 0 after that and start over again, and there is generally no
way of indicating this rollover in the time tag itself The size of the field and, therefore, the
interval between rollover events, is determined by a design trade-off: larger fields will have less
frequent roll-overs, but the time tags will take up more space and will generally require more
keystrokes to enter.
The need for leap seconds arises from fundamentally different considerations. The length of the
UTC second is based on the defined frequency of a hyperfine transition in the ground state of the
cesium atom (9 192 631 770 Hz). A day constructed using 86,400 of these seconds is somewhat
shorter than an astronomical day based on the rotation rate of the earth, which is called UTl.
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Clocks based on cesium frequency standards,therefore, run somewhat faster than a clock based on
UTl. The difference is about 1 s/year on the average; it is removed by inserting "leap" seconds
into the UTC time scale as necessary - in effect stopping the UTC-based clock so that the UTl
scale can catch up. When they are required, these additional seconds are added at the end of
June or December. The difference UTl - UTC therefore exhibits a sawtooth-like behavior decreasing at a rate of somewhat less than 0.1 s/month for about a year, followed by a step
increase of 1.0 s at the time of a leap second. The absolute value of this difference is kept less
than 0.9s.
The rate difference UTl - UTC has been negative since the current leap-second system was
introduced in 1972. The magnitude of the rate difference will increase as the earth slows down,
but this increase will be somewhat irregular, and it will not be possible to predict exactly when
future leap seconds will be needed until a year or so before they are announced. Although
"negative" leap seconds are also defined, the fact that the earth will probably continue to slow
down (albeit irregularly) suggests that the rate difference between UTl and UTC will not change
sign,so that they will never be needed.
POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS TO THE ROLLOVER PROBLEM
One way to address the rollover problem is to define a sliding "window" in the software that
processes the time-tag. Two-digit years less than or equal to 90, for example, could be assumed
to refer to dates in the 21st century, while values of 91 or greater would be assumed to be in the
20th century. This window might be advanced with each revision of the software or whenever
another rollover was imminent. The primary advantage of this method is that archived data files
need not be changed, nor is any change required to the methods used to enter new records. We
are, in effect, carrying part of the date in the time-tag itself and part in the software that
interprets it. This method obviously fails for time intervals that span more than one rollover
period or for time tags associated with events that are in the distant past or are far in the future.
Since rollovers are relatively infrequent in all of the systems we are considering, we would hope
that the number of time tags that are affected by these ambiguities would be pretty small. Events
that would be affected in this way would be so precious that ancillary means will have to be
provided for identifying the rollover value associated with them. If this is not the case, then one
of the more general solutions discussed below will be needed.
Although data archives need not be changed, the sliding window solution does require a change
to the software that processes the time tags, and identifying all of the programs that must be
changed can be an enormously expensive and difficult job. If these costs are large enough, it
may be worthwhile considering changing the formats of the time-tags themselves at the same
time so as to realize a more permanent solution to the problem. One possibility is to change to a
4-digit year, but other solutions are possible that are almost as good and do not require more than
the 6 digits currently used by the YYMMDD format. Changing to 3 digits for the year and 3 for
the day of the year is one possibility; another would be to use a pure 6-digit day number perhaps an expanded version of the Modified Julian Day number used by timing laboratories;
still another would be to express the date in a base larger than base 10 (although this might break
programs that expected only digits in the time-tag). A "shell" program would be needed in each
of these cases to translate between the internal format and a more conventional one that was
suitable for data entry and display.
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The sliding window solution is not perfect, but, at least in the short run, it may be the cheapest
one to implement, since most data records will not require modification. The rollover problem
will return again near the end of the window period, of course, but the cost of dealing with a
relatively infrequent rollover might be more than offset by the savings in file size or program
complexity that can be realized in the interim. These savings were much more important in the
past when computers had much less memory and much smaller disks. Nevertheless, pushing the
cost of converting a large database into the future (when a more elegant solution might be
available and when somebody else will pay the price for the conversion) is likely to remain an
attractive possibility.
DEALmO WITH LEAP SECONDS
There are two methods that are usually used to account for leap seconds when specifying a timetag. In the first method, the clock always advances at a constant rate, and leap seconds are
incorporated by a separate procedure that "knows" when each leap second has occurred (by
means of a separate table, for example) and adjusts the time-tag as necessary. This procedure
must intercept all requests for time-tags or time interval calculations and must do the "right
thing" both for times in the past and those in the future. Alternatively, the clock itself is
corrected for the leap second by applying a time or frequency step each time one occurs. The
first method, which is also used to correct for daylight saving time in many systems, simplifies
the clock hardware and software, while the second method is simpler to support since it does not
require maintaining, distributing and verifying an ancillary table of the dates on which leap
seconds have occurred. The second method has difficulties and ambiguities of its own, however,
especially in a distributed environment, where different systems may realize the leap second time
step in different ways and at slightly different times because they are not perfectly synchronized.
Neither method is adequate for computing precise UTC-based time intervals very far in the
future, since the times of future leap seconds cannot be accurately predicted. Time-tags of
events in the past (before the current leap second system began) have additional ambiguities.
These are especially confusing for precisely dating events between 1 January 1958 and 1 January
1972 because UTC was steered both in rate and in time during this period.
Leap seconds also introduce ambiguities into time intervals, and systems where time interval (or
frequency) is the primary observable usually do not use a UTC-based scale for this reason. The
most common contemporary example is GPS time, which keeps track of the number of leap
seconds in a separate parameter that is not part of the clock reading itself. (GPS system time
itself is not affected by a leap second - only the separate leap-second counters are changed when
one occurs. Thus,the difference between GPS system time and UTC changes by Is each time a
leap second occurs. It is up to the receiver to deal with these flags and to include the correction
in the output time message when a UTC-based time tag is requested.)
Leap secondsare added after 23:59:59 on the last day of June or December; the extra second is
named 23:59:60, and it is followed by 00:00:00 of the next day. This nomenclature may be a
problem in some situations. In the first place, a time tag with a value of 60 in the seconds field
may be rejected as a format error by some applications. Furthermore, there is no natural way of
incorporating leap seconds in formats that do not use hours, minutes and seconds to report the
time. The Network Time Protocol falls into this category, as do many other formats that report
the time as a number of seconds since some origin time.
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There are two alternatives to reporting a time of 23:59:60 during a leap second: the first is to
freeze the time at the format-specific equivalent of 23:59:59 for an extra second, and, optionally,
to provide a separate flag to indicate that a leap second is in progress during the second of these
seconds. This flag is extra baggage, of course, but it cannot be dropped because it is the only
way of distinguishing between two physically distinct seconds that have the same time-tag. The
second is to slow the frequency of the clock oscillator by a factor of 2 so that it takes two
physical seconds to advance from 23:59:59 to 00:00:00. These two systems cannot be used
together, of course, since they have very different notions of time-tags while the leap second is
in progress: the leap second is identified as 23:59:59 with the ancillary flag set in the first
realization and as 23:59:59.5 in the second version. Neither of them is consistent with the
"standard" definition of 23:59:60 for the name of the leap second.
Even when the time is transmitted as HH:MM:SS, there are no standards either for how to
provide advance notice that a leap second has been scheduled or for how to indicate that one is
currently in progress. This notice is important for two reasons. In the first place, it can be used
to signal the receiving software that a value of 60 for the seconds is a valid leap second and not a
format error. In the second place it can be used to schedule a local procedure to incorporate the
leap second into the local time scale in an orderly fashion in whatever way is deemed appropriate
(i.e., using a frequency step, a time step or adding an entry to the leap-second table). The
greatest ambiguities in how this notice is implemented arise in the IRIG codes, where different
manufacturers use different control bits for the leap-second flag. The method used to specify the
year in IRIG codes also varies from one implementation to another. Some industries have
specified how these parameters shall be defined for the systems that they purchase, but these
definitions are not universally recognized.
VERIFICATION AND TESTING
Whatever solution is adopted, rollovers and leap seconds are relatively rare events, and it is often
difficult to verify that a particular system will handle them properly. This is especially serious
for rollover events, since neither a century rollover nor a GPS week rollover has happened in the
era of computers and digital systems. The performance of GPS receiyers when the GPS week
number rolls over to 0 can be evaluated using a simulator, and most of the newer receivers
handle the rollover properly using some form of the sliding-window algorithm discussed above.
Some older receivers may fail these tests, and it may be difficult or impossible to repair them.
Some receivers will only fail in the immediate vicinity of the rollover because they will try to
use a pre-rollover almanac to estimate the post-rollover positions of the satellites. Although the
rollover ambiguity will mean that a conversion between GPS time and UTC always will be
wrong by 1024 weeks following the rollover event, many of these older receivers will start
tracking normally again after the rollover once a post-rollover almanac has been received.
Although repairing software systems is possible in principle, the complexity of the programs and
the inadequacy of the documentation may make this difficult (and therefore very expensive) in
practice.
Radio and GPS receivers must also be tested to be sure that they recognize the flag giving
advance notice of a leap second and that they respond properly during the event. This is not
always a simple matter, since there may be a complicated interaction between the leap second
logic and the "holdover" algorithm that controls the internal oscillator if the external time signal
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is temporarily lost. (A similar ambiguity may arise when different GPS satellites are
transmitting different values for the leap second flags.) In a worst-case approach, it may be
prudent to ignore the time transmitted by a radio- or GPS-synchronized clock for some time
after the leap second has occurred to give the receiver time to re-synchronize itself
CONCLUSIONS
Rollover problems in digital time formats arise from engineering compromises between size,
speed, time and money. While rollover events cannot be eliminated in a digital format, they can
be pushed arbitrarily far into the future by making the time code longer or by using a shorter
time code with ancillary flags to provide rollover information. This compromise cannot be the
sole province of the system designer - the users must also play a role in formulating the balance
between the savings that can be realized using a smaller time-tag and the costs of dealing with
the more frequent rollovers that will result from this choice.
The problem of leap seconds is more complicated and the solutions are, therefore, more
ambiguous. There is no simple way of simultaneously accommodating users who want an
atomic-based time scale that is smooth and continuous and those who want one that closely
approximates a time-scale based on astronomical observations. No single system can meet all of
these requirements, and multiple systems will coexist for the foreseeable future as a result.
Understanding how to convert among these systems will continue to be a guarantee of
employment for some and a source of confusion for many others.
Finally, it would be useful to adopt standard methods for all aspects of a time code, including
the relationship between the time-tag and the on-time marker and the method used to provide
information about future and pending leap seconds.
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Abstract
The paper is devoted to the study of the long-term stability of the propagation delay of a fiberoptic timing link under real environmental conditions. The temperature dependence of the light
propagation delay on surrounding temperature changes has been found as dominant An
appropriate method has been developed to correct mathematically the thermal delay variations
in the fiber. After the correction for this temperature effect^ only subnanosecond residual
variations have remained.

INTRODUCTION
To ensure subnanosecond time comparisons of the remote clocks over a long period of time (one year and
more), an adequate transmission system must be used in addition to stable measurement and distribution
systems. A time transfer link based on the optic fiber seems to fulfill the requirements for precise timing
over a distance of several tens of kilometers. The electronic part of the optic transfer link can be basically
well designed and maintained in closely controlled laboratory conditions. Also, the parameters of the
electronics can be regularly checked to obtain good long-term time transfer stability. In contrast, the
fiber, which spans the outer distances betweai the laboratories, is exposed to uncontrollable natural
environment even if buried under ground, taking into account the insensitivity of the fiber to the
electromagnetic perhirbation, all other environmental factors like temperature, humidity, atmospheric
pressure, etc. may have influence upon it. All these factors may cause the instability of the propagation
delay of the optical signal in the fiber. The spurious fluctuations of the link propagation delay
superimposed on true measured phase-time values could be mistakenly interpreted as the instability of
the compared clocks unless special care (correction, compensation) is taken with respect to the measured
data.
For this reason the investigation of time transfer parameters of fiber-optic links was one of the first tasks
which arose just after the reali2ation of the Czech National Time and Frequency Group Standard
(CNTFGS) [1] in 1993. The CNTFGS is based on the HP 5071A cesium clocks operating in two remote
laboratories in Prague. Fiber-optic links are used to provide the internal traceability of individual clocks.
These transfer links ( each of them consisting of an identical 1300 nm optical transmitter, approximately
10-km-long single-mode fiber buried underground, and an optical receiver followed by a 5 MHz PLL
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filter) are used to transfer 5 MHz output signals of the clocks in both directions. The two-way
configuration of the CNTFGS time transfer network permits use of the standard data obtained fi-om the
routine time scale comparisons for evaluation of the link transfer stability. This paper summarizes the
results of nearly four-year study of the instability of the propagation delay of the fiber timing links. It
has been found that the temperature of the soil surrouncUng the optic cable, which causes the thermal
dilatation of the fiber, is dominant among all other environmental factors \viuch also might affect the
long-term propagation delay fluctuations of the v^iiole link.
THE EXPERIMENT CONFIGURATION AND TIME RELATIONS
The basic configuration of the clocks and timing links is dq)icted inRgure 1. One cesium clock is located
in laboratory A and two clocks in laboratory B. Identical automated measuring systems are used at both
laboratories to provide simtiltaneous phase-time measurements. Two output signals transmitted fi:om B
at the time instants Ti and T2 using the links 1 and 2 are received at A at the time instants Ti* and T2*,
respectively. In the same way, the output signal transmitted fi-om A at the time instant To using the link 0
is received at B at To*. Each transfer link is characterized by its total propagation delay which can be
modeled as a sum of a constant and a variable parts. Only these variable components T i, (i = 0,1,2) will
be of fiirther interest. To make the remote clock comparisons, the differences To -Ti and To -T2 should be
known. Apparently, they cannot be measured directly, but they can be evaluated from the differences
measured at laboratory A:
To- Ti*
ATA2--To- T2*
ATA12 = Ti'*-T2*
ATAI-=

(la)
(lb)
(Ic)

and at laboratory B:
Tc*--Tj
= To*-■T2
= Tr- T2.

ATBIATB2
ATB12

(2a)
(2b)
(2c)

Since Ti*= Ti + Xj, the desired phase-time differences
To-Ti =
T0-T2 =

ATAI
ATA2

+ T2 =
+T2 =

ATBI- to
ATB2 - To

(3a)
(3a)

and the following relation can be derived from (1) and (2).
ATBI-ATAI = AJ^TO+TI
ATB2 - ATA2 = A2=To+T2
ATBI2-ATA22 = S = T2-T1
ATAI
ATA2

+
+

ATBI
ATB2

= 2(ro -Tj) + (TO- TJ)
= 2(To -T2) + (To - Tz).

(4a)
(4b)
(4c)
(5a)
(5b)

Ai and A2 denote the summary delay of the loops 1 and 2 made up by the link 0 together with the links 1
and 2 respectively, and 8 denotes the differential delay of the hnks 1 and 2.
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ANALYSIS OF OBTAINED DATA
DELAY OF THE LOOPS 1 AND 2 AND ITS CORRECTION
The plots of daily values of Ai and A2 are displayed inFigure 2. One can see that the curves exhibit very
similar seasonal variations with, the peak-to-peak value being approximately 15 ns. The maximum
frequency deviation is about + 1.10'". The third curve displayed inFigure 2 represents mean daily
temperature Tom taken in Prague . The close correlation of the long-term propagation delay with the
outdoor temperature is obvious. The detailed study shows that the correlation coefficient reaches its
maximum value ( p s 0,85) if the Ai or A2 functions axe delayed by about 20 days with respect to Tout •
Such a delay of the response to the outdoor temperature might be ejqplained only by the slow
propagation of heat in the soil. Therefore,!! can be assumed that the underground temperature which has
an influence on the fiber is the source of this type of fluctuations. To confirm this assumption, the
undergroimd temperature along the cable should be known. However, the direct measurement of this
temperature is almost impossible. The fact is that the 9-km4ong section of the optic cable traces the urban
area and is buried in different depths varying firom 0.5 m to 3 m (part of the cable is led in a cableduct;
another part is laid in the soil). So the soil temperature was modeled under the following simphfying
presumptions:
- the soil was presumed to be homogeneous,
- the mean daily temperature of the soil surface was supposed to be equal to the mean temperature of the
air,
- there are no other sources of heat influencing the optic cable.
Under these conditions the soil temperature in different depths 0.25 m to 3 m was evaluated as described
in [3] . The correlation of the A] and A2 with the relative daily values of soil temperature in different
depths was analyzed,yielding the results displayed inFigure 3. It is seen that the maximum correlation
coefficients (pAi,T(h) = 0.93 for Ai and pA2,T(h) = 0.9 for A2) are obtained for the depth h = 1.3 m.
An attempt has been made to find a correlation of the A1 and A2 with other environmental factors (air
pressure, indoor temperature of the laboratories A and B). None of the correlation coefficients have
exceeded 0.05. This indicates that the temperature of the soil surrounding the optic cable has the
dominating influence on the long-term stability of its propagation delay.
In order to make the optimal correction of the temperature changes of the hnk delay, the estimation
method has been used. The temperature coefficient Kj [ns/ km.°C] minimizing the value A(h) for different
values of the depth were chosen for the loop 1 and 2:
A(h)= ^\A^(n)-Ki.d.n(n)\
vsiiere A(i) -samples ofdaily valuesoftheloop delay
Th(n) - samples of daily values of the soil temperature for the depth h
Ni=MJD™„
N2= MJD^.
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(6)

i = 1, 2 denotes the number of loop
d - length in km of the buried part of the cable (d=9 + 9= 18)
The minimum A(h) = 1 ns was found for h = 1.3 m . That is in a close agreement with the correlation result
mentioned above. The values Ki = 0.046 andK2= 0.041 obtained from (6) for this "effective* depth do
not differ very much. This result is not surprising if we take into account that the individual fibers placed
within one cable should exhibit very similar propagation delay variations under the same environmental
conditions. That makes it possible to simphfy the above relations by assuming
To = ?i = r2 = T.

(7)

Under this assumption
A=A2 = A2^

2T

(8)

holds and so the temperature-corrected loop delays Aicon ( i = 1,2) can be evaluated as
Aicorr = A-K,d.Ty,.

(9)

The plots of corrected time functions Aicon and A2C011 are shown in Figure 4 . They have no long-term
variations, but they show residual noise fluctuations as the curves Ai an A2 in Figure 3. Note that the
records inFigure 3 and 4 consist of two different parts. The left-hand part (MJD 49379 to MJD 50299) has
been obtained from the data measured by less accurate time interval counters,which provided uncertainty
of a = 0.52 ns. Since that uncertainty was too large, high resolution counters with cr = 30 ps were used
later in the course of experiment (MJD 50300 to MJD 50687).
Among the measures used in the time domain, the time difference

TDEVir) = ^^mxf)

(10)

seems to be optimal to describe the time stabiUty of the uncorrected time transfer and to estimate the
effect of temperature correction .TDEV (1 day < T < 240 days) was evaluated first for A2 within the
time interval MJD 49379 to 50299. The corresponding plot denoted as A2 Lkc is presented inFigure 5.
It is seen that the TDEV(T) is basically constant for 1 day < T < 30 days. The value of TDEV
(T=lday) = 0.94 ns . The TDEV(T) is increasing for t >30 days and it reaches its maximum for T s 180
days. This is the result of the seasonal fluctuations. Then the TDEV (1< t < 90 days) was evaluated for A2
within the time interval MJD 50300 to MJD 50687. In this case the curve A2 HRC representing TDEV(T)
characterizes the instability of the loop much better because of substantially higher resolution of the
counters. The plot A2HRC starting from TDEV2 (1 day) = 0.4 ns is monotonously increasing and reaching
the A2LRC for T = 90 days.
The corresponding TDEV(T) plots (denoted by A2C01T LRC and A2coir HRC) calculated for A2C01T in the
above mentioned intervals oft and MJD are displayed inFigure 6. We can see that the TDEV(T) values
characterizing the temperature-corrected loop propagation delay well correspond to the ones of
imcorrected loop propagation delay within the interval 1 day < T < 30 days . The correction effect is
evident for x > 30 days.
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CORRECTION OF MEASURED PHASE TIME DATA

Knowing the law of temperature dependence of the propagation delay, we can correct for the measured
phase-time data in order to remove the long-term fluctuations due to the transmission link. For one-way
time transfer the following formula (i=l,2) can be used:
T^Ti^ATAi-K.d.n,

(11)

This correction needs the current soil temperature Th to be evaluated from the mean daily outdoor
temperature, as described in [3]. Let us mention that the outdoor temperature changes will exert an
influence upon the fiber of the described system after a delay of 20 days.
Another way to correct the data is to take advantage of the two-way transmission. It is cleai" (if (7) and
(8) are valid) that the desired time differences cleared of transmission link fluctuations can be obtained
simply by using (5a, 5b) e.g.
2
even without the knowledge of the actual values of hnk propagation delay.
CONCLUSION
The obtained results demonstrate the possibility of stabilizing mathematically the propagation delay of the
studied time transfer optic link within 1 ns or less (in the sense of TDEV(T)) fortune intervals T>1
day by correcting for the influence of the soil temperature variations upon the optic fiber buried xmderground. This correction reduces the long-term instability for time intervals longer than 30 days and
permits us to reach 1 ns timing uncertainty within the group standard. In the course of almost four-year
period of experiment, no significant systematic phase drifts (aging,etc.) have been observed.
Even after the temperature correction residual phase fluctuations for shorter time intervals, T < 30 days,
remain. Their source is not yet fully known; however, from the data ofthe two sets of counters with
different resolution we can conclude that at least a part of the fluctuations is due to the limited counter
resolution.
REFERENCES
[1] 0. Buzek, J. Cermak, and B. Cemusov^ "Czech National Time and Frequency Standard, " in
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Fig. 1 : Basic diagram of the time transfer system. One clock signal is transmitted from the laboratory A
to the laboratory B and two clock signals axe transmitted in a opposite direction using identical fiber-optic
transfer links.

Fig.2 This figure shows the plots of relative summary propagation delay Aj of the loop 1 created by
links 0 and 1, and A2 of the loop 2 created by hnks 0 and 2. The third plot displays the mean daily
outdoor temperature Tout in Prague.
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Fig. 3 Correlation of loop delays with imderground temperature in differoat depths. The correlation
coefficient p reaches its maximum value for the depth h s 1.3 m.
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soil temperature in the depth h = 1.3 m
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Questions and Answers
ALBERT KIRK (JPL): You show a seasonal temperature plot and you also mention that the depth of the
cable was between .5 (point 5) and three meters. At what depth did you measure the temperature?
OTOKAR BUZEK: The temperature measurement was not down under the ground. We used, as input
data, the mean temperature of the air in Prague. It was supposed tiiat this is the ground surface temperature.
Then using the standard equations, the temperature underground was calculated. It was only calculated,
because the soil is operating as a low-pass filter. Only the long wave of the heat is transported down and
time delayed. So it was not measured, it was calculated.
ALBERT KIRK: Was most of the cable at the three-meter depth or between .5 (point 5) and three meters?
Can you express that in a certain percentage, the relationship of depth for the 10 kilometers?
MALCOLM CALHOUN (JPL): May I answer that?
ALBERT KIRK: Yes, please.
MALCOLM CALHOUN: Eight hundred meters was at a half-meter depth. The rest of the link was at two
to three meters. Unfortunately, the 800-meter at a half-meter depth would account for the biggest part of
the cycling that we saw.
BOB WEAVER (UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNL\): What was the total extent of the
temperature fluctuations in your graph? I could not quite read the graph.
MALCOLM CALHOUN: Minus 10 to plus 35 -yes, minus 10 C to plus 35 C.
OTOKAR BUZEK: These peaks are from approximately minus 18 to plus 30 degrees Celsius.
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e-mail kihara@exa.onlab.ntt.co.jp
Michito Imae and Kuniyasu Imamura
Commimications Research Laboratory (CRL), Japan
Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications
Abstract
An experiment to transfer time and frequency over 2.488 Gbit/s SDH (Synchronous Digital
Hierarchy) systems using 175-km commercial optical fibers has been set up by CRL and NTT. We
confirm that the frequency stability of the time comparison data is l(t"/square root oftau at
averaging times above 10 s. This equals that of the Csfrequency standard (HP5071A) used in this
experiment The time comparison resolution is of the order of IQ-" s (square root of time
variance). The long-term stability of this system is expected to be better than 1 ns. The time
comparison results of this ejq>eriment agree well the GPS common-view results.

INTRODUCTION
Terrestrial cable systems can be applied for time and frequency comparison and transfer as is
possible with satellites[l][2]. While cable systems are disadvantaged in requiring repeaters to
transmit information over long distances, they offer very stable communicationlinks. Optical
transmission systems based on SDH (Synchronous Digital Hierarchy) have been developed and
deployed with bh rates of 600 Mb/s, 2.5 Gb/s, and 10 Gb/s. These bit rates enable highly stable
frequency and time transfer.
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We have been tackling transfer time and frequency over 2.488 Gbit/s SDH systems. The first goal
was to ascertain the limitation of SDH systems m terms of frequency and time transfer capability.
The second was to develop an accurate and stable standard signal distribution scheme over
telecommunication networks. This paper describes the system configuration and initial results of the
experiment.

EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM
CRL in Koganei and NTT in Yokosuka were directly connected with a 2.488 Gbit/s SDH system
as shown in Fig. 1; cross-connects were not used. The 175-km optical fiber cable contained 7
repeaters. The SDH termination equipment receives the reference signal generated by each standard,
and transmits the reference signal using a data format based on SDH. Figure 2 shows the
experimental system configuration. Reference second signals and measurement data are transmitted
and received by time information transmitters and receivers that manipulate 2.488 Gbit/s SDH
signals synchronized to a reference signal of 5 MHz. Measurement systems have functions of time
interval counting and measurement data processing.
DATA PROCESSING
Measurement results at one site are immediately transmitted to the other site over the same SDH
system as the time transfer experiment. This ejqjeriment system can thus achieve both conventional
two-way time transfer and real-time data processing for frequency and time correction. The national
standard of frequency and time generated in CRL can be continuously transferred to NTT.
The time difference (A) between two sites is determined from four data: the differences, measured
in CRL, between the reference and transmitted second signals (tl) and between the received and
transmitted second signals (t2), and the differences, measured in NTT, between the reference and
transmitted second signals (t3) and between the received and transmitted second signals (t4). Time
difference (A) is given by
A = tl -13 + (t2 -14) + (T 1 - T2)/2
where tl and t2 are the transmission delays from CRL to NTT and from NTT and CRL, respectively.
Total transmission delay is
Tl + T2 = t2 +14.
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The asymmetry of transmission delay causes time error in A. While SDH signals are transmitted over
different optical fibers, the two fibers are jacketed in the same cable. Transmission delay (tl and t2)
and delay variation are approximately the same. Time error factors are difference in wavelength
between the two optical fibers, connector attaching processes in the ends of the optical fibers and
circuit-delay difference in the repeaters (if used).

TIME TRANSFER FORMAT
Current digital transmission systems are based on Time Division Multiplex (TDM) and designate
time slots for data transmission. We have to identify which time slot holds the reference second
because the delay imposed by the transmitter is unpredictable. In this experiment, one bit of an
undefined Section OverHead (SOH) byte is used to indicate carriage of the reference second.
Measurement data are also transferred in other bits of the same SOH byte. Figure 3 shows SDH data
format including SOH and the SOH byte used to transfer time. Time information is embedded in
SOH bytes once per one fiame period of 125 ^s. 8000 successively embedded SOH bytes construct
one^econd frame as shown in Fig.4.

FREQUENCY COMPARISON AND TIME TRANSFER
Figures 5 and 6 show the time comparison result and the total transmission delay between CRL and
NTT, respectively. The constant time difference increase is caused by the frequency difference
between CRL and NTT. Frequency deviation of the cesium standard in NTT is -1.27x10"" compared
to that in CRL. The total transmission delay is 1.7 ms, and the delay variation is approximately 200
ns over the period shown in Fig.6. The annual delay variation is expected to be around 300 ns based
on the experimental results.
Figure 7 shows the short-term stability in Allan variance. This two-way time transfer system
capability was measured in a room using a imique reference, and is plotted as 'system' in Fig.7. The
experimental system can compare firequencies of 10'" over a one day measurement period. The
actual measurement result, plotted as 'CRL-NTT', basically follows the performance of the cesium
standard used in NTT. If we use a hydrogen maser to generate the reference time, it is expected that
the firequency comparison would show a flicker floor of 10''^ over the measurement period of more
than 10^ s.
Figure 8 shows time deviation as a function of averaging time. This two-way time transfer system
can compare time at the order of 10'" over measurement periods greater than 1 s. Time signals
generated by an HP5071 cesium standard can be compared over measurement periods longer than
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10 s. Figure 9 shows a comparison of this experimental system with GPS common view. Time
difference increase due to frequency offset was removed before plotting these values. The time
comparison of this experimental system agrees well the GPS common-view result. While these
results do not show the time transfer capability in terms of long-term stability, since they include the
time variation between the NTT standard and UTC(CRL), the long-term stability in this system is
expected to be better than 1 ns.

CONCLUSION
We confirmed that the frequency stability of the time comparison is lO'Vsquare root of tau for the
averaging time region, tau, greater than 10 s. This is equal to that of the Cs frequency standard
(HP5071 A) used in NTT. This result implies that two time scales based on Cs frequency standards
can be compared using 2.488 Gbit/s SDH time transfer as if the two standards were standing
alongside each other.
REFERENCES
[1] M. Kihara, and A. Imaoka 1995, "SDH-based time and frequency transfer system", Proceedings
of the 9th European Frequency and Time Forum.
[2] M. A. Weiss, S. R. Jefiferts, J. Levme, S. Dilla, T. E. Parker, and E. W. Bell 1996, "Two-way
time and frequency transfer in SONET", Proceedings of the 1996 International Frequency Control
Symposium, pp. 1163-1168.
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Results From Proof-Of-Concept Time-Based
Communications Testing
T. P. Celano, Timing Solutions Corporation
S. R. Stein, Timing Solutions Corporation
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E. A. Swanson, MIT Lincoln Laboratory
B. R. Hemenway Jr., MIT Lincoln Laboratory
J. C. Carney, MIT Lincoln Laboratory
Time-based communications is a concept whereby the synchronous layer of a
communications channel is used as a vehiclefor two-way time transfer. The technology
originated in 1995 (Refl) with prototype hardware designs for a self-calibrating optical twoway time transfer system. Point-to-point systems were built in 1996 and demonstrated
synchronization error in a laboratory between a master clock and a recovered slave clock at
the sub-nanosecond level over 10 km distribution distances using SONET. Since then, the
communications payhad capability has been added to the optical two-way system providing a
true time-based communications channel with two-way time transferfunctionality embedded
in a OC-3 (155 Mb/s) data channel InFebruary 1997, two weeks of testing were petformed
at Lincoln Laboratory (MIT/LL) to collect an extensive data set on the timing and
communications performance of the system. The test objectives included:
A) Measure system performance with long-range (>10 km) cable runs in a laboratory
environment
B) Establish tinting and communications performance in a laboratory environment
with typical communications hardware in thefiber link.
C) Characterize system petformance using Ireal-world" (outdoor) links exhibiting
temperature tfynamics that change the length of thefiber.
D) Determine the suitabilityfor application in future wavelength division multiplexed
(WDM) optical communications networks.
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This paper presents the results of the time-based communications testing performed at
Lincoln Labs (MIT/LL) using an Optical Two-Way Time Transfer Communications System.
A short explanation ofsystem design and two-way time transfer implementation in a
communications channel will befollowed by a presentation of data sets from the Lincoln
Laboratory testing. Tune transfer measurement data will be presented from tests conducted
from within the laboratory,as well as tests conducted over longdistance, outdoor links. The
laboratory measurements to be presented include two-way time transfer results overfiber in a
controlled (constant tenqterature) environment with typical communications hardware
inserted in the Unk between clocks. The hardware used for laboratory measurements includes
electro-optic repeaters and erbiumrdopedfiberoptic angflifters. The outdoorfiber links
(intended to represent realworld Unks) include a 75-kmfiber run with OC-3 repeaters inserted
at the midpoint, andlOO-km with wave-division multiplexing equipment in the link.
Synchronization error measurement data are presented for each test configuration.
Two-way delay data will be presented for the real world links to show the changes in fiber
length induced by temperature variations in the outdoor environment

1.0 BACKGROUND OF TIMEBASED COMMUNICATION
Tim&Based Commimications is a concept where continuous two-way time transfer infonnation is
embedded in an active communications channel (Ref. 1). The synchronous layer of the
communications channel is exploited as a two-way vehicle. In the case of SONET (Synchronous
Optical Network), the framing structure is used to provide an event to measure, and a byte in the
administrative chaimel is used to provide a data channel between the ends of the link. Point-to-point
SONET systems have been built and fielded by Timing Solutions Corporation (TSC) to provide subnanosecond time transfer capability in a controlled (mdoor) environment for fiber links up to 10 km.
Figure 1 shows the time transfer performance of the TSC system for the point-to-point case using
the first generation equipment. These first generation systems were not capable of carrying data and
only contained fiber between the two nodes (no repeaters or other communications equipment).
With the second generation hardware came the abihty to transfer user data between nodes. The user
data are not associated with the timing fimction and can be framed in any fashion that is applicable
to the SONET frame. The TSC SONET Time Transfer System described in this paper utilizes a data
payload which transfers 155 Mb/s of user data filmed in ATM cells. This provides full use of the
communications link for data transport with the two-way time transfer computation continuously
nmning in the background.

2.0 OBJECTIVES OF PROTOTYPE TESTING
The primary objective of the testing was to extend the performance verification of the TSC SONET
Time Transfer System past the point-to-point case. Since the desire is to field the system over a
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typical communications network, the testing was aimed toward determining the feasibility of using
the system over commercial links. The following areas were considered in determining the
suitability of the TSC SONET Time Transfer System over conmiercial links:
A) Long4ange links: The first generation systems had a l(Hkm limit based on the power of
the transceiver pair on either end of the fiber. Extending this limit to allow runs that are
typical to the commercial communications environment was of interest. This includes
the use of higher power transceivers,as well as amplification in the fiber links. Results
presented m Sections 4 and 5 include high power transceivers and different methods of
signal regeneration.
B) Laboratory Testing of Communications Components: Fielding systems in a commercial
enviroimient requires a departure firom the point-to-point case. Real-world links will
likely contain regeneration equipment in order to maintain the required SNR over longer
distances. Prior to fielding the equipment over real-world links, tests were run to
establish timing and commimications performance in a laboratory environment. Data
were collected in the lab with typical conmiunications hardware in the fiber link.
Comparisons of the different data sets are presented in Section 4.0.
C) Field-Testing of Communications Components: The MIT/LL test-bed includes links,
which represent a "real-world" link. Fiber connections between MIT/LL in Lexmgton
MA and the MIT campus in Cambridge were used to determine system performance in
a dynamic environment. 12-24 hour tests were run to allow diurnal temperature effects
to stress the system. Results from these tests are presented in Section 5.1.
D) Future Networks: The MIT/LL test-bed also contains next generation communications
hardware. This hardware includes All-Optical Network (AON) hardware, which utilizes
wave division multiplexing to cany large amounts of data over a siagle fiber. Tests were
run usmg the AON test-bed to determine the performance of the SONET Time Transfer
System and the applicability of the technology to fiiture communications systems.
Results of the AON application are discussed in Section 5.2.

3.0 MIT/LL TEST-BED
The MIT/LL test-bed (Figure 2) provided an excellent environment in which to achieve the diverse
test goals. The timmg equipment was initially set up in a laboratory where links could be
constructed to collect data against a specific goal or device. The timing configuration in the lab
consisted of a TSC SONET Master and Slave, which were operated using two independent clocks.
The SONET Master transferred time to the SONET slave where 5-MHz and 1-PPS signals were
regenerated and steered to the clock source via optical two-way time transfer. The synchronization
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error between the SONET Master and the SONET Slave was measured using the TSC 55000
Precision Time Measurement System. The TSC 55000 was used to measure the phase of a 5-MHz
signal from the clock source and a 5-MHz signal from the slave and compute the time difference
between the clock source and the slave signals. Once the system was calibrated, the time difference
plot provided a direct measurement of the slave's ability to track the clock source.
The communications portion of the test set-up consisted of the data source and the link. The data
source was a CERJACK ATM bit error rate tester, vMch provided data to the master and collected
data from the slave. The unit provided a direct measurement of the number of bit errors over a
period of time. The link for each test was constructed using the Lincohi Laboratory equipment either
in the lab, in the field, or a combination of the two. The abundance of equipment in the lab allowed
links to be constructed in an incremental fashion.beginning with short spans of fiber and cuhninating
with an all-optical configuration with 1004an outdoor fiber spans containing optical routers and
erbium amplifiers.

4.0 LABORATORY TESTS
In order to completely characterize the system performance in a commercial environment, it was
necessary to get a "best case" baseline in the laboratory. The system was configured as seen in
Figure 3 with the SONET master and SONET slave connected via a 90-km Unk with the component
under test in the middle of each span. The following components were tested:
1. Optical Attenuator (baseline)
2. Electro/Optic Regenerator
3. Erbium Amplifier
The Optical Attenuator is of interest since it does not contain any active components and represents
a negligible departure from the point-to-point case. It is used as the baseline data set to which to
compare the other components. The Electro/Optic Regenerator converts the light signal to an
electrical signal, where it is re-shaped and re-clocked before being converted back to the optical
frequency. The Electro/Optic regenerator is used in many terrestrial links and is likely to be
encountered in a commercial environment. The Erbium amplifier is an all-optical repeater where
the signal is passed through a small section of erbium-doped fiber to increase the intensity. The
erbium amplifier is used in transoceanic links and is of interest when considering optical time based
communications between continents.
Each configuration was run overnight with measurements collected every 20 seconds using the TSC
55000. Comparison of the data sets collected (Figure 4) results in the conclusion that the addition
of the components in the fiber path has a measurable but negligible effect on the synchronization
error. By comparing the standard deviation of the data sets (72 ps for the Optical Attenuator, 103
ps for the Electro/Optic regenerator, and 152 ps for the Erbium AmpUfier), it is noted that the erbium
amplifier produced a factor of 2 increase in the noise level. This is still well within the acceptable
operating range of the system. The main result gleaned from the laboratory tests is that the departure
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from the point-to-point case is not significantly degraded by addition of (one stage of) regeneration
equipment. This is a crucial test, as it allows the optical two-way time transfer technique to be
considered for long-distance links.

5.0 FIELD TESTS
The field tests involve operating the SONET Time Transfer System in an environment that is typical
for the target implementation, i.e. a typical commercial link. Two such links were considered using
the MIT/LL test-bed: an implementation using technology encountered in today's commercial links,
and an all-optical implementation using next generation technology. The goal of the field tests was
to expose the system to a dynamic environment where the link is changing and the steering loops
in the SONET slave must compensate appropriately. This differs from the lab case,where the fiber
is held within a small temperature range by building climate control. In the field tests, the fiber used
is exposed to the outdoor elements and, as a result, will experience temperature changes due to
diurnal cycles and changing weather patterns. The tests detailed in the following sections present
the SONET time transfer system performance over long links in a dynamic environment.
5.1 PERFORMANCE OVER CURRENT GENERATION LINKS
The test set-up using a link representing currently used commercial hardware is depicted in Figure
5. The optical signal (at 1310 nm) from the TSC SONET master (slave) was routed over a 37-km
fiber to a remote facility where the signal was amplified using an Electro/Optic regenerator
(regenerator had fiill clock recovery and data regeneration). The signal was then routed back (over
a different fiber in the same fiber bundle) to MIT/LL,vviiere the TSC SONET slave (master) received
it. The system was run over a 24-hour period in order to experience one fiill diurnal temperature
cycle.
System performance for the configuration in Figure 5 is plotted in Figure 6. Synchronization error
is plotted,as well as ihe change in the round-trip delay. A round4rip delay measurement is provided
by the SONET system as a by-product of the two-way process. The roundrtrip delay value includes
the front-end electronics of Ihe TSC SONET hardware and is of little interest as an absolute
measurement. As a relative measurement (by subtracting the first value), the data provides a
measurement of the change in the propagation delay of the link. Since propagation changes occur
only for the part of the link exposed to temperature variation, this measurement provides an
indication of the changes seen by the fiber between the nodes. The two plots contain data from the
same measurement interval. Figure 6 shows that the SONET time transfer system demonstrated
excellent performance in a dynamic environment over the 24-hour test period (standard deviation
of 305 ps). With the exception of a 2-ns perturbation at the end of the data set ^JD 50501.4), the
signals from the SONET slave remained within 1 ns of the master while the propagation delay in the
fiber changed by over 100 ns (from -40 to +60). Correlation between the synchronization error and
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the delay change is seen in Figure 6, but the system is able to remove the eflFects of the delay change
and maintain the slave to within 1 ns of the master. The perturbation at MJD 50501.4 is caused by
a change in the delay state in the front-end electronics of the SONET hardware (an effect which is
being corrected in the third generation hardware).
5.2 TIME TRANSFER PERFORMANCE OVER NEXT GENERATION LINKS
The development of the time4)ased communication technology is geared toward application in future
communications networks, as well as current generation networks. One example of a future
communication network is the MT/LL All-Optical Network, or AON (Ref 2),which utilizes wave
division multiplexing to combine 20 channels of optical data (in the 1550 nm band) over a single
fiber. Data sent over the AON are routed and amplified as optical signals, never needing conversion
to electrical signals. This all-optical implementation is ideal for SONET time transfei; since the
SONET frame, once created, remains intact from end to end (rather than going through electrical
switching equipment, like in a typical SONET ADM or an ATM switch, where the SONET framing
information is regenerated).
The equipment configuration for the AON test is seen in Figure 7. The optical signal from the
SONET master is first routed through an optical terminal, which changes the wavelength from 1310
nm to 1556.6 nm. The link between the SONET master and slave contains three optical routers with
erbium amplifiers, which have the ability to change the optical frequency of the signal as well as
amplify the intensity. Prior to reception at the SONET slave, the wavelength must be converted back
to 1310 nm. The total distance of the link between Lincohi Labs (MIT/LL) and MIT campus is 102
km.
System performance for a 12-hour test on the AON is plotted m Figure 8. With the exception of a
small perturbation at the beginning of the data set, due to the same delay change effect discussed in
Section 5.1, the system demonstrated sub-nanosecond performance (standard deviation of 657 ps).
There was no degradation in system performance due to the wave division multiplexing equipment
in the link. As in the current generation case. Section 5.2, the system was able to track a large
temperature swing and maintain sub-nanosecond synchronization error

6.0 CONCLUSIONS
The MIT/LL field-test has demonstrated the compatibility of two-way time transfer and
commercial SONET equipment. Typical components such as repeaters and erbium amplifiers
resulted in small, but acceptable,degradation of signal-to-noise ratio (for the number of repeaters
tested). The field test also demonstrated that the two-way technique is able to compensate for
delay changes encountered by fiber in typical outdoor installations,including long above^oimd
runs. Finally, the tests demonstrated that the All-Optical Network is an ideal platform for the
integration of timing and communications, since the SONET signals are transmitted unaltered
through all AON equipment.
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Figure 3: Laboratory configuration
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Questions and Answers
MASAMI KIHARA (NTT): I would like to ask about fiber dispersion. You tested a long distance, and
you used a very crossed wave length. It is okay. But if you wanted to expand the system to a long way, I
think that you have to think about fiber dispersion. What do you think about that?
SAM STEIN (TIMING SOLUTIONS): You are right. For instance, fiber dispersion would probably be the
limiting factor for use in an undersea cable. We looked at that a little bit because the optical terminals on
the WDM system, the AON, are tunable. So we were able to actually offset the frequencies while the
system was running and study the dispersion.
DAVE HOWE (NIST): Sam, it looks like there is a scaling between the round-trip delay and the noise that
you encounter with two-way. Can you predict what levels of noise you might see if the round-trip delays
are extended beyond 50 nanoseconds in tiieir variations and what situations that might occur?
SAM STEIN: I guess I do not understand why you think there is a scaling.
DAVE HOWE: It just appeared from your plots, but maybe you have not experienced that generally.
SAM STEIN: Normally, for mstance, in manufacturing, we evaluate these systems with 20 feet of fiber; we
ship them to a customer where they are typically installed with one or two kilometers of fiber; and here we
show data with 100 kilometers of fiber. I would say there is not a noticeable difference in performance in
the three cases.
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